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Preface

We,have written,this book for a broad audience, basically anyone

',personally or professionally concerned about the serious crime-problem

of America's elderly. This would include people who work with older

citizens on a daily'baIis, policymakers who,must make decisions about

funding and program deign, program administrators whd are searching

for ways to respond to their clients' concerns about crime, and students

of gerontology (the study of the aging processes) and criminal justice.

It is meant for older people themselves, for those who are lboking for

ways to protect themselves against crime and to cope with the effects'

offivictimization, and for seniors who want to take action in helping

their peers. Ultimately, the entire community benefits.

This handbook reflects the combined efforts bf a criminal justice

expert', a lawyer, and A gerontologist. Consequently, we hope that it

is sensitive tothe complezc needs of the elderly person in theicd..

munity. This handbook also reflects the collaborations of others

within the Criminal Justice and the Elderly Program, planners and

trainers, community service agency workers, and community elders.

We hope.that it does thdM justice.

This book has'been designed to stand on its own, or to be used as /

the text-in a training or an introductory course on crime against the

elder*. Ideally, this training by'-course would require sufficient

contact br,clasSroom hours, and could be offered An a variety of set-

tings, guch as-in a neighborhood senior center, a continuing education

program, or a community -tollege. To assist-instructors ih presenting

the information in\this -handbook as effectively as possible, we. have

prepared a companion volume, entitled Effective Responses to the Crime

Probleuitf Older Americans:An Instructor's quide.' It presents -a

30-h6re curriculum for a course on this topic. The curriculum includes '

reco dded techni'qUes.for presenting the information in a classroom

setting, including audiovisual backup materials, and local resources

for each.of the various sessions. The Instructor's Guide, howeverf

is meant'to be used withthis Handbook; all materials are cross;-

referenced to.information in-this volume. We believe that educators

have available through thiS Handbook and the Instructor's Guide the

basic ,knowledge they need;om crime problems affecting the elderly,

countermeasures which have proven most successful,, and the skills

required to.teach others how to provide anti-crime services to the

elderlj0

The material included, in thiS Handbook and the. nstructor's Guide

is a comditation of information gathered over a four-year period by

the stain of the National Coungl'e of Senior Citizens' Criminal Justice

'A and the Elderly (CJE),,program, .CJEr's work-has been.suRported by a

number of federal and'private soyrees: the'lawEnforceMent Assistance

Administration ,(LEAA), the Commuliity Services Administration {CSA),

the Deportnieq of,Housinj and Urban Development (1lUD), the AdMinistra-

AP.
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tion on Aging (AO), the Ford Foundation, and the Edna McConnell Clark
Foundation.

Since 1977, these agencies have together contributed overfive million
..lollars to the support of a nati nal researcb and demonstration program
aimed at reducing the incidence ,nd impact ofcrime against senior
citizens. CJE was established y the National Council of Senior
Citizens to play the leading role in this program, which also consisted
of seven local demonstrations in six major cities. CJE coordinated
and provided assistance to the seven local projects and, with the
assistance of.the Behavioral Sciences Laboratory (BSL) at the'Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, evaluated their operations and impact. T4 demon-
-stration projects inclUded four funded by AoA in New York'City,
Chicago, LosAngeles, and Washington, D.C. and three funded by CSA
ir New Yo"?k City, New Orleans, and Milwaukee. .These projects engaged
'in a variety of anti-crime activities, including crime prevention .

educa'tior, victim assistance, hardware installation, security surveys,
and the organization of, Neighborhobd 'latch clubs.

/-.--...

. .

The evaluation of this national program by CJE and BSL was de-. .

signe to test b6th the feasibility of operating anti -crime projects
focusei in the elderly, and the effectiveness of anti-crime-services
with age lients in the community. The results of this evaluation
and of othe studies in this field have been encour4ging.

Based on t e studies, CJE began to "spread the word" about
anti-crime seryice for elderly people. One means was-through a
number of workshops i as conducted for professionals in'the fields
of aging and criminal 4 ce and for representatives of aging-related
community agencies. The go of these.efforts was to bring representa-
tives of criminal justice and community service agencies together
with older people to formulate constructive plans for improved anti-
crime services to seniors. CJE then assisted selected agencies in
carrying, out.the strategies identified' under each plan,. :Response to

the workshops indicates an extraordinary local,commitment to mobilizing.
existing resources 'in order to reduce the deleterious,consepuence of
crime on the aged.

Paralleling these Ca'activities over the years have been several
research projects and, the publishing of somei0 monographs, research
reports, 'scholarly p'apers, manuals, handbooks, and guides. cJE has

also operated a national resource center on crime against the'elderlye, -
whichintluded the CJE Newsletter, a quarterly journal reporting.on,
research, legislative developments, and local anti -crimp projects.
"(

T

Thus, during its life span CJE has progressed from understanding
the basic needs of the elderly for crime prevention and victim assis- .

tance to designing effective strategies to milt these needs,.to.pro-
moting nationwide and in selected cities the desirability of employing

thole strategies, to helping selected local ancies implement the -
strategies, Throughout this prodss our motivation has been a commit= ..
ment to improving the quality of life/for older Americans..

,0
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It is our firm belief that all of us in the comfnunity, not just
criminal justice.Rrofessionals, must become experts in what'to do

about crimp and its after-effects before real progress can be made

against this threat to a peaceful older age for our citizens.
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Chapter One
Introduction

. (-

Think of What would be the perfect breeding ground for ime and

victimization. It would be congested, so that there would be lenty

of potential victims and ready opportunity for perpetrators to become
lost in crowds or buildings. It would have a high Concentration of

physically vulnerable victims who would minimize the risks facing the

criminals. It would have neighborhoods which are deteriorating, Per-,

haps in the physical sense but certainly in the sense of there being

a lack of community spirit. We have these conditions in too many

inner titles., .

- 4 'I

The congestion and the concentration of numbers of people in
inner cities help create a sense of anonymity which may be as he pful

to the criminal as it is distressing to another, innocent residen ,

The deterioration and even the "renewal" of neighborhoods often me ns

the destruc ion of the sense of community among residents., Friends

mov away o new people move in. Houses are razed or public buildings

andkparking ots are put in. The residents who remain can no longer

tell fellow residents from strangers. When residents cannot distin-

guish strangers from neighbors, says Smith (1979), "their sense of
responsibility for the area contracts from the neighborhood to their

own dwelling." When this happens, fear rises and it's every man for

himself. -.

Unfortunately, many of America's elderly live under these circum-

stances. One-third live in inner cities. Fortunately, two-thirds

do not. In fact, in 28 of the 50 states, 40 percent or more of the
state's older population lives in rural areas (Harbert and Wilkinson,

1974)% But, as we know and shall discuss, crime in one way or another

seems to affect most older people regardless of where they live. This

is because of the reality of the fear of crime. Even elders who

are not in high risk k-ot victimization are -afraid.

Most older-Americans enjoy good or excellent health; they have/6-

no serious restrictions on their physical mobility; they have success-

fully retired and have adjusted to late life. /Most oldv people are

vital and able. They want to help themselvesethey wet to be,self-

sufficient. They are not wallowing in loneliness and self-pity as

younger people may project ,(Harris, 1975, founethat younger adults,

overestimated by 500 percent the amount of *neliness among elders).

In fact, seniors are concerned about real- life', living issues--.the

problems of transportation, money, health, and crime. But dealing

with crjme, especially the fear of crime, is made more difficult by

others projecting or assuming inadequacy on the part of oldpr pqople.

This book is meant to 4ap the energies of older people and of those'

, who work-with them.

In fact,'seniors are victimized by crime less than other age

groups, but their fear of crime is higher. Looking at the standard

/VA
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*categories qf personal crimes (robbery,'rape, assault, and theft) and

housahold dimes (burglary; hpusehold.larceny, and auto theft), we

see low rates.of.victimization among the elderly. Of course, it may ,

be that we are using the wrong categories and that there is an emerging,
distinct pattern -of crime against the aged. Smith (1979)'suggests

that medical "gap" insurance and health insurance swindles, get-well-
quick.quackery, bogus wbrk-at-hoMe offers, home repair.schemes, etc.,
.may be disproportionately aimed at older people. As he notes, how-

Oer,there are no-statistics as yet to support this observation.
More to the point is that elders' levels. of fear of crime bear little
relattonship to their known victimization; fears are dramatically

higher than occurrences.

Fear of crime may be fueled by 4 number of social conditions,
perhaps by older peOple's conscious or uncdhscious realization that
they are considered "legitimate Victims" by society because they are

s social burden. This is suggested by Reiman (1970 who says that
victimization is built into the aging process. Fear of crime may

also be fueled by media attraction to violence. Studying the atten-

tion paid by newspapers and television to violent *crimes, Jaehnig et al.
(1981) found that readers' and viewers' fears of crime followed the .

patterns emphasized y'the media. For example, one newspaper devoted

nearlyktwice as many stories to violent crime as another newspaper;
more tian twice as many reader's of the first paper (64 percent) as

readers of the second (25 percent) expresseq, fears of becoming crime

victims. While nonviolent burglaries' and thefts occurred eight times

more frequently than violent crimes in one'city,,Oaehnig et al. notes

that stories on rape, assault, and murder accouRed for almost 70
percent of its newspaper's crime reports. To be sure, these things

heighten the older person's feat of crime. Self-perceived physical,

emotional, or economic vulnerability makes things worse.

The net effect of all this is that seniors, whether living in
the inner-city setting discussed atths opening,"on a rural tract,,i .

,or anywhere in-between, often cope with their fear of crime by limt-

ing their activities. Fear constricts their behaviors. It diminishes

their lives. This'can lead to higher morbidity (illness) and mortality
(death) rtes.- The community, in turn, loses the-contributions_ of
its elders; Medicare dr Medicaid costs rise to pay for injuries And
'real or ima§ined illness related to isolation; businesses suffer
due to cutbacks by wold-be consumers; even social services face
higher costs and expenSes because of losing-potential volunteers. And

so, we can see that crime against the elderly affects the entire com-

munity in some way.

This book is intended to be an intervention, an attempt to get
in andmake asdifferencer-4J14 so, we will 'examine the fact and the

fiction of crime against the aged: We mill discuss the realities of
growingolder and of criminativictimization against the elderly in
orer,to displace the Myths that contribute to the fears. We will

examine the patterns of' crjme against older people, on the street and

in the home, in order to'alert people to real vulnerabilities and,t

more importantly, to corrective,actions. We will consider the needs

of olds...victims and wtll propose assistance and counseling measures.

4
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Finally, we believe that increases in crime prevention education

mean improvements in the quality of lives for elders, so, we will

outline procedures for effective_training sessions.

re

This bodk 'addresses a serious probleein the lives of the elderly

--crime. Time and again, surveys have shown that many elderly, es-

pecially in urban settings, consider crime their most fearsome concern,

often ranking it above inflation, inadequate health care, loneliness,

and other sources of distress in old age.'

For years, however, aging-related public services have not given

crime the same priority as do their elderly clients. Policymakers

-have been slow to react to older people's crime-related-fears. One

reason for this apparent neglect is that crime statistics show that

senior citizens are victims of crime less fr'equently than their younger

neighbors.

Now we'are learning that these statistics mask some crucial

facts. One is that, while elders overall are victimized at low rates,

there are disturbing exceptions. The aged living In the centers of

our major Odes are afflicted at" he same rate as younger residents,

and both young and old are victimized at a much higher rate than

people in rural areas. Anotheis that crime and the fear of.crime _

alter the quality of the lives of America's elderly. Statistics fa'1

to show the highly.restrietive and Isolated lifestNes many seniors

,have adopted in response to crime. Policymakers have begun to recog-

nize that order pedPle living "safely" as virtual prisoners in their-

own homes are casualties, and should properly'be counted among the

victims of crime.
. .

Until now, there seemed to be few constructive things anyev7--

could do to reduce these fears or to ease the victims' distress.

That pessimisA is receding as pilot anti-crime projects for and by

the elderly show that their crime prevention and victim assistance

strvices work..

The federal government, often through criminal justice agencies,

has been largely responsible for putting these pilot programs into

operation. Although the programs are few and reach.Only a small

proportion of the population-in-need, they are astep in die right

direction. The recent detise of the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad,"

ministration, however, makes itdoubtful that criminal justicegen

cift will remain in the forefront in this field. In fact, the end to

federal funding of pilot anti - crime programs will undOubtedly produce

considerable attrition in the number and suoe of such programs.

Furthermore, giyen the current atmosphere of "budgetary austerity,"

progress in expanding the network of anti-crime programs for seniors

.would not seem tolie in mounting new programs under any kind of

funding scheme. -

.

)/
A

On the other hand, it has been showh that people who work with

the elderly on a daily basis7-nuVnition workers,larea agencies on

aging pervnnel, visiting rurses,senior center staff, and the like- -

can be taught to recognize-and to deal with the problems of crime and.

)
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fear of crime experienced by their' clients ". These profesionals and
paraprOfesionals-can do'more than fill, the void.- The ,community of

aging - related 'a§enciesscan be agreat resource for continued ref

if they can be effectively Mobilized. This book. is meant'as a step

toward mobilization."

Now thtt we have explained whythq) book was written, We should

say something about flOw itjs-oeanized.
%%.

Goat and Objectives

4

t-

The goal of
,

this handbook' is educate the reader to'reco§nize

and respond 'to the crime - related needs of older Americans'. The reader

may be a worker,in the field,of aging, a community elder or family

member, a criminal justice specialist, or anyone concerned about .

these needs. This book provides facts about the serious crime pr
bleMS affecting the elderly, those countermeasures which work best
and the basic skills'to,provide anti-crime services to the elderly.

More specifically, the objective-of this book are to make the

reader more knowledgeable about:

The major crime problems of the elderly as a class of citize
including their fear of.crime, the consequences of csimi
victimization, and the patterns of crimesoommitted against them.

The needs of senior citizens which a rise from the crime problem,

including needs for home improvement measures, personal security
advice, information on Ton games. and frauds, and counseling to

ove0come the psychological effects'of victimization.

The actions which both older people. themselves and aging-related'

programs can take to decrease the elderly's-vulnerability to

crime, to reduce fear, and to improve their chances of overcoming

the effects of victimization. ' 4
%

,
Other community resources which can be' tapped to provide crime

prevention and victim assistance services to the elderly.

sr.

_

Contents
This handbook is organized into four overlapping sections: first,

the realities of agipg and of crime against the elderly (Chapters

One-Four); second, chime prevention in the street, insthe home, jn

consumer fraud, and in community efforts (Chapters Fide-Nine); third,

victim assistance, meeting the needs of older victims (Chapters Five

and Ten-Twelve); and fourth, crime prevention education,'conducting

effective training and expanding the network of trainers and the

access of elders to information and advice (Chapter Thirteen).

/ In addi 'on,

r

Chapters are intended to be freestanding. They

i

can be read nd used alone, or in combination to tackle a specific

problem. Fo instance, Chapter Nine, within the crime,prevention

section, dea s with-community-efforts'in crime prevention. The'infor-/
4 ./11
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Ab
nition in this chapter and that in Chapter Thi4teen on conducting

education sessions can be combined when planning a comprehensive

community drive against crime.

Briefly, the chapters contain the following information.

Chapter One Introduction

s
This chapter raises the issue of th role of'criminal

.tion in'the lives of older Americans s ates thg ed for.effecive com-

munity responses, and outlines the b ok:s objectiftnes, content, and

Methods:
4

Chajter Two A Sketch of Older American

Here we, provide a summary of the more important physical, social,

and psychological conditions of this country's elders. The chapter

looks at demographics, sex, maritaNstatus, income, health, mental

health, and other facts of aging.

Chapter Three Patterns of Crime against the)Elderly

This chapter provides data on the types and frequencies of criminal

victimization against' the elderly/ Personal and property crime rates

are given. Sex and race of the Victim cause variations from the

overall low victimization rate of older people.

Chapter Four Fear of Crime and its Consequences

Here we note that disagreement exists among researchers over

whether the elderly's fear of crime is realistic. RegardlesS,'when

victimizedt older people are likely to suffer physical, emotional, and

psychological stresses. The fear of these reactions to.crime may

increo.se their vulnerability.

ChapterlFive Introduction to Crime Prevention and VictiM Assistance

This chapter gives an'overview of effectiA crime prevention and

'victim assistance projects. .It putlines the concepts of prevention'

and assistance programs, practical components o' these programs, and

trends in program developmenf.4

Chapter Six Preventing Street CriMes against Elders

Here we .stress the fundamental ingredient in street crime preven-

tion, awareness--self-awareness, awareness of the environment, and

Awareness of response options when in danger. We suggest general

deterrents against street crime, as well as tips in foiling 0 purse

snatcher, preventing muggihg, preventing push-in robberies and rape.

'Chapter Seven Preventing Residential Crimes against Elders

This chapter examines the vulnerability of seniors to burglary,

household larceny, and auto theft. It offers advice in reducing the

0
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risk'of residential crimes, providing numerous examples of "target .

hardening" and opportunity reduction. It contains many action steps.'

Chapter Eight Preventing Consumer Fraud and Con Games

We investigate a number of ag4-related factors IITTch may make

some olderipersohs -particularly vulnerable to fraud. The two most

common types of fraud are dikussed. We suggest effective individual

and group actions against fraud:

c ...

Chapter Nine Community Crime' Prevention

In4ividual efforts in crime prevention are only part of the t tal

dr
approach needed to tombat crime against elders. This chapter exp ains

why community crime prevention is*necessary, and what is involve in

developing community programs. It lists effective crime prevention

. strategies for block or floor clubs,'

. 0"
Chapter Ten Victimization and Its Aftermath The Victim in Crisis

'The psycholdgical and emotional needs of 'older victims may well

be greater and more pressing than those of their younger counterparts,

so this chapter examin the concept and stages of crisis. We maintain

that the ability to res'ffon0 to crisis depends upon the stressful ex-,

-perience itself and the victim's experiences immediately afterwards.

Chapter Eleven Meeting the Needs of Elderly Crime Victims

This chapter focuses on meeting the older victim's economic,

physical, psychological, and criminal justice-related needs. 'We give

numerous examples of successful effOrts by individuals, community

.groups, and the criminal justice system. We urge greater advocacy for

recognition of victim's-rights and improved treatment of victims.

Chapter Twelve Communicating with Older Individuals

Communication takes place on two levels, the verbal and the non-

verbal. This chapter suggests basic skills necessary at both levels

for effective counseling of elderly victims. To help' concerned family

and friends, as well as aging-related 'professionals and paraprofes-

si-onals,.we consider the characteristics of succgssful victim assis-

tance counselors; we also provide tips, focounsgling senior citizens.

Chapter Thirteen Communicating with Groups: Crime Prevention Education

- -

We close by detailing the need for community crime prevention
education, and the elements of effective programs. These elements

include planning a course to meet specific local needs and problems,

selecting teaching techniques that will insure lasting learning,

evaluating bbth the immediate and long-term effects of the education,

and expanding the network of trainers and the access of elder
information and advice.

*
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Readers' Aids I.

Each chapter in this handbook contains se3leral aids designed to

assist, the reader in retaining whet he or she learns from.the chapter.

A
Advancealpulizers.At the be(Linninci of each chapter, start
with Chapter Two, we will SuMmarize the most impor ant informa-

tion of the chapter. We will highlight its most si nificant or

controversial facts. We do thiso5o'that the reader will have a

"sense" of what will fdllow, and will be better"able organize

and integrate the informatibn while reading.

Tables and Figures. We have.included theSe ithin the apter.

We believe that these visual aids make the topic be0 g discuSsed .

more real and memorable.
.

Reading and Resources. We hope that the chapter will stimulate -

the reader's interest, and that the reader will_want more informal

tion. Naturally, no book tells the complete story on a subject,

and ours is no exception., U,.we conclude each chapter with

references and suggested readings in other books, journal articles,

project reports, and public (ions.

Reading and Resources
Harbert, A. S. and.C. W. Wilkinson, "Growing Old in Rural America,"

Aging, January, 1979.

Harris., Louis, and Associates, The Myth and Realit§ of Aging in America,

.
Wastfington,'DC: National-Council on the Aging, 1975.

R

Jaehnig, W. B., D. H. Weaver and F. Fico, "ReportIng Crime and Fearing

{,rime ___in Three Communities,"- Journal of Communication, Winter 1981.

Reiman, J. H., "Aging as Victimization: R4lections on the American
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Chapter Two
A Sketch of Older Americans

Advance Organizers
In order to respond effectively ta the needs of
older Americans for crime prevention and.Victim
assistance programs, we need to know more abotit.'
the elderly--who they are, where and how they live,

America's oldersegments are growing at fa4er
rates than any other groups. For the first time
in history, the average American can expect to live
beyond the age of 65.

As recently as 1930 there were as many men as women
above age 65. Today women comprise the majority'
of older Americans, and their predominance increases
with' advancing ages; so while there are about 12 men
for, every 100 women between the ages of 45 to/64,

44?*the numbers drop to about.70 for every.100 above age
65, and about 56 for every 100 above age 716.:

Most older women are widows; most older men are

married.

Most older Americans live in family settings or
alone--not.in nursing homes or institutions--and In

. urban or inner city settings (although in 28 states.
40 percent or more of the state's older population
lives in rural areas).

'The, majority of older Americans Considers their:
health "good" or " xcellent," especially white ;'

and/or upperin e elderly.

Most elders'have no serious restrictions on their

physical mobility.

A variety of stresses, including society's stereo-
types about aging, interfere with the continued
meftta) health orsome elderly /.

1%1'S
4.1/4.5
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Introduction 1.5

America is growing older. 'Like most Wes* industrialized nations
it is experiencing population changes Without precedent. Older segments
are growing more rapidly than any other. The "Post War Baby Booli"
an exception eo i nearly century-long trend toward lower birth raNs,
has ended., And almost suddqnly we are awakening to he.."o114, Age pr'oblem."

The problem is a new one. There have never been such large numbers
of older people. It had lAen the pattern for centuries that 1fe expec-
tancyfrom birth for the average person would be four or five decades
and thak only a smallnUmber would survive to old age. Social systems,

like mariageand.wohc, were built, upon this assumption. Now it's all

changing', and the social systems are still,adjusting. When life expec-

,tancies wee shorter, being an elder was unusual and, potentially,
ried importapce% Today, for the first time in history, th:e average
,American can expect to becoMe old; the majority of our citizens, black
and white, male and female, reaches age'65; and at 65 life expectancy is

another 14-18 year (Sbldo, 1980). The fact of more peopl.e,living
longer is changingmarital, family, and work patterns. For example,

childrearing 8ccupies a 'Significantly smaller portion,of adult life so
that women, after their children leave home, have more adult years,

ahead of them than they ever:had with children at home. And, for the

first time, men upon retiring face'the prospect of one-thircrto one-
half as many retirement years as years spent in labor. **-

These changerin po ati n and ip-life patterns have altered

traditional values and uppor netwotks which reinforced the iMPorten e

of-the elder. At the sameetime'the'se 'changes have occurred so rapid y
that adequate, social responses--responses by the community and gove n-

mentAare still forthcoming.

4
And so, we begin by noting that the increasing crime during this

Period against the eider may be a 'symptom of society king through an

"adjustment period." 'With Old age being essentially re-eNluated in ,a '-

society in flux, older people may beimore likely,targets of crime. We

also pote:t1-kt the absolute imcreasesin the numbers of older ,Americans

place.greater and greater demands upon commuojty and government for
meaningful 'services and programs for the elderly.

This need for increased services, combined with currently diminishb-

ing resources in human services, makes it:especially important that wit i

ply and deliver crime prevention and victim assistance services based

upon a clear knowledge of the characieristiCs of older Americans-=i.e.,

'their traits, strengths, problems, and needs--a knowledge which,is

grounded in fact rather than-in myth.

This task-is made more difficult, however, by the fact that our
elders, besides being more numerous than ever before, are also the most

-diverse qr heterogeneous segment of the population. And so, this chap-

ter will present'a composite of characteristics of older Americans.

This composite'is based on inferMation from a variety of sources,
especially the Fact Book on Aging _published by the Nati rial Council

on the Aging (NCOA) in 1978, a wellLaccepted summary recent aging-

related research and data.

'J
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The growth ofagingpopUlations in this country can be illustrated

bY'seyeral statiaticS. 'In 1'900, there were app-oxiMately three million

persons 65 years end over, or one person,in'ever&25. By 1980, tie

numberhadArollen to,,24 million Americans, or one person in every nine. .*.

By the tarn of,the century, there will be 30-33 million, or gine of every

ei§ht persOns. 'More broadly, today there are six times as many 55-year

olds, eight times as, many 65 year Olds, and ten times as many, 75 year

.olds as in 1900.,-In'contrast, the,total population of the United States.

has barely iiiipJed in this time (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976b).

What acbounts for this tremendous growth? Three reasons have been

suggested (NCOA, 1978):
1

The high birth rate of the late,19th and early 20th centur*es

created a large "pool" of people who might grow old..
/

The high immigration rate prior to WorldWar I further increased'

this number.

Dramatic increases in life expectancy during the 20th century

enabled many,of these people to reach age 65 and beyond.

The:last factor, the increase in life expectancy; has been partic-

ularly significant. Since 1900, life expettancy at birth has increased

approximately 25 years, a ,greater increase than that of,the prqiceding

300 years! Interestingly, this increased life expectancy is due primar-

ily to declining infant death rates and to the discovery of antibiotics

which overcame previously ntal yiral diseases like influenza and'pneu-

monia, rather than to increased life expectancy in the later years. The

illnesses of old age have proved much more difficult to cure than have 6

the diseases of youth.

Sex
Women comprise the majority of older Americans and their predo6)-

inance increases with time and with advancing ages. #Over time we see

,that 1900 older men outnumbere&oldermomen. By 1930 their, numbers

were equal. By l96.0 there were 83 men over 65 for every 100 women, and

by'1975 the ratio had dropped to.69 to 100. If current trends continue,

it is. estimated that by 1990 there will be only 66 men,for every 100

women over 65. As for advanding ages, we see that today, while there .

are about 92 percent as many` men as woo44between the agg of 45-64, the

percentages drop to about 70 percent above age 65,and to about A
percent above age 75 ()3lock et al.,1978; NCOA,1978).

What has caused this significant change in the s-ex makeup of

America's elderly population? Primarily, it is simply that women live

longer than men; the average life expectancy at birth for women in 1978

was 77.2 years, while for men it was 69.5 4Soldo, 1980). Differences

by sex in life expectancy, moreover, are getting larger. Besides having

lower death rates at all age levels, females are not afflicted so much

as men by the two main killers in our later years--cancer and heart

disease' In addition,.Women's social support
patterns 4nd their own,'

4 PI
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bodpoonitoring may contribute to their superior longevity.

Marital Stratus
. Most olde'r women, are widows, while most blder men areAArried.

In 19754, 53 percent of older women were widowed and only 39.percent
married. However, nearly 79 percent of older men were married and only
13.6 percent were widowers (NCOA, 1978). Andther perspective on this
pattern is.that for every man over 65 who is unmarried, there are four
older women who are unmarried. Marital status 65 years' and older is
shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1
Marital Status of Males and Females

65 and Older: 1975 (3y Percent)

Marital Status
65 & Older 1975

V
(Percr r)

100 MIN Divorcedl
90

80

70
60

50

40

30

20

10

0

t

Widowed

Married

Single

MALE FEMALE
Y.

Source See below

Source: National Counil'on the Aging, The Fact
Book on Aging, ri. 4, based on data from
Status: Monthly Chartbook of Social and

1 111, Economic Trends, Bureau of the Census,
i

!
SeptePber.1976.

I.
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Fur4her, sex differences in marital status become more marked with

increasing age. By age 75, 69 percent of women are widows, while only

21 percent of men are widowers. Other factors contributing to the

lopsided ratio include the propensity for men to marry younger women,

and the higher remarriage rate of widowers.

These statistics on sex and marital status indicate that elderly

services are most lik0 to b for female, unmarried clients. Of course,

this must influence the mannek in which services -- including anti-crime

* services--are provided. For example, someone preparing &crime preven-

tion education lecture for a senior citizens group should be prepared to

talk'about:purse snatithing or fear of rape, two subjects of concern to 41,

many elderly women.

Living Arrangernqnt
Services delivered to air persons should also take into account

their living,situations. As y might imagine from the previous review

of marital status, significant differences in living arrangements exist

for older men and women. While the one most common living arrangement.

for people over 65 is a liusband and wife living by "themselves, a higher

percentageof older men than women live in a family environment.

Eighty. -one percent of all older men live in a family setting, while only

58 percent ofolder women do. As Table 272 illustrates, the percentage

of'iolder women living alone is much-higher than that of males. Older

widows prefer living alone (ix out of ten widows live by themselves)

Table 2.2
Living Afrvgements of Men and Women

65 antl Over: 1975 (By Percent)

RALE

65-74 YEARS

FEMALE

.

Live w/ Live . Live w/ Live'

Family Alone Institutionalized . Family Alone . Institutionalized

Oe.g., nursing hare) (e.g.4knu4Sing home)

85 12.1 \ 2.9 64.6 32.9 2.5

74.5 ' 18.2

OVER 75 YEARS

7.4 49.4 40.6 41,W70

4- Source: National. Council on the Aging, Fact Book on

'
Aging, p. 21; based on data from:IP.S. Bureau of

the Census, Current Population Reports, Special

Studies Series P-23, No. 59, May,"1976, p. 48.
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:rather than with another family member (only two out of 10). From .

age 75, however, they are almost twice as likely to live with relatives

as they were 'aged 65-74 (NCOA, 1978).

Obviously these facts contradiCt the common stereotype that senior,

citizens live in institutions. In proOding anti-crime services to
older persons, information frequently will have to be geared_to the
person living in an- apartment or house, walking into a lobby or down a

hallway, or even going out to do chores--and this person may be espe-

cially vulnerable because he or she is alone. _

Area of Residence
Most older Americans live in-urban or inner city settings,, but the

highest concentration of elders is see in small towns; the elderly,

constitute a greater percentage of the total population in towns of
1,000 to 2,500 than they do in any Other sized community. And in 28 of

the 50 states,.40 percent or more of the state's elder population lives'

in rural areas (Harbert and Wilkinson, 1979). These facts hold impor-

tant, practical ramifications for service providers for the elderly.

For most seniors, anti -crime strategies must be tailored to the unique

characteristics of large, dense metropolitan areas. However, in small

towns and in rural contexts strategies must differ, !gist not be simply

a transplanting of urban techniques, and in fact can take advantage of,-

the high concentration of older persons who may have time to devote to . .

community crime prevention strategies.

Data tfrom the 1970 U.S. Census show that over half the elderly

persons in the country-11.of 20 millionreside in urbanized areas:

And ofrthis gro0, 60 percent, or one-third of all of our elders, live

in inner city areas (NCOA, 1978). Compared to the general population,

Oder Americans are disproportionately represented in these center city

at-eas, areas which may be suffering from deteriorating housing, a poor

senseof.community, bad economic conditions, problems in transportation,

and other conditions conducive to victimization of the elderly.' .

Income
Income is a critical factor in determining quality of life. Most

older persons have low incomes, although only one in four is either

"poor" or "near poOr" (NCOA, 1978). The majority, however, is living

on reduced and fixed incomes, and while some of their expenses are also

lower, mairvy, expenses are actually. .increased upon reaching older age,.

Moreover, these higher expenses are often in those areas most affected

by inflation: food, housing, medical treatment, and drugs. In the,

current era of soaring inflation, many older people are finding it more

and more difficult to get by.

Regardless of whether they link,alone or in family settings, si e

1960 older Americans have had incomes about half 'that of their younger

counterparts. Table 2.3 illustrates that this statistic remains true

'regardless of se* or, race. In J975, families headed by a person 65

years orolder had a median income of.$8,057.compared to a $14,698

ql

49 \,
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Median
.0 Populati.

FAMILIES

Zola!

Male-Head

Female-Head

White

Black'

UNRELATED
,INDIVIDUALS

k

,

Table
nco e by Age of Head and Race, 1974

ges 1 -64 II Population, Ages.65 +

Total

.41%. k

Males

Females

6

White

Black

54000 $6000 SBOgg $10,000 $12,000 $14,000

4/

i''''

II

.

$2000 $400() $6000 WOO $10,000 $12 003

Source: NationAl Council on the-Aging, The Fact Book on Aging,
p. 34, based on data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Current Population Reports, Series 'P -23, No. 59, May 1976

$14,000
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median income for younger families. .Elders living alone--usually
tend to ha4e less income t 'han those living with families. -They are
typically older and are less likely to receive retirement benefits -or

to work. Thus, the trend in recent years for"older persons .to live by
themselves rather than in families may mean increasing numbers of
elderly will be economically deprived.

Certain segments of the elderly population fare worse economically

than others. These include older blacks and women. Elderly blacks had

median incomes iTrJ9W4 which were two-thirds thg of older whites; this
comparison held both for those living alone and those living with fami-

lies. Older women.alsotend to be seriously economically disadvantaged.
According to 1974 data, median incomes for order women were one-half
that of older mer-- $2,642 to $4,961 (NCOAi 1978). Elderly widows are'

in the worst economic positions; their income has often depended on
their husbands' Social Security benefits or private pension and is
reduced considerably at his death. As, later/thapters discuss, it'become

obvious that vulnerable older women liOng al'one-bften can neither
afford the losses that victimization causes nor the time and money
required for crime prevention measures that have been recommended-to

them.

Income Sufficiency
The income status of older Americans is only one'dimension of their

eiwnomic profile. Oor a fuller picture of the financial hardships
borne by this segment of the population, one should examine the rela-

tionship betwvn the elderly's income and their needs.

Two realities--one encouraging and one discouraging--define the

adequacy of income for older persons today. On the positive side,

people reaching old age today are much better off financially than

tHeir predecessors.' However, on the negative side, about one-quarter

of the elderly population has an inadequate income level, compared to

18 percent,of the overall population.

There are various measures used to define"poverty." Data compiled

aecordi.ng to Bureau of the Census guidelines show that in 1975 a. greater

proportion of the elderly was poor--15 percent--than was poor inthe

total population - -12 percent. Moreover, elderly persons living alone

or with,nonrelatives--a substantial group, as we havq,seetv-were almost

four times as likely to be poor as those living in families'(31 percent

to 8 percent, respectively), regardless of race. These Census Bureau

data are shown in Table 2.4.

Another measure of poverty is one which recognizes that people

(with incomes marginally above the "official"-poverty level still have .

difficulty meeting the basic necessities of life. Thus,-the Department

Of Health, Education and Welfare several years ago establisheiran income

ranking termed the "near -poop" for the persons Whose income-1s less

than 25 percent above the poverty level. For 1975, if figures on the

elderly "near,poor" are combined with the elderly podr, approximately

one-ourth'of all older persohs--5.5 million--fall into those cate-

gories. For elderly people living alone, 48 percent could be considered

r
t_J
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. Table 2.4: . .

Number ancj Proportion of Persons in Households
'with Incomes Below Ce.Pokerty level,- All Ages and

65,4-, by Race and Family Status, 1975
I

3

1 i(numbers in thousands)

All Ages 65+
a /

thee .,Ind Inmily SttuQ,

-.

%umber \umber

1971-, 1975 19-: 1975

lot, l, all race, 2'3,8-- 1.2.3 3,317 15.3

In famIlles 20,789 10.9 1,192 8. 0

Un erred ind lAiduals. 5,088 25.1 2,12S 31.0

Wh to 17,770 ....

9.7
i

2,631 - 13.4

,

n families 13,799 8.3 898 6.7

1nrel.ited individuals 3,97' 22.7 1,730 28.0

Bl cl, 7,515. 31.3 6S2 36.3

In frilies 6,553 30. 1 286 23.9

Unrelted individudIs 1011 4.2.1 360 , 61.1

t
/

.....-...
Source: National Counci1 on 'the Aging, The Fact Book on

Aging, p. 44, based on data from Herman B. BrotmarN,
.11IFEOme and Poverty in the Older Population in 1975,"
The Gerontologist, XVII, No. 1 (1977), 25, quoting
U.S. Bureau of the Census data.

-_,

''''-,......_
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poor or nay-poor (NCOA, 1978).

The racial differences evident in the previous income status figures
extend to income adequacy estimates: Although in sheer numbers there
are a great many more poor whites than poor blacks among the elderly,
the proRortion,of elderly black's who are poor is almost two-and-a-half
times the proportion of elderly whites who are poor. In 10 over half
of the elderly blacks were ranked as either poor or near-poor (NCOA,
1978). The poorest segment of the elderly population is black women
living alone. Two-thirds of these women art officially classified as
poor, and 78 percent are,at-least near-poor. As will be seen later,
these elderly are, unfortunately, likely victims of crime.

Despite the bleak picture painted by these numbers, the economic

situation for America's older people is improving. Figure Z.5 shows
the dramatic decline in the percentages of elderly poor during the past

two decades. Between 1959 and 1975, there was a 7.6 percent drdp in
-poverty among all U:S. families and a drop of 21 percent among unrelated

people. During the same time span:the corresponding drops for the
elderly population were 21 percent and 35 percent. Thus, AtiJ fairly
recently, poverty among older people was decreasing at a falter rate

than among the"overall population. This rapi -d decline in poverty among

,the elderly has been due'primarily to healthy .increases since 1972 in

Social Security benefiti. Unfortunately, this encouraging trend is

likely to slow down as Social Secycity and other support programs
experience cutbacks, and as inflation in the 1980's continues while

many older people remain on xed incomes.

Older
PI
Americans are particularly hurt by inflation because they

depend on resources whose prices bear the brunt of.the inflationary

spiral: ,foOd, housing, and medical care. While it is true that elders

nave to spend less on items such as education, transpdrtation, clothing,
or child, care, it isalsb true that these,diferences are partially ,

offset by the steadily increasing amounts they must spend on necessities.
For a pie, a'recent study of retired married couples aged 62 through
69 foun)) that expEinditures for food at home, fuel, and medical ca-re *.

increased 6-om 44 percent of their total'expenStUa.1-473 to 51 percent
in 1980 (Barnes and Zedlewski, 1981). ,'WhiJe their income after
Tutjf-ement'is reduced on the average by approximately one half, their
0k:i3 -afar qe.basics do not decrease to the same extent.

Hyalth
0

The maj ity of older Americans consider heir health "good" or

"excellent," especially white and/or upper intifie elderly: Further,

most have n serious-restrictions on their mobility. More Americans

are living long lives than ever before-. The .latter is clear from the

vat increases ig the populations over,65 and the dramatic changes in

life txpectancy during the 20th century. In 1900, the average life
expectancy at birth was aboia 47 years, *fie a baby born in 1977 could
expect to live unti) 73 years,-an increase of 26 years or 55 percent.

0 -
a.

ti
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''' Table 2.54
Percent of Families and Unrelated Individilals

Below Poverty Level by Aieor theU.S., 1959-1975

4972 19'3 1974 19751959 ,1960 1961 1962 l963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 19-0 ' 19'1

Fare: l i es

Total population 18.5 18.1 18.1 17.c2 15.9 15.0 J3.9 11.8 11.4 10.0 10.4 10.1 10.0
65 yrs. and over 30.0 27.2 28.5 25.5 25.0 23.1 22.8 20.9 21.5 17.0 1'.6 16.6 14.2

Unrclated Individuals 0

Total population 46.1 45.2 15.9 45.4 44.2 42.7 39.8 38.3 38.1 34.0 34.0 32.9 31.6
65 yrs. and over 66.0 65.5 66.2 61.5 5'.9 60.6 56. tr 53'8 35.2 18.8 47.4 47.2 42.3

9.3 8.8 9.2

11.6 10.5 9.5 411.i.9

29.0, 25.6 24,1 25.1

37.1 31.9 31.8 ' 31.0

Source: National cil.on the Aging, The Fact Book on Aging, p. 53, based on
data from U.S. B re of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-23,
Nos. 57 (November 1975) and 59_(May 1976); Series P-60, Nos. 68 (December 1969),
76 (December'1972)., 91 (December 1973), 102 .(January 1976, 103 (September 1976).

1
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But what do the statisticsdpshow About longevity after 65? As

discussed previously in this chapter, while researchers have had great.
success in controlling diseases of younger people, they have had rela-
tiveliy little impact on the major causes of death in old age--heart
disease, 44 percent; cancer, 19 percent; and stroke, 12 percent--which
account for approximat6ly 75 percent of all deaths. As a result while
the average person reaching a,65th birthday'in 1900 could expect to
live another. 12 years, that person reAWng 65 in 1979 could expect
16 more years, an increase of only 33 M.-cent.,

A common stereotype of olde'r persons portrays them as frail and

sickly. In reality, older Americans have a relatively.low rate of "acute"
conditions, and see doctors,onlyslightly more often than younger
people. "Chronic" health problems, defined as illnesses or conditions
which-are.recurring in nature, are the primary health problem of older

Americans. These conditions include: arthritis, hearing deficiency,
Vision difficultyhypertension, heart condition, diabetes, long-term

Mental illness, andctrculatori impairment.

While 72 percent of people in the 45-64 age group have one or '
more chronic conditions, the rate for those over 65 jumps to 86 p rcent

(NCOA, 1978). Moreover, multiple chronic conditions frequen-ily fflict

er persons. As Table2.6 illustrates, most older Americans ha no

mitation on activity. However, over a third of those suffer some
limitation in, or are4unable to carrion, a major.activity due to one

or more chronic conditions. The major Limiting conditions are: heart

conditions, diabetes, asthma, apd arthritis.

,The elderly Suffer di'sproportionately from limitations in general

.mobility, and such limitations are significant in terms of their vulner-

ability to crime. While most older persons do not have serious mobility

restrictions, many are ;:mited in at least'one way. Almost 18 percent

of the noninstitutionalized elderly have some mobility limitation,

compared to less than one percent for peop'ke 17-44 years of and less

than 5 percent for people inhe 45 -64 age group (NCOA, 1978).

We should remember, however, that inspite of these *illnesses, most

people do not consider themselves seriously handicapped in their daily

activities, and a large pajority rate their own health as "good" or

"excellent" compared to others their age (1COA, 1978). As such, this

positive outlook may make themgood candidates for action-oriented

crime prevention and victireas§istance programs.

,Mental Health .

Old age is a rich, fulfilling experience for mny peoplelio have
the resources to enjoy their later years. For others, it can be a

. very difficult period charactertzed by stress and strain. For almost

all, old age represents radica3 changes in life circumstances. As

discussed, the larger'sDciety itself is undergoing a period of adjust-

ment in accommodating. unprecedented changes in longevity and life

patterns. And so, many older people have, considerable difficulty in

adjusting to these changes. 1

3#)
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, Table 2.6 .

Chronic Activity Limitations by Age and Sex, '
UniteaStates, 1974 (By Percent)

,
. , ,

.

.

.

Sex

)
and age

.

ei

.

Total'
-" Population

With no

limitation
of activity

.

Total

. I.
,
With limitation of activity

LiMited blIt

not in
m2.,or ,ctivitya

Limited in
amount or kind of
major activiiya

Unable to
carry on

major activity a
,

Both seles

.
-

.

Percent Distributipn

All ages

65 years and over
...

Male -,-,

100.0

100.0

,,

100.0

100.0

,

100.0

100.0'

85.9

54.2

/

85.7

50.4

.4

-86.0

56.8
/

14.1

4.8

14.3

49.6

14.0

43.2

3.5

6.6 :

3.6

4.8

.

3.5

7.8

7.3

22.1

.

5.6

15.0

-
, Ni

8.8

27,2

to

.

3.3

17.1

: .

.

.

, , 5.1

29.8,

.

-1.7

8.2

'

.

,

,All ages
.

65 ye,,,irs and over

Female
.

All ages
f f
65 years and over

.
-

W k
, Major activity refers to ability to work,

,

Source: National Council on the Aging,
% from the National Center for

.Series 10,, No. 112 (Oct. 1976),
Activity, Limitations."

4W

keep house or engage n school or preschool

The Fact Book opal-Aging, p..116, based

c

activities.

,

on data
$fatistics,
with Chronic

4

Health Statistics, Vital and Health
"Health Characteristics of Persons
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These difficulties can manifest themselves in life crisis remotions,
such as depression or anxiety, functional diplsturbances which may affect
daily living, or even organic disorders. WKile'jhe great majority of
elderly people do not develop seriousmentai problems, an'estima.ted

13 to 15 percent of the elderly population live in what psychiatrists
call "conditions donducive to mental illftess," that is,poverty and

near- po \erty, serious physical illness, or social isolation (Butler

and Lewis, 1973).

Regardless of the kind of disorder, it is clear that much of the

mental illness afflicting some older persons results ft:Om their inability

to cope successfully with-changes and josses in a period which gero-

psychiatrist Eric Pfeiffer has labeled a "seaso of loss." This season

of loss produces a vicious cycle: cpises ead them to isolate

themselves, yet isolation 'can lead to in eased loneliness and anxiety

or depression. And the losses can proddce not only piychological symp-

toMs but physical ones as well. Before attempting a review of the

losses which may threaten the mental health of older pe.8 ,-, it is

important to remember that diminished mental health may .e certain

elders more vulnerable to crime, and that the crime/prevention/victim

assistance progr'am may be important as a means of crisis intervention.

One of the hardest losses to adjust to may be retirement itself,,,')

for people tend to define others by their jobs. Those without jobs-- 1

whether-unemployed or retired--may be viewedras less important. For

some'elders, the loss o'f a job and its corresponding status can be a

bitter one. Bitterness can give way to feelings of uselessness and a

diminishing sell-imaget(Butler and Lewis, 1973). Depression, low

'motivation,'and a general decline in overall health can follow. The

Joss of a job and a regular paycheck may also result in deteriorating 0

housing, a poor diet, or other inadequacies. In fact, studies have

shown a positive correlation between lower socioeconomic status and

mental' illnes among the elderly iPalmore, 1973.:1

Another Aoss is the loss of status orvalue which old age s'ffers

in the- public mind. The low status given to older Americans is rein-

forced by our technological, present-oriented, youth-oriented society.

Constrictive stereotypes about physical, intellectual, sexual, and

social functioning in old age aboupd in the media and elsewhere.

Louis Harris and Associates (1975) determined that 60 percent of the

public attributes loneliness and 51 percent attributes poor health to

most people over 65, but only 12 percent and 21 percent respectively of

Harris' older res'Oondents said this was correct. Unfortunately, some

olperpeopleinternalize these limiting values; the same poll showed

that 35 percent characterized the sixties and seventies as the "worst

years of a person's life."

Loss of status may create internal feelings of uselessness, but

externally the elderly are hilt by losses,which can be equally damaging,

social losses which*rob them of companionship and lead to increased

isolation: the loss of a spouse, or of friends, relatives, and neigh-

bors. As we have seen, about one-fifth of elderly men and over half of

older women are widowed. Research indicates that the death of a spouse

is the single most stressful event a personican undergo (Palmore,1973).

\
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Physical losses which become more evident in old age can also

have psychological repercussions. The more'-frequent chronic conditions
and lobs of mobility which accompany the later years may produce a lack
of control over life which the person is not used to. -And some physical

problems are particulaHy likely to produce depression. Significant .

hearing loSs, which affects men more than women, occurs in about 30
percent of all older people and can lead to a number of serious problems,

such as reduced,awareness ofthe environment and suspiciousness. One

National Institute of Mental Health study showed a significant relation-

ship between hearing lossand depression. Visual loss can hdve the

same effect. Of course, elderly people feel--and are--more vulnerable
to crime when afflicted by sensory losses (Butler and Lewis, 1973).

On some occasions this "season of loss" and its associated stresses

can also lead to mental illnesS. For example, the rate of psychopathology
for persons'over 65 is estimated at 24 per 10,000 as compared to a rate

of 8 per 10,000 for persons 25 to 34 years old (NCOA, 1978). Because

situational factors arerequently the cause of psychological distur-

bances in older people, geropsychiatrists like Eric Pfeiffer believe

that emergency or crisis canseling Can play an important role in pre-

venting serious mental illness for seniors (Pfeiffer, 1978). Unfor-

tunately, too often this need for help has been met with an insufficient .

response*. One major reason has been the lack of mental health services.

4

The seriousness of the service shortage was evidenced 4y one recent

study, which concluded that if current trends continue about 80 percent

of older persons who need mental health assistance will not receive it

(Butler, 11975a). The sad corollary to this prediction is that most

of.those older persons needing aid could be helped by short-term counsel-

ing or crisis intervention work. This type of counseling can be provided

by properly trained paraprofessional workers and is ncipt outside the

range of services of a well-run crime prevention/victim assistance

program, as we will explain in subsequent chapters.

In conclusion, the first step in designing effective crime preven-,

tion and victim assistance programs for the elderly is to understand

the conditiogs--physical, psychological and social--in which they live.

This chapter has attempted a brief overview of the major, relevant

considerations in these areas. The next step in program design is to

understand the typology of crime against the elderly, that is, the

patterns and 'situations of crime to which -they are most vulnerable.
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Chapter Three )
'Patterns of Crime against the Elderly

Advance Organizers -

In order to respond effectively to the needs of older
Americans for crime prevention and victim assistance
programs, we need also to know about the patterns of
criminal victimization that they are subjected to:

Overall, older people are victimized by crime less
frequently than the general population.

In general, the elderly are subject more to property
crimes, crimes against their possessions, than to
personal crimes, which involve contact with the
criminal.

Sex and race of the victim and-location of the crime
cause variations from the overall low victimization
rates- of the elderly. \c-

Excgpt for the crimes of rape and larceny with contact
(which includes purse snatching), older men are
victimized by personal crimes more frequently than
older women.

Older blajcks suffer crimes of violence twice alLeifteni

and personal larceny with contact five times as often
as older whites.

. 3 3 1,11k

Repeatedly, studies have shown that inner city elders
are victimized by violent crimes at rates above the
national averages for the elderly, and often as fre-
quently as younger groups'of urban dwellers.

When they are victims of crime, older Americans are
more likely than younger groups to be injured, to be
victimized by strangers, by youths, and by persons of
another race, and to be attacked in oe around their
homes. These patterns reinforce feelings of uncertainty;

,d''suspicion, and fear.

I
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Introduction
As we have seen, America's populations are changing. They are

aging in the midst of the "computer age." Yet, despite the many ad-

vances in technology, health care, and other areas, older people in
the United States are beset with numerous probleTs-. Many cannot

keep up with inflation and are forced to live at only a subsistence
level for the last years of their lives. Many are trapped in deter-

iorating housing with no,avenues of escape. Others are restricted
by increasing medical problems and cannot p rform daily chores with-

out difficulty. Yet in a recent national sample of America's elderly
older persons said fear of crime was their most serious concern.
More people ranked crime as a very serious problem than ranked any

other category (Harris, 1975).

Since victimization statistics show that the elderly are victim-

ized less than any other age groups, it is difficult to understand

why older people are so afraid of crime. This chapter addresses that

paradox.

Initially, it is important toilunderstand the pattern of criminal

victimization against the elderly. Review of crime statistics will

show that while the elderly as a group are victimized less than others,

some subgroups of older persons are victimized as much as and even 1
more'than younger age groups. With a grasp of crime patterns, it

will be easier to understand senior citizens' fear of crime and how

that fear has had a major impact on their lives. This chapter -

surveys the reasons for older Americans' fear of crime, The next

chapter will build upon this overview and will further explo4 their

vulnerability to victimization, and the Lohsequences they suffet.

when crimes have occurred.

Patterns of Victimization against the Elderly
Crime Rates

In,recent years, there has been some controversy among crimino-

logists Od other researchers about the amount of crime committed

against older persons. Some have said that the elderly are easy tar-

gets of crime and thus have higher victimization rates. Others have

said that the elderly are victimized less frequently than members

of other age groups. This split of opinion is in,part the result

of inadequacies in the crime statistics.

The most commonly available crime statistics are those compiled

by local police departments across the country, for the Federal Bureau

of Investigation's (FBI) Uniform Crime Reporif (UCR). Currently,

the FBI does not require police departments to report the ages of

crime victims for the VCRs. As a result, many police departments

do not consistently ,cord the.age of a victim, nor do they tabulate

and include victims ages in their summary statistics. Other pro-

blems with UCR statistics are that they are subject to reporting in-

consistencies across jurisdictions and only reflect those crimes

which have been reported to the pplice. And'sot criminologists now

estimate that this reported crime represents only about half of all

33
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Persons/

1000

Table 3.1
Victimization Rate of Elderly

. vs. .

Victimization Rate of Others, 1975

Personal Crimes , Household Crimes

9

150

125

100

75

50

25

0

CRIMES,: Violent Crime
(Robbery,
Rape,

Assault)

7.8

36.4

24.5

106.2

Theft
(Personal
larceny)

I

53.8

101.5

Burglary

58.7

Household
Larceny

141.5

22.7

6.2

auto
Theft

KEY: tM= Rate per 1,000 elderly

l= Rate per 1,000 others

*"Others" describes individuals (personal crime) and heads of households

(household crime) ages 12-64.

1

SOURCE: Original table, based on data from U.S. Dept. of Justice, Law Enforce:

ment Assistance Administration, Criminal Victimization in the U.S., 1975
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crimes committed (U.S. Congress, House Select Committee on Aging,
1977),

For these asons, researchers usually prefer data from nation-
wide surveys c nducted since 1973 by the U.S. Census Bureau for the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). The surveys employ
a rotating national panel of 60,000 sample households and include
questions about all household members' experiences with crimeduring
the past year. The'statistics include crimes people have reported ,
to the police as well as those not reported and thus not reflected
in police statistics. These surveys have repeatedly shown that se-
nior citizens are victimized at,lowv rates than other age groups.

Table 3., presenti 'ng national victimization data from 1975,
shows that for everyamajor crime category, the elderly are victim-
ized less frequently than younger people. The data are quite simi-

lar for 1977, as Table 3.2 shows.

Persons/
1000-

37

Table 3.2
Victimization Rate of Elderly

vs.
Victimization Rate of Others, 1977

Personal Crimes Household Crimes

150

125

100

75

50

25

0

CRIMES:

Key:

37.8

23.6

13.4

49.7

101.9

57.4

139.5

3.8

2019

Violent Crime
(Robbery,
Rape,

Assault)

Theft
(Personal
larceny)

Rate per 1,000 elderly

= Rate per 1",000 others

Burglary Household
Larceny

Auto
Theft

SOURCE: Original table, based on-dat,
from U.S. Dept. of Justice, Law
Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion, Criminal ViaLipization in the
U.S., 1977,"19797111.F

4 ..
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When the data are Alen down ito various age grouping$ (TablesA
. ..38

''When
3.3 and 3.4), it is clear that there is a fairly orderly decrease in

;rime rates with increasing age,,a progression which holds true for t

both ftusehold crimes and perSonal crimes.

Thus, if one were to'depend on these numbers alone to reflect

the s ope of crime against the elderly, one might think crime is not

a serous problem forolde

1

r Americans. However, as we-shall lee,thereare many'other ways of viewing the crime problem.

it

, .

Table'3.3
IHousehold Crimes by Age, 1977 -....

(Rates per 1,000 Population) ......
-

Age of Victimized
Head of Household Burglary

Household
Larceny

Motor Vehicle
" Theft TOTAL

12-19 .
.-

20 -34 (1

e^ 35-49

50-64

65 +

. ,

.

234.6

120.0

91.9

69.6

49.7 47:(

193.5

169.4

143.8

, 95.4

57.4

-

26.3

24.1

20.2

, 15.1

. 3.8

454.4

2
.

180.1

110.9

4.

4

Table 3.4
Personal Victimi,zation by Age, 1977

(Rate per 1,00Q Population)
Crimes of Theft

Age/of Victim Rape. Robbery Assault4 (Personal Larceny) TOTAL

12-15.

16-19

20-24

25-34

'35-A

50-64

65 + ,

1.6 10.9

2.7 9.5
. ,

1.7 9.1

0.9 1 6.3

1).4 4.5

0:1 w 4.3

0.1 1.4

44.0 144.2 200.7--

55.E 149.8 217.5'

52.5 153.9 217.2

34.8 114.7 156.7

'" 15.1 .. §1.o 107

8.4* .4 7.0.2

4.0. 3.6 31.1

.4
4

4 4.

*



Type, of Crime Committed against the Elderly
39

There are two major types of crimes. Property crimes are those

directed against aperson's possessiong, as when items are stolen from

the home in a burglary or when acar is. stolen. Personal crimes are

directed againstmen or women themselves, and the victim comes in

direct contact WIth the criminal. These include robbery, the forceful

taking of property from a person; rape, forcible sexual relations;

Kid assault, the purposeful injuring of someone in a fight. These

co!trast with personal cries of theft; which include personal larceny- -

the stealing of purses, wallets, or cash without force or the threat

of force.

While
their rates d
surveys revea
than by crime

r people are generally victimised less than others,

vary for specific crimes. The national victimization

that the elderly are.victimized more by property crimes

a ainst.the person. At'Table 3.5 illustrates, in 1974

the robbery rate against persons 65 years of age and older was 3.9

per 1,000, the rape rate 0.2, and the assault rate 4.9. The rate for

theft, however, was 21.9, and the household crimes of burglary and.

household larceny were significantly higher rates of 54,4 and 5g.9,

respectively. The 1977 national victimization surveys show a similar

pattern (Table 310).

The victimization surveyS also show that older persons are victim-

b..ized disproportionately for several types of crimes. Within the

category of robbery, which is officially defined as the taking of

property by force or threat of force, the elderly suffer a relatively
high rate of robbery with injury. .In fact, victims over 65 report
higher rates of robbery with injury than do peOple in both the 35-49

and 50-64 age groups. Over half.(55:8 percent) of-robberies against
persol over 65 result in injury, a ratio which is the highest of all

age groups (Table 3.7). So, although older Americans'are less likely
to be,robbed, when thgy are robbed, they are very likely to be'injured.

In addition, for certain crimes like perspnal theft (i.e., picked
pock as and snatched purses), older Americans are as likely to be vic-
t4miNd as are younger people. As Table 3.8 shows, older women are
victims of purse snatching more.often than women of any other age
group.

Variations in Victimization Rates a

- The cited statistics on ictimi

whatmisleading-because they do not
segments the elderly population

g e Elderly

ation-of the elderly can be some-
eveal.an important fact: certain

re victimized mitch more frequently

than othe . Sex, location, and race of victim cause variations from

the overa patterns of criminal victimization of the, elderly.

A closer review of the 1977 national victimization survey, for., '

'example, shows that except for the crimes of rape .and larceny with

contact (which includes purse snatcHing), older men are victimized

by personal crimes more frequently than older This fact sur-

prises many people whb are planning crime prevent and victim

41 ti
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Table 3.5

60

50

40

30 -

20

lo_

0

Victimization Rates among the Elderly 1974
; . . for Individuals . . . for Households
(rate per thousand over 65)

02

1

49

219

579

54 4

Rape Robbery Assault Theft Burglary Household Larceny
Source: National Council on the Aging, The Fact Book on Agin,- p. 234, based on
clita f_ ram LEAA, criminal Victimization in the U.S., Washington, D.C., May, 1976.

Table 3.6

Victimization Rates among the Elderly 1977

.60 . for Individuals . . for Households
57.4

50

40

30_

20 _

10

0.

(rate per thousand over 65)

0 . 1
3.4 4.0

23.6

49.7

Rape Robbery Assam rum Burglary Household Larceny

Source: U.S. Department of Justice, LEAA, Criminal Victimization
in the U.S., 1977, 1979.
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Table 3.7 . rY

VictiMization Rates by Age for Robbery andpRobbery with
Injury and Percent of Robberiein which Victim

Sustained Injury, 1977

, Robbery R4te Per

Age 1,000 Population

12-15 0.9i

16-19 .5.

20-24 .1

25-34 6.3

-35-49 4.5

50-64 4.3.

65 + 3.4

Robbery with-Injury
Rate per

1,000 Population

2.4
3.2

3.7

, 2.6
1.4

1.9

Percent of Robbery
With Injury

24.7

.33.6

40.6
41.2
31.1

30.2
55.8

Source: U.S. Department of Justice,
t

Law forcement Assistance 110

Administration, CriMinal Victi on'in the United States,

1977; 1979.

Table 8
Victimization' ate forNPurse Sriaikhing by Age.

of Wyman Vittiin, 1977
(Rat 'per 1,000 Population)

Aqe, of Woman 1 Victimization Rate
v.

12,15 t 02
16-19 0.4

20-24 0.8

25-34 44, 1.0

35-49 0.6

50-64 0.9

- 65 + 1.1

*IP
Source: U.Sa Department of justico,Law infor!cement Assistance Aftinjs-

tration, Criminal Victimisation in the United States, 1977,'1979.

.
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aisistance programs. Table 3.9 reveals that for most crimes older
men are victimized at about twice the rateof older women. (We should
note that household crimes like burglary ace not categorized by the
sex of victim, since the crimes are considered committed against
everyone residing ih the household.)

While older meniLare more frecmentlyvictimieed thin- elder women,
trends,in victimization suggest that older,urban women are most vul-
nerable to personal theft-while on the street and to burglary or robbery
while in their homesDavis and Brody, 1979).

Racial differences amohg elderly victims are also pronounced, as
seen in Table 3.10. Older blacks are victimized by crimes of violence

.6

mwr
1/4

.s. Table 3.9
Personal Crimes: Victimization Rates for Persons
Age 12 and Over, by Sex and Age of Victims and

Type of Crime, 1977 ,

Sex and age

Crimes of

violence Rape

Mole
17-15 (8.124, ) 76 5 10 5

16-19 8. )
97 0 10 2

20-74 9,5 .000) 87 5 10 5

25-37 16.172,000 54 8 lo i

35.49 16.949,000 74 9 10 0

50-64 15.711,000 16 8 10 1

65 and over (8.274.n00) in 5 'o 1

Female .

17 -15 (7,839.000) 35 8 2 7

16-19 (8,299400) 43 7 5 3

70 -74 8,424,000) 40 1 7 9

75 -34 16.694,000 ) 79 7 1 8

35-49 17.964.030 15 7 0 8

50-64 16.810.000 9 2 im 10.1

65 and over(13,167.000) 5.4.4110 7

(Rate per 1.000 population in each agn grn0p)

Robbery Assault r,iwpsof ii rr,suu.I 11,ceny

Total With injury Without injury Total Aggravated 51avie theft Milk contact ,rite....,' Of1,4,

17 2

13 3

17 8
8 5

5 9
5 7

4 2

4 4

5 A
5 6

4 1

3 2

3 4

2.8

4 3
4 8
5 0
3 6

7 0
1 6

7 1

10 9
1 6

7 4

1.6

0 9
1 1

I A

178
3 6

7 8

4 9

3 9

36
2 0

31
42
37
75
2 3

2 3

1 0

SR 8

713 5

74 2

# 46 7.,
MI
115
6 4

IAA
327
31 6

73 8
11 3

5 7

2 3

19 4

37 2

29 9
19 R

7 8
49
I 7

66
9 f
7 1

3 5

1 9

n g

39 3

41 3

44 3
26 4

11 2

65
4 7

777
73 7

71 1

16 7

7 R

3 R

1 4

160 R

165 5

176 6

117 7

FIR 4

645
107

126 9

1147
117 1

111 8

856
51 U.
MO

1 i

3 6

1 6

1 R

2 3

1 8 .

I n

1 3

1 9

J4
36
2 6

3 2

7 9

'

467 6

161 8

171 0
115 Q,,,,,,

86 I

62 8
28 4

1:6 6

117 4

128 7

inst 2

83 0
47 A
16 I

NOTE Detail may not add lo total shown becsdse of rounding 4unibeis ;11 pirTliVi;TT7rNi.. to pormli11711117M;

lEstImste, bised on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is atatictiraliy unrRliable

Source: U.S. Departme Jugtice Law Enforcement
Assistance Admin tration, Criminal Victimiza-
tion in the United States, 1977, 1979.*

tie
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(robbery,, rape, and assault) almost twice as frequently as older whites.
For 'robbery, the rate is even higher--two-and-a-haTf times the rate

older white victims. The ratios for crimes of. theft are much closer.
However, for elderly blacks the `rate a personal larceny with contact
(purse snatching and pocket picking) is extremely high. They are vic-

timized by this crime more than any other age group; and among people
aged 65 and above, blacks are victimized by this crime five times

more often than whites.

Table 3.10
Personal Crimes: Victimization Rates for Persons

Age 12 and Over,,by Race.and Age of Victims
and Type of Crime, 1977

(Rate per41.000 population In each aqP group)

Race and age

Crimes of Robbery... AlLsault Frt.., of nal larLeny
violence Rape Total With injury Without injury Iota) aggravated simple theft Orli (el Oithoutr77r47t

White
'2-15 113.388.000)
16-19 (13.096.000)
20-24
25-34 28.617.000)

30.605.000)35-49
50-64 (28.806.000)
65 and over(20.297.000)

Black
12-15 (2.375.000)

20-24 2.405.11,0)

16-19

25-34 3.571.000)

35-41 (3.751.000)
50-64 (2.916.000)
65 and over(2.001.000)

55 0

71 0
64 3
41 1

19.4

11,1

7 0

69 2

49 7

61 1

52 6

23 1

28 5
1-3 5

1 6 8 8

3 0 9 4

1 6 9 1

0 9 5 6

0 4 3.9
10 1 2.9

10.1 3 0

11 7 vi4di
11 2

12 2 10 1

11 6 12 3

10 5 9 0
10 0 18 0
10 0 7 9

1 9

3 1

3 7

2 2

1 1

0 7
1 8

7 2

14 0

13 8

6 0
3 6
7 7

13 4

6 9

6 4

5 4

3 4

2 7

2 2

1 1

16 3

7 1

6 3

6 3

5 4

1.714 4

44 6

5R 5

53 7
34 6

15 2
8 I

3 9

44 1

37 4

4R 7

38 B

13 6

10 5
56

12 4

23 7

19 8

12 5

5 5
3 0
1 1

IP 6

?0 0

71 5

71 7

6 A
6 A
17P

3? 2

34 9
33 9

?2 2
9 7

5 2
2 R

25 A
17 4

27 2
17 I

A 8

4.1.
1? R

153 R

157 6
159 4
113 9
R7 6
57 1

21 I

94 n
99 4

122 6

175 2
P4 4

59 A
?) 0

2 0

2 6
? 7

1

2 4

I 7

4 C

14 1

7 6

6 0
fi 0

3 4
Rig

to may no a to total S SUS! ng T rs 1n went ses re er to rAnt. at Inn
lEstlmate. based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, Is statistically uerollselp

Source: U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, Criminal Victimization in the United

e States, .1917, 1979.

1st R

155 I

155 6

III 5
RS 6
54 9

21 5

AO C

114 9
9S 2

119 3

7R 4

56 4
17 9

This brief look at victimization rates for subgroups withinlhe
elderly populatioh--shows that blaiks and moles are especially vulner-,

able to crime, with older femalesAbeing subject to certain kinds of

crimes. However, other considerations also affect victimization rates

of older Americans. Where elders live is a basic factor: elderly

living within core areas of America's large cities are victimized at

disturbing' rates.

Location of Crime against the Elderly

In crimes against the elderly, geography is fundamentally impor-

tant. The relatively low victimization rates for the overall elderly

population tend to mask high incidencempf crime in certain locations.

These are the inner areas of our citieWareas where deteriorating

physical, economic,'and community conditions contribute to the highest

rate of crime., areas where the majority of offenders live. Elders

tend to remain in the inner city after the younger generations moved

to the suburbs. Now many of them live in isolation, making them sus-

ceptible to street crimes, burglaries, and confidence games, all crimes

in which criminals can feel more secure if they are confronting a
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solitary victim.

Table 3.11 supports this observation. It reveals that the victim-
ization rate of those 65 and older forviolent crimes is uniformly
higher in the 13 major cities surveyed than in the country as a whole.
For example, the robbery rate, in Oakland is more than six times the

national average. In San Francisco, the larceny with contact rate is
almost 13 times higher than for the country as a whole, The robbery

with injury rate for the elderly is highest or second highest, among

persons over 65 in f9*-of these cities, as is the rate for larceny

with contact in 10 of the 13 (Lawton 1980).
Vs,

Table 3.11
Robbery with Injury (RI) and Larceny with Contact (L/C) Rates

by Age of Victim in Thirteen American Cities
(Rates per 1,000 Population 12 and Over)

Age

City

12-15 16-19 20-24 25-14 35-49 50-64 65 and over

R/I L/C R/I L/C R/I L/C R/I L/C R/I L/C R/I L/C R/I L/C

Boston 9 4 8 31 10 32 6 25 8 25 '11 (7 10 32

Buffalo '7 3 8 5 6 6 6 7 4 8 6 8 3 7

Cincinnati 8 4 9 6 7 6 5 5 5 7 4 7 4 10

Houston 4 5 4 6 9 7 5 ,6 0- 5 2 5 1 -9--

Miami 1 0 4 5 3 4 3 7 3 5 4 5 3 7

Milwaukee 7 5 6 9 5 6 5 5 6 9 8 8 7 9

Minneapolis 15 7 10 6 6 6 5 3 7 7 7 7 5 .9 ,

New Orleans 7 6 8 8 4 13 7 11 4 13 5 19 4 20

Oakland 8 1 6 10 7 13 9 4 8 7 13 12 14

Pittsburgh 4 4 9 9 5 7 5 7 4 7 8 9 4 6

San Diego 8 9 8 ,11 6 7 3 4 2 2 2 3 3 4

San Francisco 11 7 8 ,17 9 20 ' 9 18 9 17' Z 27 10 43

-Washington, DC 4 4 7 9 4 11 5 11 4 11 .4 r3 3 21

National
Sample 1974 3.3.3.1 3.5 3.7 3.3 3.4 2.1 2.6 2.1'2.6 1.5 3.5 1.9 3.4

Sources: U.S. kpartment of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration, Criminal Victimization Surveys in 13 American

Cities, 1974, 1977.

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration, Criminal Victimization in the United States,

0974, 1977.

1:s

In another survey of eight American cities conducted a year after

the 13-city study, similar results were found. All cities showed their

elderly residents to be victimized at rates higher than,the national

average, and a,majority showed that these increases fell more heavily

on the older age group than the younger ones. In four of the eight

cities surveyed -- Newark, Cleveland, Atlanta, and Denver--the elderly

were more frequently victims of robbery with injury than younger
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residents, and in the other, four cities--Baltimore, Dallas, Portland,
and St. Louis--the younger and olde, populations were almost equally
subjected to these crimes (U.S. Department of Justice, 1975a).

Within ow- major cities, there are large differences in crime
rates between neighborhoods and police precincts, a fact borne'out

in a number of single-city studies. One researcher working in Kansas

City as especially,impressed by the influence of location and con-

ed, that:

"(E erly persons are more vulnerable to crime as a result of

where hey live and where they are at a certain time than

by their age and its physical and psychological manifestations.

But there is little comfort in that conclusion. A large com-

ponent of the elderly population of most American cities is

increasingly concentrated in, or on the periphery of higher

crime areas." (Midwest Research Institute, 1977: V-8).

This study di!tovered that elderly residents of low income neigh-
.

borhoods in Kansas City were robbed or burglarized at rates three to

four times that of the overQ1 city population.

Si
J

Similarly, a New York City study of crime revelled that 41 per-

cent 'of the survey sample of 11552 people 60/years and older residing

in the inner city had been *victims of crime in the recent past (U.S.

Congress, House Select Committee on Aging, 1977). Another study

of eldeMY victimization in Flatbush in New York City found a crime

rate of 16 percent among. those surveyed, a statistic which was vali-

dated by the fact that the areas three police precincts ranked first,

second, and fifth out of 73 New York City precincts in reported

crime against.the elderly (Bishop and Klecka, 1978)% Moreover, older

persont living in urban areas are victimized for certain crimes at

rates 'six to'ten times higher than the rates for younger people who

live and work in nonurban areas (Davis and Brody, 1979).

Crime Circumstances Leading to Fear

The pattern of crimes committed against older persons includes

several other factors which differentiate the elderly from younger

age groups.

One study examined 1973 and 1974 national crime survey data in

terms of the victim's age and various offender traits.' It found that

the pattern of violent crimes against the elderly was similar to

other age groups with respect to the percentage of youthful offenders,

the frequency of gang attacks, and the frequency with which offenders

were armed% However, victimizers of the elderly were more likely to

be strangers and more likely to be black when the victim was white.

These data are reflected in Table 3.12. Smith (1979) has called

this disturbing pheonomenon the "violent stranger syndrome." For

personal street'crimes, or predatory crimes, older victims' attackers

were more likely to be youths and blacks than were the assailants of

victims in other age groups. This is seen in4Table 3.13.

With these characteristics of crime against seniors in mind, we

can better understand why senior citizens express a high level of fear

4 8
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Table 3.12
Percentage of Violent Crime'by

Age of Victim and Various Offender Variables
Age of Victim 12-16

t

Violent OffenderVariables

Percent by youths

Percent by gangs

Percent unarmed

Percent with gun

Percent by strangers

% Black on white crime

6

23
.-

71

3

52

' 18

17-20

.

50

18

63

11

61 .

V

21-26 27-32 33-39 40-49 50 -64 65 +

to

8 20
/

.

15 24 23 28 - 28

L r

12 11 . 15 16 17 16
.

65 68 6,7 67 74 74

15 12 15 15 12 10

64 62 56' 55 64 71

19 20 20 17 29 .29

SOURCE Geo* Antunes, Fay Lomax Cook, Thomas D. Cook, d Wesley G. Skogan, "Patterns of Personal
Crime Against the ElpieNly: Findings from a Nation 1 Survey," The Gerontologist, Vol. 17,
No. 4, 1977.
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Table 3.13
Percentage of Predatory Crime by

Age of Victim and Various Offender Variables

Age of Victim 12-16

Percent unarmed 74

Percent by gun 4

Percent by,strangers 81

% Whites by blacks 46 50 58 45 49. 61

Predatory Offender Variables

Percent by youths 89

/4Percent by gangs 37

17-20

46 '

20

21-26 27-32 33-39 40-49 50-64 65 +

34 32 37 33 45 51

23 11 27 24 28 21

45 45 42 55 60

/
:45

30 24 25 19 17 16

88 89 86 94 94 92

65

SOURCE: George Antunes, Fay Lomax!ook, Thomas D. Cook, and Wesley G. Skogan, "Pitterns of Personal
Crime Against the Elderly: Findings from a National Survey." The Gerontologist, Vol. 17,
No. 4, 1977.
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o crime. Elders are actually victimized less in general,. But the

c imes against older people, beingomost often perpetrated by violent

s rangers, youths, or by persons of another race, resent a pattern

o strong unpredictability and danger. This pat rn reinforces a

se se of vulnerability, of uncertainty--a sense of fear.

,
To make matters worse, Antunes and his co leagues, examining t

physical location where crimes occurred, found another distressing

pattern.. When violent crimes were committed ainst older persons,

most took place in the victims' homes (32 percent) or a yard or common

area of the building in which victims' homes were located, (20 percent).

In contrast, violent crimes against younger groups tended tp occur

more frequently away froni home in the street, or in commercial build-

ings. The authors suggest that some of ,the'fear of older persons

about crime may be due to"their recognition that victimizations will

more often than noeinvolve an invasion:of their home, their last'

bastion of support (Antunes.et al., 1977).
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Reading and Resources
.

For more informatig n
,..

on patterns of crime against the elderly,
the reader is referred-to the 'Reading and Resources" section at the
end of Chapter Four, "Fear of Crime al Its Consequences."
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.
Chapter Four

Fear of Crime and its-Consequences

Advance Organizers_
Although elders are generally victims. of crime less than
other groups, many older Americans consider Crime tO`be
theiritostserious problem. In-some recent Kills, crime
outranked inflation and physical health as an issue of
concern.

Older people are-more fearful of crime than any other
age group, and their fear increases -as they grow older.
.Those most vulnerable are also most fearful: city dwell-
ers, blacks, women, and the p or

, -

,Although victimized by property crimes much more often
than by personal crimes, older persons are more fearful
of personal.attack. This fear corresponds with their
self-perceived vulfierability and the potential conse-
quences of.ittack;

53

Oldtr persons fearful of crime often seriously liMit
their. activities, thus-increasing isolation and sometimes
developing psychological symptoms from this chronic state ,r_
of anxiety.

1.4

o Disagreement exists among researcheCs about whether tO4

elderly's fear of crime is "realistic," considering
their low victimization. rates. :However, their limited
exposure to risk suggests thaftheY are Aproportionately,
victimized- compared to the frequency with which they
leave home.

Studies have_showoo.that in aarti/eqlar neighborhoods, the
elderkly's-fears'of crime do corfespond with their actual
rates oNvictimization.

Though the amount- of. money lost by older victims is rela-
tively small, the proportion of income they lose is-1ften
devastating.

9

Because of age-related physical traits, the elderly are
more likely to be injured when attacked, to suffer in-
ternal njuries, and to receive cuts and bruises.

Emotiolial and psychological fra§ility can make many old-
er persons more vulnerable to crime and more susceptible

. to stressful, crisis reactions when victimised.

56
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Introduction
As we hays.seen in the preceding chapter's brief overview, there

are variations in the patterns of crime against the eldtly, and cir-
cumstances which strongly reinforce a sense of fear among many.

Fear of crime can affect various aspects of people's lives.
Some may limit their activities. Others may generalize their suspi-,
cion of strangers. Still others may experience disabling stress and .

anxiety, affecting their relationships with spouses, families, and
friends.

55

Many of these who work in crime prevention and victim assistance
programs for the elderly believe that fear of crime is-a bigger pro-
blem than crime itself, because fearof crime affects people who may
never have been victimized and because fear may have more of a nega-
tive impact dpi a person's life than one criminal incident. For these
reasons, it is important to understand older people's fear df crime
anciothe reasons behind it. In planning prevention and assistance
pr grams, one must be aware of the real existence of the invisible
problem--fear.

Incidence and Level of Fear ....A

Unfortunately, older people are very fearful of crime. Just how
fearful they are'has been demonftrated by research studies of diverse
elderly populations. The Louis Harris poll conducted for the National
Council on the Aging in 1974 provided an early indication that older
person's across the country are extremely afraid of criminal attack.
Nearly one in four of the poll's sample rated crime as al;very serious"
problem; it outranked poor health and lack of money in this regard
.(Harris, 1975).

Studies undertaken since the Harris poll confirm its findings.
People who have examined the issue agree that high fear levels are
more often reported 4 and appear to have a greater effect on, the
elderly (Clftenteand Kleiman, 1976; Sundeen and Mathieu, 1976).
Again, some researchers and professionals in the field of aging be- ,

4.
lieve that fear'of crime among the elderly is a greater problem than
crime itself (Cook and Cook, 1976):

Two recent studies demonstrate how widespread is the fear of
crime among older groups'. The first, a study of a number of large
east-coast cities,found a pervasive fear of crime amongsthe elderly
populations (Godbey et al., 1980). The samples surveyed were not-repre-
sentative of the urban elderly population. The majority was white, in
better health than most elders, and better educated. They were also

more'affluent and more actively involved in outside activities than
the average senior citizen'. The high levels of fear this study un-.
covered become significant in light of findings of other surveys,
which found that mong older persons, blacks and the lower-incorhe
4erly are more afraid of crime than are whites and the more affluent
emente and Kleiman, 1976; Cook, et al., In press).
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Another r cent study (Fan and Miller, l980) sh w d fear of crime

to be the numbe one concern of the tlderlY resident. of Cincinnati,

Ohio, It-found that more'than 51 percent of the older city resideqts

surveyed cited "safety. against crime" as their most pressing concern

out.of a list of elevenproblems. City residents ed crime as
filthmore worrisome than inflation and money problems, htillth care, trans-

portation, or lonellve<
4

A

In this era of'increasing crime rates, it is not surprising that

the elderly are fearful of crime. However, the extent of thett fear

can be more clearly understood when compared to the fear felt by other

age groups. Such comparisons reveal that older people Are more'fear-

ful of'crime than any other age group. A recent review of several

major city and national surveys found that the elderly are.more likely

than all others to indicate high fear levels. Age comparisons are"

shown in Table 4.1. While the levels of fear vary from'survey to

survey, all show ,a sharp increase in fear among older persons.

NOt only arere the elderly more fearful than other age groups, but

fear continues to increase as persons grow older. Fear levels have

4 beef found to be appreciably higher for people over 60 than for Younger

counterparts. And among people older, than 60, fear levels increase

with age. In,fact, Cook and colleagues found that the increase in

the level of fear recorded among the elderly is greater than that

observed durtng,.the entire preceding four decades.

Another trend is the increase of fear among the elderly over

time One analysis of successive national surveys shows an increase

in ea 1- 10- to 15-year period, and another analysis

f. usinu on change -- which analyzed identical surveys conducted in

965 and 196--found a strong time - related increase over the 11 years,

one,whichAas greater for older persons than younger ones (Cutler,

1980). Another analysis of the national Victimization surveys, confirms

this steady increase in fear of ,crime among the elderly, increasing

from a, low.of 31 percent to a high of ,percent. The largest in-

crease occurred during 1967 to 1974. F thermore, the difference in

fear level-s between the old and young as also increased over time

(Cook, et In p'ress).4

While the older segments of the elderly may be more fearful than

those clover to 60 years of age, Arley are not the only subOopylation

among senior, scitizens with Higher fear levels. Certain characteris-

tics among the elderly seem to correlate'with increased concern about

crime. Not surprisingly, it is those older persons who,are most vul-

nerable to crime and most seriously affetted by it who have the worst

fears, namely, city-dweller", women, blacks, the poor, and those with-

out social integration.

City' Dwellers

Those elderly living in our large cities are mo e fearful of crime

than other older persons. As we have seen; victimi tion rates are

higher in these Cities -- especially inne'r'ci reas--than in nonurban

communities. The relatiOnship between age nd fear becomes more

proriounceeras city size increases. For th elderly, the size of
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Table 4.1
Age and Fear of Personal Crime

Percent Reporting NNSAFE" on Street Alone in Neighborhood at Night

Cumulative National

Age

National Opinion,
Research Center (NORG)

Surveys
(1973-1977)

Census Bureau
Five-City Surveys

(1973)

Census Bureau
Thirteen-City Surveys

(1974)

Northwestern
. Three-City

Telephone Surveys
(1977)

16 -20 42% 40r 17% 18%

21-26 .,.39 39 16 24

2'7-32 44
. .

41 17 26

31-39 40 43 19 27

40-49 41 46. 14 25

\-_
50-59 44

if

52 26 .
40

60 and older 63 41
,

54

(N) (5951) (11419) .(11818) (1213)

SOURCE: Fay Cook, Wesley Skogan, Thomas O. Cook and George Antunes, Setting and Reformulating Policy
Agendas: Criminal Victimization of the Elderly, (forthcoming from the Oxford University

-,Press). _
.

. -.

(Computed by the
,

authors from or nal data. Bengral Social Survey gap are for the years
1973, 1974, 1976 and 1977.)

. ,. ,
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the city it a more ,important factor irk their fear'of Crime' than for

Younger age groups (Cook, et al., In press).

Women

Another subgroup of older persons which is more fearful, accord-

ing to all large-scale surveys, is older women. However, the differ-

ences in fear levels between pen 'and women in their older years are

not so great as they are within younger age groups. Higher fear

levels among older women may be a reflection of their greater isola-
tion; more women--by nature of their longer life expectancies--are

living alone. The increased similarity in it levels between the
sexes among the elderly may be due to their recognition that once

they enter their later years, physical endurance or strength does
not vary much between men and women. .Both view themselves as very

vulnerable to attacks by the typical offender--a younger stranger
who usually is strong and fast.

Blacks and the Poor .,c
While older blacks are more fearful than older. whites, the dif-

ferences are not substantial. In fact, the difference may be due
rive to neighborhood than to race itself (Cook, et al., In press;
Hindelang and Richardson, 1978). Fear of crime is also related to low

income for all ages.' However, the poor may very well be more fearful

forithe same basic reason that blacks are more fearful than whites:

they live in the high-crime neighborhoods. Additionally, poorer people

are less able to cope with crime. They cannot afford good locks,

cannot replace lost money or property, and often cannot afford in-

surance, especially in high-crime areas. The over-representation

of the elderly among the nation's poor may account for the fact that

the relationship between income and fear is even stronger for them

than for the general populaion (Cook, et al., In press).

Social Integration

Several researchers and service providers have, speculated about

thz effect of "social integration" on fear of crime among the elderly.

By social integration we mean the extent to which people "fit" or

"belong" within their neighborhoods: Do they have friends or neigh-

borS they can call for assistance? 'Do they belong to Social groups

within the area? Do they have someone with whom to go on errands?

Are.they familiar-with the structure and geography of thesneighbor:'-,_

hood? These observers maintain that such questions are even more

important for older people who are more vulnerable to victimization

and more susceptible to harmful effects from crime. While research

has not yet shown a significant relationship between fear of crime

and "social integration," many people have agreed that it plays a part

in the elderly's perception of-their safety, as well as their psycho-

logical health (Smith', 1979).

Finally, those elderly persons who own their own homes are less

,fearful of crime than re Cook, et al., In press). While this

is true for all age g ps, it is particularly significant fqr older

people because the e derly are more likely to own their ownVlbmes
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than those who are younger.

The fear of crime amongAihe elderly--whether in high-crime
areas or elsewhere--is. centergd mainly on personal crimes. Although
the elderly's victimization rates are relatively higher for property
crimes such as burglary and larceny, they are most fearful of per-
sonal attack. The reason for this is fairly obvious: as we shall see
in a subsequent section,'they are most afraid of those crimes with
the greatest potential for harm to them.

Impact of Fear of Crime on the Elderly
N

Fear of crime can stimulate people to engage in various bphaviors.
They may choose not to go out at night, to avoid certain parts of ,

their neighborhood, ,or to reduce .the number of their daily outside
activities. These are examples of "avoidance behaviors," in which
people refrain from actions to avoid being victimized,,

be'i,4
.0n the other hand, people may take affirmative actions to avoid

ng victimized. These may include buying and installing better
'door locks, going on errands with a friend or;.group, or forming a
neighborhood'watch club. All are examples of "mobilization beh -aviors,'
those in which people take positive actions to deter triminal attack.

4114 JAvoidance Behaviors .

Researchers have uncovered a wide range of ways in which the
elderly limit their behaviors because of fear of crime. Some elders
do not walk outside after dark, and avoid particular areas of the city
(Rifai, 19 ); do not:,pngage in certain community activitiegc (Broderick
and Harel, 1977), and even sell their homes or move businesses if
they have been victimized (Midwest Research Institute, .1977); avoid
certain sections of their own apartment buildings like the basement
and laundry rooms (Bishop and Klecka, 1978); limit their use of public
parks, recreation, or senior citizen centers; and try to get home be-
fore 3:00 p.m. when school lets out'(Godbey, et al., 1980).

It should be realized that not, all activity restraint engaged in
by older persons is caused by their fear of.crime. Much may be due
simply to reduced strength or stamina, poor health, or limited access
to transportation. Nevertheless, it is clear that for many elderly '
persons, fear of crime causes them to limit their behavior more than

they otherwise would. While most may not make themselves virtual
prisoners in their own homes, --as- -some have_ suggested, many do circum-

scribe. their activities to a large extent.

Unfortunately, the consequei*es of, the elderly's fear of crime
are not limited to reducing physical activity. Although not regularly
revealed through scientific surveys, it has been found that accompany-
ing the loss of mobility is`an,equally serious emotional stress, plus
a series of indirect consequences like the following:

By reducing mobility, they lose contact with friends and
thus'increase their degree of isolation.
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By limiting their outside activities, even during the daytime
hours, they do not make necessary trips to grocery stores,
doctors' offices, and drug stores. The result can be in-
creased nutritional and health problems.

The simple fact of not feeling free to get out into the fresh
air and walk deprives many elderly of one of theirlilest basic
recreational activities.

Even those who are able to relocate from their old neighbor-
hoods because of fear of crime often undergo an emotional
crisis because of the move (Center, 1979a).

Researchers have also found that,by constantly being in a state
of fear or threat, elderly people .can develop a debilitating mental
state causing sufficient strain and anxiety to result ultimately in
psychological and physical symptoms (Lawton, et al., 1976).

Mobilization Behaviors

The effects of fear of drime on the elderly are not entirely
negative.* To think that all elderly people are afraid to go out and
are constantly fearful is to perpetuate the myth of the elderly

as weak and powerless. Fear mobilizes some to take steps to lessen

their chances of being victimized. For example, they may drive or
be driven rather than walk places, walk with other people, or take
something for protection when they do go out. One'survey of several
major cities (Cook, et al., In press) found that the-6;st commonly
employed of these methods is using a car. However, since less than

half of all elderly households have a car this is obviously not a
crime prevention strategy open to every senior citizen.

Older persons also take actions to increase the security of

their homes. These include installing new locks or window bars,
using timers -or -door viewers, having a security survey performed,

or having property engraved with identification numbers.

Little research is available on this topic, but several studies

are encouraging. One examined "territorial marking behavior" in
older persons to determine if such active control over"the environ-
ment lessens the fear of crime (Pollack and Patterson, 1979). Indica-

tors of territorial marking included installing fences and one-way

door viewers, as well a signs, welcome mats, and name plates. The

study's conclusion was that older people who displayed such territo-
rial behavior showed less fear of crime than those who did not. NO

such differential was foury, among people younger than 65 years old. jp,..

An evaluation of a prograf to provide locks to senior citizens in St.'

Petersburg, Florida, showed a similar redUction in fear levels among

persons receiving locks (Stein, Criminal Justice and the Elderly

Newsletter, Spring 1980). Another review of mobilization behavior,
confined almost cempletely to the elderly of one major city, found

that older people are more likely to ulp home protection measures
of several types (Cook, et al., In press). These include outiiiie

lights, light timers, special door locks, and special window bars

or locks.
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The lack of research on the. extent of the elderly mobilization

in response to fear of crime is unfortunate in light of the vast liter-
ature and public attention paid to thTir avoidance behavior. While

the serious restrictions seniors place on their activities because of
fear of crime should not be minimized, it is also a mistake to believe
that older persons in general will not take positive steps to reduce
their chances of becoming crime victims. It is this realization
thatcan spur senior citizen service providers and others to become
actively involved crime prevention training, persuading elders
to take thdse steps to make their lives more safe.

The "Reality" of the Elderly's Fear of Crime
While an understanding of the scope and nature of the 'elderly's

fear of crime.is important, one question still must be addressed:
What accounts for the paradox between the elderly's low victimization
rates and their high levels of fear of crime? Many researchers have

%concluded, after studying victimization rates against older Arsons,
that the elderly's fear of crime is unrealistic or irrational (Cook
and Cook, 1976; Hindelang and Richardson, 1978). However, a closer

analysis of victimization rates can dilute the strength of the

argument.

One way to examine victimization rates is to look at the extent
ofiictimization as compared to an individual's exposure to,the risk
of crime. Because of many age-related factors and a high fear of
crime, older people do not venture out much, which reduces their risks
of being victimized by a number of crimes. A review of national.big-
city survey data from.this perspective suggests that personal victimi-

zation for the elderly is higher than the level of exposure would

lead one to expect. In otKer wo s, in comparison with how much
they leave home, they seem disproportionately victimized (Cook et

al. , In press).

Another perspective on victimization'is provided by surveys at
the neighborhood or local level. We have seen that in certain loca-
tions--big cities, especially inner areas within those cities--victimi-
ation rates of the elderly are much higher than national rates.
veral of these local studies, using somewhat limited samples), have

concluded that a significant relationship between the elderly's victimi-
tion rates and their fear of crime does exist in particular city
ighborhoods (Jaycox,1978; Lawton and Yaffe', 1980; Rifai , 1976).

While more research on this subject is needed, the available findings -
indicate that the-elderly's apprehensions are in response to real,,

not imagined, threats.

An alternate explanation for older persons' high fear of crime- -

one which makes victimization rates almost irrelevant--is based on

older persons' vulnerability to criminal attack resulting in injury.
To fully understand this concept, the reader should keep in mind the

distinction between risk of crime and fear of crime. "Risk measures
the likelihood that people will be victimized by crime. Fear relates

to people's apprehensions about what could happen if,they were victim-

ized by crime. The first is an objective view of probability; the
second ts:often a subjective view of possibility.
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It'is the elderly's concern about what could happen to them
which is the basis for their serious fear of crime. As one researcher
who has done extensive work on fear and victimization the elderly
explains., "The older person undoubtedly perceives his limitations as
representing heightened vulnerability. It seems reasonable to suggest
that the age differenti'els in fear . . . represent about what one,

would feel is the proportional objective increase in vulnerability
consequent to being old." (Lawton, 1980.) Skogan makes this
point more directly: "One cannot use the fact of low victimization
rates for the elderly to.argue that their fears are 'inappropriate'
or 'too high. ' It appears that what could happen fuels people't
efforts to reduce their exposure to risk and to minimize their chances

when_theydo_take_ to the streets." (In Conk_et___
al. , Irf press.)

This expectatiorlopf what could happen is based on,Ilder persons'

knowledge of their 41herability and- reduced ability to recover from
injuries, bot,h physical and psychological. Moreover, other factors
also lead them to perceive their own increased lnerability to crime:

the victimization 'of friends and acquaintances-rite proximity to high-

,
crime areas or potential offenders; the perceived inadequacy of police
protection; or Che.lack of available help if something were to happen.

Because it is their heightened vulnerability to crime and the
potential consequences of criminal attack which in part underlie the
elderly'S great fear of crime, it is important4to understand the nature

of these concerns. Suchan understandihg will provide more specific
answers to the Oestion: Why are the elderly so fearful of crime?

Vulnerability to Crime and the Impact of Crime
Chapter Two presented an overview of the status and characteris-

tics of the elderly population in the United States. That picture

provides an excellent background for a discussion of the vulnerability
of older persons to crime and the consequences they face because of

victimizatiOn. This section relates the elderly's economic, physical,
emotional, and environmental characteristics to their fear of crime
and the severe impact crime can have on their lives.

c."

Economic

From an economic perspective, it should be readily apparent that
the elderly are poorly equipped financially to deal with economic 81P.

propeqty loss. 'Compared to other age groups, they can be expected

tb suffer the most, they start with the least. While some people

have found that the monetary loss of older people in actual terms is
low compared.to other age groups (Cook, et al., 1978), as a percentage
of their monthly income, it is higher than'for younger age.groups,

except fbr those 32 and under (U.S. Congress, House Select Committee

on Aging, 1978W One study in Kansas City found that elderly victims

lost 23 percent of a month's income and those below the poverty line

lost MO percent (Miabt.est Research Institute, 1977). And for those

older persons Living on fixed incomes, there is no opportunity to

recoup losses through future earnings. Even those older persons

who,do work are most likely to be clustered in low-paying jobs and
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and are not necessarily able to recoup losses from crimes (U.S.
Congress,. Senate Subcommittee on Aging, 1976).

For the elderly, the amount of money lost through a crime is not

the only economic hardship. The loss of certain pieces of property
such as televisions and radios may take on great significance for

older persons. Many rely on these items for companidnship and enter-
tainment, especially those who are isolated oltrive limited mobility.
For them, television or radio may be their prary link to the outside
world. And yet with a fixed income and fixed needs, a television

may be nearly impossible to replace.

Additionally, the loss or destruction of items of sentimental
valve--items often-treasured-far-a -fife-tineran te-ratastroph-tr-, con-
sidering the traumatic nature of the entire criminal incident. Un-

fortunately, a good number of older Americans do not trust banks and
keep very valuable possessions at home rather than in safety deposit,

boxes.

Physical

S.

/ _

The physical condition of older persons as a result of th -formal
aging process makes them more veherable both to victimization and
to serious consequences of that victimization. The physical vulner-

ability of older persons has been summarized in the following manner:

Older people have diminished physical strength and
stamina; hence, they are less able to defend themselves
or to escape from threatening situations. Older people

are-far more likely to suffer from physical ailments such
as loss of hearing or sight,,arthritis, and circulatory

problems which incF-ta e their vulnerability. Older people

are physically more fr ile and more easily hurt should

they opt to defend th selves. For example, bones are

more easily broken a recovery is more difficult.

Thus, they are lessrlikely to resist attackers. Poten-

tial criminals are 4ware of the diminished physical
capacity and the ph sical vulnerability of the elderly

and thus are more kely to seek out ah,efiderly target

whose age status i easily visible (Goldsmith and

Toma's, 1974).

One recent a aTysis of national victimization survey data had

these empirical indings: the elderly are more likely to be injured
when attacked; they suffer wounds and broken bones less than others,

but suffer more internal injuries and are more likely to lose con-

sciousness or suffer cuts and bruises; and they are not more likely

to need medical care, but if they receive it, its cost-will consti-

tute a much larger proportion of their income than is the- case for

other age groups (Cook, et al.1978).

The data supporting these findings are shown in Tables 4.2 and

4.3.
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Table 4.2 00-

Personal Robbery and-Assault: Percent of
Victimizations in Which Victims Sustained Physical
Injury, by Age of Victims and Type of Crime, 197;

Characteristic Robbery and Assault Robbery Assault

Age

J2-15 31.2 24.4 32.9

16-19 31.6 33.0 31.4
20-24 31.7 40.6 27.1

25-34 26.9 41.3 24.3
35-49 29.0 31.3 28.3
50-64 ' 25.5 31.3 22.5
65 and over 35.3 57.5 16.6

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistarlie
--Administration, Criminal Victimization in the United States,

1977, T979, p. 55.

S
Table 4.3

'Personal Crimes of Violence: Percent of
Victimizatiorts in Which Victims Received Hospital Care,

by Selected Characteristics of Victims and
Type of Crime, 1977

Characteristic Crimes of Violence Robbery Assault

Age

6.2 5.812-19
20-34 7.4 10.0 6.7

35-49 . 9.0 7.3 8.8

50-64 8,5 7.6 -- 9.0-

65 and over 8.1 14.9 2.7

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, Criminal Victimization in-the United States,
1977,1979, p. 57.
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Psychological and Emotional
65f

The emotional vulnerability and consequences of crime for the
elderly are closely related to their physical difficulties and are
also heightened-by the.problems inherent in the aging process-, espe-
cially those relevant to the increasingly fragile nature of their
emotional stability, The work of Dr. M. Powell Lawton and his asso-
ciates at the Philadelphia Geriatric Center has shed light on the
psychological traits of older people in relation to crime. On the

one hand, these traits make them more vulnerable to crime. Because
of limitations in visionland hearing, they may not readily recognize
a threat,. Conversely, in trying to compensate for their reduced
capacity to appreciate risk, they may become.oversensitized to the
point of chronic anxiety. Even if they do recognize a threat accu-
rately, they may not analyze the situation properly in terms of a
response; usually an attempted crime happens quickly and suddenly,
straining the limits of anyone's informatics- processing capacity,
but especially that of the older. person. Thus, the uncomprehending
victim may remain passive when action should be taken or may take
inappropriate action (Lawton, et al., 1976).

-air the other,hand, emotional and psychological fragility can
produce very stressful reactions in older persons who are victimized.
We have used Dr. Eric Pfeiffer's term "season of loss" to describe
old age--a time of lost status and self-esteem, of loved ones lost
fo'rever,and of lost powers over the mind and body. While many older

persons are extremely hard-hit by these losses, most are able to cope
well with their losses. However; research has shown that old age
tends to bring on dramatic reduction in the body's reserve capaci-
ties, those reserves called on whenever emotional upsets occur.
One's physical tolerance to stress declines with age. Thus, people's
physical and psychological "buffers" to deal with sudden shock gener-
ally grow weaker in old age. Because of their life situations, many
elders develop maladaptive coping mechanisms which cause a'continual
devaluationof self and make them susceptible to additional stress
(Lawton, et al., 1976).

These coping mechanisms include acute and chronic anxiety;
denial of problems; projection, which helps people vent anger on
outsiders who are made into scapegoats; withdrawal, which can reduce
vulnerability to harm but can also reduce ability to cope with harm
when it occurs; and depression, which can serve as a coping device

by numbing the psyche and protecting oneself from further pain.

Th e are also more extreme coping devices used by the elderly, such

as aranoid reactions, overcompensation, alcoholism, hypochondriasis,

or ependency. Many older persons are under so many.life-induce

st sses that the added stress of victimization can induce a cris in

whi one or more of these coping mechanisms is employed (Pfeiffer,

197

It is the belief of a number of psychiatrists like Eric Pfeiffer
and Martin Symonds that emergency counseling or crisis intervention
is essential for those elderly who are not coping effectively with
victimization in order to avoid psychological consequences whilich'may

be severe and long lasting (Stein,"Criminal Justice and the Elderly
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One of the most signifieant factors contributing to the vulner-
ability of the elderly is their Skfa)%environTent. Most importantly,

. many older persons live alone, and this makes them susceptible to

street crimes, burglaries, and confidence games--all crimes in which.*
the criminal can fackl...most secure if he is confronting a solitary

m. 'In addition, older Americans residing in urban areas are
ost likely to live either in or ,in close proximity to those sections
of the city where the crime4rate is highest.

Urban elderly who find themselves in undesirable areas often
remain there for a variety of reasons. They are frequently economi=
cally,unablie to move out. Even those can afford to move are some-

. times too emotionally or culturally bound to these-neighborhoods
to do so.

Further, older people who Live-in inner city areas often must
depend oh public tranSOortation'for their errands. This is a means
of travel which is becoming increasingly dangerous. They also find
themselves living in older buildings. Although'homes or'apartments
may have.deterierated to the poin1 where they offer very little
security, their older residents may simply be unable to afford the t

repairs.

Because of a number of factors such as their reduced mobility?
limited incomes, and older housing, older people are more affected
,by their immediate environment than are younger people. Thus, -if
their .environment is largely unsafe and nonsupportive, they become
even more vulnerable to crime. Unfortunately, this is the case for
millions of elderly city dwellers.

I

. In summary, the planner-of crime prevehtion and victim assist-
ance programs should understand that older community members who have
high levels' of fearof crime may well be justified in their feari,
especially considering their high levelS,of vulnerability; This
vulnerability is widespread: physically, older; victims are, more
likely to suffac personal' injury when attacked; economically, their
1$ses rePresdhY a high percentage of total monthly income; psycholo-
gically, a criminal attack may be more of alp addition to already,
present life stresses than they,can endure: sir ' it

. The planner should be aware of the various avoidance and mobili--
zatioff behaviors that ia;-e possible responses to increased vulnerability.
When avoidance activities serve only to feed the older person's sense
of powerlessness they should be discouraged. Because they represent
upositiveactions and reinforce the 'sense of self-capability, mobili-
zation behaJiors may be more_ appropriate in planning strategies to
Combat crime and to etSist its victims.

lbw
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Chapter Five

Introduction to
Crime Prevention and Victim Assistance

A

Advance Organizers
,(

Recently efforts have been-made to help maiktain the
quality of life of community elderly. These efforts
have included crime prevention and victim assistance
programs.

The more effective crime prevention projects aim at
'reducing the opportunities for, crime. Individua+and
group activities include residential security surveys,
property-marking and hardware programs, block and
neighborhood clubs, escort'servicei4oand case monitorin9.

Victim assistance programs designed to help victims
unde'stress primarily attempt to assist them in recover-
ing from the emotional impart of the victimization, to
obtain atever benefits or compensation they are enti-
tled t and-to obtain the services needed to help them
regain their previous style of living.

To function most effectively, comprehentive victim assist-
ance programs need to identify and contact victims, assess
needs of victims and provide appropriate responses, and
follow up victims' progress.

-

)
Combining both)crime prevention and victim assistance
creates a moreftomplete service, capacity for agencies,
more knowledgeable and thorough educational programs for

mo elders, and more likely acceptance by unvictimized and 4

victimized elderly alike.

Trends in'crime prevention and victim assistance for
older Americans include developing programs within the
aging-related service network, employing elderly peer
counselors, investigating.issItes of elder abuse and ne-

glect, and establishing victim compensation programs.
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Introduction .

While.a great deal of 'research has focused on the victimization
of older persons and their fear of crime, very little attention has
been paid to potentially effective responses to the elderly's crime

problems. Only in the past several years have pilot-programs, spon-
sored by government at all levels, been set up to attack older peo-

ple's fears and losses resulting from crime.

These projects have usually been of one or two types: crime

Prevention and victim assistance. In this section we provide an

introduction to the rationale for crime prevention and victim assis-
tance services for seniors and recent trends in these areas. A full

understanding of what crime prevention and victim assistance are--
and what they are not--should encourage both private cittzens.and

agency officials to become more involved in these movements and to

reduce dependence on the police.

The Crime Prevention Concept
In the past, "crime prevention" has _referred to many kinds of

strategies aimed at controlling criminal activity. ExaIRRles included:

the use of standardized sentences and punisjiments as deterrents to

criminal action; various treatments for the offender in order to

rehabilitate him; and changing the social environment which spawn

criminals.

This last approach encompasses a multitude of programs aimed

at improving social conditions which are thought to breed crime;

and so, ameliorative efforts have included job training and place-

ment, rehabilitation and diversion of first offenders, remedial

education, drug abuse treatment, and recreational activities. In

,recognition of the need for these efforts, a Presidential Commission

said in a comprehensive report on crime:

4
Crime flourishes where the conditions of life are

worst and therefore the foundation of a national,strat-

egy against crime is an unremitting national effort for

social justice. ReducingOlov6"rty, discrimination, igno-

rance, disease and urban blight, and the anger, cynicism

or despair those conditions can inspire, i§ one great

step toward reducing crime (President's Commission on

Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967:

279)
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Such efforts to root out the causes of crime are important; at

the same time they are also expensive and demand extensive skill

on the part o planners and administrators. Their impact is diffi-

cult to measure, partly because it may not be immediate. Moreover,

as Smith (1979) has pointed out, a causal analysis approach to crime

prevention may discourage people from taking action because they feel

that the only true solution to crime is wholesale social change, a

nearly impossible task. In contrast, Smith advocates a policy anal-
.\

ysis approach which "deals- with problems by focusing attention on

the alterable symptoms, rather than the ultimate causes." (1979:26)
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'Crime prevention as discussed in this book is much' more the
latter,_a practical and limited concept. It is geared more to pri-
vate citizens, to their own capacity to control what happens to
them. This approach to crime prevention does not require knowledge
of the causal factors of crime, the characteristics of offenders and
their susceptibility to rehabilitation, nor the workings of the
criminal justice system. It only requires an. understanding of the
elements of crime and application of simple practical methods to
address them.

The elements of crime are basically three:

Desire or motivation on the part of the offender,

The skills needed to commit the crime,

The opportunity.

Trying,to reduce criminal "desire" had proven very difficult.
Certainly no one can be inoculated against criminal intent and, in
recent years, programs aimed at doing so through rehabilitating of-
fenders have come under greater scrutiny and criticism as recidivism
rates rise.

It is also very Officult to attack crime by reducing criminal
"skills." Research has shown that most criminals--especially those
who victimize the elderly through muggings; purse snatches, and bur-
glaries--are not professionals. Usually they are learning from each
other and through trial and error. Furthermore, access to the
"tools" of a criminal's trade cannot.be inhibited when such tools
are as commonplace as a blunt object, a kitchen knife, or a credit

card.

Therefore, the most practical short-term approach to crimere-
mention is opportunity, reduction. Importantly, it is also the ap-

proach most accessible to potential victims. One of the originators

of the idea of crime prevention training puts it'this way:

Potential victims can reduce their vulnerability
to criminal attack by taking proper security precau-

tions. It is not necessary to identify the criminal,
to take any action to directly affect This motivation
or his access to skills and tools. What is neces-

sary is that potential victims reduce criminal oppor-
tunity by understanding criminal attack methods and
taking precautions against them (National Crime Pre-

vention Institute, 1978:1-3).

Crime prevention techniques are premisedon two assumptions:
criminal opportunities can be identified, and,many stranger-to-
stranger personal and property Gripes are committed by amateurs.
When older persons.can learn to identify criminal opportunities in

their environment and assess their risk, they can then take simple

precautions to divert the criminal's behavior. This will not make

them immune to crime, which will always exist. However,' the practice

of crime prevention measures in the home and on the street can re-

duce crime and deter many people from victimizing older persons.
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Components of Comprehensive Crime Prevention
Programs for the Elderly

Crime prevention has the best chance of succeeding when a number
of strategies are implemented together in a community by citizens,
the police, and policymakers. Too often crime prevention efforts
are fragmented, with the result that an older woman, for example,
who takes great care to avoid risks when sMe is on the street, may
come home to discover her apartment burglariied because her neighbor
left the lobby dodr"open or she did not have an adequate lock.

What is more, comprehensive crime prevention for the elderly ,

cannot deal with older citizens and the police as the only appro- 1

priate parties to get involved. Rather, it. should involve citizens
of all ages, like the housing authority, the area agency on aging,
and all social service and community agencies,which deal with older
persons.

The\activities included in a comprehenstve crime prevention pro-

gram should be targeted to the specific crimes problems in a defined
geographic area. While these activities.can be carried oullby-ei-
ther individuals or groups, the most effective programs rely on both.

Individual crime prevention activities include:

77

Residential Security Surveys

These are home inspectionsby traivd staff--police or others- -
to determine the security status of a fiche, to identify particular
security risks, to recommend needed protective measures, and to
suggest burglary prevention behavior. While it is usually the re-

sponsibility of the citizen to implement recommended changes, people
working with older persons--often on low fixed incomes--have found
it important to suggelt sources of free or discount help-to purchase
and install new hardware. Otherwise, older clients unable to afford'

security changes may become more fearful.

Property-Marking Programs

-Thi-s-tactiC, often referred to as Operation Identification or
Operation ID, is frequently available through the local law enforce-

ment agency. It involves the permanent marking of people's property

so that it can be easily identified and more easily returned if sto-

len and recovered. Participants in these programs usually mount a
decal on their home indicating their property has been marked, as a

deterrent for burglars.

Improved Residential Security Hardware and Precautions

While security im-veys may produce hardware upgrading recommenda-

tions, citizens,can make such changes on their own. While many elderly

cannot afford expensive new locks, they can take such measures as
"pinning" windows and sliding doors, cutting down shrubbery, leaving

78
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lights on, and, most importantly, using the locks which they have.

Increased Precaution on the Street

The best defense against street crime iscautious behavior.
Usually senior citizen crime prevention prograds advise clients to
take steps such, as: being aware'of their appearance and environ-
ment; being alert to their surroundings; being accompanied on local

frerrandsi carrying no purse and little cash; avoiding potentially
"dangerous places; and appearing purposeful and confident whenever
.on the street.

In recent years, police and otherstraditionally burdened with
the responsibilities of preventing crime have recognized the.impor-
tance of cooperitive citizen efforts as a supplement to their ac-
tions. Thete citizen efforts are based on the belief that increased
neighborhood cohesion prpduces a safer neighborhood. Because elderly
persons are often home during the day, they are prime participants
in group br collective community programs. And because they are
frequently more fearful of crime than anyone else in the neighbor-
hood, these security-building programs can be most beneficial to

them.

Group crime prevention strategies include:

Block Clubs

Block clubs-serve torincrease citizen awareness by encouragi-ng
street Surveillance and close communication by neighbors. This ap-

proach has been working because citizens tend to have a clear inter-
est in keeping crime out of their immediate surroundings and it is
easier to get people together within a'small radius. Familiarity

about, one's neighbors is also greater, so that suspicious people or

Vehavior is easily recognized.

Neighborhood Watch

These programs often cover areas larr than 'the single block,
but are based on the same concept as block clubs. Neighbors are

urged to be watchful for unusual activities and to quickly report
them to the police.: Activities often include the exchange of names
and telephone numbers among neighbors as well as the establishment
of regular communications between the group and the "beat patrol

offiCer."

Citizen Street Patrols

These patrols, usually manned by local volunteers, are intended
to deter crime and, where possible, stop crimes in progress by notify-

ing authorities quickly. Citizens patrol on foot or in cars, some-

times using citizen band radios.

Building Patrols

The main purpose of these patrols is to protect a building and,
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the surrounding grounds. They are often operated by tenant organiza-
tions which recruit volunteers to patrol hallways, lobbies, and other
common areas. The objective is deterring unwanted strangers firom
entering the building or committing crimes around the building.

Whistle or Airhorn Programs

These prOgrams, often called "Blow the Whistle on Crime," con-.
sist of the distribution o whistles or freon airhorns to residents
of a small area and training them in how to use them. Citizens

are urged to use the whistles or airhorns when they are victimized,
observe a crime, or hear someone else blowing them. Those who hear

the noise are supposed to call the police. The underlying assump-

tions of this program are that significant noise will deter crimi-
nals and alert neighbors who can help.

Telephone Assurance Programs

This strategy can be especially helpful to elderly citizens,
many of whom are somewhat immobile. It includes local volunteers,

working from a roster of clients, calling people regularly to check
on their health and safety. The telephone contacts are also tools
for providing crime prevention information to clients and for recruit-

ing participants for block club and Neighborhood Watch programs.

Escort Service

This program is also particularly valuable for older citizens,

since it reduces their isolation and their valnerdbility to crime.

Volunteers escort neighbors -- elderly or others in need--to and from

-necessary destinations such as banks, supermarkets, social service

agencies, and doctors' offices.

Safe Corridors

This is an alternathe strategy to an escort service which can

allow community residents to conduct their local business in'safety.

At specified hours and days of the week, volunteerS-are posted along

certain main shopping corridors and routes to watch out for persons

who want to do their errands and shopping along these routes.

Case itoring

In this strategy, groups of senior citizens go to court to

observe proceedings in cases involving older victims. Its primary

goal is to put the crigOnal justice system under public scrutiny,

serving the participarffs' right to criticize publicly offichals who

.appear insensitive to legitimate concerns of older citizens. It also

serves to educate citizens about the system, provide peer suppbrt

for elderly victims and witnesses in the courtroom, and give senior

citizens an opportunity to advocate for specific changes they believe

arse needed in the courts.

L
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Environmental Design

This approach aims at redesigning the physical appearance of
a neighborhood or building in order to enhance its residential char-
acter, increase use of public space by residents, and deter strangers

from entering. Techniques include erecting fences, closing off
streets,, planting shrubbery, and installing lighting.

Ob.

Crime prevention programs cannot absolutely prevent crime, even'
for those persots who adhere strictly to all.of a program's prescrip-

tions. For all those who are victimized, there has arisen in recent
years' a network of programs to address their needs. This network has

been of particular value to senior citizens because, as Chapter Four
'emphasized, the relatively low rate of crime committed against older
persons Nesks the serious impact of crime on this age group. Elderly

people wha are victimized suffer from economic, psychological, or
physical harm which can affect them for considerable periods of time.
Moreover, if help is not forthcoming, the crime itself can cause
older persons to develop even greater fear and can further inhibit

their lifestyles.

The Victim Assistance Concept
Crime has traditionally been a major domestic issue in the United

States for both policymakers and citizens. Since the inauguration

of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration(LEAA) in the U. S.

Department of Justice in the late 146O:s, billions of dollars have

been spent on components of the criminal justice system in an attempt

to reduce crime and its impact. A great part of this money has been

d6oted to the individual needs and rightl'of the criminal offender.
Little or no attention has been paid until recently to the victims

Pof crime, who have a great many needs and very few rights within the

American .criminal justice system.

The imbalance in the attention paid to the offender and to the

crime victim is reflected in Figur; 5.1. This chart, entitled "The

CriminaJ Injustice, System," provides a fairly completesting of

the ways in which victims are routinely ignored and left to their

own resources while careful consideration is paid to the rights of

the accused at each stage of the criminal justice process.

In a related vein, a recent publication of the American Bar

Association stated that the average'crime victim's experience will

probably include some, if not all, of the following:

Official indifference concerning matters of little rele-

vance to the "case," but of grave importance to the victim,

'such as retrieval of stolen property and advice about victim

compensation;

Insensitive, adverse questioning by police and other law
enforcement officials who-may harbor a "guilty victim" syn-
drome--a feeling that the victim is responsible for his or

her victimization;
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Perfunctory,. summary, and insensitive interviewing bypro-
secutors who .also"may feel that the person has somehow

asked to be victimized;
a

Poorly coordinated, conflicting, rep#titive, an usually
unexplained summonses;

Uncomfortable and insecure accorlimodations at the police

station or in the courthouse, often involving close prox-
imity to defendants, associates of defendants, or adverse
witnesses;

.
Lack. of clear, lay explanatioc. ns of proceedings and decisions

during and after the case;

S

Fear resulting from real or imagined intimidating threats
and acts by defendants, or, in the case of defense wit

. ne5,5es, by eglice, prosecutors, or other persons with'an

adverse interest; and

Lack of special services for special classes of crime vic-

. tiros, Sueh as the elderly, abused children, and sexually-

assaulted persons (ABA, Section of Criminal Justice, 19807.

Early Responses to the Needs of Victims.
)

Grassroots programs at the local level in the early 1970's were

the first sign that.people were devoting sorqtattention to Crime vic-

tims. These- rograms, which grew.out of the women's movement and

similar citi n activities, focus on the crime v-kFtim as a person

lit distress.. Programs which are primarily concerned with'helping

such people recover from theif. crime-induced stress usually offer

'counseling and social servicesand may lobby,for sensitive'handling

of victims by social agencies Ancriminal.jpstice professionals.

The most common examples Of this approach to victim assistance are

the rape crisis centers and family abuse Centers that have been es-

tablished across the country.
., 11

The Second-Tindprobably larger group of victii service programs

also grew out of a-sense of concern for people who had been victim-

ized, but these programs have been based on :another equally strong

concern: the improved management of criminal cases in the court

system. The lost common types of brbgram in this category are pro-

secutors' victim /witness assistance units, which try to' make wit-

nesses' experiences,as painless as posqible and to reduce the nega-

tive std- effects of the'system's typical delays. The theory is that

better treatment for witnesses will benefit not only the witnesses

but also the system, beCause their increased cooper...40cm will lead

to fewer dismissals and to increased conviction "rates (Stein, 1980):'

While both crisis-orieritecLand Oltness-oriented ser vices are

helpful to crime victims in geperal, the more important of Aktwo

in terms of sheer numbers of vtctims helped is the crisis services

approach provided to victims after a crime has been reported'to the

polic .The great majority of victims never see their complaints

171.1..c
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result in an arrest. And since only a v ery small percentage of
arrests results in an actual prosecution, even the best of the
courthouse-based victim services is of no use to most victims.
"Additionally, recent research has suggested that the esgreatest
pact of cri on old( victims is on their physical and psycholog-
ical well- This would suggest that rapid victim assistance
services- deliver as soon as possible--are a high priority for
elderly victims.(Jaycox, 1980).

file earliest counseling and victim oriented programs were based
in public and private agencies outside the criminal )616tice system.
These included mental health centers,vhospita4, and United Way-type.
organizations. Lately there has been a trend for law"enforcement
agencies to sponsor such services, partly to respond more fully'to
the frustraticonsItheir officers face daily and partly to serve some
of their own investigatory needs. Police are finding that a victim
who has tad an opportunity to ventilatehis' emotions to a trained -
crisfsbrker makes a much better witness than one.who is still,agi-
taged, shocked, or withdrawn (Stein and Ahrens, T980).

In recent years, many states have also demonstrated a commitment

o crime victims,by enacting different kinds of victim compensation

o4Ws. In general, these programspfovide awards to injured victims
violent' rime to compensate them for Unreimbursed losses'of wages

or for medical expenses. 'By the middle of 1981, 34 Such state pro-

raMs were authorized. While many of these programs are helper by

m*nistrative difficulties and restrictive statutes (see sec ion-on
"Trendsu4,,they'do represent a recognition that"the'crime vict

deserveg help. Some states have also established st3tgq4de victim'

assistance networks.
!

4
'ok

These networksta've in many cases been funded by LEM, the
agency which has generally led efforts at the federal ,level to im- '

'prove the plight of crime victims. It has funded victim /witness

reception centers, witness telephone alert programs, victim counsel-

ing ervices, and property return programs. A great number Q. these

pr g ms a're located in a prosecutor's office, for their focusfs

an the eeds of witnesses and of the court system (Cronin and Bourque,

r 19.80). ..

LEAA also funded several projects in the past few years speci-

fically for elderly trime victims, be,cause of 41 recognition that

crime .seriyausly challengen older American's liblity of life, in-

ducing fear, restricting lifestyles, and often prNucing long-lasting,

severe psychological of -- effects. Thereafter;other agencies such

as the Administration on Aging and the Community Services Administra-

tiOn a '1so'begah sponsoring victim assistance.programs for the elderly.

' These rams share several purposes,incommon,'the main objec-

ives Of victi assistance for older crime victimslpeing:
. .

To assist them in recorqing froM the psychological and

emotional impact, of victimization; .7
,

\o help them obtain whatever benefits are available
,

"
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them as compensifiln for losses caused by crime;,,and

To provide, directly and through referral service's which

\ they need to recover from victimization a to participate

fully in the criminal justice process.

Victim assistance, whether performed by an assigned-case worker

or a concerned frierld, also serves another important- purpose. It

may be the means'.of identifying senior citizens, most notably the

isolated elderly, who are in need of a variety of social services,
some of which may be unrelated to'a victimization.. The, needs may

be for services concerning housing,,Social Security, qansportatjon:

medical problems, homemaking, or nutrition. In any of these cases,

the person talking to the crime victim tries to see that the need

iss, met by referring the victim to the ,appropriate social service

agency or senior citizen organization.

Often the most valulble service that can be provided to crime

victims-is an empathetic, understanding ear. Victims need emotional

supput as soon after the victimization aossible. Simply to br.

told hey, did nothing wrong, that someone is sorry it happened, and

that help is available can be of great comfort to older victims.

Even if friends or relatives do not hav the time or skillIk

provide some ,of the services listed above, y can contact local

agencies whidh do have the resources to help elderly crime viCtims.

In themselves, such, referrals. qv demonstrate concern and 4o much

to ease the extreme stress felt too' often by older victims of crime.

o
Thus, in practice we can all help crime victimioif equipped

with a set of very basic skiells

Components of Comprehensive Victim Assistance
Programs for the Eldefly

Victim assistance,programs which serve the elderly must accom-

plish several functions if they are'to.do an effective' job. They

are: identifying and contactingvictims; assessing victim needs and

providing.diresAkervice or referrals; and following up victims'

cases.

Identifying and Contacting Victims
, t

In performing victim assistance, the critical agency with which

o
coordinite is the local law enforcement agency: since it is the

pftmaFTTburce ofthe'identity of crime victims. Sc!, law enforce-

ment officials have first to be convinced of the value of victim

assistonce work. only after this task has tee accomplished card the

police be approached about cooperating with a victim servicespro-,

gram. (Stein and Ahrens, 1980., ,

Unfortunately, as we.hgie seen, m any elderly crime victims do ,

not report their victimhzations to the police. However, they may

telt others about the crime, and these people canalSo refer ffem

to a victim -services project: People likely to be told. of ttk

timization include friends or relatives of victims; staffs of social,'

441.
,
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service agencies; doct , nurses, or staffs of clinics or hospi-
tals; and familiar stilt at senior citizen centers, nutrition pro-
grams, retirement centers, housing projects, or apartment buildings-.
Victim identification should therefore include a publicity effort
,aimed at all of these people who comprise the social, network of
older community resid fs.. .

Assessing Needs and Provi iiig Appropriate Responses l

Once the victim has been contacted, a range of victim services
can be provided .either directly or by referi-al. Those 'services most

often' provided to older victims are advocacy, counseling, transpor-
tation, and home security assistance,

Advocacy

Advocacy means acting on behalf of someone in support of his

or her needs. Even in "good times" sop* elderly citizens are un-
able to cope with bureaucracies. 16 times of crises, such as of -,
ter criminal victimization, there is a heightened need for help in
obtaining the services-and attention to which they are entitled.
Advocates can direct ,older victims of crime through the maze of
socialservice referrals and ean,intervene when necessary to see
that their needs are being met,.

Counseling

,Wnenlperformed on An emergency basis, counsVing*is often called
crisis intervention, and refers to,-the process by which someone helps
a crime victim sort out his or her feelings', in order to accept the ex

perience,and to return to a pre-crisis state of mind. Experience

has shown tIlatcounseling need not be done just by pirofesstonals
trained in the "art of counseling:"' The most importOnt attributes- -
for 'Affective counseling of victims are urtesy, empathy, intere,
and jovolvement.

Transportation

This is a relatively "easy direct service to )e provided to

elderly crime victims. Many need to visit doctors, lawyers, the
police, court, or social service agencies as a result of their vic-

timizations. Often they must rely:on public transportation, which

can be slow or unreliable. Senior center vans, agency volunteer
drivers, or other,resource5 may be identified to help meet transpor-

tation needs.

Home Seculity As'sistancel.
Especi y needed by elderly burglary, victims wh6 are often as,

traumatize as victims of personal crimes, this assistance may range
from the b arding up of a broken window to.the installatiqn of new
doors, -locks, or hardware. Once accomplished, it usually providP11 s

,great: relief ,to the victims, .

.

,

.

Other'assistance which can' be provi ded through a program's direct

ss
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service component--or through the efforts of concerned citizens- -
include: ,the'provision of emergency food or shelter; assistance
in replacing lost documents; help in filing medical or legal claims
(e.g., for insurance or victim's compensation); or help in communi-
cating with representatives of the criminal justice system.

The provision, of victim services by referral requires some
knowledge onkthe part of the person making the referral, whether

it be a social worker fi-om a victim assistance project or a rela-

tive on neighbor of the victim Illhilethe former may have time to

develop relationships at locallagencies and td examine and judge

their relative effectiveness, the latter can make referrals if they

have a resOurce directory or simply the telephone number of a local

information and referral agency. 4

Following U

The follow-up component of vi(tim assistahce programssecie

as both a check and a reinforcement of the victim's recovery from

the crime's effects. The objective of this component is to assist
victims to beCome.self-sufficien't4.0r at least to cope at'a level

which matches that prior to the crimp In order to avoid making-vtc-

tims dependent on them for future support, though, assistance pro-

gram's usually concentrate on connecting victims with\the local se-

nior citizens, support network, e.g., senior centers and clubs, '

churches, nutrition §ites, 4nd local government services. Even

though they arefidtrofeSsionally associated with vict,im assis-

tance programs, friends and relatives of an Older crime victim can

also make efforts to tie elderly victims into the senior support

network. Community aging-related.agencies'af-e often listed in

telephone directories. Helping reduiresrelatively little time

for research and some telephone calls.

Combining CriMe Prevention and Victim Assistance
A &ief examinatillon of the crime prevention and victim- assis-

tance movements sheds light on their different purposes. ,The former.

aims for better,personal security and stronger neighborhood ties,

while the latter seeks courtesy and compassion for those who have

been victimized. Though bOth are tied,to criminal,justice, they

have developed independently, and their roles are geared in great .

part to the needs of their ients. One deals with-the concerns

of potential (rime victims, while the other focuses on the needs'

of actual crime victims.

However, for the oI.der person Who has serious fear of crime:

wko is vulnerable to incapacitating or limiting physigal and emo-

tional consequences of victimization, and who is often not suffi-.

ciently adept.at using/ /the social service system, a merger of the

two movements is- appropriatp. Sucti a joining would address all the

main drime-rel4Xed concerns of older Americans. »

In addition to meeting the needs of -elders, combining crime'

prevention and victim assist4pce services can make each program

more effective. Fdr example, victim assistance service workers

8'8
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often disc victims have been hurt partially dueto their
own tarel ssness. They provide more complete service if they weave
crime pri., ention advice into their counseling services. In practice,
many vic 0. are ea er to get suggestions on how to make themselves
less vulnera; in he future. It should be remembered, however,
that such advic ha to be given delicately and at the right time
stio that victims fe lings of self-blame are not reinforced.

Similar , crime prevention workers are better ab'le to get
their points across if they are armed with victim-assistance skills.
Older persons who have already'.been victimized can be cynical of
crime pretiention advice, perhaps, disrupting a crime prevention edu-
cation session, a block meeting, or even an offer of a home security
check. Knowledge,Of victim assistance skills can be effective in
encouraging a group to be supportive of its victimized members or
simply to be helpful to the Victims themselves (Stein, 1979).

Special Programs for the Elderly
`Recognizing the severe consequences which crime and fear of

crime'have on-older people, a number of programs have begun across
-tie -country to combat thatsprobleM.,

one major effort was,the recent National Elderly Victimi ation
Prevention and Assistance Program (Center, 1979b). This join effort
of several government agencies and the National Council of Se for
Citizens included seven demonstration projects in six major c ies.

To respond to the distresS and fear which victimization inflic on

the elderly, these comprehensive projects offered both victim assis-
tance and crime prevention services.

projectsAll of the projetts provided victim assistance to older victims
whose' names were-obtallied from local police and social service agen-

cies. Project staff contacted victims immediately, assessing their
needs,. Case workers then tried to secure whatever-help the 'elderly
victing required, either directly or by referral. Services provided
inctOed counseling, transportation; home care, medical aid; replace-
ment of lost documents',ermergency food and CTothfh, temporary shel-
ter, and legal aid. .

.

P Crime prevention, strategies included educational sessions for
groups of'seniors, organizing block clubs, and home services. The .

'latter included homeircurity surveys, assistance in upgrading the
quality of security hardware, engravingof valuables with personal
identificatioR numbers, and individualized suggestioRA on how'to
avoid beying victimized..

Similar programs have been established which take direct aim at 4.4..

the crime problems of older people. For example, a national training
prograM for police officers has been developed by the National Retired
Teachers Association4AmenOcan Association Of Retired Pertops. In

this prkram, la* enforcement personnel are sensitized to the older
person's related situations, and-trained to make use of senior vol-
unteeis (NRTA-AARP, 1980).
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flAAdditionally, a number of local projects have been i emented

in both urban and rurtl areas of the country, sponsored by aging-
.related programs, law enforcement agencies, and community activist

organizations. AMeng them are successfal programS in: -Las Vegas,

Nevada, where both crime prevention and victim assistance services.,
are a major focus of the loca' RSVP; Detroit, Michigan, where a net-

work of senior center staffs provides crime prevention information
and assistance on a continuing basis; and Tucson, Arizona, where
the Pima County District Attorney's Office operates both a witness

and a victim assistance componentAith staff members and volunteers
riding with detectives on night shifts, and next day follow-up work
with victims who cannot be seen immediately (Criminal Justice and
the Elderly"Newsletter,'SUmmeer 1980 and Winter 1979-80; Lowenberg,

1980).

These projects are indications of a growing trend toward recog-
nizing and working against tKeadverse effects crime has on so many

of it nation's older people.

Trends in Crime Prevention and Victim Assistance
for the Elderly

-The fields of crime prevention and-victim assistance for seniors

are always changing as new issues arise, new problems develop, and
more.effective ways of delivering services to older persons are dis-

covered. Whether they are friends, - relatives, or agency staff mem-

t_rs,..)those whd wish to become involved in helping the elderly face

their crime-related problems should remain aware of developments so

that they can provide appropriate assistance or referrals when they

are needed. s.

One very encouraging development is the institutionalization

of crime prevention and viltim assistance services by-making them

available through regular aging-related service providers. The

states of Pennsylvania, Florida, and Michigan are trying variations

of this concept. Training.is-being given to homemakers, senior cen-

ter staffs, visiting nurses,.and others. so that they can effectively

respond to the crime-related concerns of'the elderly people with whom

they come in contact. Possible 9ontexts would include A senior cen-

ter worker giving counseling to a small group of people who have been

frightened by the mugging of one of their friends; a memaker aide

giving empathetic counseling and then making a referr 1 for a woman

who has just been robbed; or visiting scial wor-, checking the

hardwa'e, doors, and windoWs n an older nts home fter he has heard

'about a local'burgiary. Because crime can e-a s 'val issue-for

older people, it is appropriate that service provider *At dell with

the on a daily basis become knowledgeable about it a d be able to

help.

Another positive step is the emergence of peer counselors in

anti-crime programs for ttplderly. 'Thi's is important both for those

seniors who seek assistahc and for their colleagues who wish to

play a part in lessening the crime problems their age group faces.

Peer counseling reinforces the posive sense of self-capability.

It is important for older. community residents to,feel that they can

contribute as well at receive (Jaycox, 1981).
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All demonstration programs associated with the National Elderly

Victimization Prevention and Assiitance Program used Senior Aides
for both victim assistance'and crime prevention activities, With ,

adequate, training, those workers proved to'be genuine assets because
of the relationships of trust they were able to establish with their
peers (Center, 1979b).

An extension of this concept is.being used by, the Victim-Assis-
tance Program for Older Adults (VAOA) in the.city of Tampa and Hills-
borough Cpunty, Florida. The core of that program is its staff of
26 neighMrhood workers, generally nonprofessionals, all over age.'
55, who work on an hourly basis, or a"victim assistance program ad-,
ministered by a mental health center. They are all trained in Florida
state law wffecting the elderly, crisis'intervention counseling,-and
the services available from local social service agencies. Each day

these workers are assigned new victim assistance cases in their neigh-
borhoods. They interview sentorvictims, counsel them, and make
referrals for more intensive counseling and other services when

needed. In it first year, nearly 75 percent of those victims con-
tacted wanted help from VAOA. MOst victims.,peeded.crime prevention

education and crisis intervention counseling. The program made a

major impression on the state's Bureau of Crimlna'i Justice Assi5-
tance which has promoted it as a model fdr Other areas. This peer-

oriented approach offers several advantages: agencies can provide

thetevice through volunteers or community aides at low cost; the
decentFalized Neighborhood approach'works well for both, the clients
and the workeis; and older persons-Adwant. to become active in com-
munity work are helping their peers in a very important way (Criminal
Justice end_the Elderly Newsletter, Fall' 1479):

Among the trends rime preVention and victim assistance is a

recent'focus on domesti ictimization. Rgcent reports indicate that'.

older people may beabu by persons in their family or household.

Estimates of the incidence of elder abuse range widely, for some es-

timators combine abuse and neglect cases. The elapse being-uncovered

includes physical abuse, psychologital abuse, and material or finan-

cial abuse. Many of the reported victims suffer poor health and
marginal mental competency, conditions putting family'or household
members under extreme, long-term pressure (Block and Sinnott, 1979).

,Victims rely'on a family caretaker for basic needS: This dependency

and inability to fungpon on their own inhibits many eider-abuse vic-

tims from reporting their victimization.

Although all 50 states have child protective service laws, only

11 have comparable laws for the elderly. Theselaws'mandate that all

people who discover a suspected elder abuse case must report it; such

provisions are aimed at doctors, lawyers, homemakers, and community

service workers. In addition, they allow for access by social workers

to investigate for abuse, -fix penalties for violations, and. allow for

voluntary and involuntary provisions pf protective services while

.safeguarding individuals' rights against inappropriate intervention

'(Meyers and Bergman, 1978),.

As a result, of the recent widespread' focus On wife abuse, more-

over, most states have passed' legislation on domesti.o violence. Newer

P
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laws in some 24 states have been written broadly enough to provide
some type of protection to older persons abused by "a family Member

(Lerman, 1980). In states without such laws, consent iShe only

avenue of help for the family. The first intervention priority is-

to keep the older perso in the home and to provide counseling and-

medical and nursing car ecessary for all parties'. Removal of the

abused elderly person is sually considered the last option and Can

only be Schfeved through egal proceedings.

Although several local studies of elderly abuse have*suggested

that it may be a.serious problem, no national study has yet-been

,undertaken. Without more extensive data, it is difficult to obtan-
a trustworthy picture of the extent of elderly abuse in, the United

States.. As,a'Stopgap measure, some local jurisdictions are concen-
trating. on setting up crisis centers for abused older persons.

Another trend in'the field of victim assistance concerning older
Americans is the increasing attention being paid'to elderly crime
victims by'sOveral of the 34 state victim compensation programs.
Lately, a Number of national and state policymakers have pointed out
that the,amOttious goals of these programs have not always been re-

alized. .Only apverysmall portion of deserving victims receive com-
pensailM awardsl., Tint failureto compensate more victims is due pri-
marily to the inheirent limitations in the laws and to program charac-

teristics such as: ladkof public awareness, award denial condition's

and lack of linkages kh.more comprehensive victim assistance pro-

grams. The requireMents-ank complexities inherent in many victim
compensation programs'affect all victims, especially the infirm, the

poor, the inarticulate, arid:the socially isolated. A great mumber

of elderly victims'are includedin these categories. Without per-

sonal intervention, few of these victims learn of the programs, or

hake sufficientskillg-t meet the requirements necessary to receive

compensation awards (Hofriehter1979). ' I

Policymakers, program offibials, and private citizens interested

in improving elderly vi'Ctims' chances, Of receiving compensation for-

losses they suffer are lobbying for a number of changts in existing

,programs. Among the changes sought -are-grea,teT publicity of state

programs, Perhaps through using law enforcement officers 'as refral
agents; removal of "financial hardship" tests, which deter many der

victims from applying because they are reluctantta 1-At their assets

or apply for "charity;" and the removal of minimum financial..loss

provisions, since for'many Older people the loss of-a relatively,

stall amount of money repnesentsnot an inconvenience but a.critical

shortage of food, medicine, or rent monies.

Other policy changes being Pusheckby older Persons' advocates,'

are: the establishment of effective pre-awArd provisions for deserv-

ing emergency cases, of special importance to older victiMs,living

on, small, fixed incomes who cannot wait the 10 tO 20'months needed

for processing their claih; compensation ieclucling emergency cash,

to replace or eeper damaged or stolen property essential to an

older person's physical. or psychological health, like glasses, hear-

ing aids, a door lock-or a'telephone; and the development.of holistic

service programs in which counseling and tocial services provision
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are dombinedVith efforts to secure compensation for victims. The

movement toward recognfzirig:the'special needs of elder crime victims
has been led by the states of New York, New Jersey, and California.
Both New York and New Jersey have established special units to deal
with the claimt of elde'rly victims.

In silimmary, local comtUnities and, at times, state agencies have
undertaken a variety of crime prevention and victim assistance-pro-
grams. The more effect4ve crime prevention programs undertake a prac-
tical, policy analysis approach whereby. crime opportunity reduction
is emphasized.- Individual and group crime prevention measures can

significantly redlice the risk Of crime. Victim assistance programs

recognize that an older victim may be in crisis, as the criminal ex-
perience assaults hit or her physical, psychological, or tocial well-
being. The most meaningful4apprdach is to Combine crimg prevention
and victim assistance into cohesWe, comprehensive programs that ed-

ucate and rehabilitate 4-older ,victim. In each of these programs,

all community members, Mttud.ing the elderly, are. important for ad-

vocacy, program development; andservicd provisions.
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Recommended Films on-Crime Preven,tilon in General
KEY:. A = Abstract

C = Critique of Film for Suitability for Senior Citizens
4df.

FIGHTING CRIME: WE. CAN DO IT, MTI Teledrograms Inc., 3710 Commercial
Avenue, Northbrook, IL 60062, 16 mm., color, $395, 1980.

A: The film shows that society has changed, and with this
change has come an increase of crime, fear, and protec-

.

tive lifestyles for the elderly. But there are ways to
reclaim one's neighborhood and life through crime pre-

vention: home security inspections (with help from
.retired workers for installation of hardware), Operation
Identification, Neighborhood Watch, escort services, and
reporting of crime.

C: The film is excellent, using real people and real
scenarios to ejleplimp the real alternativls. This is

the most recent lime prevention film tme'seniors, and
reflects the-state of the art.

I'M ALONE, PM AFRAID, 1973, New England Gerontology. Center, 15 .

Garrison Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824, 25 minutes, video,
B&W, $30/$3.50.

A: Two major areas are examined where eldtrlY people need
help protecting themselves--on the street and in thi home.
Examples are given of existing security programs, showing
how cooperation between police, housing authorities, and
Title VII projects will greatly increaseothe safety of
seniors. //7N.

:
Thefilm basically 'depicts urban elderly in high rise

buildings. By actually filming the day when the elaerly

all cash their Social Security checks, for example, the

film has a firm grounding in reality--much different from
films with aktorsond Hollywood-sets. An escort service

is also shown in actual practice: Th4 quality of the film

is erratic,' but the lessons in block watch, crime pre-

: vention education, police department speeches, and rumor
.

control are excellent.

OUTSMARTING CRIME: AN OLDER PERSON'S GUIDE TO SAFER LIVING, 1978,

Harper and Row Media, Order Fulfillment-Customer Relations, 2350

Virginia Avenie, Hagerstown, MD 21740. Producer:W shington

Crime Watch,. 18 minutes, color, slides and audio cas ttes,

A: The slide audio presentation defines.crimeprtvention as

"the practice of spotting criminal opportunities and then

doing something to reduce or eliminate those o tunities

in a common-sense wa ." Hans Conreid narrates focusihg

on property marking, residential securitytand ighborhood

action/block watch--offering specific tips- geared partic-

ularly too the elderly.
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The presentation was developed by professionals who are
quite familiar with working with the elderly in crime
prevention, and is a well-planned and effective tool. This

is the only case in, which access to a 16 mm. projector
is not a prerequisite to a successful program.

SENIOR POWER AND HOW TO USE IT, .1975,-William Brose Productions,
Inc., 10850 Rivertide Drive, North Hollywood, 91602, 19

minutes, color, 16 mm., $330/$60.

AI The purpose of the film is to educate senior citizens in
crime prevention techniques and to illotrate that brains"
can defeat brawn. It covers most of the personal safety
and home security tips for senior citizens to know to im-
prove their safety as well as the motivation to take
these steps. Included are purse snatching, armed robbery,
home security surveys, and telephone harrassment.

4

C: This film is 4the prototype of crime,prevention films for '

senior citizens. The vignettes are` simultaneously instruc-
tive and humorous, and the film is excellent. Although some

techniques shown are no longer recommended (such as sitting
down when you are being mugged)., the spirit of the film

makes it still worthwhile.
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"C Ater Six
Preventing Stre Crimes against Elders

Advance Organizcers
The elderly are victimized by crime 'less than any other
age group, but profess the highest fear ok crime. Crime.
prevention programs should emphasize these facts in
order not to fuel an already heightened sense of fear.
Crime prevention st-rategies should not diminish the

olderperson14 quality of.life, but should add to it by 7.
providing realistic. advice.

. Although tips and techniques are important,.the funda-
mental ingredient in street crime prevention' is aware-
ness--self-awareness, awareness of the "environment, and
awareness of response options when .fin danger.

f In ordee.of increasing severity;-the most serious street
crimes are larceny (taking by stealth), assault ("hysi-
cally harmingIthe victim), robbery (taking by force),
and rape (carnal knowledge through force 'or threat).
Of these crimes, personal lardeny or theft is committet
most often against older persons, with the violent
crimes occurring less than one-third as frequently. \

o.
The most common victim of assault is'a young person, in
part because the' likely pre-conditions of assault -a
.domestic orgalcohol-related fight--are circumstances
older people are lest. likely too be in.

One should. consider how one's appearance may invite a

A -

.criminal response: Do -I look frightened, unsure,,con-
fused? One should also take steps to project or radiate,
purpose and confidence.

Advance planning and being aware of the-environment--
both friendly respite And potential danger areas- -help
to minimize vidtimizations,

In.general, it is iafer to' go .places and do errands
with a. friend along; refrain frovi "flashing" money

.
.

or jewelry in publjc; walk in the middle of the sidewalk
-' --against the. flow of automobile traffic; 'stay inside ,

one's car if 'it becomes disabled.; sit near' the driver, /

or conductor on public transportation.

4
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o should consi-aer in advance the likelihood of using
various, response options, o that, when confronted by

,danger, you can react appropriately for yourself and

toe situation. Ask yourself if' you could offer active

resistance, could harm a would-be assailant, could
create a diversion or initiate negotiation under stress.

Purse snatching, the most frequent street crime against

o men, can beminimized by not carrying a purse,-

sewi special pockets, or dividing valuables. Types

of purses and methods of carrying them can affect the
likelihood of injury in a purse snatch.

Increasingly, authorities see rape as a crime motivated

by aggression and viplence, not by sexual desire.'
Older women are most unlikely- victims, but they.should

consider several ways of respondi4to a sexualassault.

Cooperation among community elders, social service
staff,, and lawenforcement/crime prevention agencies
has led to a substantial number of successful prograps
against aging-related street crime.

I
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Introduction
The previous chapter gave a brief overview of crime.prAention

programs, The present chapter, and the,three that follow, will.
analyze the major types of crime relevant to older people-Istreet
crime, residential crime, and consumer fraud/cdn games--and will
propose

4
a feasible plan of comMunity crime prevention.

Although-the elderly Are more likely, about two to fifty times
more likely, to be victims of household crimes than of personal
crimes, they amaore fearful of per%onal attacks. As seen in
Chapter Four, this fear corresponds with their self-perceived vul-
nerability and the potential consequences of attack. :For this
reason, we,will examine street crimes first.

Vulnerability
Street crimes:like household crimes, are frequently crimes of

opportunity. Those disposed to committing street crimes often w'
not do so unlesis they encounter an-inviting target. So, as this
book has emphasized, the goal of any crime prevention program should
be to reduce vulnerabjlity.

For some older Americans,crime prevention can be especially
difficult because of a number of conditions intheir lives, which
make them Vulnerable to prospective criminals. Chapter Two discussed
these: living alone; living in inner cities and being unable to,
relocate;' having poor or chronic health conditions; biing socially
,isolated. 4 .**

A

Other common, qualities make the elderly particularly vulnerable
to street crimes.. 'Because many live by themselves, they are but on
the street-Oone. )hysical frailties can cause-a sloW or unsteady
gait. A depbndence upon public transportation may require standing .

Ail public places for extended periods of time. An appearance df,
:weakness--which can be reflected in stooped posture, slow movement;
tinsteadiness, or simply a lack of attention to their surroundings--
gives some elderly persons an air of eat some criminologists are.
calling "muggabilitY."

Types of Street Crimes
The most serfous'street crimes being committedagainst older

people are, in ascending order of seriousness; larceny, assault,
robipery and rape/ Larceny may bring the 'victim into direct contact
.with,the offender. Assault, robbery, and rape always do. Reviewing

the definitions of 'these crimes will help us to understand how they
differ^:how they afflict the elderly, and how they can be prevented.

'arceny

Per(oZ grimes of theft' are called personal larcenies, and
involve the takitig of prolierty0 cash-by stealth.- These crimes may
or may not put thevictim-into direct contact with the offender.
Personal larceny with contact, according to the United StitesTrime
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Surveys, includes purse snatching and pocket picking'. Personal

larceny without contact includes the theft by stealth of a variety

of items, like the theft of an umbrella from a restaurant, food from

a shopping cart ;left in frontiof a'supermarket, or clothing or gifts

from a car parked away froM home. The ,key attribute of larceny

without contact is a.lack of force:

The circumstances or attributes of crime ddtermine its

category. For instance, if an older woman becomes aware of an
attempt to snatch her purse (personal larceny with contact), and'

the offender then uses force, the crime would be classified as a

robbery.

./ Purse snatching is the street crime which Ts most frequently

perpetrated against older persons. It often consists of one or

more offendersvery often youths, quickly approaching a woman

walking down the street, grabbing her purse from her hand or off
her shoulder,, and then running away.

Assaults

Assaults, crimes in which the °Eject is to do physical harm to

the victim, are usually classified as "aggravated" or "simple." An

aggravated assault is one carried out with a weapon, regardless of

the degree of the victim's injury--if any. However, an assault

committed without a weapon-is also considered.td be an aggravated
assault if the attack.results-in serious injury. Simple assault

occurs when the victim's injury, if any; is minor and no weapon

used. This distinction is made for practical reasons; to help.

police and others different4te crimes by seriousness, ultimately
to better measure the extent Of criiiie;*and to allow legislatures to

set different punishMents based on the severity pf a crime.

. .

Many older persons arefearful of 0 brutal attack by a stranger.

As discussed in Chapter Three-, when they.are victims of crime, which

is relatively less frequently;'older Americans are more likely than

younger people to be injured; and to be victimized by younger strangers.,

But overall, this form of assault isunusual. ,While there is some

indication in crime reports and newspapers that brutal crime is
occurring with more frequency, it is. still ,vein rare. _The more

common types of assauJts are thosemln which the victim is involved,

in a fight, often alcohol- related, dra domespaargument. Inasmuch

as older. persons less often find themselves ih these si4uations,

they are victimized by assault lesS often than are younger persons. , .

Robbery ..l
f

4

. 1;ersonal
\ robbery is a crime to which the purpose is to take

,

property from someone by force or the threat of force: The force 1,

used may be a weapon, in which case,the crime isireferred"to as an ,-, .

armed robbery, or physical strength, which is referred to strong-

armed robbery. In either case, the victim is pllced in physical .

danger, with physical injury a distinct possibility.
,

,~.

' The two kinds of robberies most frequently committed apinstAlder
. ..-
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persons are muggings and push-in robberies. Mugging is a common -

name for street robberies, although they may happen in.places like

subways, building lobbies, or buses. .Usually the crime is committed'

in one of three ways: the mugger wills show the victim a weapon and

demand money or-jewelry; the mugger will state that he has a weapon

and will use it if the victim does not turn over the money; or the

mugger will simply physically overpower the victim and indicate .

that if the victim does not part with his,money, he will be beaten,

A "push-in" rbbbeey'occurs when a person returns to his or her

home or apartTnent, orens the door, and gets shoved inside by someone

who has been following or waiting. It can happen when someone re-

'Spunds'to a knock on the door by opening it or by relying just on a

chain guard to keep the door secure.-' It can alo happen when someone

pukes his way into another's autovbile in order to take ..is belong-

ings. The Honorable Claude Pepper, U.S. Senator and Representative

frcm Florida, 6ormer Chairman of the House Crime Committee, current

Chairman of the House Select Committee on Aging, and himself-in his

eighties, found out first-hand: ,

My wife and I were, on a Sunday a fe months ago,

driving from v4.siting a friend in the hospital to our Nome

on the bay when'we stopped for ihe. light to change at Third

Avenue and 20th Street; two men rushed Op_tothe side of

the car.. My wife'.being wiser than I had the door locked on

her side; I :didn't have my door locked and the next thing

I knew a young'man was crawling over me. My first thought

As that he Was going to try to kidnap my wife and me and

r began to figure what could I do. The next thing I' saw

was his hand reaching for my wife's handbag on the seat

between her and me.- I saw then that he was trying to get

my wife's handbag. Well, I grabbed him around his shoulde'rs

as hard as I could and said: "No, no, no," but he had alrea y

got h.is hands on the handbag. and. was pulling out, and -I had

to turn him lose to keep from being pilled out myself. In

econds he ran away from the tar. (U.S. Congress, House

lect Committee on Aging, 1978:-2).

Rape i .

Rape is defined as "carnal knowledge through the use of force'

or the threat of force." The two elements necessary to c9ntitute

rape are saxdal intercourse and commission of the act forcl ly and

without freely given content. It is important, however, to remember

that the motivation for thi rime may well be less sexual desire

than pt'sical aggression. au'tho'rities consider rape fundamen-:

tally a crime of physical v nce. ,Many elderly women havea

pronounced fear of being rap , although the incidence of rape

among older women is very low. However, studies%have. shown that

rape, a generally underreported crime, is especially underreported

by older women and that it has a "profound and probably permanent

impact on the physical and psychological well-being of this popula-

tion." (Davis. dlBrody, l979,:38)
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The Key to Preve =lion of Street Crime: Awareness
Crime 'frevention is often thot to be a series of specific

tips designed to redyce a persOo's vulnerability, to victimizatjdn.
While these spectflOttils are, important, efforts intended to promote
safety must begin with an overall attitude; one of awareness. By
being conscious'of one's own vulnerability and environment, a person
can avoid being in situations which present opportunities for crime.
In addition,"a state of awareness readies a person for whatever may
occur--not just for situations for which "tips",4ere memorized.

I

44P

Unfortunately, people often become aware of their vulnerability
to crime-only after they have become victims: The experience itself
ttImulates them to modify their habits or change their behavior.
They suddenly realize how their behavior can "invite" offenders to
select them -as victims. Older Ame'ricans' can avoid these painful.
lessons if they practice acting with awarenes% before therels an
incident.

What are the things to be aware of when out on the street?

Own Appearance

First, one should be aware of one's own personal characteris- -

tics, "What do I look like?" "How do I appear to someone looking
fDr a victim?" A realistic appraisal of, one's demeanor, physical.

weak points and strengths,'and'general appearance, is the first step
to becoming aware of one's vulnerability. -Overall demeandr on thg
street can playa vital role in one's safety. Criminals are attracted
to people 'who appear uneasy, frightened, or unsure of themselves,
who do not seem certain of their destination, or who appear to be
weak end fragile. Converself- they shy away from those who appear
confident, who carry themselves purposefully and seem sure of them-
selves. The keys to appearing confident and alert are not neces-
sarily a faster walk or 'a feeling of strength, but an overall atti-
tude that radiates outward.

The, vulnerability that a person identifies.jn herself or him-
self can be reduced by advanced planning. This might include:
planking out trips ahead of time; placing keys and necessary cash
in separate pocketi; bringing a friend along; leaving valuables at
home; and carrying a whistle. The physical and mental preparation
can to the criminally-minded that a person is purposeful,
ready, and unafraid.

op

Environment

ready,

-Older persons must also be'aware of their environment when
they are out on the street. Such awareness not only 'helps prevent
victimizations, but also can help. stop victimizations in progress.
So, appropriate guestionyo as* oneself are:

"Who'are the other people on the street?" Crossing the street
to avoid a group of youths congregating on the sidewalk might avoid
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a potential.confrontation. On the other hand, greeting familiar '

people--friends, merchants, vendors--reflects a knowledge of the

neighborhood and. adds a teTporary senp,of security in the company

of others.
(.,

"How safe is the neighborhood?" It helps to knbw the friendly,

familiar places--stores, banks, post offices, or other places:- -

where 9ne can,step in if being followed, where there might be help,

orhere one can just "collect oneself."

"What are the sources of danger or risk?" These include places

suc h as unlighted streets, vacant lots, alleys, or deserted buildings- -

any place wherea crime would probably be unobserved by'other people. '

By noticing and being aware of such places, one can take-steps to

stay away from them -- detour for one block, walk on the other side

of the street or in the middle of the sidewalk, or wal)pon a well- -)

lighted street.
.

This form of crime prevention through awareness is easy to

follow, but it takes practice. It is based on an understanding of

one's own characteristics--especially those which reflect a vulner-

ability to.crime--and of one's environment, a common sense approach

)71

to crime prevention that applies' equally to residential; crimes. Older

. ericans and the agency staffs who work with-t4em-can together de-

elop plans for practicing these procedures. Group discussions can

'identify potential "trouble spots" in appearance and environment, and

can reinforce efforts at.improved awareness.

Techniques for Preventing Street Crimes

Quite a number of police departments, crime prevention projects,

and government agencies have published booklets or brochures on crime

prevention. slost of them are not geared to the elderly and their

special, vulnerabilities, but are good references for the geperal

public to learn more about preventing crime. We shall borFig from

them. We shall also present highlights of the available literature

specifically on crime prevention techniques for-senior citizens.

Remember, the success of tips or techniques depends upon there first

being a sense eawdiihessi

Geneiat Deterrents against Street Crime
d' One of the best techniques for comb/ling street crime is to

go places with a friend. In numbers there's strength.
p

Do not show money; in fadt, it is best to avoid cash whenever

possible. To do this, open'a checking account it a local

bank and handle'as many transactions as possible by check.

Social Security; SSI, federal pensions, military retirement,

and other checks can even be electronically deposited into

youlpaccount directly by the government. (This is discussed

more fully later in this .chapter.)

It glso 'helps to walk in the middle of the sideWalk, neither

close to buildings nor passing cars.
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To reduce the likelihood of an attack from a passing car, walk
against the flow of traffic.

,

. ComMon-things not to do include:

Don't talk to strangers.

- Don't walk'into a crowd of youths leaving school,or hanging
around a store.

:

- Don't walk near dirk- places.

- Don't allow yourself to be distracted when buying somettrtng
and opening.a Ryrse.

- Don't. wait fora bus o*n a deserted street, especially at night.

Money is not the only item to refrain from "'flashing ". when out
in public,. Do not wear expensive jewelry or watches while
shopping or on other errands. Such accoutrements are fine for
an evening out with friends, but are unnecessary invitations
to prospective criminals when worn during,the day.

If someone is folyming you, the best thing to do is to go
into a public' plaice, like a neighborhood store or other busines
previously identified in your study of your environment, and
call the(6olice.

4 a*

If a cai appears to be following you, walk in the other directioli
or cross the street. It is always safer to reply for directions `

from a distance4. not getting too close to the car.

When threatened by imminent dilnger, don't be:too embarrassed
to yell, scream, and create a commotion. Your life may be at
stake! Screaming may bye a great tool because the noise will
often scare off the criminal. To get people's attention, it
sometimes helps to yell "!ire:" Carry 'some kind of noisemaker--
a whist146or'shriek

As seen in Congressman Pepper's case, crimes can also occur
..wwhen you,are in an automobile. Therefore; always lock your

car whether, you are pailced, driving, or stopped at reel lights.
Park in'well-lighted areas, and check the back-seat before get-
ting inr

Just as you should not walk home if you think you're being
followed,'Weither should you drive home if you think a car is

,,following you. Drive to a public placeorthe best being the
closest police station.

If yourcar breaksdown;tthe safest course to follow is to:
open the car hood or attach a white cloth to the car antenna, '

then wait -for someone to stop. If someone stops to help, stay
inside your locked car and ask, the person to Rhone the police

10
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. or a local garage from the closest telephone. If someone
really wants to help,'she or he will do that.

WheAver using public transportation, it isalways safer to
' travel with a companion than to travel alone. When waiting

at a bus or subwa' stop; especially in an-unfamiliar area,
keep\your back to the wall to avoid being approached from
behind, and have change or.token ready. On a bus, the safest
seat is next to the bus driver; on a subway train, it.is near
a conductor or a uniformed transit,police officer. If you are

frightened or being.foLlowed, do not get off at a deserted,
stop, even if it is your normal stop. Even though it may be
inconvenient and a little more expensive, itkis safer to con-
tinue to a busy stop, to get'off and to seek help from a local
merchant, booth attendant, or police officer. .

One good way to 0C-event being victimized is to imagtne what
you would do if someone tried toattack you. Consider the options,
since there is very little time to think during an attack. Ask

yourself: "CoTild I hurt someone who is-trying to hdrt me?" "Would

I be willing to scream?" "Should I try to run?" "What resources
would'be available to me to cope with an attack?" If you are at-

tacked, your foremost concern should always be your own saftty.
/.

Dobson (1181) has'written a book otlylife-saving" principles,

the thrust of which is that there's no simple formula'when'encounter-
ing danger. It is not simply a matter of ,fighting back or stalling

for time, he says, but of trusting one's instincts or intuition in
selecting among response options. recent Washington Post interview

with him outlines six of. these options:

Fighting - Using physical force, with or without weapons.' .

Mist appropr'iate when a sudden, unprovoked attack is

. made on you at close quarters and you feel in danger of bodily

-harm.

Flight Escaping or using evasive action to separate youfrom ,

your attadker. ,Typically, the people to run from are those most,'.

difficult to fight. Remember: Run-towards-safety, not away

from dahger. . \

Negotiation - Opening a dialogue with your'attatker to fore-.
stall or minimize the attach. "Spot and exploit offers of a-
relatibnship, and--if possible--don' A grant acceptance unless

your assailant is willing 'to compromise."

No action - Carrying on as though nothing unusual is happening.

. Most approftiate when you can't do anything anyway,you cant
decide what to do, you're surrounded, outnumbered,. or surprled.

Diversion - Emplexing actions to.pnfuse, mislead, or startle

the assailant; "Tby doing or saying the weirdest, most unex.:'
pected thing you can,think of." 'Don't attempt to surprise an
attacker whd seems professional or one ,who is jumpy and/or has
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a weapon.
. . .

e

Blending 1 Joining temporarily with your attacker's forcto
'redirect it and gain control. Most appropriate'iwheh you,have

no other'chotte, and/or you need time to' decide which of the
other options is best (Krucoff, 1981:B51:

In most cases, it is riot wise to resist a, criminal. Of course;
generalkations are of "tittle help when .bmebn'els in the middle of
a dangeroussituatfOn. Probably the best advice for someone, old
otyoUng, in the course of a crime is to act, according .to the
situation. Elderly people especially should not take unnecessary

'risks, betause physical confrontation Will often produce more
serious hanifor them than for younger Victim's. In too many in-.
stances, an inappropriate response by a victim has led to, serious
injury and even death, where a course of novesistanCe would have
resulted in only tht loss of-money or property. ,

If you are victimized despite youbest,crime prevention efforts,
you can do. something positive for yourself--and for potdntial future
victims. You can try to remember something abodt the mugger or 111

robber in order to give the polite some descriptive information.
Points to reptember about the perpetrator maybe: a car On the

face, 6 distinctive'tattoo, Qhysical deformity', an accent, or any

unusual feature. Although victims most often remember the 610thes
of their assailants, clothes can be changed Ouickly;-therefore, it
is better to remember physical trAts which cannot be changed, If
a description given by a victimleads to the arrest and conviction
of, for example, 4 habitual offender, that victim has played an
'important role in preventing crime against others. .

Foiling a Purse Snatcher
.

The most frequent treet crime.,against older women is purse

snatching. It can OCC.00 anywhere: in the supermarket,, on &bus,
or-in an apartment lofty. The following tips offer advice for
reducing women's vulnerabikity to, purse, snatchers.

First, the easiest way to avoid purse snatchers is to avoid
carrying a purse. Mone3;,-*gys, and identification cards, can and

should be carried twockets.
. r

Second, an alternative is to sew special pocket's on the-inside
of coats to hold cash dr important cards. This strategy was success-
fully i/plemented on a large scale in Wilmington, Delaware, several
years a4o in'a program called "Pocket-The-Purse." A description of
the project and the procedure for sewing the pocket to the inside
of a coat are presented in Figure 6.1.

.

Third, if you must carry a pUrse, there arestill steps you
can take to reduce your losses if'you have your purse Matched.
Divide your valuables among. inside pockets, dutside pockets, and .

-the purse, keeping the least valuable items in the purse itself.
Not only will this minimize losses if the purse is snatched, but

4
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Figure 6.1
Pocket-the-Purse Task Forc, Wilmington, Delaware

Please Read All lustructions Carefully Before Beginning!

TOP

CUT TWO

3!Y

SUMMER POCKET
. .

MATERIALS NEEDED: 414

1/4 yd muslin or sturdy lightweight
fabnc. .inch strip bias tape
I snap

d5TEP I FOLD FABRIC in half and cut a rec-
tangle measuring 3-14 X '5 °inches
There yid( now be twift-I/2 X 5 inch
pieces On one pieta, measure I from
top and cut across

STEP 2 TI RN UNDER and stitch 1/4- on
bottom of I" section, ttirn under and
stitch 1/4" on top bf 4" secti9n This
will be the slit opening

A
STEP 3 Lay these two sections WRONG SIDE

Ot T onto right side of uncut peel:
making all outer edges even

ITCH all four,sides 1/4" fromeQs
use "IS" stitch length on machine or
small hand htite hen

STE Turn right sides to outside and press
flap

STEP 5 t se piece of bias tape fold edge
under 1/4- and and( h to left side on
bark of poi ket' Jew snap on tape end
and right'side of pocket back.

SEE. INSTRUCTIONS FOR SEWING
SN, NPS

ATTACH POCKET TO BRA STRAP-
Snap tape around strap This will hold
money, house key or credit cards, and
aiold having to carry valuables in
purse.

0 0 0

BACK

COAT

WINTER POCKET
To be used inside coat

MATERIALS NEEDED:
1/4 yd denim, heavy-luung fabric, or any

dark sturdy fabric
3 snaps for each coat

STEP I FOLD FABRIC inKialf and cut rectangle
6 X 7-1/2 Inches There will then be two
pieces' 6 X 7-1/2 inchesir Follow instruc-
bons for "summer. pocket" through Step
4.

STEP 5 Attach ball section of snaps to back of
pocket, I" from top, and equallt spaced.

Attach socket'sectiona to match on coat
lining.

tow

IF SOCKET SECTIONS OF SNAPS ARE
APPLIED TO ALL WINTOATS, THE
POCKET CAN BE MOVEDFROM ONE
GARMENT TO ANOTHE

SEWING SNAPS:
Attach the ball section of snap-to
ens! of bias tape, and socket section
to right side of pocket back. Sew
snap to pocket with small close
overhand stitch through one
hole, picking up% garment thread
with each stitch. Then cart); thread
under snap and repeat into next
hole

SOURCE: FBI, Crime Reststance, Washington,

DC: FBI '1976.
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it will also make it easiqr to give the purse up, rather than to
fight for it and risk.in3J6. _

Fourth, certain kinds:of purses, such as bags that dangle from
the shoulder, are an'invitation to purse snatchersthey are very
easy to grab. The safest type of pocketbook to carry is one with
a short loqp, held relatively close to the body, or tucked in the
bend of the elbow.' Hbwever, clutching a purse to your body as if
your life's possessions were within can have the opposite effect,
as seen in thefollowingadvice from an admitted purse snatcher.

Look for the person_that's holding onto her pocket-
book, either hanging on her arm or holding it in front
of her chest,or,stomach.- If a woman knows that somebody
is around, and has money tn her pocketbook, she will put
it c'ose to her body--that's one of the pocketbooks you

fneed to hit because y6u can bet there is some cash in there.
(F.B.I., 1976:45)

Fifth, never carry handbags or shopping bas with the loop
wrapped around.your Wrist. If someone tries to pullthe bag away,
the loop will make it difficult to do, and you may be dragged to the
ground. If enough*fo+Ce.is used, a wrist may even be broken&

Sixth, the.danger of a'.loop'making it difficult to escape from
a purse snatcher raises another important point: it is usually pre-
ferable to let go of your purse and to run away from a oUrse snatcher
and towards safety than to engage him in a fight. Too many older
women have been seriously hurteven killed--fighting with purse
snatchers. They feel 4 personal affront and lash out. However, it
really is not worth risking serious injury in order to protect
property, much of,which can be. replaced. Again, if you-do not keep
valuables in your purse, you may be less inclined to fight for it.

Although pUrse'snatChings usually occur on the street, they can
take place anywhere a-woman is carrying a purse. Thus, if you go
to the movies or stop for a meal'at a restaurant, it is a good
idea to keep youi. purse on your lap. Placing it on an adjoining
chair, seat, or table'only invites trouble. Frequently purses are
stolen.. in restaurants because women leave them hanging out of their
own% sight on the tack:of a chair. PUrses are also stolen in super-
Markets or department stores4 often after women put them down on-
a vaunter or inane top handle section'of a shopping cart. While
it thly be difficult to carry a-Purse and push a cart at the same
time, at a minimum one should avoid leaving a purse unattended wren
stepping away to-select merchandise. .!

Unfortunately, purse Snatchers are becoming more and more
creative. In some instances, they have even entered public rest
rooms and gone from stall, to stall, reaching over and grabbing
pur'sv off the inside &for hooks: The lesson to learn is: always
keep apurse close by and in View, out of the reach of others.

r These tips apply equally well when an older women is trying to
reduce Vie risks of'being victimized by a robbery or mugging. These'_
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crimeVare traditionally thought to,occur in alleys or on deserted
streets, but they just es frequently occur on crowded streets/ in
the middle of the-day or in someone's own apartment building.

Preventing Mugging
. .

As with other crimes discusSed, the best way to avoid muggings
is to minimize opportunities for the mugger to attack. In addition
to the general Oeterres outlined earlier, some-specifics follow.

First, pever flash large sums of cash, even in banks. Instead,
count money at the teller's window and then put it away. As mentioned,
.the best approach .isttO carry as little cash as ,possible, using
personal checks to transact business.

'Second, one of the best Ways to les-Sen dependence on cash and
. ,

to geih into the habit of using checks is to participate in the U.S.
Department of the Treasury's Direct'Deposit program. Since 1972,
this program has encouraged the automatic deposit of monthly federal

m . ,Because the payments are_ electronically transferied,.the -te
checks via ,a computerized system, into personal savings or checking
accou
chanceof checks being stolen is virtually eliminated, and the chance
of being mugged on the way to or from, the bank is also diminished.
It is ipmmon knowledge--especially to muggers- -what days of the
month those checks are delivered on (Goldsmith, 19.75).

Social Security checks are not -the only ones which can be
osited by mail through the Direct Deposit program. Anyone who

receives the following can quaff if Supplemental Security Income,
Railroa8 retirement, Civil Service retirement, Veterans Administration
compensation. and pinsion, Air Force active duty and retirement,
Navy retirement, Army retirement, and federal salary. To iignlop r
for Direct Deposit, all that,people.need do is to take .their next k

check to wherever they do their banking, whether it be a commercial
bank, savings bank, savings.,and 1,9an association, or a federal- or .-

state-chartered credit union: Bank personnel will answer all
questions,.help'complete all necessary forms, and pr2vide copies.
Within 60 to 90 days, payments will begin goi directly to the
personal checking or savings account.

Over 12 millioi people already participate in the Direct Deposiit

program. However, effective participation depends on following the.
spirit as well as the procedures of the program. Too often, people
who belong tp the program go.to the bank one day after computer & '

deposit and withdraw all or. most of the money just deposited from
their checks. People simply like to see the cash, enjoy having it,
and in some cases do not trust banks%to safeguard their money

.

properly. Such actions defeat the purpose of the_Direct Deposit,
trogram.

Preventing a Push-in Robbery
There are a number of steps that can be taken to reduce the

chances of being victimized by a "push-in" robbery. First plan
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ahead: Before leaving \lime on errands, tell your neighbOrs you, are

going and when yom expect to return home. It also helps to ask if

the neighbors will be'there when you come back° .

Second, when retu ning home to a house or an apartment building,

look around before g ng in.. If you feel the preence of something
or someone that makes you uneasy, trust your intuition: Do not go,

inside. Rather, go to your neighbor's house or to the closest public

place--a store, church, gas station, schgol--and call the police.

Third, if you are already in..your apartment building, avoid
being isolated with any stranger. If you see a suspicious person as

yOu are walking f0Ward your apartment door, do not go in. Instead,

go to a neighbor's apartment on the same floor and ring the bell.
If neighbors are not in, it is safest, to walk to some common area

of the building, an area where people congregate. may be the

lobby, the manager's office, the mail boxes, or the laundry room.
In any event, stay away from your apartment until the suspicious
stranger is gone, or until you are satisfied that his or her inten- -

tions. are good.

Fourth, when answering the door at home, it is always best to

use a door viewer. *If the person knocking looks unfamiliar, never

rely on the chain guard. Even if there is no door viewer, it is

r to speak through the door than to open it. If the visitor -a

in fists on seeing you, ask him or her'to slap an identification card

under tfig door.JN. Do not hesitate to ask for the person's name and

company. Call the company to verify identity and purpose of being

there. Even if the person on the other side of the door cannot be

heard, do not just open the door. If there really is somethingto -

deliver, the person should not mind slipping a note under the door

which explains his. or her purpose 'ind company affiliation..

. Fifth, another common ruse used by "push-in" robbers is that of .

the stranded motorist. A perpetrator pretends to have a disabled

automobile. Out of kindness, the victim stops to help. An accom-

plice may then appear, or the "stranded"-motorist alone takes Alvan-

tage of the situation. Although it may sound unkind and even cruel,

it is best not to open your car door. It is just as courteous,, and

certainly siTir, to offer to make a telephone, call for the person.

Call the local police if anything about the person seems suspicious.

Rape Prevention
The crime of rape can be especially traumatic for older women.-

Bard and Sangrey (1979) point out, short of murder, rape, is the

ultimate assault,the,invasion of thelperson's inner self. The

butal crAne demeans its victim, and may4be the final insult in an

agirig person's life. Unfortunately, it is sometimes difficultto

take steps to avoid potent al rapists, because they are-often im-

possible to recognize in advance. AS one author.on rape states: 1

He could be an openly hostile teenager who roams with

his gang purposelyjassaulting, vandalizing and raping on
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impulse; on the other hand, he coaldbe a well-groomed work-
ing man with a wife, children and a normal sex life, and will
appear to.the victim to be psychiatrically normal and capable
of maintaining equilibrium in everyday situatioriN(Davis and
Brody, 1979:32). '/ 4

There a're several, ways to respond tb a sexual assault. These
have been outlined recently by the Crime PreVention Coalition
(1979b) as follows:

Submitting to the Attack. in all rapes, the rapist threatens the
victim's safety, physiCal person, or life. If You believe you might
get hurt by defending yourself; or are simply afraid to fight back, '
don't. Fighting can lead to physical injury,0-nd research has shown
*Chat older women are more prone to physical rape injuries than
younger ones. Submitting to a rape out of fearfor your safety or
life does not mean that you consented. It is a-rape, even if
you do not have a cut or bruise; and should be-noported to, the
police as soon as possible. If you choose not1W.resist, don't
feel _guilty or angry with yourself; direcf your anger at the rapist
who committed the violent crime.

Passive Resistance. Sometimes you may feel like resisting but are
afraid that screaming or fighting back will-incite the attacker to
harm you even re In this case, a "passive",kind of resistance
may hilp to defus " theArgpist's violence., It may'be possible to
'alm the.attacker by telcingto him and trying persuade him not
to carry out the rape; if he hesitate; or begins ust you, you
may be able to escape. You could claim to be sick to i idpte the
attacker, or try to discourage the rapist by pretendingsto'faint, .

crying hysterically, or acting insane. .w

ir
Active Resistance. This sttategy can be either the ?host effeaive
oh the most dangerous for the victim. ,Rape prevention counselors
00 not advocate active' resistance as a responsetto a rapist with a
weapon. 16 other cases; it is up to the individual victim how to
,respond. In sortie instances, fighting back can frighten or disCourage
an attacker. However, resistance can also convince the rapist to
ecome'more violent,or increase his desire to subdue the victim.

TRemember,, increasingly law enforcement.and riminal justicegauthori-
,ties maintain that rape is a violence-motiv ed and not a sexually-
motivated crime.) Therefore, the choice mu t always depemd on the
particular circumstances surrounding each a tempted rape.. ,

As Dobson (1981) notes soberly, every ituation is uniquond
there are at least six-response options danger (fighting, flight,
negotiation, no action, diversion, and blending) with which the
individual should be familiar. -

There are sevelel kinds of active resistance. Screaming can , 1

surprise or frighten a rapist away if he is afraid that people will
come to help; therefore, it is more appropriate in'populated areas.
In isolated locations, conversely,)St iless likely to,help. A

forceful struggle may also diAcourage the rapist, but fighting back
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is more difficult for many older women. However, if ewoman can

marshall the stren§th and is not afraid to hurt soieone'attacking
her'; then a strong kick or hit.may provide an opportunity to escape.

attacks should be directed against the rapist's most vulnerable

`areas. Counselors recommend kicks to the graigkor shin, pokes in the
eyes,'sta4ing on the instep, or hard chops agamsf the front of the

'throat.

''Apother option for women is the. use of self-defense techniques.
...)t-aditionally, women's social conditioning has taught.them not to

fight, and to be afraid to inflict injury on others--even to avoid
'grave injury to themselves,, This notion seems to be chinging Tn
our society, as women are "taking control" of their lives. Increas-

ingly, women are realizing their own individual and grobp strengths, /

and by defending themselves are breaking down sexual stereotypes.

It may not be advisable to teach some der women disciplines

such as karate or judo, as they may be liab e to injure themselves.

However there are various self-defense e hniques, some less strenu-
ous or demanding than others. Most have awareness--of self, the

'environment, and response options--as their core. M e older women

are taking these courses to protect themselves fro attack, Abovv,

all, these courses teach a positive attitude, one that reflects plat
there is plenty that can be dqne to protect onesel , and that women

have a right to do so.

Some women carry weapons such as guns, knives, or spray chemicals

like mace to deter attackers. Butithis response s uld be chosen

cautiously. Unless a women is trained in the use f these weapons

and i not afraid to employ them, they are very da gerous. As

attacler can easily turn them against the victim. In a number of

states, it is illegal to carry some weapons. So if a women, after
considering all options, decides she wants to carry a weapon, she

should check with the local law enforcement agency,

All the crime prevention techniques presented in thischapter
are means to'redUce tht opportunities for older people to be vic-

timized by crime. They have 'proven themselves effective in crime

prevention programs across the country. They are not difficult

practice, but there is an impornt prerequisite to their effective-

ness: people must choose to use them. Cr-tole prevention methods

are only worthwhile if citizens practice them. ,Older community

members and agency workers mV94.work at street crime prevention.

,Developing Programs against Street Crimes
Interested community members, elders, and social service personnel

alike can link their individual efforts in combatting street crime

with a range of programs sponsgred by local public and private groups.

Programs to make the streets safer for senior citizens have been

conducted in a large number of cities by local agencies like the

'police department, the office on aging, and.civic and community

-groups and organizations.
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If\ such program exists in a_qommunity, cittAdns or staff of

an existing agency may want to set one up. The key to implementing

4' new program to reduce street crime against 'the elderly, of'course,
is'to understand the nature and scope of -the problem. Most' law

enforcement agencies have a crime analys*is unit,t. which collects and

reviews this kind of information. By working,With the police L
interested parties can learn which types of cYtmes are most fre-, .
quently being committed against older gople in the community,-where

they are being committed, and'how they are:c694ted. Once this

knowledge is available, community, elders, agencies, and police can
plan anti-crime strategies;which respOnd to particular crime problems.

. A J-

Examples of the kinds of programs mwpted to.reduce seniors'
chances of beingvictims of street crirn include:

Establishing special senior citizen'units within the polite
department, unit i specializing in crimes against older persons. ),

Such units exist in New York Ctty and Cleveland, fOr example.-
4

Organizing senior citizen volunteer corps to patrol. he streets.
These groups are operating effectively in Tucson, Arizony, -
Washington, DC; Huntington, West Virginia; and DuVal County,

Florida, as well as in other cities. 1

Keeping sail]] "shriek alarms" in residents' pockets. When in

trouble, one can push a button, and the alarm emits a loud,

noise. Bystanders or vighbors are'alerted to take 4ction\or

call the police.

Osing whistles instead of "shriek'alarms." Police will often

help estabOish these "Bl'w thb Whistle on Crime" programs, and

'Iota] merhcants will donate whistles or offer discounts for

large volume sales,-4,-

Instituting within community senior citizen agencies special
transportation programs for older persons who would otherwise
have to travel alone. These programs not only serve as a social

outlet, but also reduce m number of seniors out on, the streets,
thus reducing their chances of being victimized. In6 Washington,

DC the police credited a senior citizen escort service with

reducing crime in'its target area.

Esc ting by private citizen volunteers of elders on errands

to t store, tank, doctor, or senior citizen center. Even

thoug they are not armed, these escorts (who may themselves
be of er community residents) reduce crime simply through their

pres nce. .

Mounting community-wide crim e pre4ntion media campaigns,putting

advertisements 8h radio and television and'in .the newspapers.

This may often be done at no cost because of Federal' Communica-

tions Commission requirements to broadcast "PSAs"--Public

Service Announcements. New York City even'held a senior citizens

crime prevention week, which included workshops throughout the
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city ,_placards on buses, and subways, and meetings of citizens

task forces.

Publicizing the special needs of elders in crime prevention
through community events. Senior citizen agencies, in coopera-
tion with the local police, have set up crime prevention fairs
at shopping malls and banks, telling the public about the

. crime problems of seniors and what they can do to help. A fair

inlMilwpukee included the participation of 0 dozen crime-related
volunteer and.government programs, and many people signed up to
contribute their effcirts.

'

Educating community groups in the facts of crime against the
elderly. Several aging - related crime prevention pro*ams have
established speakers'bureaus, sending knowledgeable representa-'
tives to men's and women-'s group's, civic associations, and

. service clikbs. These speakers publicize efforts being made to
reduce, senibrs' risks of being victimized and to solicit

volunteers.

ConduCting sensitivity training" or the police. In Chicago,

the Mayor's Office for Seniorcitizens and the Handicapped
conducts formal training for all recruits at the Chicago Police
Academy. This training gives them background on the,city's
older population-informs them laf services evailableito older.
,citizens and how to use them,. attacks stereotypes recruits might
have tows' dOr people, and sensitizes them to the special

eeds of e derly victims and potential victims.

. Imp ing 'special patrol tearis. In Brooklyn, New York, the

police have special teams to patrol those bus stops most fre-
quently used by 'elders and to ride as decoys on buses. This

strategy 6s helped reduce purse snatchings and pickpocketing,
agtirrst seniors.

These are only a sampling of the kinds of programs community
elders and agencies can estaPlis* if.they are committed to reducing
the, victimization of older people. IR fact, mast of thesestreet
crime prevention. programs are not,diffioult,to plan or to implement.

The essential ingredient As cooperation--coqperatton among inter-
ested older community residents, social service staffs, and law
enforcement/crime prevention agencies and groups. Street crime

against'elders can be reduced. The steps are self- awareness, awareJ

ness of the environment, 'end awareness of options.in response to

danger.
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Recommended films on Street Crime

FEY: A = Abstr'act
C = Critique of Film for Suitability for Senior Citizens

MUGGING: YOU CAN PROTECT YOURSELF, 1977, Learning Corporation of

America, 1350, Avenue of the AmelOcas, New York, NY 10019.

Producer: New York Housing Authority, 30 minutes, 16 mm.,

color, $395/$50 for three-day period.

A: The film teaches self=defense techniques against street

muggings. I is narrated by Liddon Griffith, a New York Housing

Authority Police Officer who is quite familiar with the behavior

of street muggers. After several scenes of muggings where the

muggers use weapons and the victims get hurt, Officer Griffith

then lees an actual class in self-defense techniques,'bsing

memberstf the audience of all ages for demonstrations of

ways to escape from situations ranging from purse snatching

to a knife in the stomach. Items to remember are continually

repeated to make an impression on the class, e.g., "What is

available tome ?"

C: The initial 'high level of fear of tht film .(the mugging

'shots) decreases as the class progresses; fear gets transmuted

into wisdom and action. The film leaves the audience with an,

impression that one is ngt totally helpless in the hands of an
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Aiassailant, with particularsattention given to senior citizens.

However, the techniques for dealing with Situations that are
not life-or-death are not covered adequately, e.g., when
screaming is effective. Also, the prospct.of a mugger coming
back at a person after a successful escape is not discussed.
Several of the techniques (e.g., poking at the mugger's eyes)
seem easy in theory, but one questions whether a ,,victim would
be able 'to accomplish these in reality.

WALK WITHOUT FEAR, Sid Davis Producti=ons. 1046 S. Robertson Blvd.,
---- -los Angeles, California -90035, 20 minutes, color, 16 mm.

A:: The film opens with a police chief addresting a civic
grdbp. It then portays irecommended fictions and practices that
can'reduce one's chancesJof being victimized by street criminals.
As an example, the way a purse or handbag is ,carried may deter-
mine whether or not the bag Will., be snatched. The film uggests
precautions that 'should be taken on the street, on b se
cars, and in public places. The question of carrying'weons
is discussed. The final message is that crime prevention is
the best practice. AVoid crime by not giving the criminal the
opportunity. The film was made with theAecbnical assistance
of the Internat4onal Association of Chiefs of Police.

C: This is.an excellent film fox the 6Tderly.

I
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Chapter Seven'
Preventing Residential Crimes

against Elders
Advance Organizers

-

. The residences of older Americans.are burglarized about
half as often as those of younger persons. But, foe
older people household bueglary is-one of .the most
frequent tyPL-570qimization, the rate being twice
that of their victimization by personal larceny.

Burglary is actually the illegal entry or attempted
entry of a home or structure. Even.if nothing is
taken by the burglar, the situation is still classified
as a burglary.

de ,

If something is taken from a residrice by someone
with no right to be there, the crimtis considered a,,.
burglary. If it is taken by-'someone with a right to
the (delivery person, meter reader, guest), it is ,a
household la,ceny. Overall, household larcenies occur
slifghtly more frequently than burglaries.

The two major ways of reducing the risk of aburglary
are."target'hardening," or reduction of opportunity,
and surveillance.

Target hardening efforts, such as window locks and rein-
. 'forced,doors, can lead to a. "fohtress mentality," in

which the older person becomes more afraid to venture
outside, or to a false sense of security. As *ith other
crime preventfon,techniq4e1,malntaining quality, of life
should be the overall goal%

The most important part ofa home security survey is
carrying out the correction of the security defects

ouncovered. If an older person does not have the time,
the money, or the opporIgnity to make the improvement,
the home-security surve[Orcan actually increase a sense
of fear. This is where cooperative community'projiits
can help.

There are literalllodozens of tips in this chapter gd
elsewheT.on how to minimize the risks of burglary,
'household larceny, and auto theft; but, basjcally, the
key ingredient is still awareness-- awareness -of circum-
stances inviting crime.

/,
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. Suggested home, apartment, and automobile security

improvements must consider the physical and mental
status of the older person to be helped. Can the

person install the improvements, or manipulate locks

once installed, or remember to usA keys?

Group community efforts have been found to be extremely
helpful in arranging or conducting premises security
surveys, buying hardware improvements in bulk, provid-
ing low- or no-cost installation, giving- residential i

crime prevention education, monitoring potential resi-
dential crime activities in neighborhoods.

0
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Introduction
There are literally dozens of tips In this chapter and elsewhere

on how to minimize the risks of burglary, household larceny, and.
auto theft; but,,basically, the key ingredient is sti.11 awareness--

.awareness-of circumstances inviting crime. Burglaries are invited
by: doors left open or unlocked; old, dried, or decayed putty in
windows; unsecured window air conditioners; gaps between outside-
doOrs and frames. Household larcenies are invited by: jewelry and
-valuables left in plain ,iew; too much informatIoh\given to repair
persons, movers, or salespeople over the phone orordt the door;
repair persons, etc. left alone inthe residence. Auto thefts are
invited by: key% in cars in one's driveway, outside-a store, or
elsewhere; valuables, or presents lying on seats. In every instance;'
an aware elder can prevent these invitations. Sometimes the correc-
tions may require assistance, as when physical repairs are beyond
the elder's capacity or strength, or the cost of changes are
greater than the person's resources. This is where cooperative.
community action comes in.. But many corrections can'be made
quickly and inexpensively. Moreover, discussions of cost should
net distract'us from the basic point that an aware elder is the -

foundation in preventing residential crimes against older Americans.

Vulnerability
Perhaps even more than street crimes,'residential crimes such

as burglaries or household larcenies are crimes of opportunity.
Those who commit residential crimes are very often amateurslook-
ing for aniunoccupied home "easy" to penetrate through 11 unlocked
door or window, a weak door frame, or anopen garage. A with
street crime prevention, the key to household crime prevention is
removing opportunities.

Certain conditions make some old Americans especially vul-
nerable to residential crime. Thos ho live in deteriorating
housing in transitional neighbo ods are obviously easy targets
for, burglars. But, overall, senior citizens as a group may ber
less prone to burglaries and larcenies because their presence at
home during the day acts as a deterrent to thieves. In fact, na-

tionally the rate at which senior citizens are burglarized is less
than one-half that ofthe burglary rate against youwer persons.
In 1975, for-example, th&re were approximately 54 burglaries(per
thousan-elderly compared with 127 burglaries per thousand younger
persons (U.S.. Department of Justice, 1978).

Types of Residential Crimes
What differentiates hoUsehold crimes from street crimes is

that the former 'do not involve personal confrontation. If such a
confrontation occurs, the crime is classified as a personal crime,
not a household crime. For example, if a woman comes home and
surprises a burglar, he may threaten to harm her; such an act
would, be classified as an assault. If the offender takes cash or
property from the woman, the crime Auld become a robbery instead
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of a burglary._

There are three kinds of residential crime: burglary, house-

hold larceny, and auto theft. Of these, thetnost serious is bur-

glary. Again, reviewing the definitions of thes crimes will help

us to understand how they differ, how they affliClisthe elderly, *and

how they can. be prevented.

lik
Burglary

Burglary is defined as the illegal entry or attempted entry of
a structure. the underlying assumption-is that the purpose of the

illegal entry is tocommit a theft. However, people often do not

realize that once the person has entered the.prepises, no actual
theft need takeLplace for the crime to be classified as a burglary.

sAddttionally, the entry need not be made by force. It may be

made through'force, such as by picking a lock, breaking a window ,

or smashi' a door. But it may also be committed simply by opening

an unl ed door or walking into an open garage. As long as the

per entering has no legal right to be there a irglary occurs.
Its definition alSo includes entry of any structur on the property,

such as a tool shed, a guest house, or a detached garage. A

structure,need,not be ore's own property for a burglary to occur;
an entrance into ahotel room or other vacation residence is still

considered a buNlary for the household members involved.

Household LarcenyLarCeny
0114.

Household larceny is tne theft of cash omproperty by stealth

in the home or its immediate_ surrounding areas For a household

larceny to:octOr within a home itself, the thief must be an indi-

vidual.with a' right, to'be there, such as a maid, a delivery person,

or a guests of one of the. household members. If the offender doe5

not have a.rigOt to be there, the crime is considered a burglary.

Household larcenies include the theft of various types of property;

including Jewelry, clothes,small pieces of furniture, silverware,

or clothing.

Auto Theft

The,thirtPd kind of household crime is actually a special form

of household larcgny: auto theft. This'inc1udes both the\theft

and the .unauthorized use of a motor vehicle. All types of Iftgtor

vehicles are included under this deflaition,, and attempted as w01

as completeoracts of unauthorized entty or use at* included. Auto

theft is a relatively minor Crime problem for older people. They

are victimized by 'auto theft at much lower rates than'younger
persont,primarily because of lower rates of car ownership.

The ,Keito Prevention of Residential Crime: Awareness
In the lastchapter, ittwas explained that the critical factor

in preventing street crimes is awareness--awareness of one's own

-...."
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vulnerability, of the environmentand of response options. For -.

houSehold crimes, awareness also plays an important role. Here
one needszto be aware 9f the home's vulnerability, and of the most
likely ways. in which crimes are committed.

Awareness,of crime patterns is important mainly, because of
financialconsiderations. *Burglar-proofing" one's home can be
expensive, and a number of older persons do not have the financial
'resources to pursue all recommended burglar - proofing steps. In

order to, discern which anti-burglary steps are most crucial, one
must be aware of the nature of the burglary problem in the neigh-
borhood

Such afi Understanding entails obtaining answers to questions
such as these:

When are burglaries against the elderly being committed?

Were burglaries accomplished mainly through forced or unforced
entries? ^

,

Of those bntries into locked dwellings, were the Majority
accomplished by. force or lock - picking?

Of those unforced entries, were most made through windows or
through doors?

It is'often qu.i.te difficult to gain an awareness of these'
things. if the information can be obtained, it will probably be's4
from the police.

This information is important whether a plan fs to be impTe-
mented by the Police, aging - related service providers, or older
persons themselves. -For exavOle, if 9ne discovetks that most bur
glaries against the elderly in an area are accomplished through
unforced entries, it makes sense to forego a traditional program
like:-lock installation, conducting w'instead a massle coMmunity. ,

education campaign to teach people to use the locks they have.
Or if one finds that entries are usually achieved by force rather
than lOck-Oicking, a program ought to include inspection bf door
fraMesfn addition to the ,types of locks used. The point is that
antl-burglary programs or activities should be built oh an.aware-

,
ness of exist1ng crime patternt,

Techniques for Preventing Household Crimes and
Personal Crinies Committed in the Home

There are numerous tips and techniques to help people reduce
their chances of being victimized by household crimes. Because
burglary is.the, household crime of greatest concern to order per-
sons, most of,this section is devoted to anti-burglary efforts.

Anti-burglary efforts- fall into two major` categories: reduction
of opportunity (often caned "target hardening"). and surveillance.
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The first area includes strategies -such al.community eduCation,, home

security surveys, property marking, and hardware upgrading, while the

latter category ivludes police or civilian patrols, "buddy buzprs,"

and other kinds /ef alarms. Group surveillance techniques will be

covered in more detail in Chapter Nine.

Target hardening
.

Target hardening means just what it Implits: making one's home

a more difficult target for potentfal burglars. Most burglaries are

committed by roving-burglars looking for an easy.target, such as a

601e or apartment which appears unoccupied, is easy to enter, and offers

minimized chances of being detected. Ifall doors and windows are.

n plain view and there are persuasive signs' that people,are.home,

b glan will likely move on. After a burglar,decides to approach \I

a home, if it appears it would-take some time or effort to break into,

burglar will prdbably go elsewhere. Of course there is no guaran-

.tee tttat this,wlll happen; but by making the burg)ar's task as diffi-

cUlt as possfple, citizens significantly decrease their chances of
1

being victimized.

-1*0 words of caution should be expressed up front. First, when

dealing with the problem of residential burglary, it is important

to keep in mind possible negative effects from a heavy concentration

a,on target'hardening alone. Fortification of a house or apartment with

74iindoW locks, more door bolts; and other security equipment can pro-
dike unhealthy attitudes in elders, resulting in a "fortress mentality"

or a false sense of security. Eitherof these attitudes can lead to

a constricted, isolated life style for.seniors, one which- undermines

their quality of life. For this reason, hardware strategies are

most advantageous when they are combined with crime prevention acti-

vities in the community.

Second, a home with a great number of locks and bars may be

difficult to *escape from quickly in case of fire--especially for

an elderly person. . )

Premises Security Surveys

.
Premises security surveys are one of the most popular target

hardening techniques., The survey consists of a careful, on-site

examination of a house or apartment's "securitg'status," during which

security weaknesses are identified and recommeddations made to correct.

them. Recommendations can range from certain measures the older resi-

dent can take at little or,no cost to the more costly installation

of hardware such as new doors, locks, door frames, or lighting.

In many communities, the police perform these surveys. Citizens

telephone the department's crime preventibn office to make an appoiht-

4Rent for a survey, or they altie referred to the police by a local social

service agency. In a numbgrO communities, other local agencies

or projects conduct securitTsurveys themselves. Senior citizens

have been used very successfully in St. Petersbur9,.Florida and Phoenix,

X27
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Arizona to conduct these surveys. The usual items surveyed are
doors, windows, garages, outside shrubbery, and lighting. Figure

7.1 shows a sample survey checklist. More detailed infbrmation on
items to be checked in a security survey is given later in the-:,
section, "Recognizing a Vulnerable Burglary Target.'

A common complaint among older persons,about premises security
surveys is that t440 are useful only for'home owners, and are of
small value to apartment tenants who have no authority to upgrade

.the physical security of their rented apartments. However, apartment
dwellers can benefit from these surveys in several ways:

Tenants on ground floors- can learnrof security measures they
can take, such as 1pving is on in the evening', pinning,
windows ,(inserting a pi through window frames so thepindow
cannot be opened from, e tside);or asking management to
trim shrubs.

The results of a security survey can bnt to a landlord
who may upgrade poor hardware to comply with the findingS,
especially if the upgrading is needed to conform to a local
housing code.

Even if unwilling to pay for improvements, owners,ma, allow
tenants to undertake them at their own expense.

Those who perform premises security ,surveys for oldth person's
believe it, is most approptiate to emphasize the goal of home security
improvements- -to reduce the opportunity for crime. Promising
elders that if they take suggested steps they will never be bulflar7
ized will only promote a false sense of security.

Hardware Installation .4

pat may be most important about security surveys is what
'occurs after the survey is completed. If a list of security defects
is given to an older person and nothing more is done, it is likely
that the survey will only increase the, person's fear.` After all,
he or she has been made aware of all the ways in which a burglar
can break into the honit.

Very often, those seniors most in need of improved hardware
and other security arrangements in their homes are the ones least
likely to afford them. For this reason, communities have sponsored
projects which purchase hardware such as deadbolt locks or peepholes
in bulk, providing them, often along pith free installation and other
repairs, to low income seniors. These projects are popular not
only because of their potential to reduce the. burglary rate against
seniors, but becuse of evidence that they'can lower the levels of
fear of crime am 'hg their recipients.

Often the agencies which can provide hardware do not possess
the staff to install them. So, projects, frequently use senior

volunteers or part-time workers from a local Senior Community Service
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Figure 7.1

Home Security
Check List

EXTERIOR MORS-
Are doors-secured by good locks?

Can hinge pins be removed from the
.outside?

Can the burgbir break-glass, reach In,
and open thrdoor from the inside?
Do you atways lock your doors,when
leaving home?

Do you nave a wide-angiriewer?
Do you lelive your garage door closedoat
ail times?
Are wood exterior doors of solid core
construction.

INTERIOR DOORS
it"security closet" secured by good lock?
Is basement and garage door secured by
good lock?

WINDOWS
Can windows be "jimmied" or pried open
easily?

Can basement windows te forced open
from the outside?

'0 Do4 always lock Stow windows when
lea home?

I

SHRUBBERY
Are shrubytrimmed low enough so
burglar can't hide hear windows and doors?

LIGHTING
Do you leave at least one light on Inside
at night?
Do exterior lights illuminate entrances
to your home?

Other important
security tips

1. JOin Operation Identificatiortit worksl

2. Control your keys. If key is)ost or stolen,
havie tumblers In lock changed for new key
Immediately. Do not keep house keys and car
keys on sItne ring. Do not hide "extra" key
outside'

3. When going on vacation, notify police, op
mall and deliveries, and have a trusted neig
Make periodic checks. Always leave night lights
on "timer."

"Security requires
Imagination...
Use yours to take
the profit
out of burglary:

Developed by the "Kentucky Crime Check" In cooperation
with the Office.of Crime Prevention, Kentucky Depart-
ment of Justice, under a grant from the Kentucky Crime
COrMli i on.
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Employment Program to upgrade the security of a home. Other re-

sou ces which have been used include:

,/Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 CETA) Title
III programs which employ in-school students and op-outs

supervised by a tradesman, such as a carpenter;

131

Home security programs funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration or under the Older Americans Act;

Local crime prevention o victim/witness assistance Orograms
which sometimes engage 1R home security activities;

o- Trade schoolso which may be amenable to giving students credit
for performing work for a project or agency;

Locksmiths who provide reduced rates for locks and installation
to senior citizens in need;

Local community colleges or universities, which may provide
students to perfomhardware installations;

Retired carpenters, recruited through a local union or a
community senior citizens center,.who volunteer their services
to provide harc4are installation for other seniors.

Operation Identification

Operation Identification, or Operation ID,irs another Common
strategy for reduci6g people's chances of being victimized. This

technique usually consists of marking personal identification
numbers onto valuable items Of property avid then displaying a
sticker publicizing the resident't participation in the program.
In most jurisdictions, authorities recommend the use of a person's
driver's license number, since.the police can easily locate an
indiclidual through thisnumber. Non-drivers in some states obtain

an identification card and number thTOugh the state' department of

motor vehicles or can use their Social Security number. The objec-

tives of the program are to discourage burglaries before they occur,
to identify whether property in the possession of a suspect is
stolen, to expedite the identification and recovery of personal
property,ani to deter the fencing'(sale by the burglar to others)
of stolen prbperty.

Property engraving programs operate several ways. Sometimes

community-basedanti-crime projects' buy property engravers, then
lend them out to citizens, tenant councils, groups of neighbors,

or senior citizens groups. With these borrOwed engravers, citizens

can mark their, own property. In other cases, the police department's
crime prevention office marks citizens' property upon request., Or

lipolice officers or staff. members Of anti-cri programs go door-to-

door with property engravers, trying to inter t senior citizens and

others in immediate engraving. This door-to- oor effort seems
especially well-received when it occurs just after a neighborhood or

130
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apartment building bur ary; at that time, crime and its impact are

definitely on the mind of local residents. Anqther recent approach

to property marking pr ams is to pave property engravers available

on loan.in,the public library just like books.,

Items,hich cannot be engraved; such as jewelry, china pieces,
silver, and other sentimental items can be photographed for identifi-

cation purposes. As an additional precaution, citizens are asked

'to make a list of all household goods, including seri 1 numbers of

television sets, refrigerators, s eos, and cameras. This inven-

tory, which can be stored in'a saf y-deposit box along with other.

important papers, proves its valu if a burglary does occur. These

procedures also help victims to plete both insurance claims and

police feports quickly nd accu atery.

Recognizing a Vuln e Burglary Target
During the last decade, crime prevention programming in this

country has concentrated heavily on what can be done to decrease e
residential burglary. With strong:federal.backing, schools such as
theNational Crime Prevention Institute in Louisville, Kentucky, and
others which followed its lead, have provided specialized, intensive
training to police officers and citizens in ways to secure a residence
so.that burglaries can be deterred.

As AL result of thisiemphasialmost alllarge- and medium-sized
poliee departments now have a number of officers, usually located

in the department's community relations or crime prevention divisions,
'who are experts in the intricacieslof target hardening for the home.
Interested persons should conta9t these local specialists or any of

a large number of crime prevention projects and associations which

exist at the state and local levelr. In addition, there are several

excellent publications. on the topic, some of which are listed in the

bibliography at the end of the chapter. '

A grounding in the basics of home security is important for
people who work or live with senior citizens, so they can identify
aspects of an elder's home whicl.epiesent risks of burglary. For

this reason, introductory information on,target hardening for the
home is described briefly in this section.' Descriptions and illus-

trations follow on: locks, doors,windows, and alarms.

Locks

Good locks are probably the most important deterrent to burglars --
providing they are used. A recent study, hoWever, found that

almost half the residential btn tn the United States are-
Ammitted through unforced entries; teaching seniors to use the

locks they have is an important first step.

Most houses or apartments have inexpensive key-in-knob locks,

which automatically keep the nor locked when it is closed.
'These locks can be easily opened with a knife or a credit card
slipped bdtween the door and the frame, or the bolt can be

ifr
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jimmied out of a door frame with a screw driver.

The best kind of lock for deterring burglars is a deadbolt.
When,the lock is engaged, a metal bolt'slides from the door
into the door frames. The bolt has a square end-which is set
in the locked position either by -a second turn of the key or
by a thumb knob on the inside part of the door., The better
deadbdit locks have a steel cylinder guard ring around the
lock. r

Another good, lock, pictured in Figure 7.2, is an auxiliary
rim mounted lock with a deadbolt. This lock"is attached to
the door's surface with long sturdy screws, and the locking
device on the door fits into the strike plate on the frame.
When the key is turned Strong metal bars join the two parts
of the lock.

Figure 7.2

Source: U.S. tepartment of.Justice,'"Take g Bite Out of
Crime: How To Crimeproof Your Home," 1979:7.

Probably the best,lock to install to improve security is a
double cylinder deadbolt lock, pictured below4Figure 7.3)
from the side and from above. These locks have two cylinders,
one for opening the door with a key from inside the house, and
one for opening it from the outside. Even if a burglir breaks
the glass'and reaches in, he will not be able to open the door
without the key. .
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Fi ure 7.3

lb

Source: Midwest Research
Institute, Crime
Prevention Hand-
book for Senior_
Citizens, 1977:18.

Source: U.S. ,Department of
Justice, "Take a
Bite Out of Crime:
How to Cn4eproof
YourHome," 1979:7.

This double cylinder deadbolt does have one significant dis-

advantage: one needs a key to get out. In an emergency such as

a fire, a lost or misplaed key could create a real hazard to

life.. for this reason,Tost experts recommend that persons
'leave the inside key in the lock when at home, but 414move it

whgn going out. Alternatively, put the key on a nail far

"enough away from the door to'prevent anyone from reaching in

C and grabbing it. Some jurisdictions, at the urging of fire

safety officials, restrict the use of these double cylinder

deadbolt loCks.
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Many apartment units still have chain locks, but on their

'lawn these offer little protection. Used in conjunction with a

good deadbolt,, these guards can serve as an extra security

measure.

Doors.

Good locks are imPOrtant, but a strong 1 ck is of little
value if it is attached to a weak door such as a hollow core

one. An entry door should be solid core wood (at least 1 3/4

inches thipk) or metal.

Likewise, a good Jock does little good if it is attached to a

warped or corroded door frame. If screws are not long enough

or if they bite into softwood, the lock may be strong but

the. door will likely give way to the strength of a burglar.

Gaps between the door and frame make it possible for the door
to be forced open with a crowbar or other similar tool.

A peephole or door viewer can be a very valuable aid in fight-

ing ceime. Good ones have a wide-angle (180-degree) field of
vision, while some .others may not allow a clear view of who is

at the door. Like locks,
.
door viewers must be used to be

effective. .

A d00%Cth a glaSs-or window panel is an inviting target for

burglars, especially if the glass is within arm's reach of the

door knob. Glass can, be replaced or supplemented by Lexan
break-resistant transparent plastic, or decorative grillwork

can be installed over the glass. Also a double-cylinder lock

can be installed (see locks).

Slidifig'glass doors, the -kind used on patios, are particularly
attractive to burglars because they can be lifted off their

13;gAs and removed and the locks can be pried open with a

scF6W-driver. Extra security measures like,a piece of wood in

the door track, a patio door bar, or a pin in the frame are

needed. The pin can be inserted through the inside frame and ,

part way through the metal door frame as pictured below in

Figure 7.4. The, homeowner can remove the pin frpm the inside,

but no one-can remove-it from the outside.

4
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Figure 7.4

.8- Nail

Track

.
Frame

Glass

Source: U.S. Department
of Justice, "Take
a Bit Out of
Crime: 'tiow 4)

Crimeproof Your
Home," 1979:4.
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A garage door should close tightly and lock. An overhead
garage door needs a good quality padlock. Lighting in and

around the garage is important. Windows should be opaque so
that someone on the outside cannot determine whether a car is
-itt the garage.

. he door between an inside garage and a house is often very
weak, out of sight of the street, and especially vulnerable
to forced entry. Securing it is often overlobked but important.

Because a back door cannot be seen from the street, it is
another prime target.of burglar. The door, frame, and locks
should be at least as good as those on the front doof.

Windows

Window entries cannot be absolutely. prevented so long as
glass can be broken. However, it takes time and noise to
attempt such an entry, and the majority of would-be burglars
will not try it.

Any security.improvements to windows need to take into considera-
tion the need for an emergency exit in case of fire, which, is
equally important as deterring burglaries.
. ,

Theriliding double-hung window, where one 9r both of two
window panels slides up and down or sideways, is most inviting,
to burglars. The small thumb-turn locK can be easily pried -

,open by insefting a lon lade of metal between the two frames.
;'Any of these windows w ch are not used should be nailed or
screwed shut.

Double-hung windows which are used can be secured in a simple,
inexpensive manner by "pinning! them closed as illustrated in
Figure 7.5 below, inserting a long nail or eyebolt from the
lower'frame of the upper window part-way into the upper frame
of the lower window. A second et of holes drilled with the
window open four inches will allow the window to be pinned
for security, even when it is open.

A
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Figure 7.5
Iti

Source: U.S. Department of Justice, "Take a Bite Out of Crime:
How to Crimeproof Your Home," 1979;10..

p

,

1,*

. . ,

The second, more expensive way to secure double -hung windows
is to install' key locks. The pi;ture below (Figure 7.6) Shows__ ..,..,
a regular ljndo4 latch on the left and a key window lock on
tpe right.. The fire hazards from keyed window locks are the

.

same as those'for double cylinder deadbolt locks. Some juris- .., 4,...

dictions may have restrictions on their'use. if-

Since neither window pinnihg nor a key lock will deter burglars 1
(nice a window is broken (the key lock Can be pried off with a

screw 'driver), window glas can be replaced or supplemented

by a break-re Nstant Lexariplostic.

Q
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Figure 7.6

Source: Midwest Research Institute, Crime Prevention Handbook
for Senior Citizens, 1977:23.

ment windows, which open with a crank-and swing out from
the window frame, are more difficult for bueglars, because
they must cut or break the glass. For unused windows, the
crank should be removed and stored nearby. As an alternative
for windows which are used, casement key locks can bp installed,
as illustrated in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7

k-14

Source: Midwest Research Institute, Crime prevention Handbook
for Senior Citizens, Ai7:23.
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. Louvered windows offer poor security because the slats can
often be removed quickly and with little noise. They can be
made safer through the installation on the inside of a metal
grate, grille, screen, or bars with removable screws. Once ,*

again, though, such devices can beta hazard in case of fire.
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Some windows slide orra tracr Like sliding glass doors,
they can be secured with a piece of wood snugly fitted into
the bottom track and screws inserted in the top to prevent
the window from being lifted off its track.

Especially in an old., house or apartment, the putty which
holds a window in place may have dried out leaving the window

loose enough to push out.

If windoliair conditioners are \ot held down by long, strong
screws Aktened into good wood, the unit can bd removed for
easy access to a home.

Alarms

If considering the installation of a burglar alarm system,
remember:

- A good system can be expensive.

- It needs to be set each time it will be used.

It has to be turne off after each use.

It has to be checked periodically to see,if it is working

correctly.

Advice should be sought from an objective party who is knowledge-
able about alarms, such as the police, rather than from someone
marketing x product.

Special Considerations in Choosing Hardware for Older
Persons

.

Hardware itself can prove to be a hurdle to some older people.
A guide to rape prevention for-older women prepared for the National
Institute of Mental Health makes this conclusion for some, older
women, one which applies equally well to older merrwith similar
problems:

Sey..ery losses, reduction in physical strength with age,
ari'd chronic illness such as osteoarthritis cause special
problems for many older women in manipulating locks and
keys. Compounding tfie physical problems are the memory
changes sometimes associated with senescence. Older
women with these symptoms have a tendency to lose or
misplace keys, confuse ohe with another, fumble in trying

13'8
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140 to find a key in a bag,;. and have d'ffi ulty in opening and

closing locks betause of stiffUf'xSgers or poor eyesight.

r-P5lavis and Brody, 1979:87),

These limitations of some older persons have led eesearchers
to suggest that no "universal" security improvements can be recom-
mended for the elderly; rather, the charactbristics of an individual
clientor agroup of senior,citizens within one building should be
considered when recommendations are made. For those elderly with

physical limitations, the following advice has been given:,

The number of keys should be kept at a minimum. For certain

,seniors, a tingle cylinderdeadbolt with a large thumb turn
on the inside may be to a double cylinder deadbolt

' lock.

For seniors living in apartment bwildtngs, *eys for the lobby
, door and the apartment unit can

_

be color-coded.

Pins may be easi to maneuver than keys for use in windows.

Because good locks can keep out help as well as crime, housing
personnel from ag' aphtment building or neighbors should have .

a way to get into-an,o4jkl>person's home.\ The safest solution
is to give a key toja trusted friend or neighbor.

Other Tipsi--
,

I

In additjOnto tArgiehardening, elders--and all of us -scan
do:aimumber A:oiher things that will reduce the chances of burglary.

ecMany cm/fel yention tip are based on a general distrust of

atbdtude to redficeWnera lty to.crime. However; if such atti-

tudes are oveOmphasized, the crime gLevention information may
increasean }ready hightlevel of 'fedi So, it is important to .

emphasize that while suspiskon. is necessary, most, people are trust-
worthy; and cau4o0us behavior will protect against the few who are

not (Davis and Brody, 1979),

41"
The folloVing tips represet habits to'develop around the home

and when away from home in order to make a house or apartment a

less inviting target for burglars.

F

Outward Apivarpce
API

Prune lower
t

tree limbs that could help a burglar climb up to
the second story of a house or into an apartment.

deTrim treesand bushes so that windows and doors are clearly

visible.

Draw draperies and blin at night. Leheat least one inside
ight Oh to,pgiv ppearancebtbat someone IS-4'home. An

utomatictimer to control lights is best.
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sure to light all outside entrances at night, but turn

them ing the day:

raveling

When going away for several daystake several precautions:
cancel mail and newspaper deliveries, or have them picked up
by a neighbor; ask a neighbor to keep an eye on the house;.
have a-neighbor (or a timer) turn lights, radio, and television
on and off at appropriate times; store garbage cans inside;
close and lock all windows and the ga-rage; park a neighbor's
or your own car in the driveway rather than in the garage.

, Never announce vacations or social events before they happen,
whether on the local paper's social page of in a church bulletin.

s' If a death occurs ih the family, find-a housesitter for the
day of the funeral.

a.

Communicating
-,114

Never give inform'ation to strangers over the telephone.
Establish the identity of the caller before giving outAny
personal information by, for example, asking for a telephone
number at which the identity of the caller can be verified.

Never include a home address in a classified ad.

Keys

Never carry identification tags on a key ring. Keep car keys

and house keys separate.

When moving into a new apartment or house, have the locks re-
keyed or change,' 'P.

Know who has every key to the home. Do not give one to anyone
you cannot trust completqol,y, but do give one to a trusted .

neighbor in case of a effiergency.

Never hide keys outside- -under a mat, in the mail box,over
the door, etc. Burglars know all these hiding-places.

Strangers

Screen ever one who comes to the door, either by asking for
identification to be slid under the door or by telephoning
the person's employer.

If awakened by an intruder, pretend to be asleep and remain in
the bedroom. 1
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Telephone

Keep a telephone and the police emergency'telephone number
next to the bed.

If a woman is'living alone, the telephone number should be
listed using first name initials rather than full first name;
use the same approach for thva4l box.

Even if one is careful 'a burglary can occur. f, on returning
home, there is any sign that the house or apartment has been bur-
glarized--or that a burglary is occurring--resist the temptation to

. rush inside. Instead, follow these steps:

Do not go inside. The burglar may still be there. Go directly
to a neighbor and call the police. Wait for them to arrive
before doing anything else.

If confronting a burglar, do not try to fight or corner him.
If it is possible, escape,-also without trying to impede the
burglar's exit.

iv

f theurglar is armed, stay quiet and obey instructions.

--Try to remember as many of a burglar's physical characteristics
as possible. Good descriptions will help the police.

After a burglary; do not touch anything. Disturbing the crime

Iks
scenrmay hamper police investigation of the crime.

ATWays call the police immediately, before you call a friend'
or family. Even the shortest delays in contacting police can

.

si. gnificantly lessen the police department's chances of appre-
hending the burglar.

Apartment-Dwellers

/".' Elderly apa;tmtt-dwellers can be vulnerable to burglaries
because of the carelessness of others,. For example, if other
tenants allow strangers to be "buzzed" into the building or there
is no screening of visitors, older tenants' vulnerability to bur-
glary is increased. Security tips for,apartment dwellers include:

. Always lock do6rs, even when at home. Leaving a door open to
the hall to receive better air circulation, for instance,
invites intruders.

Any unguarded, unloga0 entrances to the building should
pointed out to managWent or, if necessary, to authorities such
as the local city council representative, or the local housing
department.

The lobby door, intercom system, and garage door should be
regularly checked to make sure they are working correctly.

141
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Avoid being in the laundry room or garage alone, especially
.at night.

Never buzz visitors into the building via an automatic door-
opening intercom without first checking their identity.

If the building has a doorman or guar4 ask the landlord to
require and ,enforce a policy of "announcing all visitors"
ba.tore they can leave the,lobby..

Stand near the emergency and floor buttons on elevators. Be

ready to push all buttons in case of an emergency.

Do nof-enter-an elevator with a Stranger. If you are going
up, do not enter one that is going down to the basement.

If accosted in an apartment building, yell "FIRL," not "HELP" or
"RAPE," since people will be more likely VS .ger involved.

Buildings should be inspected to insure thpat they meet all
requirements of the building code. .

.

Knowing one's neighbors will allow a cooperative effort in
-" being more watchful of strangers. (See Chapter Nine on Com-

munity Crime Prevention.)

Auto Theft

While many older people no longer drive automobiles, those who
do are subject just as much as younger drivers to auto theft. While .

some elderly drivers may n be able to afford the more sophigi-
cated car alarms, there are s eps they can take to deter auto 'theft.
A sampling of these includes:

Replace standard door lock buttons common fn older model cars
with the slim, tapered kind. They are extremely difficult to
raise with a coat hanger.

to not leave valuables or tempting things in view within the
car, things like a tape decks a large gift, or expensive '

'clothes. Use the trunk instead.

Never leave a key in the ignition, even if stepping into a
store for only a minute.

Leave the car locked at all times, even when parked in the
driveway or in front of the house.

Never leave the engine running when%out of the car.

A parking claim che4:on the seat or the dash board is an
invitation to a thief for an easy auto theft.
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Household Larcenies apd Other Crinies

Other crimes which can afflict elderly persons within their
homes include larcdny, robbery, and rape. Robbery and rape have

been covered in some detail in.the preceding chapter. Residential

target-hardening practices should, of course, help prevent others

from entering the home illegally, including would-be robbers and
rapists. Household larcenies are very difficult to prevent because
they are committed bypeople-who are on the premises legally:
housekeepers, delivery persons, acquaintances.

To reduce one's "vulnerability to household larceny, one should

follow these guidelines:

Maintain a secure room within the home or apartment. Most

people who dothis use their bedroom for this purpose, installing
a lock on the inside of the bedroom door. A good lock for

6 this purpose is a deadbolt lock with a thumb turn on the
inside. People need only use this lock when others will be
in the jipme, such as a babysitter, or a repairman.

As an alternative, maintain-a security closet where valuables
are kept. 'Things such as jewelry, furs,, cameras, and silver
can be stored in this closet.

Obvious valuAbles like jewelry should not be kept in plain view.
,t11
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Obtain names and addresses of all people who will be in your
home for any length of time: repair or delivery persons,
painters, movers, etc. If anything is missing afterward, you

will be able to contact the person or his or her employer.

What Agencies and Groups Can Do
This chapter has presented a variety of steps older persons

can take to improve security within their houses or apartments.
While all seniors can follow common sense tipssuch as locking all
doors and checking the identity of visitors, the avenues open to
some will be limited by financial or physical conditions. It is

important that neighbors, program staff, and older persons them-
selves keep -these limitations in mind when making recommendations

on how senior citizens can reduce their vulnerability to hOusehold

crimes. Service providers may want to seek help for home security

t

programs so that they can assist lders who cannot afford to- protect

themselves from burglary. The lo al police can be an important
resource in such a program.- They'are knowledgeable about the ser-
vices reviewed in this chapter and can themselves provide many to

older persons in the community. Atthe least, they Should be able

to train'others in how to provide these services.
,fl

46411IPP'
There are a variety of things that can be done if people are

interested in improving home security for older Americans. They

can lobby for changes in the local or state building code, changes

which would.incorporate security standards for locks, doors, and
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windows and would require landlords to conform to a higher standard
of safety.,from crime for their tenants.' They can lobby for tax
credits for expenses in home security improvements, much the way
energy saving-related tax credits are given. ,Or they can work with
a committee of concerned citizens, police, landlords, and others'
to implement Zdefensible .pace".*programs which change the physical
environment tobincrease the control of the residents and deter
crjminals. Examples of defensible space strategies include reduc-
ing automobile traffic through a neighborhOod, fencing parks-or
private property, erecting "people flow" partitions in apartment
buildings, and decreasing the amount of "open space" in a building
(Newman, 1973).

Successful programs aimed at reducing residential crimes
against seniors are plentiful across the country* A representative
sampling:

"Senior Citizen Posses," working with tht local s heriff in

Phoenix, Arizona, patrol their neighborhoods and canvas door-
to-door to promote Operation Identification.

In the Bronx, New York, government funding paid'for the instal-
lation of "buddy buzzers", each unit of a retirement apartment
building. Residents in need of help only had to push a button,
and the buzzer sounded in one or two other apartments.

A New York\City aging agency provided home repair service or
hardware intallation for eligible senior citizens.

CETA(programs in several cities have provided'home repair
service or hardware installation for eligible senior citizens.

5ome agencies on aging have hired retired carpenters as volun-
teers or part -time aides to perform hardware installations
for other older persons.

In St. Louis, Missouri, a team of 84 senior citizens trained
,by the police perform about 14,security inspections each
month, helping other seniors ifistall locks and door viewers and
repair broken windows and doors.

A Las Vegas Retired Senior; Volunteer Program performs security
surveys for seniors, and has funding from a found ytion to pay
for the installation of deadbolt locks.

A Minneapolis program trained AFL-CIO memberf, such as utility
workers and letter carriers, in surveillance and crime prevention
techniques. The program then helped establish a procedure by
which the police send crime information tag aJl post offices
on a route-by-route basis, so Oat letter carriers were aware
of the operation of burglars in their areas.

In Akton, Ohio police enrolled about 9,000 senior citizen.
"informants," each assigned an ID number to-use in tipping off
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olice anonymously to suspicious occurrences in his or her neigh-

rhooll Burglary rates against sepiors dropped by 40 percent in

t o years. And in ,cooperation withan Older Americans Act-funded
p r ct, the,police promoted the installation of 1,500 deadbolt
locks and smoke alarms.

Again, these programs are examples of the efforts which can
be undertaken by organizations interested in improving the residen-

tial safety of older persons. Awareness and cooperation are the

keys to their success. Chapter Nine, "Community Crime Prevention,"
provides further illustrations of how interested agencies can work
closely with private citizens themselves,
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Recommended film on Property Protection
Key: A Abstract

C = Critique of Film for Suitability for Senior Citizens

INVITATIONS TO BURGLARY, Aptos Film Productions, Inc., 729 Seward
Street, 'Suite 203, Hollywood, California 90038, Producer:
Charles S. MacCrone, 22 minutes, 16 mm., colalr, $250.

A: Prevention is the citizen's responsibility. Law enforce-

ment officials can show you hdlg to do it. Raymond Burr narrates

this film which illustrates how people create the opportunities
for burglaries to occur, antl what security devices and proce

.dures can be used to prevent such crimes. The film attempts .

to motivate the audience to recognize and eliminate-those
invitations that are so clearly evident to the burglar.

' C. The advice is practical and realistic for senior citizens.
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Chapter yght

Preventing Consumer Fraud and Con Games
eAdvance Organizers

A number of age-elated factors may make some older
persons vulnerable to fraud. These ,include: physical
problems like poor eyesight or hearing, social isolation
br loneliness, pain or anxiety, 1pwer.formal _educational
level, fears of aging and dying, and poverty.

Recent research on the elderly and consumer fraud has
suggested that there does not seem to be,,a particular
pattern of fraud directed at them. Older consumers ,

were found to be, overall, self- reliant,
and more likely to be dissatisfied with simple
or repairs. tlen to be duped or swindled.

Some personial characteristics do make certain older
,people likely targets for particular frauds and dons:
if they live in old homes, they may b drawn into "home
improvement" deals; restricted mob' ty may make them
easier prey for friendly, glib vis'ting salespeople;

mob'

, increasing chronic maladies may make them more likely
to become involved with "sure cures" and medical
quackery. r--

The two most common types of fraud are consumer fraud
-Intl con games. Eicamples of the former include: home

'.-'repair schemes, medical quadkery, insurance fraud, hear-
ing aid sales, lancOschemes, fly-by-night funeral ser-,

vices, door-to-door and mail fraud. The most common
.examples of con games are: The Bank Examirier, and The
Pigeon Drop.. As with other kinds of crime against
elders, awareness is the key to preventing victimization.

Consumer frauds dependtupon people's normal desires to
be healthy, befriended, wealthy or comfortable, al0,

, ultimately, to get something for nothing (or for,very
little).

Recent laws spch as the'FoOd and Drug Administrati6n's
1977 regulations, Housing and Urban Development's "State-
ment of. Record" requirement, and the Fede51.-Trade
CommisSion Cooling Off: Period Door-to-Door Sales regula-

' ti on reduce the risk of being swindled in hea,r.i.ng ai

`sales, land sales, and consumer purchases made in the
home, respectively,
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40
'If an elder is the victim of a consumer fraud otl4con

game, he or she should reporf it immediately so(that it

can be investigated. The police or the consumer, affairs

agency may be able tq detect a pattern.to the fraudulent'

yracti enabling them to catch the perpetrators or

prey -victimization from happening as frequently

'in the nityv

4

19'

a

0

Older people,,bsocial service staffs, and agenties can

:undertake a variety of effective group practices against
fraud. Proven "collettive action" activities include:
consumer education courses, seminarsand tips offered °

on the radio, in newspapers, in senior centers, tenant
cduncils, and civic clubs; lobbying for stronger legis-
.1atibn and enforent of anti -fraud measures:"group

to analyses of newspaper and junk mail advertisements; and

training professionals like ministers', doctors, and
social workers to take sfkonger roles in helping older

/4 consumers:"
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Most older persons who are asked about their conceros ip the 4;
area of crime will_resp9pd that they are worried alsobt being assaulted.
on the street or. robbed in their homes (Conklin, 1975).. However, a
similar question put to persons who work with senior citizens will
often produce a different response. These workers are most concerned
about seniors' potential victimization at the hands of tricksters
and con men.

There are currently few reliable statisti tp back up the
feeli gs of service providers and practitione that-older Americans
are specially vulnerable to white collar crimes. Stattstics are
lacking partly because these kinds of crimes are seldom reported
to the police. What is clear, though, is that the list of confidence
artists who perpetrate frau $ on olde ericans is -a long one.

4%
Unscrupulous characters have r e n dar-todoor, sales, real
estate, hearing aid sales, quack medicine, home repairs, "miracle" -

drug firms,. medical insurance, funeral services, and the like.

Vulnerability to Consumer Fraud and Its Impact
In his book, Why 'Survive? Being Old in America, D. Robert

_,Butler, director of the National Institute on Aging, asks "Why
IF,are the*elderly so tusceptible to fraud?" Clearly; age alone does

not make people susceptible. However, Butler states that a,number
of age-related factors contribute to making older pertons particu-
larly vulnerable. These include: physical problems, pain o anxiety,
loneliness, grief and depression, the fear of aging.and death, lower
educational level, and Poverty-,

Chronic physical problems can increase one's susceptibility.
Poor vision-may prevent.people from reading the "fine print" in 40 I
contracts, while hearing impdirments may make them miss.part of an
explanation. Although rarer, intellectelal judgment can be iMpaired
by organic brain damage, or simply by a nigh` level of anxiety,
either of which can produce confusion, memory loss, and disorienta-
tion. And a great.desire to restore one's physical health and
avoid pain at ry cost inarealgc\susceptibility to medical frauds
tnVackery.

The loneliness of some older - persons who have,lost spouses,
friends,, and relatives, and,who live alone, may also contribute to
their vulnerability to friendly, understanding salespersons. More-

over, a person alone has no one to consult with before making a
'big purchase. The social isolation that accompanies loneliness alsci
makes'people mora.prone to yictfmization. This social isolation can
be directly related to suggestibility, a quality which-con artists
and fraudulent rip-off artists seek in their potential victims.

*.
.A recent research project on consumer rraud however, has '

suggested that at least some,of the commonly-held beliefs that por-
tray, older persons as especially yulnerablg to fraud are-due more.
`to stereotyping.than.to fact. Tire. study, conducted by the Battelle,
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Law and Justice Study Center in Seattle, Washington, compared ,

consumer complaints of older persons with a random sample of com-

'Paints from a, matched group of younger consumers. The researctiers

found the twa sets of complaints were very similar and that there
Was no evidence of a pattern of fraud directed specifically at the

elderly. "In fact, the studyagonclUdeci, that most older consumers

were self- reliant, well-inforl,Med, and less likely to be tricked

or dupe& than they were to be dissatisfied with simple-purchase
transactions and repair situations (Battelle Law and Justice

Study Center, 1978b).

The findings of this study offered two additional lessons

about the link between many age -'related - characteristics and vic-

timization by consumer. fraud:

That one need not be poor, uneducated, sick and alone

to be the victim of consumer fraud andiabuse . . .(T)he situa-

tion of having a comfortable to good income in one's advanced

years, of being well-educated, active and healthy does not

necessarily conferan immunity to consumer fraud and abus

victimization . . . While such factors as poverty, lack of

education; loneliness and illness may be associated with

certain types of victimization-; are not necessary pre-

conditions for all forms of consumer fraud and abuse ( ttelle

Law and Justice Study Center, 1978b:12).

Despite these conclusions, the
.
researchers still found hat

some personal characteristics are important in consumer vic imiza-

Lion because they can predict a consumer's participation in ertain

kinds of transactions. For example, because older people of

reside in old homes in need pf repair, they may be likely to be

drawn into hohle'improvement deals. .Because they have increasingly

common chronic maladies, they may be more likely to become involved

with medical quackery. And their restricted mobility makes them

more litely to deal with door-to-door salespersons or mail order firMs,

vendors who are traditionally linked-with the possibility of &audit

Perhaps older Americans are not the hillpless prey -to- con - artists

which some would have us believe. The Battelle study and others

have confirmed, however, that the impact of'consumer.fraud is greater

for the elderly than for th'e younger victim. JUst as burglary-or'

robbery can have_ a terrible impact on an older person because of

fixed income, so can'consumer,fraud. -As the authors of the Battelle

study put it:
.

The economic loss associated with a consumer abuse,``

may be devastating to an older person, sometimes because,.

of its magnitude, but more often because of its relation-

ship to the static financial condition of the agedi. . .

Hardships or inconveniences imposed upon older persons by

(consumer abuses) may extend the impact of unsatisfactory ,.-

transactiorts over time and in dramatic ways . , . Abuses

which involve an element of intimidati-on of the consumer

may serve to take what is essenti.ally.a/nonviolent form of
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"victimization and make it a particularly harrowing, and
terrifying expehente (Battelle Law and Justice'Center, 1978b:70).
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Because of'thNs impact, it is especially important that older
,persons be informed about the various plis4bilities for fraud so
that it can be avoided. Moreover older persons who have been
victimized by consumeefraud maY.INtas much in need of Victim
assistance counseling as'victims Of violent crime. Their experience

with thi's kind of crime may shake their security as much as a con-
frontation with a mugger,. if not more so. 4

Types of Consumer Fraud and Cori Games
In this chapter we will focus an two of the most common types

of fraud.

Consumer Fraud

Consumer fraud refers to illegal transactions between vendors
and citizens, transactions in which,there are false claiths or mis-s
Joepttesentations, overcharging, or failure to deliver goods or to

return a deposit. Obviously, the majority of merchants in the
marketplace are honest and fair with customers. Consumer fraud
'cases involve a greedy minority who take advantage of the uneducated,

or.unwary.

Con Games

ern games are those schemes perpetrated againSt citizens by
"nonlegitimate". hucksters--the confidence artists--who are not
shielded by any professional ethics or business ideotity. Rather;

they use their persuasime.powers in "scams" and other types of
swindles to gain the confidence of people and seaamate them from
their money.

The losses sufferedFby victims of these crimes is, apparently

substantial. As example, in a recent year in California, 117 cases,
of a con game'called "the pigeon drop" were reported, with a total
loss of $362,000; and 24 "bank examiner" cons were reported with an

'average loss of $5,169. Most importantly, police estimated that
five cases occurred fqa every one reported.

.

Every citizen--old or yoUng--is, a.potential-victim of consumer
fraud or can games. The people who commit these practices,. both
illegal and unethical, rely fkr success on pepple's normal desires
to be healthy, wealthy, befriended, secure, and ultimately to get
something for nothing (or for very little). To achieve their goal

these people try to convince their targttea victims of two points
that the would -be victims really want something, and that what the
con artist. has to offer will satisfy that desire. Their main a

advantage is the consumer's lack of knowledge.

153
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The Key to Prevention of Consumer Fraud: Awareness
As already mentioned, consumer frauds are committed against all

ages of,our population,.but the elderly may be particularly vul-
nerable to certain frauds. Kinds of fraud which frequently involve
older persons include;

HOme repair and improvement schemes

Medical quackery

. Insurance fraud

Hearing aid sales practices

Land sales schemes

Funeral Practices

IL

I

'Door-to-door, mail., and other consumer frauds

Ln the following section, we will highlight these seven major
ar f consumer fraud affecting older persons, and will present
guidelines for avoidinA these kinds of shady practices. The
references listed at the end of this chapter prOvide fuller details
on these allkother consumer problems of the elderly.

Home Repairs and Improvement

Home repair and improvement schemes are one of the most common
frauds committed against all age groups. This consumer fraud can
take various forms. Some people do not actually repair the defect
but charge for it anyway Some use inferior or phony parts. Others
charge the customer f 'necessary work.-Some even guarantee,
future work -they repdir ne-problem, but arrange things so that
something else will malfunction later.

Home improvement schemers, like other fraudulent businesspersons,
often offer a deal "too good to be true," like performing extensive
repairs for a very low price. Another common come-on line is that
they "just happened to be in the area and 'noticed a'possible problem."
Often they will ask for partial-'or full Rayment in advance, then
never deliver the service or do a,Shoddy/job that only "looks good."
Others may not ask for payment in advance,,but will offer to do the
repair or improvement work on the Spot. After they are paid and
pave., the consumer will discover a faulty repair job, no repair
job, or a problem that never existed. A favorite tactic of these
fraudulent outfits is to offer "free inspections" or surveys.

.Usually these inspections turn up the need for many expensive repairs
And then,the cycle starts.

Older community residents and those who work with them should
be 'alerted to some of the most common homeowner frauds: the bug
inspector who may spread some termites or roaches around the home
so he can show the homeowner that there is a problem; the driveway
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sealer or roofer who notices some weaknesses in-the driveway or
roof; the soil seller who offers to cover the garden or lawn with
top-quality soil, which is actually fill dirt or something worse;
he free-lance trimmer, who ends up trimming "everything" and then

charges an exorbitant fee; and furnace or wiring "inspectors", who

offer free inspections, then recommend extensive repairs. Home

improvement schemers have even gotten into the crime prevention
field, telling older homeowners that crime is rising in the neigh-
borhood and they need a top-notch electronic burglar alarm.

.

It is easy (and Cfpical) to believe that "this would never

happen to me." However," fraud works because people do not recognize

it until thej ob is done. To stop these home repair and improve-

- ment frauds; older ho owners need information. An aware homeowner

is less likely to bken advantage of. To avoid a home repair

rjp-off:

Get several detailed written'estimates for any work. Ask

.friends, neighbors, or relatives,f0r recommendations of .good

firms or people. Compare job descriptions and materials on

the different estimates. Find out if companies-charge for

estimates before you ask for one.

Ask for old parts or equipment to make sure that replacements

were really installed.

Be sure to get a guarantee in writing for any work that is

done.

Before paying repairmen, inspect the work to make sure that

iri-vas done properly. Pay only in installments and never with

cash. if paying in installments, carefully check thi-ITITerest

rate you will be paying.

Medical Quackery

Medical 'frauds and deceptions aimed at older persons are a
growing industry, one costing older people millions of dollars

every year. For example, it has been estimated that for every
doiiar spent On research on arthritis, as much as $25 is spent on
fraudulent home remedies or mail-order products by persons who are
)disappointed in their doctors' inability to cure their malidy.

Arthritis patients are probably the most common target of
fraudulent healers who promote "antidotes" such as copper bracelets,

special beds, sppcial .diets, super vitamins, mineral baths, linamefit,--

and ''super" aspirin.11 In fact, some o_f_thpcp aids may'temporarily

relieve the symptoms of arthritis;'but none can sure the disease,

since there is no-known cure for it,

Other medical ailments Upon whickuacks thrive include_anemia,

bunions and corns, and cancer. They also promote: home repair

kits for dentures, special diets, hair replacement..Jotions and

creams, "super" l,xatives, and all kinds -of "miracle" gadgets.
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The normal, chronic ailmEhts of aging produce quite a few willing
customers for these "sure cures."

The best way to avoid being victimized by quacks is to use
common sense. However, there are other guideJines which senior
citizens can be given to reduce further their chances of being
conned by these phoAy'medical schemes.

Check with doctors, local health clinics, or medical societies
before buying any medical "cures." Do not take a stranger's
word. at.

Do not trust anyone to diagnose and cure diseases through the
mail.

Go only to the medical laboratories and clinics recommended
by a doctor or hospital.

InsuratficFraud r"

A related area of questionable ethics is health insurance.
Many elders worry constantly about getting sick or being hospitalized
and not having the money to pay the expenses that Medicare will not
cover. In the last several years, companies have been advertising
health insurance to cover such gaps. Cancer insurance is one
example of an insurance which has been promoted through scare tac-
tics and which is a very bad investment, according to a recent
congressional study (U.S. Congress, House Select
Committee on Aging, 1980). Many of these "medigap" policies have
fine 'print which limits their coverage or provides coverage which
duplicates Medicare, even though the policy states only one insurer
will pay. It's best to take protective steps before signing any
V' these politles. Check with the State Insurance Commission, the
getter Business Bureau, a local sumer affairs office, or a
lawyer. The federal governme is lso setting up a voluntary
certification program for the suppl ntal insurance industry. Soon

it will ,becOme obvious to consumers ich insurance policies ade-
quately fill Medicare's, gaps.

Hearing Aids 0

Hearing deficiencies affect millions of.older pedpie and as a
,result hearing aids--both good and poor ones--have become a big
industry. For convenience or tp save money, many elderly people
do not use audiologists (trained hearing specialists) or otologists
(medical doctors specializing in ear care) but instead rely on the
advice of high-pressure door-to-door salespeople. These merchants
offer in-home "testing," low prices, installment paymen,ts, and
quick access to a choice of hearing aids.

There are, of codirse, many reputable and honest hearing aid
dealers, but times it is difficult to separate the, honest ones
from the d onest ones. In recent years, federal regulations have
lessened, eople's chances of being conned_ The Food and Drug
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Administration's regulations, which have been effective since-..
Aug4st, 1977, reqqire all hearing aids to be clearly and permanently
marked with: theikanufacturer's name, the year the hearing, aid was
made, and a "+" symbol to show the positive battery connection.
Additionally, Federal Trade Commission 1079 regulations stipulate
that hearing aid dealers must offer..a trial period for customers
to decide whether,the device they have bought is right for them.
Older consumers should know that contracts for hearing aids are
cancellable within seven days,' regardless of whether the hearing
aid is bought at home or in the dealer's office.

There are other steps which seniors can take to reduce their
chances of being taken advantage of.

Check with your dbctor if considering buying ajiearing aid.

Remember that reputable audiologists ?lever go door-to-door
to sell hearing .aids.

Check the reputation of a prospective hearing aid dealer with
a doctor, consumer protection agency,-or the Better Business
Bureau.

Shop around before' buying a hearing aid. Make sure that the
quoted priceinclude% everything, including the ear mold,for
fitting the hearing aid: Check for a comprehensive. guarantee.
A for written instructions for using and caring for the aid.

Be careful about signing medical waivers. Rearing aids'can
be soli in some states without prescriptions, if the buy
waives a medical exam. And, unfortunately, some unscrupulous
dealers try tc;. sell hearing aids fiir ailments, like nerve
deafness, which cannot be helped by such devices.

159 .

Land Sales

.0vjKpriced, underdeveloped, and sometimes worthless land has
been b ug t by older people who are looking for a comfortable place
for their retirement years. Using hard-sell tactics or inducements
like gifts, free gas, and parties, developers try to conceal the,
land's true status by sending deceiving pictures, or describing
"planned improvements," and not distributing full financial state-
ments and property reports.

These statements and reports are important documents for a
'prdspective buyer teTeview. Most land developers offering 50 or
more lots (of less than five acres each) for sale or lease by mail
or by interstate commerce are legally required to file a Statement
of Record with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUQ). This record tells prospeCtive buyers most of what they need
to know about the site; legal title; facilities in the area like
schools, transportation, water, utilities, and sewage; and recrea-
tional plans.
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In addition to reviewing-the HUD report and financial state-
ments, senior citizens who are considering buying land should follow

these guidelines:

Most important of all, view the property or hi-re a reputable
local person to see, it for you. Oral pr rises are worth

nothing after a land contract is signed.

Base the decision on facts, not promises. 19 the instance of

land development, vipue depends on the deveigloper fulfilling

his promises.

Determine what utilities are available and who will pay fOr
installing them on site.

Find out the cost of any needed property improvements like
sidewalks, sewer or water facilities, and roads.

j'-
Explore the financing and insurance costs for the area,,including
fire and flood insurance,

Closely examine all possible added costs, such as property
taxes and assessment for maintenance of common grounds.

Always look into drainage and water conditions.

Have a lawyer of your choosing review the land contract before
signing it. Customers signing installment contracts receive
neither title nor deed to the land until all payments are

made. Those acquiring deeds with mortgages are liable for
all property taxes as soon as they take-title.

Do not trust the fast-pitched gimmicks of land salespeople,
things like estimates of current land. appreciation, announce-
ments of "tremendous" current sales, and any "free giveaways."-

Funeral Practices

Perhaps the most vicious frauds committed against older Americans

are those which take advantage of the grief of the recently widowed.

Perpetrators include people who mail merchandise to the home saying

they were ordered by the deceased, those who mail phony b- is to the

deceased, dr people who pbse as "cemetery agents" to demand payment
for fulfullment of "official" procedures and regulations.

Most funeral homes or parlors are operated by honest and

ethical business people. They base their bbsiness on neighborhood

reputations. Unfortunately, there are also thote who run fly-by-night

operations which try to cheat mourning people'out of all they can.
Such people operate out of casket showrooms, hire part-time embalmers,

rent funeral halls and hearses by the day or the hour, and persuade

mourners to buy expensive Caskets at exorbitant prices.
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The average person is liable to fall victim to such frauds le

because of the lack of objective judgment which can accompany grief.
Therefore, elderly persohs who want to reduce their chances of
falling prey to these schemers are advised to take these precautions:

Plan in advance. Decisions.about the funeral ceremony, caskej,
and burial are better made prior to a death, under nonemotional
circumstances, than after a death has occurred.

Do go comparison shopping. As with othe/pyrchases, it can

save money. Review any contract in detail, and be sure all

cv terms and conditions are clearly understood.

After selecting a reputable funeral home, leave written instruc-
tions for funeral arrangements.

If plans have not been made in advance, take along someone
who is further removed from the deceased and can be more objec-

tive-to help make funeral arrangements.

Most states, as well as some counties and pities, have funeral

directors' associations or cemetery boards. Any senior citizen who

believes that she or he has been cheated can contact such groups.
In addition, the older person can involve the local consumer protec-

tion agency.

Door-to-Door Mail and Other Consumer Frauds

The sche described in this chapter represent only a small

sampling of a eem ly limitless number to which senior citizens

are exposed. Other types of fraud which are prevalent include:
investment or business opportunity frauds which offer the "chance -

of a lifetime" to buy into a new venture that often only exists on

paper; self-improvement frauds which promise miraculous changes

with little'or no effort; "Lonely Hearts" clubs, which provide
companionship and excitement, but obviously not Mi.- charity

frauds which collect for persons in need--usually those-persons
doing the collecting; door-to-door sales that offer inferior pro-

ducts on installment payments with astronomical interest rates;

"pyramid" letters that require the recipient to mail .money to a

Certain number of people; mail fraud, where an.offer of something

for nothing results in getting little, or nothing for something; bait

and switch,. where merchandise .which was advertised is criticized

or unavailable, but a higher-priced version is available; and credit

card scams which employ ruses to have the victim disclose his or
her account number on a credit card, and which result in charges

for expensive goods ordered by telephone or by mail using that

number..

Tips for Ayoiding Consumer Fraud

In these schemes, and all others, the keys to prevention area .

to stop and think, use common sense, and ask for the advice of

trusted friends, relatives, or professionals. Other tips which can
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apply to all areas of consumer fraud include:

Remember the Cooling Off Period Der-to-Door gees regulation
by the Federal Trade Commission. Whenever one makes a purchase

ingthe home totaling $25 or more, the salesperson has, to give
the customer a written contract and two "NoVtce of Cancella-

tion" forms. The customer has three days to change his mind

and use one of those,forms to cancel the connect.

If ill doubt, wait and think about it. This provides time to

weigh advantages and disadvantages, check with other sources,
and compare other prices. Delay will never void a good deal

or send away an ethical salesperson.

Read any contract before signing i4 Be sure to understand
all the language and conditions and check to see that all the

blanks ar6 filled in. If something is unclear, do not depend

on the salesperson's explanation; ask tor time to consult with

an attorney. or someone elik If the salesperson make§ certain
promises, make sure they are written into the contract.

.

Obtain a receipt for all transactions.

Check on the reputation and history of all salespeople or
companies with the local consumer affairs office before
authorizirirany contract work or signing a contract. Ask for

references and check them.

Always be suspicious of high-pressure sales efforts.

Comparison-shop for all services or products.

Pay by check rather than by cash. This will provide a written

record of the transaction. Always make the check out to the

company and not to the salesperson.

Beware of falSe or misleading advertising concerning discounts,
sales, or,free gifts. Compare these "bargains" with merchandise

at, other businesseS.

Remember these four questions every time Au are thinking over

-any proposed transacti-orrr-

-. What are the facts and do they parallel the agent's

representation 'of the product or service?

- What are the promises or predictions being offered; are

they reasonable ones?

- What is the past record of the company or the salesperson;

does that record' merit confidence?

- Does it feel like the deal is being rushed?

1 GO
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Most business people, merchants, and companies are honest and
are committed to serving consumers. The tips contained fh this
section are not intended to alarm elders, but to alert them to the
potential for fraud in today's business world. Awareness--knowledge
and sound judgment--can do much to defeat both con artists and
fraudulent business people.

The Key to Prevention of Con Ganes: Awareness
Con games which are perpetrated upon older persons all have

one primary goal; to use people's own gullibility and greed to
obtain their money.

-Ebt- TaVrenfaftemient Ihd-C-Fiffie-prevention specialists, one of

the Most frustrating aspects of con games is that new and more
sophisticated scams are continually being devised to take advantage
of people. Fdr example, a recent scheme used effectively against
older persons has involved someone posing as an ageit of the Internal
Revenue Service to collect "back taxes" from a' newly bereaved
widow or to extort money following a phony tax audU. Another
recent scam involved con. artists who posed as police- officers
investigating an outbreak of fraud cases. Alder persons have

I entrusted their valuables to these "detectives" to have them inven-
toried and dusted-with ultra-violet powder, never to see them again.

Several types of confidence scheme's, often aimed at senior
citizens, have been publicized widely for a number of years but
still continue to claim new victims. These are briefly described
here. More can be learned about them from the resources listed at
the end-Uf-this chapter.

The Bank Exami(er

Con ar,sts seeking to execute this scheme frequently select
single or widowed elderly females as targets by getting their names
from telepiiqne books or mail boxes. First names are popular in
cycles, and/con artists sometime;,--can guess another's age by that
person's first name. Informatitn can also be gained from discarded
deposit ors withdrawal slips at the bank.

Oneor two people contact the intended victim by telephone or
in person. The swindlersusually identify themselves as bank offi-
cials orpoliceand explain that they are trying to apprehend a
dishonest bank teller. They ask the victim to help by going to the
bank and withdrawing monePvfrom a particular teller. After the -

victim puts the money in an envelope, the con artists meet him or
tier outside the bank or back at home.

The "bank exaMiner" then shows the victim some fake identifica- ,

tion, and may even pay the victim a small sum for his or her help.
He then offers to return the victim's money to the bank, or asks
to take the money, temporarily, tp check the serial numbers.
Often ,he gives the victim a "receipt" or the money, .then takes

the cash and leaves, all'the while belt courteous and appreciatii/e.
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He tells the victim to check the account in several days to make

sure the new deposit is /tcorded. Only after contacting the bdnk
and learning the money has never be,e.o. returned does the victim

realize he or she has been conned.

The Pigeon Drop t
In this scheme, the victim is approached by thegfirst of two

.con artists. After this person 'has gained the victim's confidence,
another person appears. One of the team displays a large amount of
cash in an envelope, explaining that he or she just found the
money. Frequently, there is a note with the money, indicating
that it was obtained through gambling. (This taints the money and

.gives the impression that the loss would not be reported to the

police.)

The con artists then raise the issue of what to do with the

money. One explains that, or she works for a reputable business-
person or a lawyer and wi I ask their employer what to do: After

11 sholt;tbsence, the person returns to say that the boss suggested

the three divide up the money equally.
41

However, the employer has also suggested that each person put
up some money to show '"good faith" before obtaining a share'. One

variation on this scam asks the victim to hold all of the "earnest

money." To demonstrate that he or she does not need the found
Money to live on, the tim is usually asked to produce at leas

one-half of the money lved. When one of the strangers takes
the envelope with the victim's cash to add his or her own, a swi h

is made and the victim is handed an identical envelope ,which
contains play money or just cut paper.

In the second variation, the boss,is chosen to hold the funds:
After the victim withdraws funds from the bank, one of the two
strangers may take the money to the boss for counting, then direct
the victim to the boss's office to obtain his or her share. This

office turns out to be an empty lot or another fictitious address.

Tips for Avoiding Con Games

Community elders can avoid thefe-and similar con games by
using proper precautions and good sense. The following procedures
will reduce one's likelihood of being conned:

Cheik the identification of strangers before any kind of

business deal. Call their company or agency to see if they
are legitimate; look up their company in the phone book rather

than calling a phone number they supply.

Never withdraw cash from the bank at the suggestion of strangers,

no matter how friendly they seem.

An offer of something for nothing, or at a surprisingly low
price, is a good tip-off to a con game.,
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Do not get involved in anything where large sums of ",good faith"

cash are. invoTved.

The only way the police can apprehend oon artists is with
good information supplied by the victim. -Unfortunately, many

citizens do not report these victimizations because they are
embarrassed or feel guilty about having been duped. Yet,*if the

police are notified immediately, they will have a greater chance
of catching the con artists, who may still be in the area running
their con on other Unsuspecting citizens.

Besides calling the police, the older victim should notify the
local District Attorney., Many District Attorneys now have special
consumer fraud or economic crime units which work with the police
in attempting to catch and convict con artists.

Remedies for Victims
Again, once a fraud or con game has been committed, it is

extremely important to report it to the authorities, so that it
can be'investigated and so that any patterns of fraudulent prac-
tices can be brought to light. It may well be too late or im-

possible to get one's money back. But, depending on what has
occurred, the victim should contact agencies such as the pOlice,
the District Attorney, the Better Business Bureau, the Chamber of
Commerce, the Consumer Affairs Office, and the State Attorney
General's Office. At the least, this may prevent other older people.
from being victimized. Some communities have dispute resolution
or mediation centers, sometimes called neighborhood justice centers,
where trained medicators try to reach a compromise acceptable to

bothparties inAAtispute.

--- It-isadvisable for consumers to complain loudly to the company
with which they have a complaint. Sometimes a salesperson's or
company's mistake looks very much like fraud. If it, is a mistake

or a dishonest practice by an individual salesperson, the company
may be anxious to settle the complaint.

Collective Action against Consumer Fraud and Con Games
Actions against con games and fraud by individual citizens

become much more effective when they are combined with activities
sponsored by agencies or groups of citizens. For example, a group
of concerned citizens in Philadelphia began a-campaigr to alert
its citizens to the latest con games and fraudulent Oactices in
the city by issuing regular bulletins which received wide publicity
in the press and media. Other suggestions fer kinds of collective

activities follow.

a

iAll agencies serving seniors, including employment' programs,
homemaker services, senior centers, nursing progxams, andLnutri-
tion programs, can provide consumer educationo clients and
serve as referral agents for seniors they encounter who have
been victimized by a con game or fraud.
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going- related agAcies can train existing s-ehff members in

consumer protection skills and designate one Or more as con-.

sumer prof ction workers; alternatively they can arrange to

have a repcesentative'of/the local consumer affairs office
make regular Viig',.torsenior centers to answer people'S
complaints, help resolve prdblems, and provide education,

-4;slaior citizen organizations can lobby for- representation in
local, state, and national consumer organizations such as
the Consumers Union, the Consumer league, and the Consumer

Federatign of America.

A wide range of professionals cantake a stronger role in
educating and helping older consumers. For example, ministers

can,play an active, part in advising about fUneral arrangements,
doctors and clinics can actively warn older patients against
fraudulent and common phony remedies, and social workers can
take an active part. by providing information on good consumer

habits.

Caalitions of'elder-serving agencies and senior citiiens

organizations.can_lobby for stronger legislation and enforce-

0 ment of anti-fraud measures. .

,s Organizations can sponsor regular consumer education through
the media, and can conduct seminars in accessible places like

senior citizen centers, block clubs, tenant councils, or 7-1' -

homeowner association-meetings. t ..+

Consumer.education.programs can be_ made more effective by

employing "- different" techniques, such as compar.atir shopping

trips, group case studies, group analysis of pewspaPer and

j6nkmail advertisements, and trips to the consumer protection

agency.

vj

Consumer education programs can be most useful if based offthe

desires and needs-of the seniors themselves. Agencies can

survey their intended audience in order to pick from the maAy

potential topics. These include:

- Credit Contracts
0

Inte+ligent Buyinb Techniques .

- Health Insurance

Investments'

- Consumer Fraud

- Door-,to-Door Solicitation

- Telephone SoliCitation

I
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V
Guiranteds and Warranties

Promotional Games '

4
- Consumer Prot4ption by Local, State and Federal'Agencies

- Consumer Legislatton
,

,-AJConsumerlActiori and Organization
.

- Repairervfces

- Mica Care

- 'Funeral Cists

sAgencies can work wit loCa0 banks to train officers'4an'd
.tellers to recogniz he warning signs of a,con game so that
they can intervene to prevent them.

These re steps that can be take /to protect seniors from

of differen trate9ie;---communty linkages and coalitionsolaIllk

economic e itation. They are merely
nd

ely ggestions, The range

educational campaigns is limited only by the4magtRations o' the
A plann rs, administrgtors, order community membend interested
....... citize s working lOgether to raise the. areness levels of elders--

and 1 er their victimization rates.
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Recbmmended Films on Con Games and Consumer Fraud

KEY.:, A = AbStract.
C = Critique of.Film for Suitability for Senior Citizens

THE BUNCO BOYS, Motorola Teleprograms, inc., 3710 Commercial

Avenue, Northbrook, IL 60062, (8000°323-53 , Producer:

William Brose, 2T minutes, 16 mm.,. hofor 50/week.C/

A: The ttim portrayS the "CD L whiCh are often used against

the elderily: the bank examiner, Ape pigeon drop, and the

charity syitch. Emphasized are the three G's: gullibility,

greed, Ad goodhess--which end up being the victim', downfall.

C: The film is unique in that each vignette has a happy

ending, #s the victims gain their .wits and call the police.

The viewer is spared the agonizing scene when the victim

realizes his/her loss and suffers the pain of embarrassment

and shame. An excellent omission! Recommended for suburban

elderly.,

ON GUARD: BUNCO, 1970; Aims Instruftions Med*,a, P.O. Box 1010,

Hollywood, CA }90028, 27 minutes, 16 mm.,color, $330.

,A: The film's objectives are to learn the modus operandi

of bunco artists and to make the viewer aware of his/her own

susceptibility. Both are accomplished--by pointing out that
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thatlhe actions of the criminal and the victim are both
motivated by a human characteristic: greed. MOim 'types of

bunco schemes in suburbia are enacted. Bank embezzler,

encyclopedia salesman (contract); phony home repair, and

Pigeon drop are covered. The victims are given a second

chance to replay the incidences and act wisely and cautiously.

-C: The actions of,cNminals and their victims are realistic

'and interesting. The film it interesting and enlightening- -

.intended to teach bUt not to scare.

ti
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Chapter Nine

Community Crime Prevention

Advance arganizers

Individual efforts in crime preventton'like increasing
consumer awareness of fraud techniques or target harden-

. ing one's residence are only part of the total approach
needed to combat crime agaifist elders. Group efforts
should complement those of individuals. Community
crime prevention, however.large 61 small the 'community,"
helps to reduce the elder's sense of confronting crime
alone.

Because community crime prevention strategies depend
upon people interacting with each other in facing a
common problem, the individual's fear of crime tends to
be lowered, while quality of life may be raised.

-. Community crime prevention is necessary for a number of
reasons: the already heavtresponsibilities of the
police; the fact that crime affects others in the neigh-

. borhood besides the victim, psychologically and finan-
-',cially; the reality that group efforts lighten the indi-
vidual's burden, relieving some of the pressures of

( crime prevention implementation and some of the fears
of criminal retaliation; the need to-bring elders-out
of isolation.

Older residents are often ideal for a community crime
prevention program because: they tend to have lived in
the neighborhood a long time and to have developed an
attachment to it; they are usually free during the day
to mark in the program; they are less transient than
younger members of the community, thus giving the program
consistency; and the program requires positive action
which in itself tends to relieve isolation and fear.

Developing a successful community crime prevention pro-
gram involves (1) an effective needs assessment focusing
on the specific crime:problem of the neighborhood and
the needs' of itIresidents, (2) identifying available
resources in the compunity, for example, an existing
apartment building tenants association, (3) recruiting
others and organizing an initial meeting of concerned
citizens, (4) creating, a basic unit of involvement, a
block club or floor club.

173
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The most effective crime prevention strategies employed

by block or floor clubs are Neighborhood Watch, citizen

patrols,"tenant patrols, "buddy buzzers," whistle or

airhorn prbgrams, anonymous surveillance projects, tele-

phone reassurance, escort services, court monitoring,

and group lobbying.

Most community- programs do not require large amounts of

money to succeed. The time and energy of dqncerned

citizens are the basic ingredients of success.

is
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Introduction
In previous chapters on street crime, residential crime, and con-

sumer fraud, the focus h,i's been on actions that older persons as indi-
viduals can take to reduce their chances of being victimized. However,
these individual actions comprise only part of a total crime prevention
approach. The other essential component is community crime prevention,
in which citizens act together to confront crime in their neighborhood
and their community. A Presidential Cdmmission on Criminal Justice,
studying ways to combat the country's crime problems, recognized the
importance of this approach when it noted:

Important as it is, individual .action independtnt of the
efforts of otherS is not enough. Our society is built
upon the premise that each person is responsible for him-
self and for the general welfare of others. Exclusive
reliance on a self- or family- oriented approach to crime

prevention causes individuals and family units to become
isolated from one another. The result is that the crime
prevention effectiveness of the community as a whole
becomes considerably less than that of the sum of its
parts . . . Without a sense of community, the crime
prevention potential of mutual aid and mutual responsi-
bility is unfulfilled (U.S. Department of Justice,

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards.
and Goals, 1974:10).

This community emphasis on controlling crime is not new;rt
existed long before our modern-day reliance on law enforcement
agencies and has been revived in response to citizen demands for
a safer environment in which to live. It is not possible, and
probably not even desirable, to put a police officer on every street
cerner. The concept of community crime prevention reinforce's a
Foup responsibility for combatting.crime; it provides support and

assistance to the police by organizing citizens concerned for their
own safety,-for that of their neighbors and their property.

Goals of Community Crime Prevention
The goals of community crime prevention activities, like those

of.individualized,strategies, are to lessen people's fear orcrime
and the likelihoOd that they will become crime victims. However,
community crime prevention can produce another important result: the
development of a neighborhood cohesion or'unity which enables citizens
to address-many common concerns besides crime. A likely sequence of
events leading to these outcomes might- be: citizens become aware of
their responsibility for crime prevention; they form neighborhood
organizations to focus on their crime concerns; interactions among
neighbors increase and they gain a familiarity and sense of community:,
they begin cooperative ventures against crime problems as well as
other problems of mutual concern. In theory, the end of this process
is that people will feel safe, be more likely to use their'streets, and
be more willing to go outside at night, and this ae\ive presence
in the neighborhood can act.as a real deterrent to criminal-activity.
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Reasons for Community Crime Prevention

Some people are not interested in becoming active in community

crime prevention. As one-older New Yorker explained at an anti- 4.

crime conference several years ago: "I don't want to cooperate with

my neighbors and I don't want to know them. I just want them to

leave me alone." It is'this kind of penchant for privacy'and suspi-

cion of one's own neighbors that has led some elders to fortify

themselves in their homes and apartments, while calling simultaneously

fdrldded protection by the main group charged with preventing' crime- -

the.p6lice.

However, it is clear that the police alone cannot prevent crime,

They simply do not have the time and resources to take on full

responsibility for preVenting crime in addition to their responsi-

bilities to maintain order, enforce all laws, guarantee citizen pro-

tection, and apprehend criminals. Although the budgets for law

enforcement now amount to about 65 percent of local criminal justice

expenditures, they still only provide a few police officers for

every 1,000 citizens (U.S. Dep4rtment of Justice, Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration, and' U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1978).

Even with more money, it is unlikely they cold -do the wholesjob.

As the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards

and Goals stated:

)
Criminal justice professionals readily and repeatedly

admit that, in-the absence of citizen assistance, neither

more manpower nor improved technology, nor additional

money will enable l enforcement to shoulder the monumen-

tal burden of combatting crime in America (U.S. Department

of Justice, National Advisory Commission on Criminal

Justice Stindards and Goals, 1974:1-2).

The heavy responsibilities of the police are only one reason

why, citizens need to get involved in crime prevention. A crime

prevention program in Minneapolis, Minnesota, which conducted com-

munity.crime prevention activities in all kinds'of neighborho ds, ,

reviewed its expe*iences and cited other reasons for p o le ecoming

active in community crime prevention: \,

Because crime is'more than an individual's problee." \N .

- A crime and housing values study conducted in Minneapolis

indicated that when there is criye in a neighborhood

' (say, the size of a census traefl, the value of every

house in that nejghborhood is depressed ($533 for every

one percent of residential burglary in a year and $172

for each incident of vandalism per 1,000 population in

a year) (Frisbie et al., 1977).

- Therefore, while you may never have'been a victim of

either of these crimes you are being affected if you

live in a neighborhood where crime is occurring.

Even though property values are going up, they're not
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going up as much as they could in neighborhoods with
high percentages of crime.

- Crime attracts crime;'if offenders get the impression
that an area is "easy pickings," they'll spread the
word.

Because it's'too biq'a job to tackle alor)e.

- One person can't do it alone (just as the police can't
do it alone);it's.a task that requires many watchful
eyes and much cooperation.

- An individual tackling the crime problem alone often
-,fieans that the individual will',"target harden" his'
home; while good security is important (indeed, essen-

1

tial), if that is all th is done, an individual.can
become further isolated d afraid.

- Locks, even good ones, only delay an offender who is
deteimined and skillful enough to get in. Even the
best security can be defeated if the offender is given
enough-time and enough privacy. But gopd security can
deter and delay an offender long enough for watchful
neighbors to call the police.

Because. there is strength in numbers and two heads are
better than one.

- If people learn that others share the same problems
and fears, they can put their 'heads together to'solve
them. There are many ideasand many talents in a block

,. (or an apartment building) that can be used in solving
common problems.

- The task of implikentig can be shared and the bur den
can be lightened.

- One of the reasons people don',t report crimes is that
they fear retaliation, But if several people are
involved, in reporting-a crime (or at least support and
back up the individual doing the reporting) there are
a number of people against whom the offender must
retaliate. An individual's fear can be lessened by
group support.

Because people need to be brought out of isolation.

- Individuals in isolation cannot do much to prevent crime.

- In isolation,people havelast their freedom*of move-
ment; they have given up control of their neighborhood
to whomever wants to take control. Those who want to
take control are aware of their. power ov isolated

17.1
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individuals.

= Out of isolation, people can begin to take control,

to cooperate, to feel part of something, to make new

friends, and to increase their own sense of security

and well-being (Minnesota Crime Prevention Center,

\ 1978:1-4).

The reasons cited by the Minnesota program for why community

crime prevention should work become even more convincing, because

they are backed up by some recent research findings which indicate

that, in fact, community, crime prevention does work. Findings from

the evaluation of the Minnesota program and similar programs in

Seattle, Washington and Hartford, Connecticut have provided some

fairly solid evidence that neighborhood efforts against crime can

reduce. burglary rates, as well as increase residents' feelings of

safety and improve relations with the police (Minnesota Go4ernor's

Commission on Crime Prevention and Control, 1976; Cirel et al.,

1977; Hollander et al., 1980).

Another study which interviewed confessed burglars also showed

that neighborhood surveillance is effective in preventing burglaries;

the majority of the inmates interviewed indicated that just being

noticed by a neighbor would be sufficient to deter them and all

said that they would leave an area if challenged by a neighbor

(Palmer, 1978).

Involving Older Per;ons in Commuviity Crime Prevention
This handbook is concerned with the crime problems of the

elderly and strategies for reducing those problems. When disc sing

community crime. prevention strategies, though, it is clear that )

elders cannot be treated as an isolated group, but must be viewed

as part of the tell mini-society in which they reside.

Although older persons usually- comprise a shall segment of a

community, they often live clustered within defined sections of a

city, especially in inner-city transitional areas. It is often

these elderly urban residents who are most upset by, crime, inflation,

and the tensions which characterize changing neighborhoods. Their

isolation, invited mobility, and high levels of fear of crime can

be great ameliorated by community crime prevention activities

which gi a them a sense of control over their environment and connect

them wig friendly neighbors, the police,and neighborhood organizations.

The Geographic Focus of Community Crime Prevention
Since community crime preventitin is based on people in communi-

ties.banding together to address common concerns, most successful

programs have found it productive to focus their organizing on the

smallest possible "community"--the neighborhood. Even though people

today often think of neighborhood identity as a dying concept, a

national poll taken fairly recently repudiates that belief. Querying

citizens about their feelings for their neighborhoods, pollsters

found tfit: a large majority of.people j85 percent) take pride in
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their neighborhoods; a majority do not want to leave their neighbor-
hood and nearly 70 percent are certain they will be living there in
five years; nearly half (42 percent) belong or would like to belong
to a neighborhood organization; one-third already participate in a
neighborhood improvement project and believe their involvement
contributed to the solution of a problem; and a majority are willing
tOake direct action in defense of their neighborhood when it is
threitened (Christian Science Monitor, 1977).

Sociologists have some evidence that as persons become older,
they attach even more significance to the neighborhood where they
are living than do younger persons (Regnier, 1975). .Because of the
importance of the neighborhood to them, and because decreased mobility

S can cause them to spend more time at home, older persons can provide
the backbone of a neighborhood anti-crime effort. And in the end,
they.may stand to benefit the most from such an effort. These

benefits apply to seniors liVing in cities, suburbs, and rural,
areas, to persons living in homes and to those living in apartments.

Planning a Community Effort against Crime
Assessing Needs

An effective community anti - crime effort should be neighborhood-
based, focusing on the specific crime problem in that neighborhood
and the needs and interests-of the residents. In a high-crime
neighborhood, residents face a range of problems which -may include
vandalism, juvenile gangs; conyumer fraud, burglary, purse snatchings,
drug abuse, and prostitution. The initial step in planning community
anti-crime activities is simply to identify these local crime pro-

. blems. Ways to do so using available crime data were described in
some detail in the chapter on residential security. If crime data

are not available, police officers,such as beat patrol officers
who know the neighborhood, may be able to provide a summary "crime
analysis." Valuable impressionistic inform on and advice can

also be^acquired from local people, includinnetailes, housing
managers, building inspectors, elected officials,and school offi-

cials. Conversations with these people 41d with residents of the
neighborhood can provide initial guidance to prioritize these pro-
blems, based on how disruptive people believe they are to the neigh-

borhood. The interviews can also uncover other issues in the neigh-
borhood about which people are concerned, and which can also be the
focus of a group of citizens who have been organized to improve their
neighborhood.

/ Identifying Resources

The second planning'step :is the identification of resources in

the community. Where a local block or neighborhood organization
already-exists it can act'as the prime sponsor for anti-crime activi-
ties in' that neighborhood. Many local organizations have a past
.record of real accomplishments in organizing groups around issues

such as housing, economic development, chool, or social services.

However, they may not have focused on rime prevention, having left

176
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that up to the olice. If, for example, an apartment building

already has a t ants organization, addressing problems of tenant
security in and around the building can be a natural outgrowth of
the group'skgoncern for other problems affecting all tenants. The

group can us t its contacts and resources to sponsor a meeting on the

crime problem in the neighborhood and begin the process of organizing

.other activities at that meeting.

A wholp range of her kinds,of resources exist in mostneigh-
borhoods, which can Artapped for leadership and other kinds of

support for a community anti-crime project. They include homeowner

associations, public and private agencies, action projects like

youth or crisis intervention projects, business organizations and
retailers, apartment or housing project owners and managers, schools,
local churches and synagogues, union chapters, and local chapters-
of national organizations like the National Council of Senior Citi-

zens, the American Association of Retired Persons, the Gray Panthers,

the National)Organization for Women, the League of Women Voters, t1T
U.S. Jaycees, the General Federation of Women's Clubs, the National

Council of La Raza, and the Urban League.

Throughout the planning stage's of community organiiIng, the

local police can be one -of lIthe most valua'ble resources. Not only

cathey provide "crime analysis" information, but they can also

help organize program strategies, train citizen'volunteers, and
keep citizens informed on recent crime'trends Ind crime prevention

techniques. Additionally, cooperation betwee citizens and the

police can prevent misunderstandings or obstacles later in the

program's development.

A word of caution. Cooperative efforts between citizens and

the police are not always easy to establish, especially in high

crime neighborhoods. Citizens m8y be suspicious of the police because'

of their own gerceptions of police unfairness Pr lack of interest

in their problems. On tie other hand, some police departments are

generally distrustful of organizedbcitizen anti-crime activities.

They fear vigilante by-products of such efforts, and are concerned
about.a potentifIly less-than-profession'al approach to crime control;

it may be that they have had priorsexperiences with Irresponsible

citizen groups, and are reluctant to try again. l 46

We should remember, however, that in most communities, even
those in which the police are wary of citizen crime prevention pro-
grams, a modicum of support can be gained if the police are approached

in an approppe manner. Such an approach is based on a'knoWledge

of the depar ent structure, a recognition of the various police

functions, a willingness to compromise on difficult issues, and a
desire to "prove" the worth of a community crime prevention effort

to the police.

The Basic Unitof Community Crime Prevention:
The Block Club

Once the initial planning has been completed, a common strategy .

A
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used to bring residents together into groups to organize block . 1
clubs or; in apartmentbuilengs, flpOr clubs: A block club can be

used as the basic. structure fdr jni.tiating a Wide range of other

anti -crime sirategies which cab exist undtr its umbrella. But even

by itself, block club can dramatically Ikduce,the isolation and

fear felt hycitizens who participate: While size and structure of

bloA clubs,may-vary,,they usually have a block captain* different

committees for various -subjects\jand scheduled meetings And the

means'used to set them up is gpnerally sinlilar--through a lot o

door-knocking, lking, and .hard work.

"Block orga izers" can°be paid staff of an agenCy, volunteers,

or residents. Th tr jo e residente'or tenants awdrOe

of both existing p obl: s and possi le solutions, explain how a .

block club might adr: s their co :rns, and convince people to

ittend a first mee'in (

. , tAkv

The key to eff/ective biock-c10 recrui entis interaction;

.successful organizing is built upl perso , face-to-face communica-

tion. The best recruitment effort are founded on: learning people,s

own concerns and, establishing rappOrt, built 0,6n their self-interest;

knowing the facts about the crime problem end being able to explain

them; o'fening the block club co.ncept,as a way to solvq*problems of

all kind, not merely crime problems'; being pleasant, enthusiastic,

.and since2 with residents; and cOnvic.fnd people that the advantages

of becoilrin ipolved o tweigh the minimat,less of privacy and the

coAillitment of time. 5 msorshi0 pf the meeting by an accepted

neighborhood aswciati n will add to the legitimacy of the effort.

In some neighborhoods, association with:the police department will

also ct as aipositive-inducement.,
I ,

.M.
Sib

,The first important task for'o.rganizers is to set up recruit

attendance at the initia;l meeting of the 41-1pck or floor club.

.Ideally, it Should beeld in a resident's home, the second best

alternative is some neutral site, -like a library, church, school, or

apartment lobby. The meeting shOuld be held in the eVening when

everyone is free' to attend. Recruiting forr-the meeting can begin

wit4,netghbors--,who might prove receptive, and these successful con-

tacts may well lead to'others. The best hours for door-knocking are

the late afternoon in the winter andlearly evening in the summer.

A written invitation to the meeting' and other bact-up materials are

lisefullo 6-. 'Neighborswho agree to come c be asked to bring

A frie d; or to act as an esc4t or'toprovide t ansptqation l'or

.4h,o1 er person. Si,gns.posted on the blocCor i common areas in

-,apartment b014ings will serve as remipder'S of the meeting, as will

a phone call or notice in the mailboAbn the day of theryeting.!,

,. ,9'
...

1 -

'The agehda for the .initrai meeting should be planned in advan ce,

and time should be ,allowed for24ighbors to express their concernsc
'4. Time should atsii.be set aside jut for socializing. Topics wOlich $

can be covered are: a rev-ieg of thelocal crime statistics; the

concept of communitcrime prevention;"the idea of 4hlocK*watch" '.

andlother.strategies; electipn of "block captsins;",:and.arranging

the time, place for a second meeting.. , . 1!;.,

t
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, 0, Information on most of these topics can be obtained from the
%

local po ice, from crime prevention books in the library, and from

leaders f other block clubs inffie community--as well as from na-

tional.o izatiOns like the Minnesota Crime Prevention Center,

the National Crime Prevention InStitute,end the National Sheriff's

Association. Regardles of the agenda topics, several facts are
important to communicate to= -people attending a first block club

meeting. These include

Activities atthe Community 'IAA"( can make'a difference, es:
Reciallyehen-residents take advantage of the local resources

whi4ch aliWady exist.

Participants need not be nosy or meddlesome in Order to be alert,

aware, and concerned about neighbors' safety and security.

A block club can serve as a forum foraddressingmother kihds

of local issues, including sanitation,-play ac , building

renovation dnd repair, fire hazards, traf is problems, and

public Utility complaints.
4

te,

O. Oneor two people need to assume responsibility as block cap-
tains to help organi2e meetings, encourage pebple's iwlvement, 1411

and maintain a communications link among residents, tie esT6cal

police,. and other important resources.

Topics which.tan be addressed during the second block club
meeting include: distributibn of organizing materials such as a
block map, membership list, and crime prevention checklist; dfs- :

cussion with a local police officer; and plans for the activities

to be conducted by the block club.

The frequency with which block clubs! meet varies with the

specific crime prevention activities they have chosen and the extent

-of the crime problem in the neighborhood. A good way to keep mem-

bers interested and involved between meetings is a regular-newsletter.

In the final analysis, the strength.of block organizations rests on

a combination of the leadership capacities of the block captains

and the degree of involvement of 'citizens and local organizations.

Community Crirne%Prevention Strategies
The strategies which bloc* clubs can adopt to.reduce their

members' chances of°being,victimized are many, and they are limited

only by the time and manpower aqilable. Those reviewed here are

the most popularf5trategies, but ethers can be implem7nted to respond

to special crime problems.,.

Neighborhood Watch '
The most common strategy used by block clubs is Reighborhood/.

Watch, really an extension of the block club' concept. In this

strategy, neighbors a're trained in crim-surveillance and urged.to '

look out for each other by reporting to police any susqiciips activity
11.:m

1 7,9
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they notice in the area. Block fleetings lay. the foundation for tnis

approach bysallow,ing neighbors to meet and reCognize each other so
that they will be more aware of strangers.

AStne block clubs distribute materials to mJTbers which assist
them in performing their surveillandt function. These include: a
block map, which shows the exact location of each home or apartment,
and sometimes the'name and telephone number of the citizens partici-
patimpg in the program; a premises security checklist, which helps
peorle,assess the security off their-own house or apartment; sUspect -

and vehicle identification forms, which present instructions fpr
recording and reporting the details of suspicious Oeopleand vehicles
seen on the block; and Neighborhood Watch stickers, which are avail-
able'from the police and areeposted by members so that outsiders
know that the people on the block are watching out for one another.

. The primaryintent of Neighborhood Watch is .to foster coopera-
tion among neighbors and between citizens and the police. "Vigi-
lantism" isloever encouraged. Rather, residents are urged to cal
"911" Or another emergency phone number at the first sign of sus-L
picious actfVtty. The Police-ran then determine. if the person -tray
a legitimate reason for being in the area.

. Citizen Patrols

Citizen patrols are both a popula and effective mean of

deterring crime. They can involve a 1Frge number of resid nts, and
are equally well-suited for homeowners or apartment-dwellers, for

-
urban and suburban residents.

A 1977 Department of Justice study of citizen patrol projects
found over 800 patrqds operating in the United States, most with
very small budgets and volunteer staffs. The researchdrs concluded
that these patrol§ Can' be susceptible to occasional acts of vigilan-
tism, but not pearly so often as the media would'suggest (Yin et al.,
1977).

The three most common iseds of citizen patrols are building
or tenant patrols, street foot patrols, and car patrols. Street
and car patrols are somewhat more complicated to .plan and implement-
than building patrols,'because they, cover public areas and their
activities must be closely coordinated with the local police.
Patrollers will also hate more difficulty in distinguishing local
resitents from strangers. -

There' are a variety of ways these patrols can cover an' area.
Usually the approach depends on the size of-the area and the number
of participants. Regardless, it is always important that alIvolun-
teers fully understand their rolesto-notice suspicious activity
and-call the police, not to stop criminal activities and detain
suspects. ei , .

Suspicious behaviors are reported to the police:either by
telephone or citizen sand radio. Sometimes, where funding is adequate,
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patAllimg citizens use CB raaidls or walkie talkie to report periodi-

cally in to abase station; the person manning the station then

notifies the police: Patrols also contact the loc 1 precinct to

determine,if any crimes have been reported within he area where

the patrol operates. The types of crimes, the m hods of entry, and

.exact locations are discussed b members of the patrol 'who can

deClise how to deter thee crime!'" in the future.

It is difficult to operate a car patrol without some funding for

gasoline and upkeep for the cars. Since some merchants like to

become involved in civic affairs, block clubs' sometimes try solicit-

ing contributions from them. Others4aVt received discounts from

local gas stations or repair shot to service patrollers' :rs, ip

return for publici4ing their contribution.

Recruitment for patrols should .result in more volunt ers than

may be needed, since people,gten drop off. patrols, are s ck% go on

vacation, or for other reasons cannot fulfill their'respo ibilities.

Schedules, are followed by participants with greater commitme if

cerlain'steps are taken to help keep up their interest; people

assigned to patrol with f'reiends, making time pass more quickly;' iden;-

tifying apparel can be worn, instilling a sense of identity and pride

in participants; regular meetings to build team unity can' be held

aring which participants axCiange ideas and advice; patrols.can

submit regular reports, making their contribution more tangible;

and awards dinners can beheld or plagtes or certificates given'

out, giving participants increased recognition,. gain greater

visibility and recruit new members, some patrol i tribute a news-

letter or flyer, which decribes ariy recent suspicidys activity in

the area and presents crime preventioRetiA. Data which indicate a

decreased crime rate in the neighborhood or kuildi can be the

greatest incentive to patrol members to continue t it efforts,.
. ..

.
,

.

Tenant,patrols are those in apartment buildings or complexes

and are usually sponsored by the tenant organization of the building

being patrolled. Their main objective is to keep unwanted strangers

away from and out of the building, and they op6tate in areas whew

police activity is either minimal or nonexistent. . ,

i s,

-. s

,

In a building wherelfloor clubs have been organized / these

clubs can comprise an effective'"bUilding club." But even in build-

ings without floor clubs, a small core of interested tenants can

be used to-41Tip guarantee increa security through lobby.and hall

patroTs, , -

SkePlics of this strategy have claimed that It i not feasible
.

.-because of the, transiency of people who live' in apartment buildings

and their, lack of commiiIment. It is possible though. One New 'York

City housing.9fficial,' commenting on tenant patrols,has stated:

,

.

- In terms ,of effective.ness,'interest and involvement of

tenants, theAriant patrol program represents the rriost

uccessful of The many approspebs to the security pro-

blem beyond' uniformed patrolmen and improved hardware

(Gran vil le, 1975.:23):'
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It can ft:n help, in organizing e tenant patrol, it work through
a tenant council or committee if one exi ts. Suth a group can call
the 'First Meeting, establish guidelines ith housing management, and
give the effort a stamp of formality.

The roles tenants"play'on-building patrols vary:
1

.They can observe lobby activity, checking the identifica-
tion of'residents and clearing visitors.

They can record visitors or goods'entering or leaving the.
building through all entrances.

They can serve as a security grievance committee for all
tenants with tne management, dealing with both tenant complaint's
about M agement policies and about other disorderly tenants.

They can het as a liaison between beat patrol "officers and
tenants. 6

-

They can provide an escort for tenants going to or from their
apartments.

''Senior citizens can be espeAelly helpful participants. They
often have been living in a bui ng for many years, so they tend
to know its residents and to make effective screeners of Visitors.
Often one or two Oltkr residents of apartments spend time sitting
and talking in the lobby; they make ideal members of a tenant lobby
pat.151.

a

"Buddy BUzzers"

These buzzers are usually used by merchants, working together
in pairs as mutual* watchmen throughden alarm which conivcts two
stores. In an emergency, the alarm can be silently actvated, signal-
ing the "buddy" neighbor to call the police. These 'systems have
also been used by residents'of apartment bUildings to increase
thei security,, Buddy buzzers can provide a much needed sense of

,,secmokty to oTder persons who live alone.

The main decision to.make when implementing this strategy con-
cerns the kind of alarm system to use. A.ocal.crime prevention
offiers can usually help people choose he type best suited for
their situation. People with some bas'ic electrical knowledge--
neighbors, friends, superintendents7or maintenance people--can
insta4Mie,wired bell system operated by a buzzer which_has to be ,11

pressed. This simple system costs about $35. A more expensive
wirelesT Sound wave alarm that can be carried in a .pocket costs about
$150:

,

.Residents are usually.traihed/by the ipolice_in hoW to use th
alarms and what,to report to the pOlice--descripfolons'of'strangers,
noises, or merely the "buddy!s".name and address.

tft
f
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Whistle irhorn Program

This idea was covered in Chapter Six, "Street Crime," as an

individual crime prevention strategy. However; it is even more

effective when employed by members ot a block club.who have been

traine to keep to ear out for the whistle or horn and to call

the poi es.- The noise itself is intended to deter the completion

of the criille in progress, and the q'tiick phone call is designed to

give the polite a jump in'apprehending the offender.

. ,

.
1

Special Telephone or Surveillance Projects

These projects are usually.sponsored by police departments to

encourage greater citizen involvement in crime prevention. They

usually'involve some anonymous reporting of suspicious or criminal

activity. Some provide special telephone lines, others assign

citizens an identifying number to use to tip'off the police and some,

like the "Crime Stoppees" program, even Offer-monetary rewards for .f

inforlationsleading to convictions. The underlying premise is that ' .

people may be hesitant to become personally involved in cases,'since

such ilyolvement may produce pressure or othernegative reactions --.

from their neighbors, but would be willing to take a quieter role,.

A.Q4, example ofthis theory irkpraCtice is the "Senior Power"-

program operating for,over three year in Akron, Ohio. This extremely

successful effort.has enrolled over 11,000 residents. ,Each member .

is,assigned a number to use to tip offthe police anonymously to

suspicious activities in the neigNborhdod. In addition to dmpumbered

identification card and a membership window sticker, members receive

a crime prevention newsletter. In its first.twd'years, the program

k .saw byrglary against senior citizens decline 15 percent, robbery

38 percent, purse-snatching 71 percent, and aggravated assault 19

percent.
..

Telephone AssurancA ,
4

.

; Telephone asurance'is not as directly:related to crime prevenL

tion as'some other strategies, but it can strengthen the cohesion

among tenants in a building or resi-dents on a block, and can indirectly

reinforce other block club strategies. Moreover,,telephone assurance

is especially valuable for-those elders who may not be mobile or ,-

who feel under stress because of their isolation from neighbor's.

.

Telephone assurance is 'a program in which volunteers regularly('

call other residents to check on their well-being. A vOlunteer

-coordinator-arranges a schedule and matches other volunteers-with ,

clients. These volunteers receive or develOp local resource manuals

containing information on services available to their clients. These

manuals are often available from comOunity action agencies, th, w

area agency on uging, the Red Cross, or other United inlay agents.

.
s

Telephpne assurance frequently requires voifonteers to counsel

their clients about day-to-day,problems, so sponsorship by a local

social service-- agency i.s .very helpful. The -agency not only -can help'

-
.

-.-
.
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screen and- train volunteers to assure that cl ients receive the best ,

possible assistance, but also can provide professional advice when
problems occur which stumvvolunteers.

Because of these circumstances, telephone assurance volunteers
have gr.eat potentiarin community crime prevention. They can dis-

tribute crime prevention information. They can serve as regular
recruiters for other block club crime prevention strategies, such as
patrols or home :tecyrity surveys. In this manner, they can brief

residents who may not have attended a block club meetingon what
occurred. These volunteers can even organize an informal Neighborhood
:Watch force among all clients. Since recipients of telephone assur-
ance calls are most likely home all day, they make eXullent parti-
cipants in this strategy.

wort Service

An esco rt service, in which a person is accompanied by a neigh-.

bor to the_store, a'- doctor's appointment, or any other local destina-
tiOa.,...can effectively" tirede both fear of crime and victimi'zaidan.

It may be exactly the kinl'of help needed by an elder' who is afraid
or too frail to go out alone, or by someone who has been a recent
crime victim and needs companionship to help overcome fear.

One ederally-funded prbject in Washington, D.C. for senior

citi/e lying ip a high crime area provides a model for operating

an escort service:

One person was made' responsible for coordinating the service.

There was one telephone number for all volunteers and clints

to call; an answering was used to take messages when .

no one was home.

A '

TherelWas a standardized method for arranging escorts. For

example, clients c)iuldocall on a regular basis (one or two gays
a week) or call at least 24 to 48 hours in4advance to request
an escort for a particular-day and time.

I.
kClients' ih apartment buildings welte escorted both to and 'from

their own apartments to preverit hallway or elevator assaults
or purse snatchings and push-in robberies.

t

. ,

If escort clients were very frail-or infirM, volunteers tried
to obtain permission froM`varibus agencies to do,things on
their behalf, such as deposit checks in their bank accounts 7r

sign for food stamps.

i If volunteer escorts were not known to the clients, the voluni,'
teers called the client a short time before picking them up to

introduce themselves.. rscorts,wore some clear identification,

whiCh could be armbands, jackets, emblems,Di.informal ID badges.

In an escort servIce, timing is very important. Handicapped

4
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persons may Schedule an entire day around several errands and can'

have their day ruined if an'escort does not appear as scheduled.

Because of this, volunteers who can act as back-ups in an emergency

e a necessary part of any escort service project.

urt Monitoring

Citizens who want to take a more active role in directly in-

fldencing their local judicial system are being recruited into

voluntary court watching or court monitoring groups. These groups

have an array of goals, ranging from simply educating citizens about

the judicial process, to making judges and Prosecutors aware that

citizens are watching what they are doing, to identifying and achiev-

ing specific reforms in the judicial system. As mentioned earlier,

elders in seve01 cities have formed groups to follow the cases of

per.sons accused of crimes against the elderly. Their intent is to

keep those In the judicial system aware of the interests of the

victim and to avoid lenienty for the accused at any stage oipthe

proc0fS. Some of these projects also'act as a support group for

older victims, accompanying them to court and providing thfrm with

,itlforatiOn on the Court process and availab1 soiarservires-.'

& Most court watching projects, are staffed b volunteers who have

sufficient leisure time to devote to the time7c nsumisig process of

monitoring cases in the court. To be effective these volunteers

require extensive triining'in the complicated p cedures used in .

courts and in observational techniques.
. c,

.

Because court monitoring programs require tine coordination

with th' district attorney's office Ad the court, they are usually

operat under the guidance of a program or agency and not by pri-
1 4 rate c. zens .themselves. Groups like the League of Women Voters,

,Tie American friends Service Committee, and the American Civil

Liberties Union have been ac ive in. sponsoring court watch projects.r
Overall, this program.is an cellent way for citifzen1 fo learn

5. about the .criminal justiee.sy tem and to provide needed support to

neighbot-s who have become,victims.

Lobbying for Increased Security: A Strategy for Apartment Tenants

the organization of apertment-dwellers to work as a group to
Ole of the most promising community crime prevention strategies

is

convince their landlord to Provide improved security. This approach

can.result in both better relations amvg neighbors and improved

physical security in ajpuilding or project. '

Ironically; aggressive advocacy bey tenants as anappwciadh to

achieving security is often most suseful in neighborhoods where.it is

most difficult to accomplish--lOw=income or transitional neighbor-

hotpds where many landlords have virtually Ignored their weSponsibility

to provide a safe living environment for their tenants, and where

tenants cannot call on their own resources to move or to make up for

existing deficiencies. However, these same tenants have the most

to lose it an effort to pressure a landlord ipto changes backfires and

.
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they find themselves with an eviction notice and no other affordable

housing. So, negotiations with a landlord should always'be under-
taken with great care, with a knowledge of existing laws andbuilding
codes;. and with the full backing of tenants.

The initial step in apartment dweller lobbying is usually

an organizing meeting. Here, tenants are asked to detail the major

security problems in their building. These may inclilde poor outside Iv

locks, missing locks on some entrances, poor door locks for apart-
' ment units, a weak buzzer system, time gaps in security guard ser-

vice, elevators without corner mirrors, or small door viewers.

If a building already has a tenants organization, it is most
advisable to work with its leader to prepare a proposal or set of
requests for the landlord. A petition signed by all interested

tenants also lends weight to the group effort. If security surveys,

have been performed by the police or others, the results of these

.surveys can be attached as evidence of security weaknesses.

Reputable spokespersons then try to negotiate with the landlord

for the requested st.ar-rty-improvements. If the landlord is unwilling

to Consider the requests, he.or she may-be willing to 'allow the

tenants to make their own improvements. If enough tenants are .

interested in the security upgrading, it may be that a small amorunt of

money can be solicited from each to carry out the *changes. If

the management cannot be'convinced to take action, tenants may

initiate a tenant action. However, such a step is not usually...

taken until after conferring with an attorney. Before this occurs

tenants'might explore taking their complaints to the lo al media,

which often hav consumer hotlines or departments. Landlords may

comply with ten t reqpests to avoid the embarassment of negative

coverage.- Als the intervention of a third party, such as a hotline

investigator, t n changes the tone of negotiations between tenants

and the lan ord and makes compromise possible.

No list of ommunity crime prevention strategies is exhaustive.

Tenant councils, homeowner associations, floor and block clubs may

come up with strategies not mentioned here which are particularjy

apprbpriate for addressing the problems confronting them. Some

likely projects have been described in deta1 in other chapters in,

this handbook. For example, 0 eration Ide ifica'tion, inscribing

valuables with a d iver's licente number s one of the most popular

community crime.pr ention act vities bec. se it 'is a tangible .

service to deter b glars and n easily ,- accomplished by neighbor-

hood volunteers. In New Orleans, amle, volunteers from a

program called Women against Crime went door to door with the police

to enroll' all the.residents of a housing prbject in Operation Identi-

fication. A large sign was then posted advertising this fact and
burglaries in that project, were reduced to almost zero.,

Another popuYar community, project described earlier is Home

Security Surveys. In some ju'risdictions, the police train citizens

to conduct these' surveys.; these, in turn, become-a welcome service

of a block club. lk

P6
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The important thing to remember is that the co amity strate-

gies outlined in'this chapter need not costmoney t succeeds The
'more basic ingredients 'of success are usually the time and energy

of the citizens themselvky. When concern is translated to action,

when investments are made in recruiting and organizing community
crime prevention strategies, the "payoff" is most often reduced
crime and improvedguality-of life 'for the older citizen.
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Recomrefentle'd Films on Community Crime Prevention

KEY: A = Abstract
C = Critique.of Filrr-for Suitability for Senior Citizens

NOT A WEAPON ORI STAR, 1/78, Notordia-Teleprograms, Inc. , 3710

Commercial Avenue', Northbrook,qL 60P62, 800-323-3543.

'Producer: Chuck Loin, 28-1/2 minutes, 16 mm., color, S395/S50.

A: Successful crime prevention programs depend on- citizen

,involvementein every phase' Oftfie criminal justice system.

The flip describes act 1 projects in theChicago area,

including citizen patrols block clubs,'.0peration-Whistlestop,

-court monitoring, and vier/II/witness assistance.

/
- --

C: An excellent survey f citizen,,crime prevention programs

is given, with applicability td OrioSn; suburban, and rural

communities. ,

WHOSE NEIGHBORHOOD ,IS THIS? Motorola Teleprograms,..Inc., 3710

Commercial Avenue, Northbrook, FL 60062,8.007323-5343. -

Producer: Mitchell Gebhardt Film Company, 20 minutes, 16 mm.,

color, S360/$50.

. A: By using the approach of a-documentary, this film presents

real victims of burglary tel.ling their stortes aCrecent crimes.

They all say that crime happens tb "someone elie",and they

were not conscious of crime prevention. Cooperation between

police and the public is contiAually emphasized, in this" film.

Interviews with burglars themselves show that a burglar can

get-through any lock or any trap. . Only an involved -community

shows real results. Discussion questions included for.instrudtor.

C: This film is excellent, but not recommended for senior.*

citizens because is difficult to hear,
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Increasingly, researchers and practitianerso.are finding
that the most serious result of crime Igainst elders is
not lost RrOpefty, time-, or work, not bodily injuryirbut*
the.mental 'or.emotional stresses that set in after the

,
A

J4he psychological and emotional needs of older victims.
./, well.bt,gleater and more pressin6.thamtKose of

ttei r 3e6i7iie-rcounterparts.

Household and personal crimes cap Le .seen ffsaviolationS
of the person's sense of "self. `' The more.serious the
crime: the greater the violation of self, And the greater
the stresses placed'on the victim.- for'examp-le, 'burglar'y
violates one's property, which is. an extension of self;
while rape violates in addition orres sense Of autonomy
or control, injures the external self,,and-violat the
internal self..

t

While many' researchers beliqve that a person's ability
to cope with'a stressful situation (like criminal victimi-
zation) depends primarily upon his or.her personality
traits, others maintain that the ability to res'Oond to
crisis depends more on the stressful experience itself
and the person's experiences immediately afterwards. _

Not all stressful life experiences produce a crisis in
people. Generaily, events which occur very suddenly,
not allowing the,person to prepare, in_ an- arbitrary
manner, and with no logical reason, create a crisis
reaction.

People in crisis, includinc crises brought_on py criminal
victimization, tendto react in predictable wags or
stages., 'these progress frOm shock or disbelief; to
denial or pseudo-calm: to connsed adaptation withthe
person's mood alternating from resentment to i-age to
guilt and so forth; to regai.Qed control.,-

\. .

*

Usuall.§, the more serious the Criminal violation, the
longey it takq the victim te,regain control.

19L
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Concerned intervention and support seem.to be necessary
to help many older crimevictims because of their thinner
psychological "support buffers" to life stresses; however,
some victim. assistance workers report that emotionally
mature older victims can tolerate stress, better than
younger victims,

t
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Efforts at %rime control and prevention discussed so far need to
be adopted broadly, for we must stem the rising tide of crime in

this country. 'Reported violent crime has nearly tripled since 1960

from 160 cases per 100,000 population in 1Q60 to 460 in 1977)

and is continuing itts rapid-increase'today (Chelimsky, 1981). Despjte

their relatively lower, victimization rates, over. two million people

above the age of 65 were victims of crime in a recent year (Stein,

1981). Two million. We must not forget-that these "n- umbers" are

people, each with a personal experience as a victim,, each touched

in a personal way by crime. This chapter examines whatmay be the
most serious resultof crime against older persons: the severe,
psychological impact which victims experience, what we are calling

the "victim in crisis."

Crisis hos been defined as "a subjective reaction to a stressful

. experience, one so affecting the stability of the individual

that the ability to isept or function may be seriously cbmpromised"

(Bard and Ell(son, 1974:69). Victim service counselors from across
the country typically report that about one-third of their clients-

of all ages--show signs of undergoing an emotional crisis, and

that many.others experience great distress, some having the seeds

of a delayed crisismithin them (Stein and Ahrens, 1980). In fact,

researchers have found that the emotional after-effects of crime
seem to be the most costly to the well-being of victims as a group
(Knudten, et al., 1977). In one recent survey ranking the most

pressing needs of crime victims, mental health and emotional problems

were rated as more serious than Tbst property, lost income, bodily

injury, or lost time- at work (Salesin, 1980). A recent summary of

the literature Concluded:

Above and beyond the immediate problems posed by physical
injury, lost of valued property, and demeaning interac-
tions with the cri-Mlnal justice system, the victim is
at'ri"sk for delayed 'psychological reactions with unex-
plained "flashbacks" of the event . . . continuing fear'

and a sense of loss,/with- depression and physical dis-
abilities not necessarily' related to injuries that
occurred at the time of victimization, together with a
much greater probability of premature aging and death

(Salasin, 1981:21).

For thos; older perso'hs who are already experiencing a "season

of loss," the emotional after-shocks ofa crime can be'a terrible

affront, magnifying all the other difficult circumstances they

face. If psychological and emotional needs are indeed most important

to crime victims in general, they are likely to beeven more of a

priority for older-victims.

The Psychological Consequences of \ictimization
Recent *ttempts to understand the psycholOgical impatt of crime

have worked.from the theory tiat all crimes Ctin be viewed as a

a
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violation of the 'self and of one's personal ,control over life: The

" victim response" to this violation is typically a feeling of help-

lessness and Yalnerability wch-leads to a. loss of self-es'teem.

Psychologist Morton.Bard (1980) has placed the various types of crime

on a continuum-in terms df the extent to which they violate the

self. The greater the violation of self, the greater the resulting

stresses put on the victim of such a crime (see Figure 10.1). The

seriousness of the violation increasqs as the threat toothe self
becomes more,direct,as we can see'b9 examining burglary, robbery

(without and with injury), rape, and murder.
/

Burglary

As discussed in Chapter Four, older persons are victimized more
often by,household crimes than by personal crimes of violence. From-

Bard's continuum of the relative impact of different crimes, we
might assume that these hous'ehold crimes would not have a severe
impact on victims, but recent research hows otherwise. Bard himself

points to the impact burglaries can have.on victims:

Every crime against a person is an act'of violation
Personal possessions can take on symbolic significance as

expres'sions,of self . . . We surround ourselves with
extensions of ourselves that have emotional value because

they express who we are. Logically, then, the destruc-

tion of a person's possessions can be experienced as a

violation of self (Bard andSangrey, 1979:10-12).

A recent study of the existence of cri.sis surrounding homicide,*

robbery, and burglary eeaChed concluSions which support this ,theory".

The researchers.initially assumed that burglary would be the least

likely of the three'crimes to produce.crisis reactions, since a vic-

tim's life is not lost or threatened and no one is physically harmed..

However, they found instead that burglary has a more lasting impact

on 'the victims' lives than, robbery does,, and the cri,si reactions they

discoyered Were not relate to people's loss .of property, but to their

sense of violation.

Victims said things such as: "I can feel the person. 4n my hOuse

all the-time; when I enterrthe house, I know he's there;"-and "I

just cannot get over the fact that he touched my personal'belongings",

(Bourque, et al., 1978:35):
.

A Canadian study of burglaries alci, found evidence which convin5ed

the.restarchers that many burglary victims viw.the crime in a very

personal way. They discovered that the amount of destruction or
disarrangement of.propert/ which occurred during a burglary had-a sig-

'nificant impact on victims',feelings-,of anger, fear, confusion, help-

lessness, and outrage (Waller ark Okihiro, 1978).'

Robbery 0
.

A trimgwhich i5 a greaterreat to the self on Bard's continuum

of-,crimes it robbery, which,by definition involves the victim more

F.
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Figure10.1
, Violation of Self in Personal Crimes

Robbery With -

Burglary Robbery '1Physical Assault' . -Rape micide
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of self . of.self - of, self
7.

of self' c..\ destruction

..
of self ,
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(2) foss of (2) Loss of (2) Loss of

autonomy autonomy autonomy

'(3) Injury to (3) Injury to

external lo external

self self -

(4) Violates
internal
self

Increasing Psychological Complexity/Severity ,f Stress
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SOURCE.: Morton B#rd, "The Psychological Ippact of Personal Crime," in Victim-Witness

Services:.-Humah Services of the 80's (Viana,,Ed.), Washington, QCt Visage

Press, 1980.
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-directly with,the offender than does burglary. Robbery is the taking

of something.froh the victim by fqrce or threat of force, so the vict
tim encounters the criminal in a very personal way. ,Not only is. an

extension of the self, like,money or property, taken from the victim,
but the criminal also forcibly takes' away all independence and sense
of control; the victim's fate rests entirely in the criminalS'handsn
Because of this heightened sense of.powerlessneSs, robbery victims cad
experience severe crisis reactions.'

Yobtoery with Assaull

Robbery with assault can be even more:traumatic, especially
elderly victims. (A purse snatching in which an older woman is hurt
would be classified under Bard's category of robbery with assault:)
In this crime, yictims are facedkwith a two-fold loss: the same loss
of control, autonomy, and the extension of the self, and also a loss

of physical "wholeness.' When the body is injured, the external part

of the self is violated. And because the external pa is viewed

as jjst as essential an aspect of .the self as the innarpart, the
victim is hurt psychologically as well as physically. An inlvry's

physical evidence is a constant reminder to victims of thefr,los's
of control and inability to defend themselves: Because it often

takes older crime victims a long time to heal, thiscreminder can have
'very damaging psychic effects.

Rape

Rape is one. step further along the continuum of violation,Of

self. In thiscrime, the victijn suffers not only loss of autonomy
'or comtrol, and injury to the outer self, but also is forted to ex-

l

erien.ce a violation of inner space, the most'private part of the

-self. Researchers have found that the victims of rape can be expected
to be tri some stage of crisis for most of a year, even with excellent

help.
. tor

The Concept of Crisis
In.recent years, victiM advocates have agreed that-"crisis

intervention" is one of the primary needs of crime victims. Yet

often*" they have differed on' what skills crisis intervention entails.
To understand the need for and 'attributes of crisis intervention, one,
first needs to understand the characteristics of the crisis reaction
in crime Victims.

. -

.
.

.

.*Morton Bard defines a crisis as existing when an experience s 90

threateriipa thee it is able to disrupt seriously normal mental and."
social Junctionifig (Bard and Sangrey, 109). What is impdrtant to

- understand hel-e is that the degree to whiCh an event is a threat -is
4

completely subjective! what is threatening to one person may not be
threatening to another, so that two pei-sons may cope with the same

'eyemt very differ'ently. For years researchers have believed that a

persen's ability to cape with a very stressful situation was deter-

': mined, m@inly by his or her own personality factors; more mature people
( 'coUld,deal with stresses more easily than the immature, for example.

al-.
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However, thd.garlier work of psychiatrist Erich Lindemann (1944)

has been supported\by sub_s_equent researchers who have demonstrated

that the ability to'respond to crisis,may be less related to pre-

existiq personalityttraits than to the particular context in which

the stressful experience occurs and the person's experiences imme-

diately after the threat. 'Consequently, these researchers believe

that quick skillful, and authoritative intervention in a crisis

can prexentNie long-term negative impact-of the stress.

Not all stressful life, experiences necessarily, produce a crisis ,

in people. For example, although the,deafft of a spouse has tradi-

tionally ranked highest in the amount, of sA.ess on the surviv-

ing partner, it might not constitute a'crisis if th death occurs

I after a lengthy illness rather than after a car accident or sudden

heart'attack. Events which occur so suddenly asto.prevent any psychd-,,.

logical preparation--like violent crimes--are usualigy the most_threat-

ening, andthe most likely to have crisis impact.

.
Another characteristic of an event which can cause A Person to

experience a crisis is its arbitrariness: PP threatening event which

seems to, have no rational explanation, to be completely random in
nature, frequently leads the victim to ask: "Why me?" or "Why us?"

In searching for a reason, Alictims put weight on themselves which

sometimes leads to unhealtn7 self-blame and guilt.

'Sudden and unpredictable threats -associated with'crisis produce-

disordered feelings and behavior in people. While these reactions

are typical, persons in ,a state of crisis are often puzzled and angry

by their sudden inability to carry.out everyday routines. For example,. .

reactions to a crisis can include a charire in eating or sleeping

habits, emotional outbursts, difficulty in thinking clearly, an in-

ability to work, and problems in a marriage or with children. .While

these symptoms seem abnormal to the person. experiencing them., those

counseling victims in crisis consider, them normal reactions to a
shocking life event._

The Stages of Crisis
Pebple "in crisis exhibit reactions So common that professionals

have been able to classif them into stages. Two practictjoners who

have devoted great effort to understanding the stages which crime

victims experience are psychologist Morton Bard, and psychiatrist and

ex- policy officer Martin.Symonds. Bard characterizes three stages

of crisis for crimelictims:/impact', recoil, and reorganization.

Symonds chooses to delineate four stages: shock, "frozen fright;",

depression, and recovery. While the number of stages differs, the,:

responses of crime victims these researchers describe are basically

the Same. L

Immediately after a crime, especially a crime of violenc#, a

victim may experience shock, disbelief, or denial,' Common reac-

.
don's are, "I don't believe it!" Qr "This couldn't have'HeOpened

to me:" The victim is temporarily paralyzed and deh.ierSensory

impressi ns. As Bard. and Sangrey express it, the,vi:ctim "falls

apart inside" and just refuses to accept what his or her common

198
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sense-indicates, as illustrated in an excerpt from their Crime

Victim's Book:

One woman..explained: .':As soon as I came in, I knew

something was wrong, but I couldn't figure out what

it was. Everything was out of place. I walked

through the living room, and th'n ithit me: 'We've
been robbed!'" Another victim . . found the door

to her house unlocked and wondered why she had left

it that way; then she came into the kitchen, noticed

that all the 'lights were on, and felt angry at her

children*. . . ; finally she saw that the television

was gone, and the4impact of the crime struck her.

She waS.so disoriented that she had to y t down and

catch her breath (Bard.and Sangrey, 1980:29-30).

In the initial period after a.crime,.victims often feel helpless

add alone. The rmay be confused yld unable even to describe

what happened to them.

In the next phase, victims begin to struggle to adapt to the

victimization. Symonds calls.6e early parts of thig-phase

"frozen fright," during which. victims exhibit psdudo-calm,

detachment, and "traumatic psychological infantilism, in which-

allreCently learned behavior evaporates and only adaptive

patterns from early childhood predominate," (Symonds, 1980:36)'.

During this period the victim's behavior may seem ingratiating,

appeasing, compliant, and voluntary. This can produce serious

confusion. -Symonds cites the case of a victim in,a terrified

state who offered her rapist a glass of water; later a judge

took that act as an indication of voluntary compliance tin the

woman's part.

This initial confusion is usually followed by one or more of a _

whole range. Of feelingswhich constitute the third stage of.

crisis: depression, anger, apathy, resentment, rage, fear,

sadness, Self-pityand guilt. The victims' moods constantly

change or vacillate. This, of course, can be unnerving to

someone trying to help the victims. Sometimes victims are

able to deal-with these &lotions and work at resolving them.

At other times, they may exhibit behavior which shows that they

simply caiot face their feelings. While friends or relatives

may view such nial as unhealthy, Bard asserts that it is helpful:

Some de is an essential 'part of the\healino

process in a crisis situation.' It allows the victim

to develop a gradual immunit, to the onslaught of

feelings that would be overwhelming if they had to tq

faced all at once. And both denying and facing feel_-

ings can be active processesthat.will use up the -

victim's energy and absorb his or her attention

during this periOd (Bard and Sangrey,'1980:32).
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(11A DurN is stage, v ictims often recount the c rime in their

41 minds, "playing it back" over and over again. Frepently they
have nightmares about it which can produce insomnia. These

nightmare may reflect feelings of fear about the entire event,
the criminal, dr one part of.the,crime. Many victims are afrIld t

that they Will see the criminal againor that the criminal will
return.to victimize them. .Fear'of retaliation by the offender

can become strong and keep victims from cooperating with the

police or with the prosecutor.if an arrest is made. i

'The anger felt during this period can be yery/intense. Typically,

it is first felt toward the criminal and expressed in statements
like: "How dare he do this to me!" 'This anger, which often

becomes rage, can be very hard to deal with because victims
usually have no direct way to vent their anger at the criminal;
the vast majority of victims never see the.criminal again.

A second common target for, victims' anger is themselves. They

ifften blame themselves for the crime, asking repeatedly: "Why

didn't I do this?" or "Why did I let myself get into that

situation?" Symonds labels this self-recrimination the "I am

stupid" phase. Victims can have strong guilt about their
behavior during and immediately following the crime. They:

review their wartime behavior under peacetime cc:11di,
.tions, and won't,accept that all individuals who

experience a sudden-and unexpected viplent-act,
especially if it is accompanied by dramatic-acts or
threats to life, will -be terrified--will freeze,
submit, on run in panic or terror (Symonds,

1980:36). -

. .

In the final phase of crisis, victims begin to gain control

of their'feelings, resolve their conflicting emotions, and

assimilate the fact Of.their yiaimization and return to their

normal functioning prior to the crime. A sense of balance is

regained. One indication this has occurred is that victims
become less interested.in talking about or in reliving the event

The more serious the violation, the longer it usually takes a

victim to reach this recovery stage. There are not time frames which

can be'l , predicted. In fact, the lines between theses phases of crisis

are often blurred, and victims may slip back to prior phases from the

recover phase; relapses are very common.

Victims never forget the crime. Their strong feelings will .

lessen, but other effetts of the experience become permanent parts

of the.victims.' psyches. Victims of very serious crimes often find.

that their outlook on life is chahged; they are less optimistic,

less trustworthy of other people, and less open to life's experiences

I( loweveti, the outcome for crime victims need not be who lly nega-

tive. Victimization, like other crises, forces people to reexafiine

.their feelings and assumptions and provides an 'opportunity for personal

200
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growth. Effective crisis intervention counseling, then, can help

some to regain the psychic equilibrium they had prior to a crime.

For others, it can help them to reorder the balance and to make

changes of their own choosing.

Crisis and Elderly Crime Victims

.1 The crisi reactions'whieh are experienced by most crime vietijns

can be even mo e serious. in .older victims. The reason for this is

clear: the cri may be one more in a seriesof losses, one more
loss, of control,_one more symptom of their powerlessness. For some,

a violent crime may be the final lost which drives them to fortify

themselves in their homes, become reclusive, severely-restrict their

interaction with the outside world,and lessen the quality of their

lives. . 11

. It is easy to understand why older victims of burglary, robbery,
and other crimes may consider the event "the last straw." As Dr.

Eric Pfeiffer has said:

Losses are . . . predictable and ubiquitious in this
phase of the life cYcle They commonly include loss of
spouseCloss'of friends (through death, illness; or
loss ofaobility); loss of job identity; loss of work
and work-related roles and structured activities; decline

in health; economic decrements; a contracting social

network. While not each of these losses is experienced.
\\* every aging person, a substantial number of such'
losses predictably occur to the vast majority of elderly

(Pfeiffer, 1978:43).

There is growing evidence from the literature on stress that

these cuniblative losses felt by elders and their accompanying ten-

sions can lead to an inability to cope with future losses, including

those resulting from criminal victimization,(Appley and Trumbull,

'1967; Fields, 1980). Symonds refers to the elderly's thinner psycho-
logical "5.4pport buffer" to stress, s6 that a sudden Voss,, such as

from a victimization, can precipitate a crisis of serious propor-

-r
tions ("New CJE Counselor, Martin Symonds," 1978).

To defend against such altTgsis, many elderly persons turn to

passive defense mechanisms, such as*depressioT,and withdrawal,

rather than attempt to change the stressful situation with which

they are faced (Pfeiffer, 1978:45).' And without skilled crisis

intervention; this depression and withdrawal can be irreversible

(Krupnick and Horowitz, 1980; Stein, 1980).

It is important to note here that while older persons show

strong emotional reactions to criminal v4ce*ization, many are able

Irto'exercise the emotional maturity whichthe have cultivated over

a lifetime and resolve .the problems arising rom victimization

..rather quickly. Victim assistance workers, ecognizing this coping

ability, feel that some mature older victims can tolerate, stress

better than younger victims -- especially afte *hat is often many
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years in a high-crime, high-stress neighborhood. .

On the other hand, one need,to remember that many older victims

who appear to be coping nth victimization very well may not be at

all. The pseudo-calm whica they exhibit to the police and others

may in fact be a symptom of crisistratner than a sign" of their

excellent abilities to return.to.normal functioning. Older victims

who show little panic or emotional upset after a crime. may convince.
a Counselor.they need no 1ssistance. They are maintaining theit
equilibrium by turn,ing a serious misfortune into a minor incident,
using denial'or repression to reduced the emotional aspects. of the

, experience.
4 -4

So, couritklors may find that some older victims.are unable.to
recall much-about ehe victimization and evidence a desire simply to

carry on in a mood of resignation. Victim workers sometimes choose

to accept this reaction at face value,4eaving the victims to, cope

on their own. They believe that these older victims are coping'

well and do not need tangible assistance. Yet much of this "coping

skill" the Counselors see iri older victims is. not verykskillful at

all and does not bode well for victims' long-term recovery. .

,Therefore, it is well to view crisis intervention for elderly
crime victims with a balanced perspective. Many victims will peed

crisis counseling, whether from a trained victim assistance' worWer or

a mgfital health professiona.l. Others maybe able to cope well with-
out' such assistance, especially ff they have the care of family and

fliendsN And still others may appear to be coping well witii th'e

after=effects of the crime, but may actually need ,counSeLing to
help themface the emotions they are denying or repressing,

I
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Recommended Films on Victimizationt'and Its Aftermath
,KEY: A = Abstract .

C = Chtiq of Film for.SuitabiTity for Senior Citizell

THENAGED VICT : CALL FOR4UNDERSTANDING, Center for Studies in:

Aging, N rth Texas Sttte University, Denton,, Texas; 76203.
Producer: North Texas State, University. Video, B&W.

A: This videotape* intended for use in the context of'a
two-hour tra4ning.pro rant for law enforcement officers to
increase officers' aw renesipf the special problems of the,
elderly and to provi e tools for working with the elderly.
It dramatizes four common situations in.wOich the elderly and .

the police interact: (1) an elderly woman repeatedly. imagines

that she has a prowler and calls the police; (2) a woman with
impaired vision has tier purse snatched and cannot begin to
identify tee offender; (3)'a man who has been robbd calls the
police,,only to be put on hojd; and (4) a lonely woman is
terrorized qv neighborhood children and imagines a "gang of.
hardened criminals."

C: The fillys useful ta 'sensitize police tothe unique problems
of tqrelderly and to modify police, behavior.

SOMEONEELSE'S CRISIS, Motorola Teleprograms, Inc., 3710 Commercial
Avenue,. Northbrook, IL 60062, 800-323-:5343. Producer: The

Filmmakers_ 25 minutes., 16 mm., $375/$50.

A: The film consists of five vignettes: a child who haslost
his dog, a residential burglary, an armed robbery, a purse

snatch, and a violent rape: The,vignettes illustrate a police

officer' role to provide psychologiCal and emotional first
aid to victims prior to investigating a crime. Instructor's

manual included.

C: The crimes are portrayed extremely explicitly, to help
the police officers to empathize more completely wieWthe
emotional states of victims, e.g., attachment to personelle

4
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belongings, total,d1sorientation. The film is exCe

WHEN'WILL PEOPLE HELP: THE SOCIAL:PSYCHOLOGY OF BYSTANDER INTERVEN-

TION,' 1976, Harcourt, Bi-ace and ..lovanovich, 757 Third Avenue,

New York, NeW York 10017, 25 minutes, 16 rem., color, $440/$44'

per week.

-

A: Usirig social psychology techniques, the film explores '4

the reasons for bystander nonintervention (people are more

likely to respond ta'eltrgerictes when they are alone), shows

how laboratory and fie experiments have led-to a reasonable

explanation of-the phenomenon, and suggests ways of getting

people to help. The 1965 Kitty Genovese cask is used as an

example.

C: By showing that the witness toa crime is, in effect, a

Nkictim him or herself, the film offers invalUable and unique

irisjghtsfinto bystartder-behavior. It is .a must fgr/police

officers and victim/witness assistance workersand could effec-

tivqy teach neighborhood groups the importance of looking .

out for one another.

I
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chapter-Eleven
Meetin the Crime Victimsg he Needs of Elderly

Advance Organizers, ) . ..
. )

14
..°

p.

Older victims-of crime need a comprehensive array
of ass4stance services to address the economic,
physical, psychologicaN and criminal justice conse-
Obnces of.victimization.

A number oT,,programs e4ist focusing on these needs,
and elders,' their friends and relatives, and various
community service workers.should know of their avail-
ability. Where,no programs exist, cooperative
efforts among these parties can establish them using
avajlable.resources, the most important of which are
concern and commitment.

'The loss of money-or property due to elcime may°have
-particulerly,serfpus effgcts on older victims living

on fixed incomes, who may have to cut back on
,necessities because of the loss, or who may simply be
unable to replace the lost items,

A nutter of state and community services offer models
for addresing r'Victim' economic needs: victim

,'compensation funds; small gift or" loan programs; and

of ices for,assistin victims in handlingpaperwork
'and dealing with bur aucracies.

Most older victims are'not physically hurt, but those -

who, are tend to have more need for assistance than
thevr younger counterparts. Crime-related physical

problems may interfere with getting to doctors,
'pharmacies, groceries, and other necessary services.

V arious existing services, sometimes designed for
other purposes, can be adapted to meet thg physical
.needs of older victims, These'include Onemaker ser-
vices, visiting nurses; friendly visitors, senior
CoMpaniOn54.telephont assurance, special transporta-
tion, escort services, and delivered meals. The local

area agency oh aging is a good sourceof information
about these services.

The psychological after-effects of criminal violation
May well be most devastating for elders. Every

TI.
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. meaningful resource should be eXplored to aid'am.
older victim in-crisis. ..Sollftaces of help include
"natural': counselors.among family and friends,

area agencies on aging, community mental health
'ce4ipers,.senior centers, and.other.aging-related

groups. Effective crisis counselors need not be
professiona social workers, therapists, or
psychologists.

# . .

The criminal justice system, tra4itionally focused ',,
.orrthe'offender, has-recently responded to the
heeds of older victims with a- variety, of inteven-
tion-programs; most of which involve the polite
or the prosecutor's office. u

Police cooperation is fundamebtaT in setting up
victim services. Several models can be used:in
establishing a Working, relationship with the,police;
these include the "cooperation," "collaboration.,"

-76fid "comprehensive" models.

g Prosecutors' or district 'attorneys' offices have
implemented% series of reforms,and programs to
improve the older victim's involvement with the

court system. These involve more .informatiorOn
the court process, case status and disposition

Znotices":witness alert systems, expediting the 1
.,return of-recovered stolen property, victim impact .

statemehtS,4and'to-court and in-court escort ser-

vices.
r

The "victims'. movement" is an effortatthe national
level to improye thetreatment of victims $f crime
`regardless ,of type of crime or age of victim.. The

National Organization for Victim Assistance (NOVA)
has been one of the leaders in this'' advocacy, pro-.

moting reforms and training\in the criminal justice'
system, as well as legislative changes to recognize

2us'
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As we discussed earlier in this handbook; victim assistance is

co
an for older persons due to the severe impact crime

has on them, nomically, physically,"and emotionally. From an

economic perspective, the elderly are hurt severely because they are '

often leastkequipped to deal with monetary or property loss. AYsi=

cally, simply because of the aging process, they suffer more from

injuries associated_with vidimization than any other age group, ,As

we pointed out in the precedingchapter,on crisis, the elrrbtional con-

-sequences of crime for the elderly are closely related to,their-physi-

cAl problems and other problems irterent in the aging process.. .

4' Chapter Five describes a number of existlin9 special programs

that address the needs of older crime victims. In addition to these

specialized programs, over 200 communities now hAve programs which

provide services to victims andwitnesses of all,ages: Some of these

{projects focus on emergency setrvices to victims of personalcrimes;

others (usually housed in the district attorney's Ifficel" provide

services to witnesses du5ing.the courtprocess; a smaller number

compass'a comprehensive packaae.of,services to victims and witnesses.

Where these programs are available, a crime victim may only need to

be referred to them in order to receive services. Where no programs

exist, friends, neighbors, or service providers can act as substitute

victim assistance workers if they have a knowledgeof typical community

.resources and rudimentary counselWig

This chapter.will examine the needs of elderly crime victims in

greater detail and will outline existing and possible responses' for

o)der victims tAvmselves, service providers, andconcerned ohers'.

We will address ways-of meeting the older victiM's economic, physical,

psychological, 'and criminal ju,stice ne-,2 However, one critically.

important responsecounselingwill-6 ,rated separately in the

following chapter,on communIcatina wit AOtaviduals.

Meeting a Victim'S Economic eeds
Because older persons are frequently living on low,.fixed incomes

derived from pensions, annuities, or other sources,' the theft of money

or property can create serious economic problems. While younger

crime,victims mAy have to take money out of the bank or refrain from

unnecessary egpenditures far a while, many elderly people who are via-

.
tims-of a robbery may find there is no money for food or rent.

The losS of property may also have a critical economic impact

for senior citizens. Items like televisions and radios may be an

oWder person's lifeline to 'the outside world. When they are_stolen,

the victim is faced with,a sudden, frightening isolation. The living

on Ted incomes..00 tight budgets may find it difficUlt or impoyible

to replace these stolen items. Even stolen property Which is recovered

is often held ty the police as evidence"until a trial is held, which

can be .a year or more.

Programs 4hieh help elderly. crime miCtims have found that victims'

2O
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economic needs 'are frequently the most difficult to fulfill. The

great majority f programs oragencies cannot make cash loans or

grants to victi s. Yet resourcesdo xist to ease the economic burden

. of older crime v1i ctims. N
One resourc available to older crime victims is state victim

Ompensatiop fun s. These programs, Ourrently operating in 34 states,

make .awards to Octims of 'Personai crimes-for, uhreimbursed medical /

expenses or loss of wages resulting from their victimization. 'How-

ever, the'problems with these programs are egnsi'derable. They are

not welq-known, apOli,cation forms and proceddres 'are cumbersoTe, eligi- _
bility is often defined very narrowly, field investigations are time-
consuming, and the'review process can take over a year. 'Even

,-

"emer-

gency awards" can take several months to be prOcessed.
A.

Nevertheless, these 34 stake 'programs are a substantial resource
for financial aid. If an elder 'victim injured An a crime is unable to.

amply perspnally; a.friend or neighbdr can helot obtain state victim
tompensation.by contacting the progra, sending ,for application forms,-'

e-
helping.theAiictim fill theM Out, and acting as an intermediary, for

the victim ff.oeeded. A list of all the state crimp victim compensa-
tion programs is included at the end of this chapter.

*

In many communi-ties ;'there Are charities which provide small

r loahs to crime vfttims. 'Frequently these funds are adminis-

ered by chutcFes or synagogues., However, the) are not widelyoub-
licized for/fear they_will be taken advantage of by undeserving people.
While these funds are not available in-most communities, their success'
in some cities.bodes well for their fUture use elsewhere. An example
of one such municipally-sponsored program is. in Ntw York City where

the Victim Services Agency operates an emergenCy.cash fund for older

type Victfms. I-t provide "dignity money" fox older victims in the

forrm,of gifts, -loan's, or vouchEeed\payments -,Minmal documentation of

loss'is required, there is no 'Neans test," and,victims frequently
receivetheir Toney. within 'several weeks. Similar emergency cash (

funds are-available for the: needs o*f older crime victims in-Pasadena,

California, And Las regas, Nevada.
. .

1

Victims whohave had moneys.tolen may also need to contact their
landlord, telephone and utility ebmpanies, or otter creditors to ex-

plain the loss andwork out a delayed payment pian. If a Social

SecUrity check or food Stamps have been lost, the, appropriate agencies
should be contacted immediately. Some older victims may need assis-

tance,in clearing with the bureaucracies and circumventing 'Arts ofthe

process. For example, it can'take several months.for a stolen Social

Security check to be replaced. However, a creative( soldriorT6777i17--;
problem was used by one victim assistance program in Florida which.
arranged for all replacement checks to be sent' within three days by
having the request for these checks come from the office ofthe local

,

Congressman.

Meeting a Victim's Physical Needs
r The majority of older crime victims are not physically hurt.

0
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However, those whoare hurt tend to take long er to heal and are more
14kely:toysuffer from cuts, bruises, and internal tpjuries than

:younger victims, and to need hospital care.
. .

The resources available fOr meeting these needs'are the clinics
..ind hospitals in the community. However, older crime victims often
need more than in-patient or out-patient medical treatment in order
to cope successfully with the crime's effects. They may find it hard

`to get to a doctor's officeor to a pharmacy, or even to the ,grocery
store because of weakness or restricted mobility.. It may be difficult
for victims who are bedridden or confined to a wheelchair to keep
their homes clean 4nd to prepare meals'for themselves.

r,
Fortunately programs exist in most communities to assistielderly,

crime victims who are experiencing physical problems. These include:
homemaker services, visiting nyrses, friendly visitors, senior com-
panions, telephone assurance, Special transportation, escort services,
and delivered meals.

215

In most communities, the area agency or aging subcontracts with
local organizations.to provide.homemaker services far older persons '

who are ill or otherwise unable to move around.' These aides visit

o the home regularly to clean, cooks and perform other routihe tasks
for the client. Similarly, aging agencies sponsor Visiting nurse
programs in which professional nurses Visit older clients and take ,

care of their medical needs, Whether it be'fillipg.a'prescription,
changing a bandaoe, applying medication, or taking the elder to a
doctor's office.

Friendly visitor, senior companion, and telephonk assurance pro-
grams all have the same purpose: to provide companionship and friend-
ship for older persons, in order to reduce their isolation. For

elderly crime victims, these services can be particularly valuable,
especially if they are feeling depressed after a victimization.
Older persons in the program care look forward to'the reguld companion
ship of someone other than a service. provider ormoker, just a friend
who wishes to vend time with them. For victims, this support can help
speed the emotional recovery process, and, in'turn, physical recovery.

Many locplities also offer special transportation services f
senior citizens. Arrangements mustusually be made anywhere fr
several days ,to a week in advance, bpt exceptions can be made 'in emek--
gencies. \ These prolrems most often dse\vans dr mni-buses to pick up
elderly persons .at common rendezvous points and laterreturn them to ./

their homes. Some areas have expanded this ceincept and provide escort
services for seniors.- People staffing an escort service pick up
elderly clients in their houses or apartments,'go with them to doc,
tors' offices or banks,*stay with them, then later, return them home.
On "such service in Washington, D.C. even obtained permission to -pink
up clients' food stamps for them, deposit or withdraw money from the
bank for them, and perform other tasks which less mobile elderly
people found burdensome.

The most common meals program for the elderly is "Meals on.Wheels,"
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in which one.or two hot m9als a day areOlivered to one's home.

However, those not' wishing-to participiie.in thi's program-can some-.

times arrange \through another of Aelotal aging agency's services to

have their grocery shopping done fOr;ehem. More' inventive projects

have provided,food directly to elderly crime victims, For example,

a Los Angeles victim assistance project solicited food, as charitable

contributions from local merchants." Nonperishable items were stored

at project offices and distributed to'victims who could no afford

food or were unable to shop for '-themselves.

,

Other "physical"-needg df olderly crime victims are emergency

houn4, property repair, or.,repl.cement. these needs are most

frequently found among victims of abuse who'need to move out ofthe

home,victims of robberies whose windows and/or doors have been ren-

derded useless, or rape victims who,are simply too afraid to stay ifi

the Same home overnight.
,

MOst communities have a shelter for battered women; unfortunately,

they seldom take ih victims of other kinds of crime. However, crisis

telephone hotlines operating in most large communities will have -

information on available emergency housing facilities. People under

stress who wish to stay in their homes but need emergency repair work

ty
can easily fall prey td profiteering locksMiths_or home repairmen:' To

avoid this possibility,%the police, the nearest senior citizens center,

or the areaagency on aging should be able to provide advice od infor-

mation about a local, inexpensive home repair service; an increasing

number of large cities have such assistance aWlabl for senior

citizens.

Meeting a Victim's PsycluilogiCal Needs
3

Criminal victimization can have harmful psychological effects for

victims of a4-1 ages. Shock3 denial, depression, guilt, and anger are

`coMmon after-effects. .However, because of other factors in their

lives, Some older crime victims may be less able to cope with these -

emotions, may experience a crisis; and may need specific kinds of

emotional help. Sources of help include family and friends,,area

agencies on aging7Nental health centers, senior centers, and other

agencies or groups concerned for older personi.

Even those older victims who do not haye a crisis reaction still

need moral support and encouragement,for which they usually turn to

their friends or family. These informal helpers can, however, unwit-

. tingly compound an older victim's problems. Well-meaning relatives

may, for example, point out what the victim did to precipitate the

crime, confirming the.victim's "I am stupid" belief.' They may also

shy away fromtthe victim,as if victimization is somehow contagious,

making the victim feel more guilty and anxious. These examples of

.
negative "support" for victims, called the "second injury" by Morton

Bard (197'9) and others, provide an additional justification foi-crisis

intervention or emergency counseling following a crime.

Effective crisis counselors need not be professioonal social

workers, therapists, or psycholo§ists. There are certain lay petiole
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who, by virtue of their temperament and background, are "natural"
crisis-counselors for friends or relatives who have been victimized
(Stein, 1980).' Victim assistance programs in a number of cities have
illustrated that, with proper training in the use of listening skills
and in how to stay within their limitations, lay workers or volunteers
can become effective victim assistance counselors (Jaycox, 1981.

. i The basic "how-tos" of counseling older crime victims are covered'
In the next chapter on communicating with,,indiViduals. In general,

good counselors have empathy, which'is the ability to understand what
the victim is feeling, can establish trust and rapport) can identify

lend, interpret feelings, and can explore those feelings in a eupportive
way. If there is any doubt abrit ut one's ability to do these things or
about the severity of the vict m's problems, a referral can be made to
a local social services or, mental health agency.

Pr ably the best sources for locating aging services in the
communit are the state office bn aging, and'the 1oCal area agency on
aging or mayor's office on aging. Every state has an office on aging
and there are more than 660 area agencies on aging throughout the
United States. A primary funaion of these agencies is to provide
information and referral services to direct older people to appro-
priate agencies wherChelp can be obtained. . f

Most communities have at-least one community Mental health center,
and recent federal legislation mandates that each center employ a
special .t inithe problems of the elderly. Frequently these ce ers

also hav specialists' who provide free counseling. to persons goi g

hrough rises of varying degrees., and ongoing therapy at fees whith

re the income levels of their clients. Many of these communities
also have crisis hotlines, an emergency telephone assistance service,
for persohs experiencing all kinds of problems. These hotlines are
usually'staffed by volunteers who have received,some training in crisis
counseling and who have access to local resource directories. In some

cities, there are telephone hotlines just for older citizens. -

Another source of aid for elders who have'been victimized and are
experiencing emotiona4 difficulties is the local senior citizen center.
These centers, operated under contracts from the area agency on aging,
do not customarily offer psychological counseling. However, they do

havea network of excellent contacts with other agencies and, services
and should be able to secure needed help for a victim.

If crisis services for older persons Ore not available in a com-

munity, they cane started. .Local agNg-related provider. agencies

can set up their own servicesfor older ceihe victims. Establishing

crisis services requires close cooperation with the police, typically
othe first ones to learn the identity of victims and to contact them.
With a good relationship with: the police, it is possible for a variety
of organizations to sponsor crisis intervention service. Stein'(1980)

gives the following examples:-

6, In Glendale,'Arizona, thecity manager's office sponsored a com-
prehensite assistance proaram for crime victims.
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Probation offiters in several California'counties decided to add

crisis intervention
counseling to their regular victim work of '

interviewing for pre-Sentence reports and restitution plans.

A few district attorneys, expanding their 'role'in the victim/

witness field, haVe sponsored crisis intervention projects.

As a result of support from the Iowa State Association of Counties

several county welfare agencies trained their workers to offer

counseling to crime victims.

In Denver, ,staff of the visiting nurse program made house calls

on rape victims and on elderly victims. The nurses were trained

in both
f

cris s counseling and'social service proVision and.

referral.

Workers in senior citizen mufti- purpose centers throughout' Los

Angeles learned victim assistance and, after making connections

wi local Oreciticts, bdgan counseling and helping older victims-

in th 'r neighborhopds.,

In Pennsylvania, staff members Of a.wide range of elder service

provider agencies were trained in victim assistance so that they

could perforM this role in the regular course df their work.

In Little Rock, the Presbyterian Urban Codn'ciltaugKt staff to

serve as crisis intervention specialists
for victims of all

denominations.
-1

The West Philadelphia
Block Association, a group of block clubs

organized by neighbors, set up a crisis intervention service

called "Friends in Need." In this way, victims did not have to

leave their neighborhood or contact an official agency in order

to receive assistance.
,

.These are just a few examples of the range of crisis counseling

services that can be operated for crime victims. They'need not be

elabdrate, Costly, or formal, yet they can be of immeasurAle value'

to older vicp*ms.

Meeting a Victim's Criminal Justice-Related Needs

The-crimk1 justice system has traditionally
been structured to

focus on the offender; the victimkhas been
viewed mainly as a tool to

assist ip the offender's arrest and conviction. Only in recent years

with the advent of police-sponsored victim assistance programs, and

courtroom witness assistance and restitution programs, has there been

a slight shift n the system's priorities toward a greater emphasis

on the needs and rights of Victims. Still, more has to be done to'

make victims feel better about dealing with the policec.and the courts

following a crime.

Older victims in particular are often intimidated by their lack

of knowledge about the criminal justice process. They may be afrad

4.. A /
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to cooperate because of their fear of retaliation. They may have

great difficulty in getting to courtfor all scheduled appearances.

They may be treated*by police and prosecutors as "poor witnesses" from the

start, so they are not afforded the attention needed to act as effec-

tive. witnesses. Efiforts to remedy these Situations have fotused

primarily,on the police and 1 the prosecutor's office._

Police Services

The police play an especially critical role in helping crime

victims. Being the first representatives of the criminal justice

system to contact them, they set the tone for victims', feelings

about the crime in general and the system in particular. A recent

study of New York City victims foand that police perceived as having

gone out of their way to help victims had a marked positiva\impact on

their attitudes (Friedman et al., 1982).4These attitudes, of course;

in largeeart determine the degree of victim cooperatiOn throughout

subsequent involvement with the system.

Because of their unique role as the first "officials" who contact

victims, police have great.potential to assist.victims in all areas

of need. Unfortunately, police rarely have the training, information,

.or time to offer crisis counseling, social service referrals., and the

like. However, many police dpartments across the country are becoming'

aware of victims"needs and have begun to work with existing victim

,services programs to see that victims receive proper attention.

Stein id Ahrens (1980) point out that working relationships

between the police and victim.services'progr ms tend to folloW several

"models." The first is the "cooperation" m el. Here the policokallow

victim service programs access to the names Of reported crime victims.

These programs then provide follow -up services to the, victims they

consider to be mast in need.

In what has been termed a "collaboration" AZ the police take

a more.active role and call a victim assistance counselor to the scene

of the crime when in their judgment:the victim needs help. Suchateams

operate in Tucson and Scottsdale, Arizona. .

A "comprehensive" model of victim assistance combines the previous

two methods. Victim counselors actively contact clients and are on

'call to help,police officers in the field with people in crisis. This

approach ensures immediate aid for victims who need i,, plus a backup,

-service for victims who do not need emergency help but may well have

serfbus social service needs.

None of these models is easy to implement. Each requires extenl

sive homework by victim advocates on the crime problem end the police

department, delicate planning meetings with police policymakers, the

development of compromise strategies, and', filially, the willingness of

program staff to "prove" themselves tefore they are fully accepted.

However, successful programs in differentrareas of the country using

all three models demonstrate the value ofplice cooperation with vic-

tim services programs. Both parties' enefit.

5
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In fact, 'good relations betweQn those performing viCim assis-
tance and the police can greatly improve the-chances of victims
receiving other comprehensive services from the police. In various
communities, police conduct home security surveys for victims,: help
with emergency repairs, provide prOtective services against intimida-
tion., teach crime prevention information td victims, and bring viq4ms
into organized neighborhood' watch programs.

'-,The American Bar Association Section on Crimina4 Justice (1980)
suggests that good cooperation dllowed programs and police to work
together\to set up the'following programs:

Po'Isice n-serv)ce-training on problems of elderly victims.
Departme s in cities like Los Angeles, Chicago, and New York
provide in ormation and sensitivity training to recrylts and
officers so hat they can deal more effectively with older persons
who Mve bee c icti ed. The National Retired Teachers Associa-
tion (1980) has evi ed a training .program for the police entitled
Law Enforcement a d 0 er Persons which deals'with these topics- -

as well as with-th
\
us of senior volunteers in criminal justice.

Eldelly victim units.', several cities, notably New York, the
police .have implemented' to render intensive investi-
gative interview, coAseTin , and referral services-to elderly
crime victims.

Victim prevention preams. k.ny police departments have set up
.comprehensivk prevention programs in which officers visit different
senior citizen gathering places to make presentations on reducing
risk, reacting tb. victimization situations, and using services
available to victims.

Intimidation response teams. These police seams are designed to
reduce the incidence of acts and'threats of,intimidation against
victims and witnesses by informing defense laWyers, investigating
allegations, warning alleged intimidators, filing official reports
with appropriate prosecution agencies, and coordinating victim/
witness protection services. These programs can include telephone

' responses to all complaints, hotline counseling, personal responses
to cases of serious threat , investigations and interviews, and
the provision ,of security.

VictfM transportation and assistance units. These units provide
free transportation to victims and witnesses to and from the
police station or court appearances. .Sometimes the service is
coordinated among police, prosecutors, and couOt personnel.

Victim witness notification is is a fOrmal system to

advise victims (or theq- families) witnesses of final police.
disposition) and the reasons for it The notification can be
provided by form letters, telephone calls, or personal visits
by members_of a police community-relations unit.

I) 1 rt41 U
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Ckimi-BasedElervices

The prosecutor's offite of a criminal court can also play as

significant role in assisting elderly.trime victims. Ouitsideof the

i,porice, staff 'in the district. attorney's office have more routine

contact with crime victims than any other segment of the criminal

justice system.- Like the police, they can contribute a great deal

toward making 'victim involvement with the system less overwhelming,

while simultaneously improving the efficiency and effectiveness of

the-court process. In recent year?, increasing numbers of prdsecutors'

offices have realized the value of, victim/witness services and have
.

implemented wide-ranging reformsSand programsi

One of the simpleit. services is information on the court process

in general an&the victim's case in particular. too often an older

victim's firsOknowledge that someone has' been p.rested in his'or her

case comes with a summons to appear in court. The victim may have,no

idea, elf what this means.

Many prosecutors' offices have set up case status and aisposition

notification sykems which routinely inform victims of happenings at

each major point in the proceSs. Some prosecutor/
offices operate telephone witness alert systems. These are direqed

specifically at reducing those instances in which Nictip)s and witnesses .

spend consideisable time in court waiting for their cases.to be called,

only to,be told that. the case has been pottponed or will not heard.

T oid these delays and`unnecessary appearances, witnesses ag e

o be available on a certain date,at a particular=telephoAe number

4 and agree to be at the court within a specified time after being

called.

a

These services let the victims know -that something is actually

happening, which can be reaySagtng. They also increase the likelihood

that victims will appear as' SchOuled, and in a broader sense improve

relations between tta criminal justice system and the public. Moreover,

victims who are kelA informed will be more likely to-cooperate if

their assistance is needed in the future.

Another form of assistance which can be of enormous aid to older

.
victims is expediting the return of their stolen property. Under .

normal criminal justice petcedures, property which is taken as evidence

is often held until after trial,.so that it can be used as an exhibit ..

in the case. However, this procedure is not always necestary. Some .

victim assistance programs have persuaded court officials to allow

early release of victims' property by substituting a photograph for

the property where this is possible. The service requires cooperation

between the police and the p'rosecutor,-since the "chain of evidence"

must always be preserved.

Allowing older crime victims to participate in the decision-making

regarding their cases is beneficial.' Not.only does this make the

victim feel more a part of the crimirialjustice process, but also it

helps the court gain a more complete understanding of the victim's

ituation leading perhaps to a more equitable j4dgMent& Some states

14,
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and localities have begun to use "victim impact" statements and other

meansof.acknowledging the fights of victims. For example, in Multnomah-

Coudty, Oregon, a victim assistance program works with the Oregon
Corrections Division to take victim testimony for the-presentence

report required' r the ,judge before sentencing. Victims have a

chance to explai their reactions .41? the *violation, their losses, and

r the emotional of er-effects. Additionally, the victim is usually

consulted by th deputy district attorney handling the case before

plea negotiatio s and ofte),-before sentencing recommendations. These

wrocedures not only give victims an opportunity to be active partici-
pants in the criminal justice process, but.also provide victims an
outlet for their feelings of powerlessness and loss of control Nsulting

from the aime.

Help in getting to and from court is another -common need of
elderly crime victims. Some victim/witness programs offer an escort

service for victims, picking them up at home and takingthem to court.
As transportation is generally a problem for old, Americans, espe-
cially in rural areas, 'this service,4especially significant. 'Provid-

ing trans'portation can also increase the participation rate of wftness-
es and ultimately reduce the number of cases dismissed for lack of

witness cooperation.

tourt-,puildings bhemselvescan be very intimidating places-for

older people who have never been there. They may have trouble finding

the right room or even understanding how.a trial works. To help them,

some prosecutor victim/witness programs operate "friends in court" or

"escort'' services within the,court. Assigned workers, frequently
'volunteers, greet victims an their arrival and accompany them to the

witness reception room. They often sit with the victims, through ut

the day, answering questions, explaining procedures and providin

general support. This type of service can have an important impact
on'the problems of intimidation of victims and witnesses. Intimida-

tion can be quite subtle and difficult to prove, but it does require

that the witness be alone.'

The services outlined are only some-of those which cane

`American

to meet older victims' criminal justice-related needs. The

American Bar Association Section on Criminal Justice (1980) recommend4
other actions which prosecutors, police, and courts can take to ease

the problems of crime victims. These include:

A central telepho' number which victims witnesses cin call

to get informatir on their cases.

Victim/witness form letter notification syst silForm letters

can be used, to notify victims and witnesses of developments in

their cases such as: formal charging decision; subpoena; coniinu-

ances; pleastof guilty; final adjudication or jury findings; and

sentencing. The letters cart also include other useful.informa-
tion, such as telephone numbers for assistance with various pro-

4 blems.

4 Social sgrvice referralfystemA Thi-s is a system within the

2'8
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'prosecutor's office to identify the particular needs ai crime
. victims 'and to refer them to appropriate social service and

assistance agencies,
. ,

A Victim/witness,reception center. Courts can offer a s e,
,

comfortable, and pleasant atmosphere for victims or witnesses to
await court appearances and to onfer with attdrneys.

III --
,

Informational.programs to expl n case dispositions. Courts can
provide a formal opportunity for victims and witnesses to meet

' with a trained court official who will discuss and explain the
resolution of their particular case. ,

..-
I I

s- A victim questionnaire to identify needs. Court officialk can
use a questionnaire to deterMine whether victims have pralems
which can be addressed by the court and to gain victims' percep-
tions of the system.

itimo

These programs are examples of the many services which can meet
the needs of crime victims. For older victims and witnesses, who
often have limited mobility, lack of-knowledge about the system, fear
of retaliation, and other age-related factors, these services can.be
especially beneficial.

Advocacy for Improved Treatment of Victims
h preceding sections of this chapter have dealt with actions

t t n be taken on behalf of individual victims to'help them gain
needed services. Over and above this form of advocacy, there is the
larger issue of advocacy for the recognition of the rights of victims
and the support of policies and programs which implement such rights.
These efforts, which can be categorized as the "victims' movement,"
are only about a decade old, ,but their entgy and effectiveness can
be seen'in the advancement of the cause ofIvictims of'rape and domes-
tic *violence, and in the recognition and beginnings of remedies for
victims of child abuse and elder abuse.

The National Organization for Victim Assistance is an organiza-
tion set up in 1975 by victim/witness assistance programs to spearhead

this advocacy. NOVA has recommended an agenda for, improving the treat-
ment of victims and witnesses. Basically; these changes involve promot=
ing reforms and additional training within a1,1 of the major criminal
justice agencies, especially in law enforcement and prosecutors'
offices. NOVA further proposes new state and local legislation in at
least four areas:

Laws which provide financial or other assistance to victims
111

(e.g., compensation, restitution,property'returnc witness fees).

Laws which recognize certain victim rights, such as rights to
protection from intimidation and harm, to reparations, to the
preservation of property and employment, to Ocess in criminal

court proceedings,. ani to dignity and compas
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LawS to improve the victims' standing within Tpe'system, such as

-requirements for victimimpact statements in court proceedings,

and the provision of counsel in specific situations.

,
Laws to provide statewide funding and structure for ongbing

assistance programs.

or
In addition to NOVA,-there are ograms set up-in a number of

states (California, Connecticut, Fle e,a, Kentucky, New Jersey, New

Ybrk, and Wi's-consin are examples) to ce,rdinatevictim services.

Other nongovernm tal organizations w th a natural interest in victim/

witness issues ( e the American Bar Association and the National

DistrictAttorney's Association) have taken an'interest ;in promoting

changes in this area. And there are signs of an emerging interest in

victim issues among senior citizens, as evidenced in several of the'

xomMittee reports which emerged from the 1981 White House Conference

on Aging.

SomeprogresS in this movement is reflected in President Reagan's

declaring the week of April 19, 1981, National Victim Rights Week, .

an event celebrated by some 35 states. NOVA prepared a package"of

materials for use by advocates during this week. It is a good,

educational catalog of thd full range of,options that can be pursued

to obtain improved equity for victims of all ages. Parts of NOVA's

package are attached as appendices to this chapter.

In all, members of the community must recognize the complexities

of oldervictims' needs. Th se range from economic to physical, to

emotional, to criminal bstite support. Older victims tend to have

special needs, but frequently existing community services can be

adapted to help. them. Where no services exist, uniAy residents

of all ages c n work together to establish-progta s,,so.long as real

commitment i present. The emergence of a national yictims' rights

movement off rsadditional resources for help and -program implementa-

tion,and s ould advance the recognition of older victims' needs.
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2562 Executive Center Circle E.
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

Honorable David B. Poyfhress
Secretary of State
Chairman, Claims Advisory Board
State Capitol Building, Rm. 214
AtlantAN Georgia 30334

Mr. Wilfred S. Pang
Executive Secretary
Criminal Injuries Compensation
Commission

P.O. Box 399
Honolulu, Hawaii 16809

-Ms.'Pat Goldman
Director
Crime Victims Program
Department of the Attorney General
22nd Floor - Suite 2200
188 West Randolf
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Mr. Lon C. Woods
Director
Violent. Crime Compensation Pivision
17 West Market Street, Suite 546
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Ms. Betty Bomar ...

Direc r

Cri ViCtims Reparations Board
50. Kansas Avenue, Suite 343 ,

Topeka, Kansas 16603

Crime Victims.Compensation Board
113 East Third'Street
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

Mr. Martin I. Moylan

Executive Director
Criminal- Injuries Compensation Board
1123 North Eutaw Street
601 Jackson Towers
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Mr. Paul J. Donaher
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Assistant Attorney General
Torts' Divisiob

One Ashburton Place
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
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Mr. Thomas E. Woods
Chairman & Executive Director
Crime Victims Compen$ation
'Board

The Plaza Hotel, Suite 809
111 South Capitol Avenue
P.O. Box 30026
Lansing, Michigan 48909

Mr. Duane E. Woodworth
Executive Director
Crime Victims Reparations
Board

702 American Center Building
160 E. Kellogg Boulevard
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Nit

Ms. Paula V. Smith
Missoi Department of Labor

and Industrial Relations
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Ms.. Cheryl Bryan
Director
Crime Vittims Unit
Workmen's Compensation Division
815 Front Street
Helena, Montana 59601

Ms. Imogene Bruce
Crime Victims Reparation Board.
State Capitol.- Sixth Floor
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509

Mr. Wward E.. Barrett
Director of Administration
Boardof Examiners
Blasdel Building, Room 205
209 East Musser Street
Carson City, Nevada 89710

1r. Thomas A. Kaczmarek

Chairman
Violent Chmes Compensation
1180'Raymond Boulevard, Em. 802
Newark, New Jersey 07102'

Ms.pEdith Sugin
c/o Crime Victims Assistance
Organization

P.O. Box 9411
Albuquerque, New' Mexico' 87119

Mr. Ronald A. Zweibel
Chairman

.1 Crime Victims Compensation Board
270 Broadway ,

New:York, New York 10007

Richard J. Gross; Esquire
General Counsel and

Exedutive Administrator
Crime Victims Reparations
Workmen's Compensation Bureau
Russel Building - Highway 83 North
Bismarck, North Dakota 58505

Mr. Robert B. Belz
Director
Victims of Crime Division
Court of Claims
255 East Main Street, 2nd Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215
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Mr. Charles "Butch" WOod
30331North Walnut Streat, Suite 100W
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105

Mr. Jack Parks
Director
Crime Victims Compensation Fund
SAIF Building
Salem, Oregon 9731.2

Mr. Marvin E: Miller
Crime Victims Compensation Board
Justice Department
Strawberry Square
Barrisburg, Pennylvania 17120

*Mr. Robert Harold
. Office of State Court Administrator

Providence County Court House
250 Benefit Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903

Mr. Keith Jordan
Assistavt Attorney General
`Criminal Injuries CompenSation Board
State Board of Claims
450 James Robertson Parkway
Nashville, Tennetsee 37219
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Mr. Jerry Belcher
Texas Industrial Accident Board
Ctime Victim Division
P.O. Box 1275
CapitalStation
Austin, Texas 78701

Mr. Robert W. Armstrong

Director
Divisionof Crime Victims
Compensation i

Department of WoOmen's_
Compensation

Industrial Commission of Virginia
P.O. Box 1794
Richmond, Virginia 23214

mr. Calvin Winslow
Administrator
Crime Victims Division
Department of Labor and

Industries .

Olympia, Washington 98504

Ms. Becky A. O'Fiefh
Deputy Clerk
Court of Claims
State of West Virginia
State Capitol
Charleston, West Virginia 25305

Mr. John Byrnes
Deputy Administrator
Crime Victims Compensation Bureau
P.O. Box 7951
Madison, Wisconsin ,53707.

*The Rhode Island program will not be impleMented until a Federal

ictims compensation bill has been enacted.
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Why Victim Rights?
Crime In The,United States 231

In a country where crime is a prevalent part of daily life and a growing so_Uroerof fear
and destruction, it is distprbing that we have not been more sensitive to the rights of the,
victims who suffer the direct consequences of that crime. The irony is that the phrase "the
criminal justice system" depicts precisely the major way in which., our society has
responded to the crime problem: by providing justice for the criminal

While crime may be the product of social injustices, and while prevention of crime
and criminal rehabilitation are crucial efforts in the reduction of crime, the major impact
of crime on our society cannot be alleviated by the way the criminal justice system
traditionally operates.

When crime prevention fails, the problem of crimekbecomes the problem of the victim.
41

Victims of Crime

The plight of the victim has been left to the whims of circumstance and there has been
little concern for alleviating the burdens imposed on innocent victims and witnesses.

Crime can be life threatening for the victim whether the crime involves' personal
violence or property invasion. The violation of individual privacy and dignity pierces the
security of daily living. Often the initial damage sustained by property loss or physical
injury is compounded by the treatment of the victim in the criminal justice system and
his community.

Physical Injury
The consequences of a criminal assault can range from minor abrasions to
crippling paralysis -- to death. While many people understand the seriousness
of mutilation:dsfigurement, paralysis or death, the general public is not awpreof the
extent of physical injury in even "minor" crimes, nor of the increasing incidence of
physical violence.

ri .
Minor physical Injuries can be crippling or dead An elderly woman in Portland
was a victim of a pursesnatch and broke her elbow in the fall."She has been
reduced:to dependent nursing care for the rest of her life.

Permanent injury can change the entire life of a victim. A young man in
Minnesota hasbeen condemned to a life of paralysis and confinement to a wheel-
chair as a result of an assailant's bullet through his spinal cord. Over 1 5 million
Americans sUffei injury as a result of robbery or assault each year .

Death is-the ulitimate violation. The senselessness of murder In Baltimore, the
owner of a small grocery store had an argument one day with a customer over
increasing prices. The next day the customer walked in the store and shot the
man in the head.

Financial foss
The financiaitosta to the crime victim can be staggering. Financial loss may inc e.

property destruction, direct dollar loss, loss of income, medical expenses, retr
or rehabilitation costs.

Direct dollar loss can impose a severe burden on the average victim living on a
fixed budget. The average family's grocery bill is currently $45 a week Over 11
million burglaries, thefts, and personal larcenies in he United States each year
involve more than $50 in stolen property.
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Property destruction and loss can cause seriouhnancial hardship on the
victim The victim suffers not only from the immediate loss of the use of /
property, but also must earn the necessary cash to pay for replacement

Medical costs are often borne by the victim They may include hospitalization.
surgery, psychiatnc trea,tment, dbctor bills, and nursing care even if the victim
is covered by an insurance program', he typically must pay many related'-

f-,$_ medical expenses

*sum* and Stress
Despite the high crime statistics, most Amiricansdo not expect crime to happen to
them, and often feel that if it does, they could handle it. A sense of shock followed by
feelings of anger, fear, shame, and, depression commonly occur in the immediate
aftermath of a victimization, and 'sometimes lead to long-term disabilities.

$

Stress caused by feelings of humiliation, violation, and fear affects both
personal relationships and other aspects of a victim's life. Crime victims often
display a lack of concentration and have difficulty meeting the most ordinary
of responsibilities.

,

isolation and withdrawal may be a part of a victim's reactidn because few under-
stand the stresses they are experiencing, and that can be frightening It can be
hard to communicate and even close friends may not seem to understand the
victim's behavior.

Repression and physical ailments can result from the tension Severe head-
aches, dizziness, nausea, and fatigue are typical symptonis of stress.

,--' S

Dealing with the Criminal Juice System

The proitrems of a victim or a witness are increased by many difficulties which arise in
working with the criminal justice system Court delay, postPonernents, and
inadequate case preparation contribute to distress and despair

e

No information is given to most Victims or witnesses on the progress of the
investigation or the prosecution of the case

No victim advice is scilight regarding decisions made on bail, plea bargaining,
.

or sentencing. .

N,c/ifi on is provided to victims and witnesses concerning legal language or
procF7res. TOcally, no one is available to explain what is happening.

Court postponements may require witnesses to be called to court several times
and endure repeated.contmtiances. The average criminal court case will be
processed over 4 months. Slower courts will take a year or more.

Court delay may cause witnesses to wait unnecessarily and suffer sustained -
absences from work. Witnetses may be expected to pay for their own transpor-
tation, meals, for day care, and parking expenses.

Fear of retaliation can affect a viCtiM'sor witness' cipation in a case.lhe
offender's right to face his accuser is all too often seri sly threatening-to the
victim or witness. Actual intimidation or harm is not uncommon

. .

Why Victim Rights?
We cannot prevent all crime, or eliminate all its adverse effects. But we can redo_

the Burdens borne by victims, witnesses and their communities
any of

, .

The recognition of the rights of victims and witnesses tope free from fear and pain and the
support of policies and programs that implement such rights are responsibilities of us all.
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Rights for Victims and Witnesses 233

As a just and humane people, Americans should support rights for those victimized by
crime with the same pride as we provide protections to' those accused of crime.

Rights which are designed to reduce the hardships and losses that many victims suffer are
as imr)brtabt to the distribution of justice as rights which.ensure fair and equal treatment
of all ditizens.

Victims Which are entitled to such rights include not only the direct victim of a crime but
dependents and family members. Witnesses, whether or not they are victims, need to be
accorded many of the same rights in their dealings with the criminal justice system.

The National Organization for Victim Assistance supports the adoption of a bill of rights for
victims and witnesses in every local and state jurisdiction. The following sample listing is a
summary of many rights, proposed,and adopted, that have been advanced in recent years.
It does not carry the endorsement of-NOVA or its affiliated advisors. Nonetheless, we hope
that the listing will telp local victim advocates and policy makers formulate their own bill
of rights for victims and witnesses

1. Victims and witnesses have a right toprotection from
intimidation and harm.

A victim or witness has the right to be free from intimidation when involved in the
criminal justice system.
The victim or witness hasthelight to receive the maximum available protection from
threats and harp when sk4ch intimidation cannot be prevented

2.. Victims and witnesses have a
the criminal jdstice process.

A victim or witness has a right to be informed about vthe procedures an d practices of

the criminal justice system.
A victim or witness has a right to be informed of financia assistance and other social
services available to victims and witnesses.
A victim or witness has a right to be informed of any comp nsation or fees to whiCh
they age entitled.'
A victim or witness has the right to know the status and progr 'ts of his/her case from
the.police investigation to final disposition
A victim or witness has a right to be informed of a defendant's release on bail.

A victim or tness has a right to be informed of post sentence hearings affecting the
probation or arole of the offender.
A victim or witness has the right to be informed when the convicted offender is
released from prison.
A victim or witness ias the right to be informed iit)f all hearings and procedures in time
to we rcise his/her right to attend.
A %intim or witness has the right to be informed of whatever rights to legal counsel are
-available to him/hir in that state.

.

3. Victims and witnesses have.artght to,,counsel.

t t4e informed. concerning

40

A victim or witness has a rightto receive confidential counSel from persons outside of
the criminal justice system such as a counselor, clergyman, or victim advocate.
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ra A victim has the right to participate in the criminal justice process directly orth rough

representation.
A victim, Witness or a representative of either have the right to discuss their case with
the prosecutor and to have it explained in non-technical language
A victim or witness has the right toletain counsel with standing in court to-represen
him/her in cases involving victim's reputation.
A victim has a right tote i ormed of available civil rights and remedies respecting his
or her case.

,

A victim has the right o discuss his or her case with the District Attorney and be in-
formed of any offers to plea bargain with the defendant

)111. Victims and witnesses have a right to reparations .

A victim or witness has the right to receive a reasonable witness fee plus reimburse- -
meat for necessary out-of-pocket expenses associated with lawfully observing
a subpoena. '
A victim or his or her surviving dependents have the right to receive financial compen-
sation for physiCal and/or emotional injuries suffered as a result of being a victim
of crime
A victim leas the right to receive restitution for expenses or property loss incurred as
the result of the crime, and when restitution is ordered, to have the order diligently and
fairly enforced
A victim has a right to proceed in civil suits for recovery for damages and to place a
lien on any profits received, by' his assailant as a result of publications or media
coverage resulting from the crime

5. ViCtims and witnesses have a right to preservation of property
and employment.

A victim or witness has the right to respond to a subpoena without fear of retaliation
or loss of wages from his or her employer. 4

A victim has the ght to have recovered, indentifiable property returned quickly,
whenever possibl using photographs as evidence in any criminal proceeding.

6. Victims and witnesses have a right to due process in criminal
court proceedings.

A victim or witness has the right to be notified in advance when a court proceeding has
been rescheduled or c ncelled.
A victim or witness has he right to a speedy disposition of the case so as to minimize
the stress, cost, and. inc nvenience resulting from his or her involvement in
a prosecution
A victim has the right to have a victim impact statement presenteda\nd cor idered
prior to sentencing.

7. Victims and witnesses. have a right to be treated with
dignity and compassion.

A victim has a right to basic human services to Meet emergency and long term needs
caused by financial, physical, or psychological injury.
A victim or witness has a right tote treated with dignity by human service profes-
sionals who provide basic assistance.
A victim or witness has a rightlto receive courteous assistance as they cooperate with
criminal justice personnel

2 3
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Victim' Rights Week

Legislation and Advocacy:. 235

The challenge: Victims have long been forgotten by the legal systemAtr4
people may give lip service to the need for victim rights, few states have
legislation Which effectively guarantees thiise rights and victims rarely
have advocates!,

The response: The National Organization for Victim Assistance suggests the
ways in which a concerned public can respond to this challenge.

NOVA isready to help you act on these recommendations: '

Establish and Support
a Coalition for
Victim Rights in
Your State

1 Identify programs,agencies and services in your state that work with
victims and witnesses of crime

2 Call a meeting of representatives from those seFvices to discuss the needs,
of victims and witnesses in your state and the current public policy issues
that might be addressed to meet those needs

3 Organize the coalition by developing an agenda for the year, a meeting
schedule, and choosing officers who will take responsibility forgetting
people together

4 Notify others in your community that the coalition)s forming and that they

can help by supporting the coalition's advocacy of victim rights.

5 Announce the formation of a permanent coalition on victim rights during
Victim Rights Week and release media notices on the event

Prepare and Advocate
for Needed Legislation
in Your State

6 Identify and study legislative needs for victim service funding, revisions in

the criminal code, and victim compensation,

7 Find out who are the legislative leaders, Who.are your potential legislative
aries and opponents, and the basics of legislative politics in yoJr state

8 BecFme familiar with legislative procedure and the lobbying laws in

your state

9 Prepare needed legislation for introduction with the help of your

legislative staff and potential sponsors.

10 Select a spokesperson for your coalition who will develop and maintain
visibility at the legislature on behalf of your bills.

At

11 Organize people to testify at hearings on critical legislative issues-- par-

ticularly solicit assistance from former victims, national organizations,

and practitioner in the field

12 Prepare yourself with back-up research in support of your legislat4

13 Develop media exposure for victim issues in general and your pieces of ,

legislation during Victim Rights Week

t
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14 Encourage local .legislators and your governor to support Victim Rights
Week so that you can use that support in later advocacy effoe.

Support NOVA'S Efforts
to Advocate for

.Victim Rights Legislation

.or

15 Support nationwide efforts to address victim issues thyough -federal, state
and local public policy. NOVA and other national org*tizations, like the
National Council on Crime and DelinqUency, thmerican Bar
Association, and the National District Attorneys 'nsociatipn, can help you
make your support count.

Ityou would like samples of legislation which has been
enacted in Wisconsin Connecticut, and California and
provides for a statew fundino program for victim at
services, wriie or call:

The National Organization for Victim Assistance,
Attention: Legislation and Litigation Cgmmittee

918 16111 Street, N.W. Suite 503,.
WaVhington, D.C., 20006

(202) 466-NOVA

If you world like a'summary qf state legislation reliNgto
the field of victim and witness issues, write:

a

Susan Hillenbrand
'Victim/Witness Project

American Bar Association
1800 M. Street, N.W. -

Washington, D.C. 20007
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Victims Within
Your Law Enforcement

_ Agency
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Victim Rights Week

Law Enforcement: \ 237.

ThChallenge: No one can prevent all crime. But, the police form our first line of
detente against its grciwth. The challenge of reducing the effects of crime faces
us all, but it is the law enforcement officer who is usually the first person who
must deal with the stress, anger and pain of a victim.

The Response: Mow well the law enforcement officer respOnd.to the distress of
victims may determine whether the perpetrator is arrested, prosecuted, and
convicted. The National Organization for Victim Assistance suggests the
following 20 ways in which law enforcement can respond to the challenge. NOVA
is ready to help concerned agencies' act on these recommendations:

1 Train police operatOss to identify emergency calls for assistance on the
basis of the described crime andthe distress of the victim.

2 Provide a private room at the station for victims and witnestigiuse while
making a report.

3 Patch emergency calls directly to the responding officers so that they can'
talk to the victim on the way to the scene.

4 Train officers to make sure that the victim's medical and emergency
needs are taken care of before beginning an interview.

5 Conduct interviews without interruption and in privacy and train o rs

to be alert to all harm done to the victim, including eniotional distress.

6 Explain to the victim briefly the police procedures at-the scene as well as

what he or she can expect later.

7 Avoid unnecessary procedures like lifting fingerprints wherIQre is little
Chance of an arrest. Try to conduct follow-up interviews at the victim's
convenience.

it Try to arrange for transportation for victims if they are needed at the

police station.

9 Have investigators leave calling carso that ictims may contact
them easily.

Establish a record keeping system which includes notification to a victim
when an unsolved case is moved to an inactive status

10

Support Existing
Victim Services.
Within Your Community

12 Identify local programs that provide services to victims and witnesses of

crime and circulate the names of such programs to field officers.

13 Help your local victim program work more effectively by proving them
with information on new crime victims immediately.

14 Work with local victim programs to coordinate their Avices with the

ni s of effective police response. e

15 Offer to train local victim service workers to understand more fully the
requirements of good police work.

, 1* 233 dts
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Support NOVA'S Efforts
to Assist Victims .

of Crime

20

I

41

1.

Offer to train local victim service workers in crime prevention techniques
and coordinate your crime prevention program with the delivery of
victim services.

Distribute information at the police station on available services for
victims and witnesses

Invite victim sei..tce workers to provide training to. police officers in
special victim problems

Work with local prosecutors and/or victim and witness services to
establish a protection unit for witnesses in cases of harassment
and intimidation-. .

'--
Support nationwide efforts to reduce the effect of crime on its victim.
NOVA and othbr organizations, like the National Council on Crimend`
Delinquency, the National Sheriff's Association, the International
Association of Chiefs of Police, can help you make your support count.

If 'you would like further information on how law.
enforcement can ,work with Victim Service Programs.
during Victim Rights Week or throughout the year, write
or call:

The National Organization for Victim Assistance,
Attention: Law. Enforcement Committee

918 16th Street, N.W.Sulte 503,
Washington, D.C., 20006 11°. .

(202)466LNOVA

or write for:

How to Win Law Enforcement Support
for Victim Services Project

Criminal Justice and theilderly
1511 K. Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005
Price: $10.00
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The Challenge to Business . : .
239

. We cannot prevent all crime, or eliminate all its adverse effects. But we can
retNce many of the costs and bualens borne by the victims and their
communities. That challenge faces us all including American
business leaders."

the Opportunity to Respohd
The National Organization for Victim Assistance suggests twenty-fiVe ways in
which the business community can respond to the challenge. NOVA is

°ready to help concerned executives act on all the following recommendations:

Eslyblish Victim
A ,stance Programs
Where None NowExist

1

1 Bring the needs of crime victims to the attention of your professional
associations, business group's, and service clubs. Urge them to suppo
the establishment of needed programs.

2 Encourage public prosecutors to improve victim and witness Cooperati
through a number of service innovations including a telephone alert

rt .

on

system.

Offer employees pait\leave to serve as witnesses.

16PPort the establishment of victim compensation and offender
restitution programs.

6: Persuade criminal Justice professionaLG to return immediately to the victim
stolen property recovered by the police, and to authorize "return-to-shelf"
policies in shoplifting cases.

6 Support the widespread use of commercial and personal crime prevention
measures.

.

each personnel specialists, employee cobnselors, and medical Staff about
crisis-induced stress and about community agencies which can help
employees manage those stresses more successfully.

N. 8 Support 11 establishment of crisis intervention and similar service progtams.
ar. .

Support Exis ing Victim
'Assistance rams

1

9 Help your community's victim and witness programs work more frt IvelY
by providing themManagement advice, financial assistance, and public
support of community leaders.

fi File criminal complaints against shoplifters and other criminals Encourage
employees to-serve as witnesses in cases involving crime at their worksite
or elsewhere.

11 Participate in "executive loan programs" that use the skills of executives to *.
improve the planning and management of criminal Justice services.

12 Print victim assistance prog)ams' educational messages and public service
announcements in company publications.

13 Provide management advice to Programs of victim compensation and
offender restitution.

Encourage semployees to get insurance protection against crime, and
provide employees some assistance when needed to file insurance
and compensation claims.
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, 15 Sponsor a workshop on crime prevention and other loss-prevention
strategies which employers and employees can use.

18 Serve as an advisor to, or board member of, a non-profit prograrn offering
assistance to victims of crime.

s Ira
Contribute to, and help,organize fundraising campaigns for, such programs.

Provide in-kind donations to such programs, such as printings, mailings,

or supplies to meet emergency victim needs.

17,

18

Support NOVA'S Efforts
to Assist Victims
of Crime

19

20

a
21

22

Sponsor and support regional and nationwide efforts to reduce the needless,

theft effects of victimization. NOVA and other organizations, like the
Americin Bar Association, the National Association of Counties, and the

National Council on Crime and Delinquency, can help you make your

support count.

Sponsor and support the design and distribution of materiRls on

victim/witness management:

Sponsor and support education programs aimed at improving Witness

cooperation.

Sponsor and support nationalefforts to modernize victim compensation and

0 offender restitution programs.

p SpOnsor and support the distribution of information on crime prevention

f techniques.

24 Sponsor and'support public service messages to educate the public

about victim stress.

25 Sponsor and support programs to develop professional training in stress

management for employee counselors and others.

If you would like a copy of NOVA'S Business Awareness Manual,

Wit, or call:

The National Organization for Victim Assistance
918 16th Street, NAV/ Suite S93

Washington, D.C., 20006

(202) 466-NOVA

2 '-)6
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.Victim Rights Week
Prospcution: 241

'The challenge: The participation of victims and witnesses is critical to the effec-
tive adlnist ration of justice. But, despite the growing recognition of the need for
victim and witness cooperation. problems which reduce cooperation still plague -
the criminal justice system.

Th reireponse: The National Organization for Victim Assistance suggests the
'r following 20 ways in which prosecution can respond to the challenge. NOVA is

ready to help prosecutors act on these recommendations:

Establish Victim and
Witness Assistance
Services in your
Office

-10
1 Designate one or more staff persons victim advocates to work with victims

and witnesses of crime.

2 Have the advocates help victims with any necessary forms that must be
filled out ifi, cooperating with the criminal Justice system or receiving
compensation or fees.

3 Have the advocales explain the court process and other procedures to
victims and witifesses 6

4 Develop a record keeping system which includes automatic notification of
the victim/witness of any changes in case progress.

5 Assess the needs of the victim/witness and refer him or her to appropriate
social service agencies.

6 Provide personal assistance to victims/witnesses who are having difficulty
coping with emotional stress or who need help in arranging their
personal affairs.

7 Provide a special room for witnesses to wait to participate in court pro-
ceedings and arrange for transportation, day care, and meaVn days
when they must come tolrburf.

8 Develop a telephone alert system so that witnesses do not have to corrie to
court more than necessary

9 Make arrangements with local employers to allow witnesses to come to
court withotit sacrificing pay or other benefits.

Support Existing
Programs that Work

9 With Victims

10 Work with law enforcement agencies to provide witness protection in
cases of harassment and intimidation.

11 Identify existing social service and crisis intervention agencies that can
help victims and witnesses deal with their Problems

12 Distribute information in your office on programs that may be of use to
victims and witnesses.

13 Help local crisis intervention services work more effectively by providing _

them access to information on current cases as quickly as possible.

14 Sponsor and support public service announcements on behalf of agencies
and programs working. to provide services to victims.
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15 Help develop a coalition of agencies and programs working in your
community on behalf of victims and witnesses and coordinate

service efforts. -

16 . Distrbuteinforrqatioseib the public through brochures and posters on the

criminal justice system, crime prevention, and available victim assistance

programs.

17 Contribute to National Victim Rights W le by sponsoring programs on

victim issues such as sexual assault, do estic violeneb, and child abuse.

13 Assist in advocacy efforts on behalf of victim rights, victim service, and

victim compensation legislation.

111 Provide space in your office for local volunteers who wish to assist.in
providing service to victims and witnesses of crime

20 Support nationwide efforts to d with the-hardships,that victims and

witnesses endure. NOVA and other national organizations, like the

National District Attorneys Association, the American, Bar Association,

and the Nato al Council on Cnme and Delinquency, can help you make

your support tount

Support NOVA'S Efforts
to Assist Victims
of Crime

If you would like additional*iformation on how to start a
ovictim /witness program in your office or ideas on how to

improve current services, write or call:

The National Organization for Victim Assistance,
Attention: Committee on Prosecuthin

918 '16th Street, N.W. Suite 503
Washington, D.C. 20006

(202) 464-NOVA

and

The National District Attorneys Association
666 North Lake Shore Drive

Chicago, Illinois 60611

(312) 8716844
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Chapter Twelve
Communicating with Older Individuals

Advance Organizers
Overall, communicating with older persons does not
differ substantially from communicating with persons
of any age.

for elders with diminished hearing or failing vision,
communication can be accommodated or adapted to en-
sure effective interaction.

Communication takes place'on two levels: the verbal
and the nonverbal. How something is said non -

verbally can be as important as what is said verbally.
In communicating with an older per'son, important
nonverbal bikaviors include: :eye contact, smiling,
head movemenlr, posture, seating, gestures, and
touching.

\In.counselsing older victims, the most basic skills
`required of the helper are: empathy (understanding
from the other's point of reference), respect (be-
lievingsin the worth of the other), and concern

-(giving genuine attention to the other's communica-
tions). These qualities may be developed with
experience.

Thetvictim assistance counselor needs to be especially
sensitive to the role of feelings in the victim's
recovery. The counselor should: allow a range of
feelings from confusion to guilt to stility; be
patient with someone who may feel a 'Ounique sense of,
tragedy or violation; comfort or take care of the
victim's immediatemeeds; avoid im osing his or her
own values or standards on the v im; understand
anger vented. by the victim at pers;and listen
actively to the verbal and verbal cues of the
victim.

Active listening is a very productive counselor skill
for improving verbal communication. Applications of
this strategy include: "mirror responses," "para-
phrasing," open-ended questions, and'"feeling re-
sponses."-
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Certain techniques seem particularly helpful with,
older clients. - In general, these reflect counselor
awareness of and sensit4vity to the older victims',
needs for supput, ftassurance, and individualjty.

Group counseling may Provide the support and
identity victims need for recovery and improvement
of quality of life.,
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Inft)pduction
For, too many.. older Americans, one social problem in pa icular--

crime--is a major cat* of stress in old age. This conclusion is

reinforced by a number of polls and surveys taken among persons over
65, and.is also supported by many gerontologists and geropsychiatrists.
For example, in a recent psychiatric journal, Dr. Bennett Gurian
described a visit he made in 1967 to an elderly housing project in
Boston.'
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About 100 elderly people were sitting in their

lounge. I asked them what I as a psychiatrist could do

for theM and they began to tell me: "Well . . . could

you walk with me .to the grocery store?" "Could you put

a lock on my door!" "Gould you see that my. Social Security

check is not stolen from.my mailbox?" ",Can you help me

not to be afraid to be alone in my apartment?" (Gurian,

1978:52)

Dr Gurian did not dismiss these concerns about past and future
victimiiations as'outside the range of his services. Instead,'he

began a program which social, service and criminal justice profes-
sionals would easily recognize.

Four yea ago we started a mobile mental health unit

for the isolated ,elderly . . . Its manifest purpose is to
provide transportation to elderly people that other trans-
portal/1bn services will not provide, for example, to.do
their food shopping or get their checks cashed . . .

Our hidden purpse ts case-finding: People asked, where

are the isolated elderly? We said let us see "if we can

find them.

Gurian continues:

. . . (We) have developed a new program for those
elderly who have had recent trauma, for example, 8 house
broken into, a purse snatched, a death of someone close.
Thpse people are visited within 24 hours by a member of
the staff rho asks, 'What do you need and how can we

help?' T taff person tries to mobilize the neighbor-
hood support system around the elderly person (Gurian,
1978:54).

Thus, Dr. Gurian discovered on his own what criminal ustice

professionals have also discovered in thefr work with. thq lderly:

that crime prevention and victim assistance can do much to ieve

the stresses that accompany the fear of victimization among large
segments of the older population. Moreover, he found that the service

reqUifements can be met by trained paraprofessionals and volunteers- -
exactly the kinds of staffs drawn in large numbers to the aging field.

Additionally, people who work individually with the elderly, such as

.
visiting nurses, homemakers, and counselors, can be taught this sub-

ject matter and can use their "crime resistance" knowledge in the
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course of their work without becoming overwhelmed by new responsibil-

ities.

Providing crime prevention and victim assistance - services on a

one-to-one basis, though, requires the use of effective communica-

tion and counseling techniques. This chapter will offer a brief

introduction to communication techniques with individuals, outlining

skills that are helpful in dealing with people in any stressful

situation as well as tics for counseling older victims.

Communicating with Older Individuals
Overall, communicating with older persons does not differ sub-

stantially from communicating with persons of any age, unless one

has to accommodate a particular handicap.

Two common handicaps of old age are diminished hearing and

failing eyesight. If severe enough, each of these conditions can

interfere with good communication if the counselor does not recognize

themearly. An older person may not mention these conditions, even

if they are disabilities, so counselors will need.to be especially

alert.to signs that they exist and then act accordingly.

Certain gross conditions, indicate that an/older person has

trouble with his or her vision: difficulty in stalking or other signs

of poor coordination, squinting of the eyes or uncontrolled eye

movements, or the inability'to recognize someone or to distinguish

an object from its background (likea hand put forward for a hand-

shake). If these signalA are present, it becomes especially important

to make the older person aware of the counselor's position in the room,

to alleviate any anxiety. And since hearing would then be ,doubly

important, the counselor should be Careful'to speak clearly and at

a normal speed. Less dramatic vision problems can still have an

'impact on the victim assistance counselor's effectiveness. For

example, extreme nearsightedness could render written instructions

or diagrams for target-hardening a home virtually useless. The

counselor shduld be alert for these possibilities,. to the point

perhaps of asking the elder client to read a segment before leaving.

In communicating with an older person who is hard of hearing,

pacing and enunciation become important. Take time. Shouting

usually does not help either, since many elders have lost their

hearing in the high frequencies. Pronouncing each word clearly and

deliberately, with some expression, and at the lower frequencies,,

is much more effective. In addition, the counselor should face the

perSon so that lip reading is possible. A slight touch to get the

older pert-bn's attention before speaking is alsohelpful.

As with a visual impairment, there are certain gross tell-tale

signs of a hearing loss. Tipping the head to one side or trying to

place the speaker on the side of one's "good" ear. are such signs.

Blank looks, inappropriate answers to questions, and asking for

things to be repeated are others. When any of these signs is present,

counselors should assume that the older person may be hard of hearing
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Nonverbal communication takes place through the bogy, which
sometimes send messages different fromor even ntrary to-tspoken
statements. How something is said nonverbally can be as much a
message as what is said verbally.

Gerontologists have identified several nonverbal communication
techniques which can be helpful when used by people counseling
elderly persons (Greenberg It al., 1976)., While these techniques
may be thought of.as normal social interaction skills, they deserve
attention when interacting with an older person.

Eye Contact

It is helpful, whenever possible, to establish periodic eye
contact with clients, especially when they are talking. Comfortable
eye contact lets theM know "the counselor is interested in them and
wants to understand them. Also, this eye contact will-allow a
counselor to pick up the clients' nonverbal messages, and notice
whether they seem uncomfortable. or nervous, pleased or angry.

1

Another strong nonverbal signal is smiling. Naturall , smiling
would be inappropriate if an older person is recounting ho, she was
mugged or explaining why she is so fearful of crime. However, used .

at the proper times, smiling while listening indicates to clients
tat the counselor enjoys being with them.

Smiling

Head Movements

A counselor can also communicate signals or interest in the
clients and acknowledgement of their feelings simply by nodding the
head. When the counselor nods, he or she is not necessarily saying
that "I agree with your opinion or perception of the situation," but
that, "yes, I hear what you are saying and I think I understand."
This reinforcement can be very reassuring to an older Person.

Posture
ON,

Posture can be very important in communicating with another.
If an elder is sitting rigidly, moving constantly, or leaning away
from the counselor, it may reflectsthe.older person's nervousness
or tension. On the other hand, if the counselqr adopts an aggressive
"leaning up to the client" posture, this may be threatening, just as
a slouching, over-relaxed posture may be interpreted by the elder as
lack of real interest or concern on the counselor's part. To indicate
that.dne is really interested, it helps to lean forward slightly or,
when standing, to incline one's head toward the person.

2,14



Seating

We haveCfound-that areolder person ofteeinds it easier to be

interviewed sitting down.,, and, while most people seem to be More

comfortable sitting at right angles to one'another in conversation,

as opposed to directly- opposite each other, we find thit it is

generally more helpful to position oneself squarely in.front,of the

older person: This ensures that the counselor willbe seen and

heard better. (Also, as mentioned, because higher pitch'sounds

are lo-gt sooner for hard-of-hearing elders, lowering the pitch,

speaking more deeply, will enable counselors, especially females4

to be understood better than speaking in a normal pitch but in a

louder volume.)

Gestures

Controlled gestures, when combined with verbal responses, can

also help get points across better. Simply pointing W an object

being tegked about - -like a lock or a window--can help Conversely,

nervous gestures like foot-tapping or playing with a peocil.or other

small( object may indicate discomfort.

Touching

Older clients may often touch a person counseling them, or hold

their arm or hand because of a desire for human Contact or an implied.

need for support. Sometimes it_is helpful to touch them as a means

of reassurance or comfort, but only if there is an explicit or implicit

invikation to make this kind of friendly contact, arid if such contact

is not contrary to the older person's ethnic background. .

Relativei to ethnic backgrounds, some European-born older Ameridans

customarily communicate Wry close to each other. But most -elders .

do not like their personal space--the area immediately surrounding

their bodies--"invaded," In fact,71some feel quite strongly about

this. However, it is sometimes necessary.to sit close to an elderly

person with impaired sight or hearing, or at 'Least to be ready to

adjust.position and"move closer.

The key to nonverbal communication lies not in using a particular

signal described here, but in recognizing the great communicative

power of such signals as a whole. Anyone who wishes to interact with

an older person can take advantage of this awaretess'of body language.

This includes the full range of professional and paraprofessional

helpers, as well as relatives, friends, neighbors,-and tfie like.

We now move on.to the "stuff" of counseling older victims, the

skills and techniques of the counseling process. Because of the

g5cope of this 'handbook, we can outline bsierfly the more important

elements of successful victim-assistanCE counseling. The reader is

strongly encouraged to pursue supplemental reading gestions of

which are included at the chapter's end.

2
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Counseling the 9140r Crithe Victim
The,psychological needs of elderly crime victims will vary depend-

ing upon the extent to which they'have been affected by the victimiza-

tion. As we',explained in- Chapter Ten, many crime victims enter a

-crisis period after the, crime'. -Older persons who suffer from a Ap

sever is following a victimization should be referred to a pro-

-fesA unselor for diagnosis and treatment. For others fbr

whom t actio..may be less debilitating, there are a humber"of

common sense skills which can be used by social service providers

friends, relatives, or others who come into contact with older victims.

Basic Skills

The skills most commonly cited as being important for counseling

are empathy, respect, and concern for one's clients. Alpaugh and /-

Aaney-C1979) haVe.n.definecf these terms, in a counseling context, in

the following waYM

Em ath : A counselor` is empathic when he understands'in

.t e u lest way the.egunselee's deepest feeling, his

frameof reference and his world-view. Empathl_Anvolves

"feeling into and feeling with ".the client. At moments

when'a person giS'truly arid deeply empc, he fuses

with tithe thinking and feeling of the *then person while
.

maintaining the awareness that he is a separate-person.

To be empakhic with.somebne is to be fully r\ith him in hi(

deepest moments. s'

. .

iReSpect: When a,counselor sOespectful of the client, .

,he truly'believes iri the worth:of that client. He accepts

the client AS HE IS. He may not like everything the

, client says or does,pdt he trusts that the client is

the way he is for .very good reasons. He respects the -

ill client for his humanOss, and he conveys to the Client .

this respect for the.client's potential'as 'a free ihdividual. is
4

. f .

Concern: When the counselor to client and his

','problem seriously,, he is showi ,c6Cern. Me.counselorl_

also demonstrates concern'-whe he is mentally and physt-

cally.attentive to the Clie s communications. Condern'

fo'r the client Means nterestedin his welfare and:

tleingryilling to stick with t lient even when the

client is diff ult to be with kern must be'sgeniline.

,Since counselor re no less human than py other indivi-

dual, it sometim happens that the cour('selbr canhotteel

concerli for a ce ain client, or cannot abide certain

behavior. -Tf_this situation should arise, the counselor

may want to work it through With e clieht,, or refer

. the client-to a different codns or.

These 1-e the neCess'arylreconditions or ingredients in the

effective counselor. We may recognize these itolities fin friends or

relatives of the victim, and should encourage this "natural" support.

4
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At other times, the established social ervice system $n the community

may be called upon to counsel a victim.fo In either event,

the,best assistance is most likely to come from the helper with
empathy, respect, apd concern for the older victim. These qualities

are, fortunately, skills which can be developed with experience.

Allowing Expression of Feelings

Counseling older persons who hive been victimized requires a
special sensitivity to their feel.frigs; whi"ch, as we discussed in the

last chapter,. can vary tremendously. Expressed feelings may include

anger, shock, confusion, apathy, resignation, resentment,guilt,
fear, and hostility. It is especially important in counseling to be
able to identify these en tions and to Jet them be expressed. Un-

trained victim s may be inclined,
or

accept vidittms'i state-

ments of "perfect health" at face valde, r tell victims they should

,
not be feeling certain emotions, or try to change the subject if

tims continue to talk about the crime. These reactions, while well

meant, are not especially-helpful Ao persons whose emotions are out
ofubalance as a result of the stress of victimization. Most profes-

Sional therapists would agree that a counselor should be aware of

several notions:

Feelings are neither good nor bad; they just .are;
everyone has a right to his or her feelings; feelings

alw'ay's make sense when considered in the vntext of the
individual's 'world view;' feelings are not (like actions)
dangerous; and denying feelings does not make them go ,

away. (Alpaugh'and Haney, 1978:3)

By following these guidelines, counselors will be gim01, a leap

message to victims that they and th'eir feelings are normal nd

"okay.",

Being Patient

A most impolept,skill in victim ass4stance is the ability to be
patient and civil, regardless of how angry, hysterical, or withdrawn

the victim is. In fact, merely telling victims that you are sorry

the crime happened, that you are. glad they are all right, and that

they did nothing wrong be of enormous comfort. Similarly,

describing the kinds of/Teel-logs and reactions crime victims and

others in crisis normally have can be very helpful, for t relieves

the sense,of aloneness or uniqueness.
9

Taking Care

In the stage immediately after a crime, friends or neighbors

can be of gnat value to elderly crime victims just by "taking care

of ;them. " When the victims say they don't believe what has happened

or that they cannot teal with it yet, they-are also really _reaching

for help. And there are many routine tasks a concerned friend can

perform: call the police, call relatives, call credit card

companies or the insurance company, clean up any mess left by the

A
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Criminal, accompany the victim to the Dolice station, and notify

a doctor, if necessary.

Avoiding Imposing Own Values

Many who think of themselves as "helping people" may try to do

this and more. Unfortunately; these people, even professionals, may

try to impose their own values and standards on victims, instituting

chat they feel the victims want rather than what the victims'say

they need. Bard calls this kind of "crisis counseling" the "rescue

fantasy," and cautions that it has several dangers.

Helpers who see themselves as rescuers derive important
ego benefits from the victim's dependency. They may

unwittingly encourage the victim to-continue to lean on
them long after their support is-no longer needed. And

. . . the helper may be wrong about what the victim needs .

(Bard and Sangrey, 1980:30-31).

By,iiiiposing their own interpretation and values on victims'

experiences, these well-meaoipg people -- police officers, social

workers, relatives, or friends--can end up addig to victims:,pro-

blems rather than alleviating them. Good helpers strictly discipline

themselves to pay full attention to what the victim is communicating;

both verbally and nonverbally, and not to interject personal judgments

or perceptions of the,situation. Moreover, responding to victims'

problems and planning actions to be taken'must be viewed as a partici-

patory process-4n_Ab4ch the victim and the helper work together.,

?Il

It is at this tim when victims often feel they have.lostcohtr

over life and seem o be at loose ends, that their participatio n

planning a course o action can help them regain a sense of con rol.-

Understanding Anger

41
One common result Of victimization is that victims experience

a wide range of feelings--everything from self, -pity to rage. It is

best during this period simply to support the-victims, allowing_them

to,ekperience their feelings-and letting them know that,these emotions

are to be eXpected., It'is very common for the victims' anger to be

directed at various helpers--police, hospital personnel', friends,',

and provider agencies--as substitute targets for the anger they feel

toward the criminal. Helpers heed to recognize what is happening

and allow the victims to vent these emotions, as the first step.

toward an, acceptance of how angry they are about the crime.

Venting emotion; Cin-also take another form in ATth victims,'

in an attempt to come to grips with- their feelings about-the crime,

tell their story over and over in'every detail'. Even if it is ain-

ful for a friend or relative to hear the'story repeatedly, this

venting can be a necessary part of the healing proces'S.;

Listening, Actively

aOne means, of effective communication ith persons under stress

2
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is ;active listening," a counseling
technique which can be used by

botfi professionals'and nonprofessionals.
Active listening means'

paying very close attention to the verbal and nonverbal cues given

by the client, and respondingeppropriately. Responses to'the .

client include trying o rephrase or restate the exact meaning of

what the person hassaAt refraining from adding opinions or feelings

of'one's own Unless the client asks for them, and never downplaying,

the client's comments or ideas.
4

Active listening on the, part of a counselor can show a client

respect, attention, and recognitibn. For someone-Who has been vic-

timized, the technique.cah help ive batk to the-victi'm a feeling of.

control. A recent NIMH-sbonsor d publication is an important tool

fdr training would-be counsel s in the use of active listning

techniques through practice erdises in the classroom. Entitled

piping Skills: A Basic' Tr. ning Program, ft was deveToped-to -------.

counselors and others in ow to treat victims of natural disasters,

skills which are equally helpful in dealing with crime victims (Danis

et al., 1980).
1

There are special verbal- techniques which, when used in- conjunc-

tion with active listening, can enhance the communication process.

The following are some of the more helpful.

In "mirror responses," the counselor repeats to the client.what

he or she just said, such as "Let me make sure I have,this right;

you're saying . . ." These responses can be useful in clearing up

the client's uncertainty-or confusion, and can help the person to

get-an orderly grip on things which are stressful.

"Paraphrasing" can also be helpful in active listehqng, for

here the counselor repeats the sense df,what she is hearing, thereby

clarifying for the client what he or she is saying. Restating *tat

the client has said using different words can serve both to reorder--

the ideas anq to indicate to the- client that the counselor is getting

his or her ssage.

Open-ended questions, which'cannOt be answered briefly or in

"yes" or "no," lead to more complete- responses. They often allow

'victims, tolialk more openly or take the conversation in .a direction

that is important to them. A question such as, "What happened?"

is a good example.

Questions whOth require a CI-tent to give a "feeling response"

can de especially useful., Crime' or the fear of crime often creates

strong feelings in older persons, feelings which percolate and need

to be released before "boiltn§ over." Elderly victims may state

clearly what happened, without being conscious of how they feel

about it. By using'questions such as "It sounds like you are very

. .
." the counselors can check out their own hunches, help to

make the older clients aware df feelings-underlying conversations,

and provide acceptance for these feelings. (This acceptance does not

,necessarily mean that the counselor agrees with or a roves of the

client's feelings, but merely accepts that they exist A statement
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such as, "I gather you're pretty worried about all the neighborhood

lads . . ." is an example of a statement which can lead a client to

get those feelings into the open.

These communication techniques are presented as guides for

people helping older persons cope with victimization. Most important

of all, though, is to reinforce three basic ideas: that you are sorry
it happened; that you are glad they're all right; and that they did

nothing wrong.

Tips for Counseling Senior Citizens

In addition .to the general counseling skills listed above,'
peqple working With older victims have discovered that certain specific

ors help establi-sh-the- rapport which-makes good communication
possible.- The tips presented below, some of which were touched upon
earlier, are only a sampling of such behaviors. The resources listed_'

at the conclusion of this chapter-provide more specific details.

When coming o an elderly person's home, iwould-be "helper"

should always identify himself or herself and his or her program

agency. It ma ease things to show an ID or card. The helper

should siAply ex ain his or ter role and desire to help.

iii"Small talk" seems tO be a reliable technique for establishing,
good rapport with an older person. Small talk, which can

-' prevent relationships from becoming strained, involves a 10 to
15 minute conversation wherein the counselor engages in conversa-
tion about something_ in the older adult's life. The topic

chosen can be basean observation of objects or persons in
the client'S surroundings. Photographs, a flower garden, a --

nice piec of furniture, antiques, etc. are appropriate objects

to elicit ersonal respolnse: Ecology, traffic...-or even the

weather thee alternatives. The older person must be

allowed sufficient time to respond, or the counselor's sincerity
in asking the question will be doubted.

Effective information gathering generally requires controlling
digression--but not too quickly. The counselor should not

break off too quickly what appears to be an older person's

rambling discourse. Elders sometimes take longer to process
information, and therefore to organize and report facts about

a crime or about their daily Oehavior. Premature interruptions

on the part of the counselor may keep important things from

being revealed.

If writing on'a formior even a pad during the interview'; the

counselor may find that the client becomes more interested in
watching what is being written than in talking freely. Oro

the older person may become hesitant to divulge information if

everything he says is being written down. By listening first

and writing afterwards, a counselor can sometimes circumvent

these prOblems.
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During a conversation, an older person may not remember all the

things he wishes to say about his victimization or his fear of

crime.' Or, he may be sensitive about vision and hearing dif-

ficulties and not want to let the counselor know about them.

A victim may be embarrassed by his own confusion. Certain

approaches are especially good for breaking down these barriers

to communication. Saying, for example, "I know how confusing

the experience must have been," or sharing the information that

many victims have some difficulty in recalling the events right

away can. encourage continued communication. Offering to be

available at a later date can also'relieve some of this stress.

Counselors should not decide on their own how to counsel older

victims. Include them in that process--work'toward satisfyipg

their needs as expressed by them. By the same token, make it a

habit to ask permission in interviews', like, "May I sit down?"

and to offer choices like, "Would you,like me to call her now

or perhaWa little Mterr---These actions'give victims a ,.

needed sense of control.

At this point, we should acknowledge that K4torically very

l.ittle attention has been given the older counselee in general, let

alone the older crime-victim counselee. Ganikos (1980) reports that

during the late 1970s the numbs& of counselor education programs in

higher education dealing with counseling the elderly, or even offering

an elective in the subject, remained about six percent of all programs.

So, whatever meaningful-steps are undertaken in counseling the

older victims are filling a void. Ganikos' own work, Counseling the

Aged: A Training Syllabus for EduCetors, is an important resource in

this regard. While her text does not address crime per se, it 4

does contain lltraining modules on counseling older.persons, each

module listing rationale and objectives, implicatiorks for the.

counselor; training activities, references, and evaluation techniques.

Particularly appropriate for would-be victim assistance workers are

the modules on "Counseling Older Adults: Suggested Approaches" and

"The Role of.Paraprofessional Peer Counselorg in Working with Dlder

People."

Finally, we should not overlook the proven track-record of

grow s of individuals working together in resolving crises. Weiss

a, 1979), writing about group counseling of widows after loss of

spouses; offers model for helping people though crises-, this

model can be applicable to the crisis of criminal violation. Weiss

found'that two elements were very important to the success of his

group cowiteling. The first was Information. He gave his groups

as much data as he could about the facts and stages of grief and

about chat it was normal to feel after such a great loss as loss of

/spouse., This made participants in the group feel all right about

themselves. They weren't razy" to feel the rage or guilt they

felt. Others had done siffinar'things before them and had gotten

through the tough times.) The second element was support. All of

the others in the group were experiencing the same traumatic transi-

-tiono, In numbers there was strength; there was a common identity;

there was a pool of others to lean on.
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These elements of information and support are readily adaptable

to the problems of older victims of crime. Several senior-serving

agencies, in Jamaica and Yonkers, New York, for example, have already
recognized its potential and are using group counseling as a supple-
ment to the individual counseling they offer to older crime victims.

in-

clude

have written on the effectiveness of group work n-

clude Caplan and Killelea,(1976) and Burnside (1978). Burnside's

book is oriented towarthinstitutionalized elders, &Lit she does
give principles of group work, including contracts for group work;
factors in group membempip like settings, number of members, member
.selection, and personality dynamics of members; and problems in

leadership.

As mentioned, counseling the older person has not been well

explored. But group counseling of older victims can help the victims
to make sense of things, can provide a base of support for recovering
from the trauma of criminal violation, and can lead to group action

.4ter5S (like_block,groups described earlier) that improve security

and quality of life.
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Chapter Thirteen
Communicating with Groups.:
Crime frevention Education

Advance Organizers
Crime prevention education for groups is a growing -77
phenomenon. Police institutes, media campaigns, and
community training sessions now focus on reducing the
opportunities for victimization. Despite the pro-
liferation of these efforts-, however, crime prevention
education is.not as effective as it might be. Rea-

sons for this include the length and the method of
delivery of standard training sessions.

Crime prevention education for older people should
4 consider their needs and should be tailored to them. .

Otherwise, standard crime prevention education sessions
may actually increase already high levels of fear
among the elderly.

Effective crime prevention education involves at
least four elements: planning a course to meet spe-
ific local needs and problems; selecting teaching

t" ecchniques that will produce lasting learning; evalu-

ating both the immediate reaction and the long-term
impact of the training; and expanding the access of
senior citizens to this education.

Planning should ensure that the training addresses
the real and felt concerns of the community's elders.
This requires: conducting a.needs assessment, a "who,"
"what," "where," "when," "why,i' and "how"of the crimes
against elders in the community, as well as a profile '

of the senior participants; setting general goals and
specific objectives for the training based on the
findings.of the needs assessment; and choosing the
content and the order of the training materials.

Teaching or conductingthe training session should be
done in ways that hold on to the participants' atten-
tion, involve them in activity, and Ocrease their

"
learning of the information. Lectures, audiovisuals

.

roleplay, guest speakers, small group exercises, home- i
work, and combinations' of these ahe good for these

purposes. In addition, there are tips specifically
for training with older,people.
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Evaluation determines how the information is being
retained and put into practice by elderly participants.
Participant reaction and tratner self-assessment
taken immediately after a session gauge basically the
"proces's" of the training. Follow-up measurements
'taken some time later show whatever lasting effect
or "impact" there might be:

116

1

Expanding the oppbrtunities for crime prevention edu-
cation for seniors requires the involvement of others
besides the police agd related professionals. By
including aging-related community service people and
elders themselves in crime prevention'education, the
.number of tr4lpers increases, so that each topic can
be covered mdftthoroughly and a larger number of the
elderly can be reached.- Their addition also increases
the sources of information and advice available for
older people with crime-related concerns.

el
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Educating citizens about how they can prevent crimes has become

increasingly popular in recent.years as more and more people realize

that the police cannot combat crime by themselves. The basic concept

of crime prevention eduCation is to teach people that crime rates can

be lowered by reducing the number of opportunities which criminals

have. Opportunities for property and street crimes are pointed out

to citizens and various steps they can take to "harden" the criminal

target are described.
6

Crime prevention education received its initial support from the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) which funded the

National Crime Prevention Institute (NCPI) t the University of Louis-

ville in Kentucky to train police officers in crime prevention edu-

cation-for citizens. Since 1971, NCPI has trained over 8,000.1aw

enforcement personnel, and now every majorypolice 'department in the

United States.has one or more officers, located either in the crime

prevention or community relations d611-artMent, who specialize in

teaching'citizens how to make their homes'luore secure and avoid

street crimes.
k

As a result of two more recent programs added by LEAA, the

Citizens' Initiative,and the Community Anti-Crime Programs, community

residents have also been added to the ranks of crime prevention

trainers: NCPI and other organizations, like the National Sheriff's

Association, the American Association of Retired Persons, and the

General Federation of Women's Clubs, work with citizens and community

ps -to spread the message about crime prevention. In 1979, the

Natiboal Council on Crime and Delinquency brought together these and

a nu er of other national organizations to work with the National

Adv tising Council pn a crime prevention-education campaign, following

t model of the Ad Council's forest fire prevention campaign with

key the Bear. Employing McGruff, a trench-coated detective dog

(rigure 13.1), the campaign works through aWof the mass media and

vides back-up crime prevention literature and training to make

ericans aware of crite prevention techniques and ideas.

Training'sessions in crime prevention typically cover the same

subjects addressed in this handbook: home security, security on the

street, consumer fraud and con games, and community crime prevention.

Whether taught by civilians or by the police, the training tries to

impress upon its audience the importance of close cooperation with-the

police. Cooperative actions for citizens to take include watching out

for suspicious people or activities, reoorting these activities to the

police, notifying the police immediately if acrime has occurred, pro-

viding thorough descriptions of criminals to police officers, and

calling upon available police crime prevention resources.

Despitg this proltieration of crime prevention education, however,

there is little evidence that the training sessions themselves have

done much to reduce-crime rates. The problem may lie in training's

failure to,change the long -$ld attitudes And behavior'sof the stu-

dents which attract victimization.
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;,,,figure 13.1
Advertising Materials in the National
Citizen's Crime Prevention Campaign

4

Ilk/supped as Maim&
Cithamele Crime Prevendon Canapaip.

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

A

There have not been long-term studies of this effectiveness,
but from what we know about educational theory, it is very likely
that these tilining courses are not as effectual as they could be.
-One reason illthat the courses are usually short--one to two hours
in length--and a great'deal of material is covered very quickly,
making it unlikely that all of the information will be remembered
and even less likely that it will be acted upon. Furthtrmore, the

most commonly used training techniques--a lecture and a film--prob-

ably lead to more superficial learning than-would be the, case with
participatory training techniques which-involve students in the
subject matter and lead, in theory, to deeper understanding and

retention.

Both of these drawbacks, length and emode of training, can make
crime prevention education particularly ineffective for senior citi-

zens. These habits.of older persons which increase their vulnerability
to-crime may require even more time and practice to ,change than those

of younger people. Fdrthermore, there is some preliminary evidence
from the experiences of crime prevention educators that standard
crime prevention education sessions can actually increase already high
levels of fear among older person's (Nitzberg, 197

For these reasons, this chapter will approach the topic of
crtgic prevention education for senior citizens from the viewpoint of

improving the current state-of-the-art. The chapter contains four
sections: the first describes how to go about planning a meaningful
crime prevention course, and discusses specific local needs and
problems, 'objectives, and possible content of training sessions;
the second focuses on conducting the training, and outlines teaching

techniques which should lead to good retention of the materials and
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to changes in behavior outside of the classroom; the third looks at

the consequences of the training, and suggests ways tcevaluate

whether the training-has had its desired effect; finally, the.fourth

sketahes ways to improve the access of older persons to crime preven-

tion information and education.

Planning for Crime Prevention Education
Needs Assessment

Crime prevention education is most useful when the course is

planned to meet the specific needs and concerns of those who will be

trained. The.type of analysis which seeks to determine yhat these .

concerns are is usually called a "needs assessment," and'hereOt
involves two parts: learning the specifics of the local crime

problem; and-identifying the crime-related concerns, and the character-

istics, of those who might be trained. The three primary sources of

data for this needs assessment are the police, key community people,

and the local planning department.

For information'on the local crime problem, the police are

easily the best resource, although they may be less accessible in

some communities than in others. Whether information is obtained

by reviewing crime reports or talking to individual police officers

and officials, the same questions must be answered: What are the

most common crimes being committed against older people in the neigh-

borhood? When during the day or evening are these crimes being com-

mitted? Where are they being committed? How do they occur?

Other questions which are helpful to answer while planning

crime prevention education are: Which older people are being.victim-

ized (e.g., apartment-dwellers, women, people on several blocks,

etc.)? Are elderly victims sufferinese'rious physical harm from the

crimes? Is the rate of local crime against the elderly increasing

or decreasing? Are there trends in the types of crimes being com- ,

mitted against the elderly?

Impressionistic information from other people in the community

can also be important in-learning about the severity of the crime

Rroblem for senior citizens. Good sources include: directors of

senior citizen centers, staff of the prosecutor's office, local

business people, clergymen, and the crime reporter for the local

newspaper.

The second part of a needs assessment is an attempt to learn

prior to a training session about tAe group of seniors who will partici-

pate in the session, in order to target the materials more specifically

to the audience. Ideally, trainers would like to knoW: how aware

their students are of the,crime problem in the Community; what)kinds

of crimes they are worried about; their knowledge of the senior

service network; their living arrangements, educatfonal background,

and socio-economic characteristics. All of these factors can Affect

the choice of.content or techniques used in a crime prevention edlip-,

tion session.
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Many of the same people who are queried about the local crime
problqp can also be asked for information about the tenibrs who will
be- participating in the training, .If a session is to be held at 6,

senior citizencenter, it is very helpful to talk beforehand to the-
director o7 staff about the seniors who use the facility. Likewise,.

the pres'ident of 'a senior citizen club, resident manager of an apart-
ment building, or clergyman can be interviewed ahead of time if the
sessions are.to be held with seniors from any of these organizatiohs.
Advance copies of club agendas for the day of the training can suggest
the mood of the audience and the best time for the training.

4

It is, of course, sometimes impossible to obtain this informa-
tion in advance of crime prevention education sessions. When this is

'the case, trainers often ask participating seniors questions about
themselves' and their bWiefs at the start of training sessions, then
tailor their approach bn an ad hoc baSis.

Using Training Objectives

The second step in planning for a crime preventiOn education
course is to use the findings from the needs assessment to develop

goals and.learning objectives for'the course. Goals are general
statements of overallpurpos'es; objectives are specific intentions
of change, avid -are .best when tied to some behavioral measure. Setting

goals and Objectives can help both the instructor and the students
The instructor can determine his ar her rate of progress-and .u.ltimate
'accomplishment, while students can obtain an overall view of the

session and assess' their own achievements.

'Goals. Those conducting crime, prevention education for of r

persons may set. general purposes or goals for'tOt training ,_to

conducted, like:

To provide an elementary knowledge of typical crimes -and Trauds

to which the elderly are subjected. 4.,

To change imprudent habits and behaviors so that p)rsoniX

security will be increased.

To build an increased sense of control over tho, potential

threats to safetyspin their daily lives.

',To reduce fe elings of isolation ,by connecting s4niors to%the .

network of services available tq them..

- Objectives. After defeloping such .general goals, crime preven-4

tion educators can use them-to set specific instructional or learning
objectives for'each session to be taught. Specific objectives for

crime prevention topics of interest to the elderly are relatively
easy fo develop if sufficient thought is giyen to what the instruttcr

wants theparticipants to remember -and ime, and to-whether accomplish-

ment of the objectives can be measured at the end. for example,

under the topic of personal security, objectives might be that
students .can: statethre00-personal charact6ristics which.are atirac-.
tive to muggers; identify one precaution to take on buses, in cars,.

S.,
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and in public,places; list three steps to take beforegoing on the .

street; and describe the procedures for enrollingain a direct deposit

program. For a home security presentation, similar objectives are

that students can: tate three ways of makingone's- home more secure

when not at home:, name three ways to protect one's hope when at home;

ditlare hoW to-make e4kappointment fora home security survey;, and

Mt and order the s; to take if one arrives home and finds it

has bei burglarized. _

In instructional objectives like these, usual words like "learn"

or Mnderstand"irdo not appear, for these areconsidered too general.
Rather, the intended outcome of the educational session is phrased

in terms which can provide a measure of what is learned.

O Choosing the Cont
c ,

Once the. eds assessment and goal setting has been completed,

the planner should decide the contents of the crime prevention Sourse.

To allow for good understanoping and retention ofthe materials,it is

st to divide the course c6ntents into a number of different ses-

01P
s. Simple assignments can be made which require the students to !IP

ctice.betWen sessions to promote assimilatiq*pf the new information.

Ong logical way of dividing the on ent of the course is to

focus oA the steps of crime prevention:

BeComing aware of crime;

ProteCting youl-self on the stket;

Protgcting yOur home and propert

"Avoiding consumer fraud and con games;

Collective action against crime.
ti

Perhaps the mo st important sessi.on for stojor citizens is the

first one on awareness of.crime, for here the students are given an

opportunity to express thgir concerns and interests and to discuss the

local crime problem. Because of the already,,high levels, of fear of

crime among -many elders, it is clearly not appropriate for a frainer

to use this session to expound on how 'dangerous the problem of trime'

is in that locality. Instead,*the session can be used to bring out

some of Ve Older participants: free-floating fears about victimization.

Trainers can acknowledge these fears, milich as a counselor

acknowledges the fellings of the person who,Fas been a victim of

crime. The next step, though, is to present the actual crime patterns

in the community as an objective way of showiligi what the reatris46 of

crime are, and what people should bemost alert to.

For ex m le, older women are usually very cqncerned about being

assaulted or rreped. In fact, their real risks of victimization are

from household theft 6r,purglary. Acknowledging that many women are
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frightened.about personal crimes like rape and assault can be fol-
lowed by a presentation on local' and national statistics on the low
incidence of these kinds of crimes. In this way the session can
be used as an effective way to lower fear levels,,while at the same
time impartinfinformation.that is important for crime prevention.

At this and some of the other sessions, it is often very helpful
to have a 'representative from thelocell police department present.
His Or 'her presence will serve 'several purposes. It will provide a
reSourceperson who may be able to answer some tough questions about
local police activities and limitations. Questions like "Why aren't
there more police on t e street?" "Why can't the police respond .

faster to calls?".or Why can't they catch more criminals?" may
neecAuthoditative sponses before participants are ready and willing
to et around to the usioess of taking crime prevention into their
own hands. The law enforcement officer can also acquaint seniors
with the most recent information on the crimes in their community,
can set the tone fosSthe ;importance of citizens cooperating with the
police, and can give the trainingan automatic credibility in the
eyes of many ni on citizens.

The c ntent"for the sessions following the first one can be
divided into the various types of crimes which, should be addressed:
,street crime, Obsehold crimes of burglaryand larceny, and consumer
fraud., Finally, since collective or community crime prevention
techniques have been shown to be very effective and to have the best
chance of continuing over the'long term, a,whole session can be
devoted to just this approach to crime prevention.

#It is important to gear each of these sessions to the'qhat-acter- #
istics of the seniors present. For example,, if most of the people

, live it:I:apartments, the trainer can present 'information on home

secifigty for tenants, including safety in elevators and hallways,
organization of tenant patrols, enforcement of building codes, deal-
ing with the landlord or manageMent, and'preventing push-in robberies.
A different set of topics.would be appropriate for older,people who
are,primarily homeowners, itcluding how to make a home look lived-
in when away, pruning shrubs and lar:ge bushes to make-doors and
windows visible-from the street, obtaining a home security survey

and organizing a block club. For seniors living aloneit would be
important for the training sessions to discuss the netvlork of ser-
vices available to elders, including escort services, senior centers,
homemaker and companion services,and telephone assurance programs;,
safety when ans ing the door; and con games directed at the isolated

alderly. >,

Conducting Training
Selecting the Techn'ques

Having planned'the fonten training sessions with an eye

toward the characteristics Of the ol r pdrticipants, the next step

is selecting the best training methods to convey the information.
For some time research has indicated that p> ople learn best when they
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actively participate in the learning process. And so, Edgar Dale

has devised a "Cone of Experience" (Figure 13.2) which rates various

kinds of learning experiences by the amount of learner activity in-

volved, and estimates the amount of material people remember who

have had such an experience. According to this theory, those who

experience only verbal cues, as in reading and listening to words,

remember the least,*whild those who are exposed only\to visual cues

remember slightly more. Dale maintains that when onels exposed to

both verbal and sight cues, however, learning,is- raised tp about

50 percent of what is presented. When student participation through

writing is added to the visual and verbal experiences, learning, is

raised further to 70 percents. But when an actual task is added to

the visual and verbal cues, about 90 percent of the materials are'

remembered by the student. Applying this theory to the alost common

training techniques used in crime prevention education, we can under-

stand why standard crime prevention training sessions are relatively

ineffective.

Lecture or presentation. The typical crime prevention education

session relies heavily on a lecture or speech -(hearing cues) result -

ing, according to Dale, in only about 20 percent retention of the

materials. Thus, a lecture should be supplemented with as many
appropriate visual aids as possible, such as props and flip charts:

Moreover, the materials in a lecture need to be reinforced with other

types of trainingexperiences for better retention.

FilMis and slide/audio-cassette presentations are recommended as

effective learningdevices and are generally well-received by seniors

The.combination of visual and verbal'input increases the chances V'

p that participants will remember informatidh presented,

----flowever,-cate -reeds to be taken in showing the films and slides.

It usually takes an older eye longer to apt to darkness. So when

starting slides or films ina d rk roo wait a minute. or two.

Because older persons have redu ed nsitivitycplight and greater

sensitivity to glare, certain c itions dun ma e seeing and reading

easier for them. Thesetntl e: high illumination without glare,

enla-ged figures, and figure which contrast sharply with their

.bacOround With regard to the last point, red or black figures

against a yellow background seem to provide therbest contrast for

older eyes. Trainers should also assess the quality of the send

in advance to determine whether it will be difficult to unders( and

-by the hearing-impaiied.

After showing a film or slides, a question- and - answer period or

some other form df discussion.can reinforce the information presented

in the film. Generally, discussion guides are included in film

packages! There are many films and lide*presentations on crime

preventim available, a number of which are quite suitable for

older auditinces. Some are listed at the end of Chapter Five.'

Role la .
A role play is a training exercise which simulates

a real i e situation. Participants act out the characters who are

involved, imitating their attitudes and behaviors. This technique
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PeopItGenerally Remember:
1

10% of what they read

20 %. of what they hear,

30% of what they see

50% of what they
hear and see

Figure 1.3.2
Cone of Experience

Learner Activity:

Watch stilltpicture

Watch moving picture

View exhibit

VerOal Receiving

Visual Receiving

Watch demonstration

70% of what they Do a workshop exercise
say and write

90% of what
they say as

Simulate a reel experiencethey perform
a task 4

Go through the real experience

Role-play a situation

a

Hearing, ying,:
Seeing, D 'ng

(Adapted from materials produced by Dr.Aatherine Tift for the National
Drug Abuse Training Center. For further information on Dale's "Cone of
Experience," see Wiman,Raymond V., Educational-Media, Columbus, OH:
Charles Merrill Co., 1969.)
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is excellent in crime prevention training

.

for seniors because it:

Provides a context for participants to express themselves..
It is often less' threatening to speak through another character

. than to speak for oneself. ,
,

Sensitizes'the players to a_ variety o f different attitudes and
motivations. By playing a character with a different viewpoint
from one's own,a person can developan understanding for
others..

Gives the participantt an opportunity to practice crime preven- ,
tion techniques in a close-to-real-life situation. This greatly

facilitates the actual adoption of the techniques in the real
world.

Variations on a role play can be used. For example, two volun-
teers can do a role play in front of the rest of the group. This is

called the "fishbowl"techriique. The audience responds to the two
players at the end, and then additional sets of volunteers can role
play. It is always helpful to conclude'role plays with a "debriefing"
or group discussion .of what occurred.

Guest_ speakers are often quite' effective, especially if they
are celebratedlor respected members of the community. Police of-

'ficers in uniform for eAomple, 'represent authority and'security to
many seniors; e)qive positive suggestions or advice about
reporting crim crime prevention tips,jkhey will lijcely be very

well-received.

To maintain the focus of a class, training leaders usually
interview guest speakers in advance in order to give them ideas on
how tb Tgach the audience most effectively, as well as to' discuss
and review the topics the speakers wish to cover.

Small group exercise. This technique allows all those present
to participate, even with a large number of people. However, it
requires a "flexible" room or rooms in which seating can be rear-

ranged to form smel groups,

After people are divided into groups, they can engage in a
variety of trainieg techniques, such as solvA hypothetical pro-
blems, toming up with answers to questions/or doing role plays.
Trainers find St helpful to have each group select a recorder, one

who can take notes on what happens. After the groups isband and
the 1 e group is together again, the groups cad poor information

and sha their experiences.

binatjon exe'rcises. As mentioned, effective trainers have
found that participatory techniques tend to produce better results
than other kinds of formats. They have' also discovered that a com-

bination of several techniques will reinforce the information learned,
as well as maintain the ructicipants' interest level (Wiman, 1969).

For example, if a trainer were offering a 90-minute Crime prevention

1.1
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session on'home security, he or she might use three different techni-

ques, perhaps allotting a half-hour each for a small group exercise,

a film; and a role play. Likewise, a homework assignment can also

reinforce learning and allow time for it to be assimilated and

digested. Participants might be asked to make a list of locks in

the home; describe the occasions when they feel afraid on the street;

write down what kinds of people come to their door. Reviewing the

homework at the next session reinforces this learning.
A

i
Other considerations., Train rs also consider other factors

when choosing techniques to use. These include the physical space

for the class, size of the group, time frames, available resources,

educational backgroUnd of participants, and so on. For any training,

it is important to make sure the facilities will have all the equip-

ment or tools needed, adequate lighting, chairs, tables, electric

outlets, ektension cards, and ventilation. And tratners should allow

enough time before the meeting to "set up."

It is worth noting that money is not absolutely essential for

an effective training program, although several training tools can

cost money. The most expensive, films, may often be available from

a local library. If theopare not, they can be rented from the distri-

butor. A second item requiring tome fund is the printing of hand-

outs. It is usually very helpful to give participants something to

take home, such as a list of important numbers to keep by the tele-

phone or a checklist of home security precautions to read. Often

the police department's crime.prevention section provides free

copies- of these.

Training Tips

After conducting a need's assessment, developing objectives for

the training, selecting appropriate subjects to cover, and deciding

on the most appropriate training techniques to use, trainers are

then ready to begin the crime prevention training session.

Even with the best possible preparatioh, though, not all audiences

1011 be equally interested in or capable of benefitting from the

subject of the training session. Seasoned trainers use a number of

different ways to gain and keep the interest of participants during

the training sessions (Center, 1979). 4

Try to use anecdotes or stories to which seniors in the audience

can relate. For example, use local newsPaPer articles to illus-

trate local crime programs.

Stop the trAjning occasionally to take questions from the

audience or ask your own questions. This will tell you if the

seniors are understanding the training and are applying it to"

their needs.

Circulate around the room rather than stand behind a lectern or

sit at a table throughout the sessions; this helps you to stay

aware of the audience's attentiveness and makes things more
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personal.

Use props. Even if you can't use them during your training
session, try to work with them during a question-and-answer
peripd. They help senior citizens relate better to the tips
you've given them.

Don't forget the value of humor. It can reduce tension, make
serious subjects seem less, threatening, and allow you to com-
municate better with people attending the training session.

Try to maintain as much eye cdniact with people in the audience
as possible. This can make the elders feel more involved in the
training: they'll know yoU aretalking.to them and not at them.

Be outgoing and friendly; if-you are too formal in your approach,
would-be participants may easily be "turned off" to the entire
session.

Watch the tone of yoLir voice. Make sure you treat your
listeners with respect and do not talk.down to them.

Speak distinctly. Many older persons have impaired hearing or
vision.

Don't be impatient or operate on a strict time schedule.
Simple tasks may require More time, effort, and energy then you
anticipate. When chairs have to be turned around to watch.
film, for example, it may take a good five minutes for everyone
to get settled.

Attention spans vary; response time may be slow, and memories
may be fading. To maximize the amount of information learned
and retained, use watchwords. Consider including a number of
break especially for the participants to stretch.

Isolation often creates -an increased need for attention. Some

older people take advantage of opportunities to get this atten-
tion in class by interrupting, offering commentary, relating
opinion, and so forth. This impedes the group process. Make

sure you include a question-and-answer session at the end, and
if earlier sections of the Presentation are getting bogged.
down, gently interrupt and ask if the discussion can be taken
up again later. By writing the subject on a blackboard or
easel, the presenter acknowledges the importance of the point
and makes it possible to move-on.-

, .

o Poor literacy skills are common among senior citizens, so'
written questionnaires are sometimes ineffective evaluation
tools. If you use questionnaires, have participants check
things off. Otherwise, it is possible to present a questionnaire
orally, asking for a show of hands. It is sometimes useful to
have someone other than the presenter ask the questions .and
record the groUp's answers.
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These tips are by no means exhaustive. The most important

thing for trainers to do during crime prevention sessions is to be

flexible. Maintain a "feel" for the group--their mood, interest,

and comprehension - -anq adjust the content and techniques accordingly.

Evaluating the Training
If crime prevention education is to be considered as a serious

approach to reducing crime against older persons, it will be necessary

to begin to track more carefully whether the iniormation is being

retained and used by the students. Evaluationkan take a number of .

different forms. The most simple types--immediate Participant reac-

tion and self-assessment--Produce only limited information on the

process of the training session. To measure whether there were any

lasting effects, follow-up measurements need to be made some time

after the session as taken Place to gauge "impact."

Immediate Nrticipant Reaction

A written questionnaire or an oral survey at the end of a crime

prevention session is useful primarily in assessing "process" con-

iderations such as content, method, and organization. Experienced

trainers recognize while constructing such surveys that most people

hesitate to be critical and that vague questions produce little

inforrIlion. Questions such as "Did you enjoy the meeting?" are

almost always answered, "Yes." In order to gain better information,

use very specific questions, such-as:

Could you hear the speaker clearly?

Was the meeting too long?

s Was the room too c-rowded?

Would you recommend the session to a frfend?

Would you like more information on the subject?

Will'you come-to the next session?

Since few people respond to a request for "general comments,"

trainers sometimes conclude with the open-ended question, "How

would you suggest that the piesentation be improved?"

Self- Assessment

This form of evalUation has the trainers analyzing their own,

sessions. .They ask themselves how the training went._ Examples of

things trainers review are:

Participatibn

Did the number of participatinn seniors increase as the

session progressed?
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Were the elders alert and attentive? At what parts did

they appear to lose interest?

Did attendance drop off from the last class?

Organizatiog

Did the trajning accomplish all that was planned? (Meet

.objectives?)

Did the trainer stick to the schedule?

o

If not, was the change a good one?

.What went worse than expected?

What went better than expected?

*Training skills -

Did the trainer appear confident?

Did the trainer know the material?
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Content

Did the participants appear to understand the content?

Did par icipants remember information from the last session?

Did anyone offer insights or information new to the trainer?

Did the trainer learn?

Questions of this kind are subjective; i.e., did the trainer

feel satisfied'that he performed well? Self-asfessment works par-

TiCrilarly well if the trainers are working in pairs and can exchange

this type If feedback.

Impact

The most significant type of training evaluation that

"impact." Impact must be measured at a later point in ti , since

trainers want to find out;

Did the participants remember anything--and if so,*what is it?

4

Have the participants converted what they've learned into

action, whether through changes in behavior or use of new

resqprces?

If trainers are conducting a number of sessions, the easiest

and most productive time to conduct this kind of impact evaluation

is at the next session in the series, a week or two after the first.
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For example, if the fiist class concerned awareness of crime

and how it affects people, a trainer could, at the second class:.

'Ask how many people changed something about the way they
usually do things because of what they learned at the last
class. The trainer could then focus on these individuals and

ask them specifically what they have changed.

Ask people to list what they learned last time.

Ask if they have done their homework assignments. Then, dis-

cuss their assignments.

Similar techniques can be used by trainers after each class in
a series. The trainers can even return to the site of a training
series several weeks after the final-class to assess the impacts
Of both that one class and the overall training, asking the former .

participants specific things: Dill they change any behaviors? Did

they arrange for a home security survey or Operation Identification?
Did they obtain new locks? Do they keep important phone numbers by

their telephone? Did they arrange for direct deposit of checks?

Expanding the Opportunities for Crime Prevention
Education for Seniors

Crime prevention trainers have generally found, that organized
groups of senior citizens are eager for Opportunities to learn about

crime prevention. With relatively little publicity, police crime
' prevention trainers are)able to fill their'schedules with clubs,

chapters, or organizatAns of older people who want to focus one of

their meetings on the topic. But, effective crime prevention re-

quires the efforts of others b8ides the police And related profes?

sionals. There is a need to expand the opportunities for crime Pre-
vention education, so that each topic is covered in greater depth and
larger numbers of elders are reached. To do this, the population of

persons who can pride the service must expand.

Some communities are finding that aging- related. community service
professionals and seniors themselves can become effective crime pre-
vention trainers or educators., These educators have been found among
the participants and staffs of senior'citizen centers, nutrition
sites, clubs, and even-among the management of buildings that houSe

large numbers of older persons. The addition of these people to the
ranks of crime prevention educators enables the police to make better

use of their scarce resources, affords opportunities for repeat and

varied training, and provides an easily available resource of informa-

tion and advice for seniors with crime-related concerns.

States an&localities are making good use of these human re-

sources, incorporating crime prevention education into their existing -

services in imaginative and cost-effective ways.

Repretentatives of all'of the major agencies that offer ser-
vices to senior citizens in Newark, New Jersey have been trained

as crime prevention educators:
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e The entire-network of Waltear Reuther Senior Centers in Detroit

provides in-depth crime prevention education to its members;

The New York State Office for the Aging is acting as a "go-
vbetwedn;" it coordinates efforts between aging agencies and the
police to develop crime prevention packages for elderly clients;

The states of Florida, Michigan, and Pennsylvania are training
professionals throughout their-aging networks in crime preven-

tion for seniors.

Even with a,large roster of well-trained crime prevention educa-
tion specialists, however, there will still exist the problem of

reaching isolated, home-bound elderly with information on how to

reduce their vulnerability to crime. One solution comes from a

'recent evaluation which found that crime prevention information is

effectively transmitted to senior citizens through television.
Elderly respondents reported that they remember and acted upon crime

prevention information that they had seen on television (Bishop

et al., 1979). A second solution, discussed in more detail in
Chapter Twelve, is to ensure that all the service providers who

come into contact with isolated individuals are knowledgeable about'

the kinds of advice and assistance they should provide. For this

reason, crime prevention education is coming to be recognized as an

essential part of the,education of those who work regularly with the

frail or the ijolated elderly.

Finally, of course, it is our belipf that books such as this
handbook can serve the needs of older people, whatever their context,

by giving elders and aging-related staffs the facts and the tools

rod Teaningful crime prevention education. We believe trrel a logical,

comprehensive discussion of crime and the elderly can replace myths

and fear with understanding and action. And so, we have discussed

the realities of aging/and of crime ThAmeritC-Ud-qatnrns-uf--crirre----- ----------

and their prevention, the forms of victim assistance, and the means

of Opanding these messages. It is our hope that these efforts.con-

tribute to improving the quality of life of today's elders, and that

of tomorrow's.
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